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PURPOSE OF THIS MATERIAL

This volume contains material that may be used by the instructor in
preparing the lectures and workshops.

It is divided into three parts:

I.

Lecture Notes

II.

Sample Newspaper File on the PPINCE Nations

111.

Instructor's Workshop Manual

On the basis of the experience gained during presentation of the course
at the National War College, we have assembled in this volume those
mate rials that appear to us to be most helpful to the instructor.

In

taii'.ring the course to his particular organization and student body, the
instructor will, of course, exercise his own judgment about using this
riaterial as a starting point for his own course development.

1.

[I

1.

LECTUPE NOTES

These lecture notes are based in general or. transcripts of the lectures
given at the National War College. In some cases, the technical quality
of the recording was so poor that very broad and liberal interpretations
of the transcriptions had to be made.

In other cases, new material has
been added, and for all of the lectures, some editing was necessary to
take an oral lecture to a writter draft.
These partially edited lecture notes are included as samples of the lecture
organization that might be followed. Therefore, they should be thought of
only as starting points for the development of the instructor's own lectures,
rather than as polished lectures ready for delivery.
In addition to these notes, che references ii the Course Syllabus Volume I
provide extensive material for lecture preparation.
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DATA AND THE INTERNATIONAL POLICY-MAKER

I.

(Session 1)

Pervasive Constraints

Let us start this diucussion by talking about the world as though computers
had never been c-eated, data-fi es never collected, and simulations never
developed.

If we can come to s )me commn agreement about that world,

which is a world we all know, ti en we can talk about why computers, datafiles, and simulations might be of some interest to us.

If, on the other

hand, we do not agree on the na:ure of that world and th', very severe difficulties found there, then the uses of computer-based teLhniques as I will
discuss them will have about as much relevance for you, the decisionmaker, as stamp collecting.

Tiny may be £un; they may provide a lot of

intrinsic pleasure; you may enjoy the "perforations" in this world as in the
stamp world, but other than providing entertainment, they will have little
value.

Let us start with what I will call "pervasive constraints, " those boundaries
and limitations constantly encountered by the decision-makers in che higher
levels of government, particularly those decision-makers dealing with
international matters.
policy 3phere,

These constraints may not be unique to the foreign

but they may be more critical and difficult to deal with there.

Information and Uncertainty
The first of the pervasive constraints is related to information and uncertainty.

The decision-maker is always faced with uncertainties of

various kinds, and the work of high officials involves, in large part, attempting to cope with them.

These uncertainties come in many forms.

There may be uncertainty about the outcome and timing of expected events.
For example, you may be able to predict that ýhe'e will be Russian pressure on Berlin; but unless you know exac'.1y when,
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the prediction may not
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DATA AND THE INTERNATIONAL POLICY-MAKER

I.

(Session 1)

Pervasive Constraints

Let us start this discussion by talking about the world as though computers
had never been created, data-fi es never collected, and simulations never
developed.

If we can come to s )me common agreement about that world,

which is a world we all know, t) en we can talk about why computers, datafiles, and simulations might be of some interest to us.

If,

on the other

hand, we do not agree on the na~ure of that world and the very severe difficulties found there,

then the usc-s of computer-based techniques as I will

discuss them will have about as much relevance for you, the decision*

maker, as stamp collecting.

Tiey may be fun; they may provide a lot of

intrinsic pleasure; you may enjoy the "perforations" in this world as in the
stamp world, but other than providing entertainment, they will have little
:

value.

Let us start with what I will call "pervasive constraints, " those boundaries
and limitations constantly encountered by the decision-makers in the higher
levels of government, particularly those decision-make-s dealing with
international matters.

These constraints may not be unique to the foreign

policy sphere, but they may be more critical and difficult to deal with there.

Information and Uncertainty
The first of the pervasive constraints is related to information and uncertainty.

The decision-maker is always faced with uncertainties of

various kinds, and the work of high officials involves,
tempting to cope with them.

in large part, at-

These uncertainties come in many forms.

There may be uncertainty about the outcome and timing of expected events.
For example,

you may be ablt to predict that there will be Russian pres-

sure on Berlin; but unless you know exactly when, the prediction may not
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be very helpful.

It is easy to guess that the U. S. will eventually lose

a certain foreign military base and that a given weapon system will become obsolete; the critical uncertainty is when.

Frequently, ic is not the

date, but the outcome of an expected event that is uncertain.

We know

exactly the date of U. S. elections; it is the result that is of conbiderable
doubt.

Most

,ten, however, both the date and outcome are uncertain.

We may expect that one day Mao will be replaced; but when and by whom?

A related type of uncertainty is the uncertainty about the significance
of patterns of events.

What describes a "normal" situation that

may be left alone, and what are the signs that something is heating up
and may r(quire action?

What signs indicate a significant increase in

hostility that may spill over into conflict?

On a smaller scale, what are

the early indications that a project is going to exlperience large cost
overruns?

As troublesome as they may be, the problems of predicting specific
events and understanding recurrent patterns represent only one dimension of uncertainty.

Another dimension is what I will call "association

versus causality. " Much academic research is concerned with problems
r f association, based on the assumption that, if you can determine the status
of one factor, you will have a relatively good chance of knowing the status
of an associated factor.

While this type of information has some utility

for the decision-maker,

he is much more interested in the problem of

causality.

The question is not "Can I predict the status of factor 'A' from

the known status of factor-'B' ?, " but rather "What actions related to 'B'
will bring about a desired state o4 'A'?"

The decision-maker is faced with

much uncertainty about whether a demonstrated relationship between A and
B is merely association, possibly occurring because both are related to
some unknown factor C, or whether a conscious change in B will produce
a predictable change in A.

Implications for the decision-maker of mis-

taking the associative relationship for the causative one can clearly be
serious.
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Another type of uncertainty involves value.

The decision-maker may

have great uncertainty about what events and circumstances are desirable.
E.ren if the decision-maker lived in some ideal world where he could collect
accurat4 information and could correctly identify causal relationships, he
would still face considerable uncertainty in choosing tnong competing
goals.

In a world much simpler than that of the policy-maker's,

weapon

system technology has progressed to the stage where, within limits, systems of almost any desired characteristics can be produced.
there is evidence of considerable uncertainty about whether,

Nevertheless,
for ex

a rifle should be easy to carry, easy to clean, very accurate, or capable
of delivering fire at a very rapid rate.

Rarely does a decision-maker

have a clear-cut choice about how to make a given area or system the
"best. "

Most often there are several competing systems, and instead of

the possibly simpler choice of what is "best" for each individually, he
must try to consider the larger "system" made up of all of them aid decide what is best for it.

Uncertainty for the decision-maker has these and many other faces.
major question for him becomes, then:
uncertainty be handled?"

A

"How can the different types of

The reason for going through this kind of ab-

stract cataloging of the types of uncertainty is that computer-related techniques can help with some, but not of course with all of them.

It is neces-

sary to be as discriminating about when data-files and simulation can and
cannot be of assistance as with the more customary approaches.

The Requirement for Action
Another persistent and pervasive constraint in the international sphere is
the requirement for "doing something.

"

In the academic world, it may be

reasonable to obtain negative results--to discover that some actions will
not produce desiied results.

However, the decision-maker is constrained

to take some action, and, in his case, doing nothing can be a very critical
form of "taking action. "

Knowing some things not to do is of some limited
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value.

It does reduce the set of courses that he must consider,

and it

does allow him to focus his effort on a narrower band of alternatives.
But beyond narrowing the field, negative findings do not tell him what
he really wants to know:

namely, what to do.

And that decision he can-

not avoid making.

The Need for Accuracy
The next pervasive coastraint I want to mention in the policy business is
the need for accuracy.

Tests of significance in the purely statistical and

academic sense are not identical to the ones of concern to the decisionmaker.

By that I mean that he does not really care that a relaiionship is

"statistically significant. "

That information alone is just not satisfactory.

If two factors appear to be more than randomly related, that information
is nice to have, but the decision-maker does not care about just 6eating
chance if the area is important---Soviet nuclear intentions, for example.
He wants a somewhat greater degree of reliability.

This means that,

while he may still use statistical techniques, he will treat the findings
from such studies in a very different way than will academic researchers.

Limited Resources and the Costs of Information
The iuurth set of pervasive constraints relates to resources and information costs.

A decision-maker never has the resources to buy all the in-

formation that may be needed.

It must be recognized that information is

not free; in addition to money, its costs may include some unexpected
items.

For example,

collecting information may cost the decision-maker

time before he can act, and it may cost him the opportunity to collect other
kinds of information.
about information.

As a rcsult, the decision-maker is always deciding

It may not be a positive, or even an explicit, decision;

but it will be a decision, nonetheless.

A major problem in large crganizations---universities,

corporations,

or

gcvernment departments---ia that decisions about spending scarce resources
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are susceptible to great biasing.

In the scramble for funding,

information

collecting is likely to get neglected because it is much easier to see the
value of expanded studies, added personnel, and new hardware to an individual career and the status of an agency (or branch of the military
services) than to identify the benefits of improvements in the available
inforrration about the external world.

And this is likely to be true, even

in those cases where the real problem of the decision-maker is a lack of
information.

This observation is not to imply that people are immoral,

greedy, or irresponsible; it is to say that all of the pressures on them tend
to push in other directions.

My purpose in enumerating the constraints and difficulties faced by the
decision-maker is not to discourage you or to sugfest that the situation
is hopeless.

I am going through all these things because they are all, it

seems to me, real and persistent.

But I think you can accept them all as

being always there; you can recognize their great importance; and still you
can find computers, data-files, and simulations to be extremely useful.

Correlates of High Office
Now I want to talk a little about some of the other pressures felt by a
decision-maker who has reached a high policy-making level.
First, his responsibilities become much broader than they were at lower
levels of office, increasing from country to region or from single branch
of the military service to joint and combined staffs.

The broader the

responsibilities become, the more the problems become dependent on a

plethora of factors.

It is difficult for the decision-maker to focus on

single problems because a multitude of them are coming at him all the
time.

Also, he sees a change in the relationship between responsibilities

and time.

He is increasingly pushed into handling matters that have very

immediate impact and/or immensely long-range impact, but there is relaLively little in between.

He may also find that he has much less time to

consider any given issue.

Regardless of his estimate of its importance,
he finds it shoved aside by a multitude of new, incoming problems.
I-
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In addition to the problem burden, the information burden also increaces.
The high-level decision-maker has access to many more sources, containing a much greater variety of information.

Thus there is ai increase

in both the scope and the volume of the information to which he is expected
to respond.

The organizational pyramid works to push information up-

maybe not the right information and maybe not to the right places-but the
push is always up.

Another aspect of high office is the increasing importance for the decisionmaker to be able to search for information privately.
quite obvious.

The reasons are

The stakes are higher now, and the tendency of his sub-

ordinates to conform to what they think he wants to hear is greater.
Various factions are deeply committed to their sides of issues, and the
outcomes of his decisions are very serious and significant to large numbers
of people.

What this means is that it becomes relatively costly for him to

indulge in public search for information.

Each time the decision-maker

asks for information, it is a siLgnal to another faction and to his subordinates.

He may thus find himself committed semi-officially to a position

before he wants to be.

Sufficient privacy in his information search might

have avoided this problem.

Also, the high-level decision-maker finds that he has become even more
dependent on others.

Ironically, the more power he has, the more he

must depend on others for information on which to base a decision and even
for knowledge that a decision is required.

There are all kinds of inter-

mediaries who decide on what information comes up to him and on what
goes out from him.
ment it himself.

He may make a policy decision, but he does not imple-

He passes it down only one step and there are many be-

tween him and the problem.

One of the more cynical once said, "A bureau-

crat is somebody who never writes anything he signs and never signs anything he writes. " The decision-maker discovers that the "joys" of high
rank involve never collecting the information on which he depends and very

seldom implementing directly what he decides.
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This is a lot of captivity.

II.

General Implications

1 think that this picture is a reasonably realistic perception of what it is
like to be on top. Thus, the issue is: What is the fit between the implications of these pervasive constraints and the value of computer-based data
files and analysis to the decision maker? These techniques should be
evaluated, not in an absolute sense, but relative to the way that the decisionmaker currently works.
Response Time
One implication of the decision maker's constraints is tV:e value of rapid
response time. For a given decision, the required response time may be
very short. The decision-maker thus needs a fast rsponsc from his information system; he does not have time to spend on data collection once
he is presented with the problem. He has to have any collection of information done mostly beforehand, whether a computer is involved or not.
Information Requirements
And the information given to him has to be focused on his particular needs.
He has too many issues, covering too great a variety, and always too
little time.

That means he has to have very well selected information.

He has to be able to get at the essential things at once; he cannot afford to
wade through the volumes which are the usual forms for vast information
depots.

The classic breakdown of the customary library system is best
shown by the extent to which analysts rely on their own little file cabinets
and not on the great common information deposits.
Thus, because his specific questions will change, and he always will wait
to be focused on one particu'ar target, the data that he has available must
be stored in a .vay that makes it easy to handle. He has to be able tc take
it apart and put it together in many different ways.
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One of the required ways of manipulating his data involves changing quickly
the level of aggregation.

One characteristic of high office is, as mentioned

before, that the decision-maker is asked about global matters and nittypicky matters, and very seldom about much in between.

For the grand

picture he wants aggregated information and may not care about specific
characteristics of individual countries; while for the nitty-picky, he does
not care about global patterns or long term trends.

This mean.; that he

must be able to combine pieces of information into a big picture and break
it down again to get small details- both within a very short time period.
Think about trying to handle 100 data files that store individual variables
for each country.
easier -to

It is easier--maybe not instantaneous,

but certainly

be able to enlist computers and data-access programs to sort

and assemble needed information.
Information Absorption
Also, along with the other "pleasures" of high office comes the necessity
to absorb information very fast.

In this business the decision-maker does

not have much time; he cannot afford long study periods.
if he is very good at thinking while doing five other things.

Maybe he can,
But however

he manages his time, it is clear that he must absorb information terribly
fast.
A lot is known about the conditions under which people absorb information.
It has been shown that information is understood much faster from pictures
or graphs than from long lists of numbers or pages of words. Now try to
think about how to generate a picture from standard national intelligence
reports. Try to generate a picture from most standard staff reports. It
can be done, but it is hard. Now, think about trying to generate a picture
from a data-file with a computer plot routine. You can easily imagine
that it is far easier than creating graphs from written information.
Memory Access
The importance of private information search haa already been mentioned.
When he has direct access to the stored files in a computer, the decisionI-10

maker does not have to go through an aide who goes to his subordinates,
and so on down.

By the time the information is delivered, everyone in

the organization may have had a hand in it.

That is not very private.

Compare, for example, having access to a data base via an interactive
terminal that uses a simple command language with having access to the
Library of Congress.

For speed, convenience,

and privacy, there is

really no comparison.

Time Span
As mentioned before, with high office comes a curvilinear relationship
to time; that is,

the decision-maker is interested in matters which are

either very immediate or very long-term, possibly decades or generations.

Thus, he has a strong interest in both very short time-span infor-

mation and very long time-span data.

For some issues he will have an

interest in very long time-series information perhaps covering even a
century.

The decision-maker should be able to think in terms of decades

arnd centuries and not just in terms of budget cycles.

On the other hand,

he will sometimes have an interest in minutes and days.
think in terms of days and centuries?
stairdard kinds of information sources?

How does one

How do you get back and forth with
Again, the computer can help with

this problem by assembling just those bits of inf ,rmation which are required.

Memory Update
Information changes.

How does the decision-maker update a book?

can update a cable by reading the next one.

He

But maybe he does not have

time to read each one; he merely wants to know how the most recent cable

differs from the previous one.

Think about the problems of holding in mind
the contexts of all the cables that cross his desk, along with messages,
phone calls, whatever, versus the problems of changing the values in a
properly structured data file. This data changing or updating is immensely
easier to do with certain kinds of machinery, or machine-stored information,
than it is with standard sources.
not impossible,

Changing standard sources is,

but it is much harder and slower.
1- I1

of course,

Information Check
One of the implications of uncertainty is that every piece of information
will be poor and distorted in some way, that it will be biased in some unknown way.

This is the nature of the world and probably unavoidable.

What the decision-maker neer(s is the ability to look at and compare a
variety of independent bits of information.

Many decision-makers use,

or think they are using, a staff in that way.

Of course, there always is

the risk that the staff might all get together before they talk to him.
Nevertheless, there is a lot of precedent for trying to use sources in this
way.
One of the ways the decision-maker can most readily combine and compare
various information sources is to have available several data-sets (assuming, of course, they have been independently collected--another big assumption) in a data bank.

As we have seen, a common alternative to this is

picking up a piece which h..s already been presynthesized before it comes
to him.

of paper.

Let us •. t

a national estimate-it is a very presynthesized piece

Or any of the JCS documents are very presynthesized pieces of

paper. Compare this now with a computer-based data file, which allows
the decision-maker to get beneath the pre-cut summary and closer to the
raw information, in a manageable form.

Then he can see for himself how

it all fits together.
Information Half-Life and Utility
Since getting information is costly, and the decision-maker never has
enough resources to get all the information he needs, it is important to
give some consideration 'o how long information will be of value.
is its "half-life?"

What

How long will it remain relevant to the decision-

maker's problems?
One major way of increasing the half-life of information is to associate it
with its own time period.

When it no longer has value as current intelli-

gence, then it may still have great value as a point in a time series or as
1-12

In considering what kind of information is

part of a recurrent pattern.

easier to place in a time series, the decision-maker will find that information structured as a computer-based data file is easier to handle than
information existing in the more standard verbdi format. Moving it from
"current" to "historical" status may involve no more than a single code
change.

The second value to consider is the extent to which information is applicable to a variety of problems, issues, and questions.

These side bcne-

fits and multiple uses rest in large part on the ease with which the information can be cut and sliced.

For example, a data-file containing infor-

mation on European nations can be used to study aspects of the European
common market, or combined with information on the U. S.,
Ireland, to look at NATO.

Canada, and

Information on the United Kingdom can be

pulled out for a look at the British Commonwealth, etc.

If the decision-

maker can combine pieces of information from several sources, if he can
be very selective about the data he takes from each, thea his ability to use
the same information for a wide variety of problems is enhanced signifiIf the decision-maker is constrained from doing that, then his

cantly.

ability to use the same information for many different problems falls off
rapidly.

Information in machine-readable form lcnds itself to cutting and

slicing and, therefore,

to multiple uses at reduced costs much more

readily than information arrayed in any other way.

Of course, computer-based data files do not nece3sarily aid in managing
the constraints of high office better than customary approaches,
do have an inherently greater chance of doing so.
realized depends on several factors:
subordinates and, of course,

but they

Whether the chance is

the decision-maker himself and his

the kind of information with which he must

deal.

There is one last, interesting point I want to make before I leave this
area.

As a slight digression, it is worth noting some particular
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differences between the public world and the academic one.

In the public

organizational world, there appears to be an immense priority on knowing
what the organization did or said earlier.

This observation is not intended

to deprecate the phenomenon, merely to note its existence.

It can, as any

decision-maker knows, take a good deal of time because the only thing
usually known with certainty is that the organization has said a great many
things before, none of which were terribly clear.

So, if the decision-

maker or hib staff must spend time finding out past organizational history,
they are inherently limiting their ability to get on with their other current
resionsibilities.

There is no doubt that it is a fairly trivial matter to set

up computer-based verbal files, alphanumeric files, and alphabetical files,
which can be used to find out what was said by predecessors, antagonists,
and so forth.

This is a very easy saving, and it is trivial in terms of the

"state of the art.

"

It is merely information retrieval, not even simple

analysis.
III.

Performauces

It seems to me that these general constraints hold for all types of highlevel decision-makingalthough different people at different times in their
day in the public world of international matters may have somewhat different responsibilities.

For convenience, work at the policy level may be

roughly divided into four general tasks (or jobs or missions).
evaluate ongoing policies and programr.

One is to

The second is to monitor imple-

mentation to Aind out whether anyone is actually doing what he has been told
to do.

The third is to anticipate problems and their environments; and the

fourth is to generate some ways of handling the expected problem.

The

issue here is to find the fit between what is logically necessary to perform
these tasits well and the kind of help the decision-maker can get from
information structu:,ed into computer-based data files.

This fit can be

evaluated against the help he can get from information handled in the more
customary manner.

Obviously, the specific requirements differ for each

taek; yet they all fall within the framework of the pervasive constraints and
implications that have already been suggested.
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Evaluating Policies and Programs
A minimum requirement for evaluating a project is a before measure and
an after measure.

But that alone, of course, is not really enough.

What

is more desirable are several observations before the project began (say
at t-Z, t-l), information at the time it began, followed by observations
after it was adopted (say, t+l, t+2).

That means having comparable ob-

servations which can be lined up, or-' against another, to make clear what
is changing, what is staying constant, and whether the trend is getting
worse or better, or remaining the same.

Computer based data-files lend

themselves very readily to that kind of very simple comparison.
Since no one wants to throw out a policy or program for the wrong reasons,
there are other factors to consider in evaluating programs.

Maybe the

policy or program itself is very good, but something outside makes it look
bad.

That sometimes happens.

So the decision-maker wants to be able to

compute the effect of these exogenous variables, these factors outside the
policy which come ripping in to make it look bad. It may be clear that if
they were not at work, and if they would disappear by tomorrow, the policy
would be pretty good. The basic need here is a way of identifying and taking into account what has been happening in the environment across these
time points. There are several statistical ways of doing that, which happen
to be more reliable, as well as more credible, than the policy-maker's unsupported judgment.

Applying statistical techniques to computer-based

data allows the decision-maker to test quickly a number of factors to determine if any of them affect what is happening.
Of course, the decision-maker still has to have some ideas, since no
analytical technique can replace the need for creativity. However, if he
has some ideas, then computer-based techniques permit him to check them
out fast.

For example, if the decision-maker has a computer model of his

system and its environment, then he could look at the external factor that
has apparently affected his program to s'!e what would have happened had
it been, say,

constant instead of increasing.
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He can try any number of

ideas to find out the consequences of alternative environments. It ..i a
trivial matter, mechanically, to ask a series of "What if" questions, but
this cr-pability is certainly a great advantage to the policy-maker.
Another factor to consider in evaluating a program is the notion of a
"threshold. " It may well be that a program or policy will be very successful only if the resources alloted to it are above a certain point. Of
course, there may be considerable disagreement about %hich programs
belong in this category. Activities as widely disparate as saturation
bombing and various social programs have been suggested as having this
"threshold" characteristic.
areas of disagreement.

Data analysis can be helpful in exploring these

It can indicate whether ur not a given program

has reached the threshold.

If it has not, then the policy-maker can in-

vestigate when and under what conditions the threshold would be reached.
There are several actual examples of where this kind of evaluation, dealing with time points, the control of external factors, and thresholds, has
Ikeen useful. For instance, there are Project Hundred Thousand (the manpower program in DOD), the Hamlet Evaluation Survey, and studies of UN
voting oi, the admission of the Peoples' Republic of China.
Monitoring Implementation
Once a policy decision has been made, the question of monitoring the
implementation of the decision arises.

The problem hex e is that, al-

though the decision-maker tells somebody to do something, he seldom
communicates directly with the person who will have the actual responsibility for doing it. After the decision-maker has stated his policy choice
to somebody who is twenty or forty steps away from the person who has
to do it he, naturally, tends to assume that it is done-until he learns
otherwise. Rather than be surprised unhappily, the decision-maker might
think about a logic of compliance which would show by indirect measures
whether or not his orders have been followed. T',ese should be indicators
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over which the supposed implementors of policy do not have control, or
which, for independent reasons, they wis , to keep accurate. If the
decision-maker can establish this kind of "logic of compliance, " then he
is much more likely to find out what is, in fact, happening.

For example,

a famous case of non-compliance involves U.S. missiles in Turkey. We
thought they had been removed at a time when they were, in fact. still
there.

Mow, there are a number of fairly reliable indicators of missile
locations maintained for a variety of reasons that may apparently have
little to do with oilr strategic posture. An example would be records of
spare parts maintenance.

The logic of compliance would tell the decision-

maker to look at these records some time after the missile6 were ordered
out of Turkey to determine if spare parts were still being shipped there.
Such logistic data present a tremendous opportunity to the decision-maker,
and, with a logic of compliance, may offer one of the few ways of imj[roving control over those large organizations that are currerntly very marginally
controlled.
Anticipating Environments
Anticipating future environments can be thought of as a. third kind of performance involved in the policy process.

There are several possible

approaches here. One is to look at trends over time in situations of
interest. Just as history is helpful in more traditional analysis, it ought
to be helpful in more quantitative work.
precise historical data.

The problem of course is to find

In spite of the difficulty in obtaining accurate,

relevant vata there have been severa. significant examples of such historical work: 3tudies on crisis signalling, work by Bloomfield for the Arms
Control and Disarmament Agency on local conflict escalation, some work
on French-British-German elite attitudes on defense policy, and so forth.

Another approach which invoives historical data is the identification of
similar cases. When a decision-maker has a specific situation to handle,
he may automatically ask himself if he has ever encountered a similar
case.

His first problem, of course, is to decide what is similar case.
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Is Malaya similar to Vietnam?

Are the Philippines analogous to Vietnam?

There are arguments both for and against.

So establishing what could be

called "class memberships" becomes useful in dealing with historical
analogs.

Class membership basically says that two situations in the same

class must have a lot of things in common.

Determining class membership is really a question of comparing large
numbers of characteristics.

Computer techniques can be very helpful in

this search for similar cases since they are great "marchers.
examples of such uses are computer dating services,

"1

(Current

computer profes-

sional selection serviLCes, computer scoring of tests and so forth).

Al-

though computerized matching is very simple technically, it is a very
powerful tool for analyzing large numbers of historical cases.

The determination that a current situation belongs in a given class, or has
characteristics similar to previous cases, can be very useful in anticipating environments because it helps to identify warnings,
indicators, " as the economists would say.

or "leading

If the class membership of a

situation can be established, certain indicators may appear which, at
least in the past, have pointed to important changes.

An example is the

work on the Sino-Soviet border conflict which revealed that, historically,
changes in Chinese and Soviet pronouncements are useful indicators of
changes in Chinese and Soviet troop deployments.

Another way of anticipating future environrr.ents involves an investigation
of constraining parameters.
is of this type.

Some current work at RAND on forecasting

The basic thesis of this work is an admission that there

is little firm data in some areas.

Suppose for example that all we know

about a country is that it is constrained in certain ways.

For example, it

cannot spend more on defense than its total economic revenue.

Now let us

estimate the upper and lower limits on this constraint-that is,

we will

estimate the maximum and minimum values of their economic revenues.
We can feed these limits, along with something in the middle, into a model
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of the country's budget and obtain estimates of the defense expenditures.
With a computer,

running these cases takes seconds-not a lot of time.

With this analysis, the decision-maker has narrowed total uncertainty
down to a band of possibilities.

There is still mucn uncertainty,

of course,

but now the decision-maker knows a few things and has partially limited
the game.

Generating Alternatives
The fourth type of task that decision-makers perform involves dealing with
alternatives-especially in generating and discarding them.
problem is to determine what really matters.
tive factors in the system?

The main

What are the most sensi-

Even without a computer,

these are the

questions a decision-maker asks.

With multivariate statistical techniques and sufficient data, these questions
can be answered with relative ease.

Regression, for example, can indicate

the relative weights of various factors.

It has, in fact, been used to pro-

duce interesting conclusions about land-holding equality and civilian support
of guerrilla forces and about the conditions that foster revolutions.

Much

of this work, incidentally, has been contracted by the U.S. government.
Another way of dealing with alternatives is establishing independence of
factors,

rather than dependence.

If a factor has no effect on anything

else, then changing it is not going to accomplish much.
happen to be a lot of factors like this.

For example,

In real life, there

some interesting work

done for the Air Force using Guttman scaling shows that, if a certain degree of stability is desired in a developing country, then there are some
necessary stages that country must go through (note that I said necessary,
not sufficient).

This means that if a developing nation has not advanced to

Stage 2, then carrying out those actions that :ielp to bring about Stage 3 is
totally irrevelant.
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Much of a policy-maker's work is involved in searching for factors that
will have a significant (and positive) effect in bringing about desired resuits.

On this point I feel we can all reach agreement.

It has been my

objective in this discussion to point out to you that the uae of data can be
a very great aid in this process and that computer-based techniques can
be a very great aid in handling and using data.
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THE UTILIZATION OF QUANTITATIVE RESEARCH IN POLICY ANALYSIS:
PAST EXAMPLES AND FUTURE PROSPECTS (Session 2)

I.

Past Examples

As the title of the presentation implies, this discussion will be divided
into two parts. Initially, some examples of the use of quantitative
research for actual policy purposes will be described.

Subsequently,
some opinions on how such techniques might be used in the future will be
presented and the areas most amenable to such utilization identified.
Four examples of past uses of quantitative research will be discussed.
Two involve the Navy and two, the Air Force.
Content Analysis of the UN Seabed Debates*
The study for the Navy was carried out recently at the Center for Naval
Analysis. It involved an investigation of the United Nations Seabed
Debates and was designed to aid in preparing negotiators to take part in
the formulation of an international Seabed treaty. A principal aim of the
study was to discover those subjects of major concern to each nation and
to analyze those subjects in light of U.S. interests.

Since the debates

were extensive, a technique known as computer content analysis was
chosen. Using this technique, the actual statements made by delegates
during the UN debates were put into machine-readable form and analyzed
by computer techniques.
The entire debate was reduced to 189 separate themes, or phrases, and
the frequency with which speakers from each state used the theme or
phrase was recorded.

The themes were then grouped under broader

categorie, called by the analysts "variables". These variables were
foune to fall into 6 major subject categories:

*Friedheim, R. L., J. B. Kadane, "Quantitative Content Analysis of the
United Nations Seabed Debate: Methodology and a Continental Shelf Case
Study, " International Organization, Vol. XXIV, No. 3, pp. 479-502, 1970.
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.1

0

Seabed arms control

0

Declaration of principles

0

Seabed regime and/or machinery

a

Continental shelf boundary delimitation

0

Special needs of the developing countries in ocean exploitation

*

Role of science and the international science institutions in
the uses of the ocean.

Table 1 shows the variables and themes in the fouarth major category,
continental shelf boundary delineation.

The themes under each variable

are ranked on a national-international scale and are arranged in order of
increasing feelings of nationalism. The rank order is then taken to be
the "value" of that theme.

A nation's "nationalistic '

score is computed

by summing the products of the number of times a speaker from that
country used the theme and its "value" on the scale and then dividing by
the total number of references.

This produces an "average" nationalistic

score and is taken by the analysts as an indication of the rrobable position
of that country on the issue represented by the variable in question.
Figure 1 shows the scores of the various countries on variable 1 plotted
against the scores on variable 2.

Co-ntries in the upper right hand

corner--El Salvador, Chile, Argentina, Honduras, Philippines, South
Africa, Ecuador, Peru, Columbia--show strong nationalistic tendencies.
The most internationally-minded countries appear to be Iraq, the United
Arab Republic, France, Czechoslovakia, Austria, Jamaica, Malta and
Swreden.

The U.S. was in the middle of the scale on variable 2 and

slightly inclined toward the international view on variable 1.

The Soviet

Union did not exprers itself on variable 2 and thus does not appear on the
figure.

Values given by the authors in tables show the Soviet Union to be

slightly more international-minded than the U. S. on variable 1.
The study demonstrated a fact long known about UN debates: the behavior
of nations on procedural questions is similar to their behavior on
substantive ques-ions in the same area.
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But the study was also able to

Figure 1.*
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fI
5

6

7

Table l.*
Continental Shelf Themes and Topics
Variable I: Continental Shelf Definition
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Must define seabed area
Necessary to define national jurisdiction
Necessary to define territorial waters
Necessary to define continental margin
Not necessary to define national jurisdiction, not affected
Not necessary to define national jurisdiction, not alterable
Territorial waters not under discussion

Variable 2: Continental Shelf Criteria
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Present international law not applicable to the seabed
Present international law of seabed inadequate
"Exploitability" invalid due to technological advances
Geneva convention invalid
Revise Geneva convention
Revise in accordance with international law (including Geneva
conventions)
Revise in accordance with established conventions
Geneva shelf convention valid
Exploitability valid
Respect territorial integrity
Maintain national jurisdiction as established by practice

Variable 3: Continental Shelf Mode
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Moratorium on claims
Define national jurisdiction as soon as possible
Define "principles" of exploitation ifter defining continental
shelf
Redefine Geneva convention at third law of the sea conference
Define "principles" first, prior to defining seabed area
Define national jurisdiction after the "principles"
Delay redefinition of continental shelf
Maintain national right to extend claims

*Friedheim,op.

cit.,

p. 485.
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reach more conclusions about the attitude and probable behavior of
individual nations.

Their analysis of the positions of South Africa, the

Philippines and Indonesia is interesting:*
The Republic of South Africa and the Philippines, found in
the far northeast quadrant of both figures, are her, taking
stands consistent with their known policies. South Africa,
with high positive transformed scores on both sets of variables, is merely conservative. It is a mineral-producing
state aware of the potential value of mineral resources off
its shore and wishes to bring as many of these as possible
under its national jurisdiction; already, there is offshore
mining activity off of South Africa. Little wonder it prefers
to state that national jurisdiction is not alterable (variable 1),
that "exploitability" as a criterion for shelf delimitation is
adequate (variable 2), and that the redefinition of the shelf
ought to be delayed and that in any case that national right to
extend claims further offshore ought not be limited
(variable 3).
Similar substantive positions were taken by the Philippines.
It probably took these stands in order to support its "archipelago" theory. This theory would allow states like the
Philippines and Indonesia, composed of many islands, to
draw a line around the outer edge of the island grcp to mark
the place where their territorial sea begins. What is most
important about the archipelago theory is that it would reduce
all waters inside the line to internal waters, over which the
coastal state normally has a greater degree of control than
the high seas or even the territorial sea. If this theory is
accepted, the Philippines has little need for a continental
shelf concept since most of the rights granted by this limited
zone concept would be swallowed up by the swollen general
purpose zone created by the archipelago theory.
What is worthy of note in these debates is the fact that
Indonesia hat not joined the Philippines in the protection of
its traditional position. Indonesia has instead taken a mildly
internationalist position on variable I, a mildly nationalist
position on variable 2, and a mildly internationalist position
on variable 3. Thus it has supported the idea of defining the
seabed area, attacked "exploitability, " supported a moratorium on claims, and called ior a third law of the sea
conference. Has Indonesia given up its archipelago claim?
We cannot tell from this body of data. But the data does suggest that Indonesia might not be as rigid as in the past and
that some form of exploratory negotiations on the subject
with Indonesia might prove fruitful.
*Fritdheimop. cit.,

pp. 498-499.
I -Z6

The authors noted that this last suggestion was upheld by the conclusion
of a treaty in March 1970 between Indonesia and Malaysia delimiting
their territorial sea boundaries in the Strait of Malacca in which
Indonesia abandoned its archipelago theory.
U. S. Naval Operations in Low-Level Conflict
In a study by the Bendix Corporation, large amounts of data were collected
and analyzed which described in a variety of ways 323 conflicts that
occurred between 1945 and 1966. As part of that study, for some 85
conflicts, data were compiled which measured the deviation by the U. S.
Navy and Marine Corps from normal operating schedules prior to or
during politically significant conflicts.
The measures of naval operations
included assigned naval missions, naval operations performed, readiness
measures taken, the level of military threats assessed by the Navy, U. S.
naval forces employed, access to the sea from the conflict's "center,"
duration, etc.
Here are some illustrative findings from the study which are of relevance
to the Navy:
(1)

A show of force consisting of at least some intra-theater
redeployment of U. S. Naval units to the conflict area is
the most frequent operation. In decreasing order, the frequency of operations conducted were:
ype of Operation

Number of Cases

Show of force
Special Surveillance
Anticipatory Presence
Continuing Surveillance
Military Assistance
Evacuation
Combat
Intervention
Interposition

48
20
19
17
11
10
6
5
5

*For further information on the study, see: The Bendix Corporation,
United States Naval Operations in Low Level Warfare (U), Final Report
BSR2453, December 1968.
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(2)

Although forceful opposition to the naval operations was
perceived to be quite likely in at least 25 cases, operations
generally were unopposed. Hostile acts were directed at
U.S. naval forces only 6 times, exclusive of incidents.

(3)

While East-West tensions were a consideration in every
general alert (6 cases), there had not been a general alert
since 1962, and there have been 27 other cases involving
East-West tensions which have resulted in only a limited
alert for the Navy.

(4)

Limited operations have been carried out in 35 other cases
which did not directly invo)-,e East-West tensions.

(5)

U.S. naval forces have been directly involved in only 2
colonial conflicts.

In the 12 other conflicts related to colonial

issues, the action taken by the Navy has been indirect and
stronger than a show of force only 2 times.
(6)

Every case involving combat operations was related to
intrastate conflict.

Eleven out of 19 other cases where combat

was considered likely, also involved internal war.
(7)

The kind of naval task organization employed included surface
patrol, amphibious, or attack carrier twice as often as the
other types of task organizations.

Sino-Soviet Relations
Under a contract with the Ai. Force Office of Concepts, Objectives and
Doctrine, the Bendix Corporation, using quantitative measures, investigated
several aspects of Sino-Soviet relations for the purpose of assessing its
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co-sequences for U.S. strategic planning in the 1970's.

Four central

problems were investigated using a variety of techniques:

"

Describe Sino-Soviet attributes (e.g.,

industrial development)

and relate the differences in attributes to changes in thcir
behavior toward each other.

"

Describe Sino-Soviet behavior toward a sample of less
developed countries.

"

Assess the importance of ideology, nuclear strategy, and
fc'eign policy outputs in the Sino-Soviet relationship.

"

Project future Sino-Soviet behavior and assess its implications for the United States.

Two of the many findings of the study are as follows:
9

During the period 1950-1967,

97 percent of the variation in

Sino-Soviet mutual threat perception, border hostility and
decline in economic cooperation is accounted for the differences in industrial growth between the two countries.

Threat

perception values were derived through content analysis of
statements, notes, etc. , of top Soviet and Chinese officials.
*

There is little official competition by China and the Soviet
Union in the sample of less developed countries studied.
Involvement was measured by various indicators of interaction including trade, aid, official and non-official contract
between the nations.

For further details on this study, see Bendix Corporation 'The SinoSoviet Rift and Its Consequences for U. S. Strategic Planning in the
1970's," Final Report, 1970.
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Future Conflicts and Air Force Missions
In 1966 the Office of Research Analyses (ORA), U. S.

Air Force,

established the Mission Identification Program (MIP).

Program objectives

were:
, . . to identify future aerospace mission concepts by analyses
of projected economic, sociological, political and technological
environments which interact with the efforts of the United States
to achieve its national goals;. .
to idenfity deficiencies in
knowledge and techniques within the behavioral sciences which
limit effective analysis of future mission requirements and
present these as research opportunities; and. . . to stimulate
pioneering research within the basic research community . . .
by disseminating the results of the environmental studies ...
These objectives were viewed as relevant to the Air Force long
range planning function, in general, with specific applicability
to the Air Force research program.

The rationale underlying such an effort
.
. was based on the existence
S.
of a lag betw een initial
discovery and the translation of that discovery into operational,
threat responsive systems. Such a lag in today's technological
environment presents a distinct possibility that military
missions towards which present research efforts are aimed will
no longer be optimal for the future threat environment. This
is indicated by the notion that technical conxideraticns (which
have been a significant element of the strategic equation in the
past) are being replaced in importance by political facets of the
international and domestic environments . .
. Thus, as Knorr
and Morgenstern would summarize it,
'in the design of weapons,
forces, doctrines, and strategies for future use, it is crucial to
visualize, as much as possible, the politico-military environment
in which these capabilities may find employment.' *X

The Mission Identificatior. Project was divided into three phases:
(1)

Assess the process of forecasting and the procedures (techniques,
methodologies) available for making environmental forecasts;

*Erb, Eugene A. , "The Linkage Between Conflict Events and Air Force
Missions: A Preliminary Investigation," Office of Research Analysis
(ORA), Office of Aerospace Research (OAR), ORA-70-0024, June 1970, p. 1.
**Erb, op. cit. , pp. 1 -2.
Knorr and Morgenstern, "Political Conjectures
in Mi fflitar
anning, " Policy Memorandum No. 35, Center for International
Studies, Princeton University, Nov. 1968.
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(Z)

Consider traditional concepts such as intentions, capabilities,
and threat as they relate to conflict and assess the utility of an
operational theory of social change for predicting the existence
and degree of internal stability within nations;

(3)

With results of Phase II (list of probable future conflict events
which impact on U. S. interests), address the question, "How
can we improve the determination of military missions or
functions which will be responsive to those events?"

For Phase I, the ORA Study completed studies in-house and contracted
with outside study groups to explore forecasting methodologies and techniques.
Subsequently, much of the Phase II results were reported in a study by
Professor Gary Buck entitled,"A Quantitative Analysis of Modernization."
The study was intended to provide a firm theoretical and empirical foundation
for the Phase Ill effort. Specifically, that study sought to operationalize
a theory of social change. In order to accomplish this task, indicators
of theoretically important variables were empirically measured and then
statistically manipulated.

The major technique used was scalogram

analysis.
Table 2 presents the analysts views of the types of military functions for
which the Air Force is responsible in various types of conflict situations.
Thirty-eight types of military functions are listed on the rows while nine
typt,_ of conflict are arranged across the top.

In the cells, an "X" has been

marked in each instance where the study team felt that a specific military
function was related to a given type of conflict.

G. Buck, "A Quantitative Analysis of Modernization," Office of Aerospace
Research, Office of Research Analyses, Report No. ORA-69-0001A,
January, 1969.
Scalogram analysis is a statistical technique used for finding patterns in
distribution of descriptors (or attributes) of given entities (people, nations,
etc.). See pp. 2Z-26 of the Buck report for a detailed description of the
technique.
•4',Tabie VI, p. 31 in Erb, op. cit. See that study for a detailed explanation
of and several caveats about this Table.
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Table 2
THE CONFLICT CLASS - MILITARY MISSION MATRIX

CONFLICT TYPE

MILITARY FUNCTION

YP

I-T

(MISSION)

6-

.

U

0j 0
Destroy Enc-y WCeaor -

Tactical Complex

5

Nezate Enemy Airborne Strategic Defense

x

Naeate Enecv Ground Strateeic Defense

1

Negate Enemy Airborne

-

-

x

-

hesatre Defense--

Negate Enery Ground Theatre Defense

-

Nezate Enemy Ground Battlefield Defense

-

Neutralize Stratetic C&C
Neutralize Tactical
,eeate

x

--

C

x

3trateric Manned Vehicle Threat

;erate Strateric Unmanned Vehicle Threat

L

-

x

Negate Tactical Manned VehiclC Threat

-

X

Interdict Logistic Systco

X

Battlefield Resources

X

A

Post-Strike Strategic Recon

X

X

battlefield Recon

X

Inter-theatre Troop (RE) supply
supnp',

x

X

x.

X

X

x

x

x

X

Son-battlefield SýR

supply

X

Materiel
atr!efield Medevac
tBattlefield

x

X

X

-

x

-)

n~ira-theatre Medevac
Battlefield Troop (RE)

x
supply
(RE)

x

Battlefield S&R

X

x

_

x
_

-

X
X

supply

X

x

_

X

Intra-theatre Troop (RE) supely

X
x

-

IX

1nra-thcatre 4atcui1

X

X

X

Medevac

-

X

Tactical Recon

X

C&C of Strategic Off-Def Forces
C&C of Theatre For•e.
C&C of Battietl el

X

X
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Each class of conflict was assigned a value reflecting its impact in
general on U. S. interests.

The values assigned, which were only illus-

trative since U. S. interests are defined by civilian rather than military
authorities, were:
General War
Limited War
Overt Interstate Interaction
Border Clash
Incident
Civil War
Revolution
Coup d'etat
Domestic Turmoil

10.0
3. 0
7.0
.

5

7
I
1. 5
1
1.0
.

The level of effort which the Air Force would anticipate expending in each
of the 38 Military Function classes (Table 2) then would be the product of
U. S. interest times predicted number of conflicts within which the function would be carried out.

To demonstrate the calculations, projections

of future conflicts calculated by the McDonnell Douglas Co. were employed.
Forecasts for the decade 1975-1985 were as follows:
General War
Limited War
Overt Interstate Interaction
Border Clashes
Incident
Civil War
Revolution
Coup d'etat
Domestic Turmoil

0
3
I
2
8
0
8
0
7

Given that 8 revolutions were forecast, and that the level of U. S. interest
in revolutions was set at 1. 5, %nat is the general level of effort that should
Le expended on Advisory Functions (number 38 in the matrix)?
arrived at is 1. 5 (8) = 12.
border clashes,

The answer

If advisory functions also were needed for

. 5 (2) = 1 would be added to 12.

Since Non-battlefield

S&R are functions needed in Limittd Wars and Incidents,

the general level

of effort which should be expended on this function is 3 (3) + .7

I-1~3

(8) = 14. 6.

The conclusion would be that for the period 1975-1985, Non-battlefield
S&R capabilities will be more in demand than advisory functions.

This

is an illustrative demonstration of the way in which forecasts of future
conflict situations could be useful in the planning process.

II.

Future Prospects

Future uses of quantitative techniques will probably center in the
area of national planning. Historically, there has been substantial concern
about the planning process, but very little real effort has been
expended on improving it.

Thus, while there is interest in forecasting future

environments, particularly the conflict environment, few resources have
been allocated to it.
Strategic planning is, however, an area where quantitative techniques
might be usefully applied. The move, particularly within DoD, to the
use of more structured planning tools for the allocation of resources has
necessitated a good deal of thinking about how one can quantify "soft"
factors such as "aggressiveness," "development, "1 "alignment," and so
All of these concepts and many more probably can be quantified so

forth.

that more objective, accurate, and, therefore, more useful forecasts of
the future conflict environment can be made.
A recent study of the use of quantitative techniques for strategic and
national planning identified nine areas in which past or current quantitative
research probably could be utilized*:
*

Alliance Behavior and Collective Security

*

Bargaining ard Negotiation

*

Data Handling, Information & Management Systems

*

Forecasting

*

Internal Stability

•

International Effects of Trade and Aid

*

Monitoring

*

Simulation and Modeling

*Consolidated Analysis Centers Inc., Technical Report for ARPA
Contract DAHC 15-71-C-0201, July 1971.
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This list is by no means exhaustive, but serves to illustrate the wide range
of subjects amenable to quantitative analysis. In the study cited, six
ARPA-supported projects were reviewed in an attempt to locate convergence
between the research conducted by members of those projects and the areas
of user need identified above.

Several examples of such convergence

are as follows:
*

Research by the World Data Analysis Programat Yale University
has suggested that analysis of quantitative indices of alliance characteristics probably is useful in calculating probabilities of
alliance cohesion or disintegration upon the outbreak of
hostilities.
Extensive work by the Cambridge Project at MIT and Harvard
has resulted in the development of several sets of computer
programs that are aimed at solving problems related to data
handling and information management.
(1)

Among these are:

The ADMINS Mark III system, which allows the user
the option of selecting subsets of data from large data
files on the computer, then replacing the data in the
original file;

(2)

The MULTICS Social Science System which acquires crosstabulation and display tables from the console, stores
them, and retrieves them for later display;

(3)

EFFECT, which allows the user to perform statistical
operations on a large data set with only a few minutes
instruction.

*

Content analysis of foreign leaders' speeches by a researcher
in the World Data Analysis Program appears to demonstrate
a useful method for describing the intensity of foreign
leaders' concerns in the area of internal development.
Results such as these might well prove useful in forecasting
the effects of alternative foreign military and non-military
aid allocations.
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The World Event Interactive Survey at the University of
Southern California project has focused considerable attention
on the subject of short-term forecasts of international behavior and
produced results that should prove useful to the user community.
The project has investigated a wide ranre of problems in this
area, including the systematic collection of relevant data, data
storage, retrieval and analysis, and the derivation of empiricdl
relationships useful in forecasting future international behavior.

Some likely results of civil disorder in foreign nations have be,,n
identified by World Data Analysis Program researchers.

Particular

emphasis was put on the identification of those characteristics of
civil disorder which may give rise to foreign intervention.

"

The Cambridge Project has written computer programs designed
to analyze international trade patterns with a view toward using
such patterns as indices of international integration.

"*

Quantitative,

systematic indices of international behavior

patterns are continuously monitored by the World Event/
Interaction Survey.

Thr. indices summarize, both on a national

and a nation-pair level, trends in upper-level official international
behavior.

The continuous monitoring is coupled with the application

of special measures to the behavior indices.

These special

measures provide an indication of unusual emerging patterns
in international interaction.

The measures have in some cases

proved to be sensitive clues to oncoming crises and conflicts.

In summary, examples can be cited of the past use of quantitative techniques
and arguments can be put forth for their continued and expanded use.

However,

until it is realized and accepted that these techniques are aids to decisionmaking,

not replacements for expert analysts'
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judgments,

and until they are

given a chance to prove their utility in environments not presently
receptive to their use, progress in their adoption will continue at a
relatively slow pa-e. This point is well stated in a recent research paper
entitled "Quantitative Information for Strategic Decisions"*.
In the future, as management becomes more
conversant with quantitative techniques and
computer capabilities and as the computer
becomes easier for the commander or manager
to deal with, experts feel we may see more direct
communication. This development of the computer
is expected to proceed to direct evaluation of alternatives by the manager in about 5 years.** For the
present and immediate future, the appropriate level
of influence of quantitative methods is limited to the
statement made in 1963 by the then Deputy Assistant
Secretary of Defense Alain C. Enthoven,
'This is not to say that all matters can be reduced
to numbers, or even that most can be, or that the
most important aspects can be. It is merely to say
that the most appropriate method for dealing with
some aspects of problems of choice of weapons
systems and strategies requires numbers. Nonquantitative judgment is simply not enough. What
is at issue here really is not numbers or computers
versus words or judgment. The real issue is one
of clarity of understanding and expression. '***

*Major S. J. Yuill, USA, "Quantitative Information for Strategic Decisions,
Naval War College Review, Vol. XXIII, No. 3, November 1970, pp. 16-29.
**Sherman C. Blumenthal, Management Information Systems; a Framework for
Planning and Development (Englewood Cliffs, N.J. : Prentice-Hall, 1969), p. 170.
As quoted in Yuill, ibid., p. 2,
***Alain C. Enthoven, "Choosing Strategies and Selecting Weapon Systems,"
U. S. Industrial College of the Armed Forces, A Modern Design for Defense
Decision (Washington: 1966), p. 141. As quoted in Yuill, ibid. , p. 28.
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DATA, COMPUTERS, AND RESEARCH DESIGN

I.

(Session 3)

Research Design

Its Purpose
Since the term quantitative has to some political scientists become synonymous with computer,

we should like to put aside the question of com-

puters at once, at least temporarily.

While quantitative research always

involves data of some kind, it may or may not employ a computer,

depend-

ing on the difficulty of the computations to be made and on the availability
of computing facilities.
candidate in statisti,

A few years ago it was not unusual for a doctoral
to compute by hand a single factor analysis for his

dissertation; now computers accomplish the same task in seconds.

Of

course, computers can do )nly what humans have instructed them to do,
but they can do it much faster, thus leaving the researcher more time for
the "thinking" aspects of his research.

"Thinking, " of course,

is the central component of research.

No research

is ever accomplished until someone thinks of a problem and of a way to
attack it.

A central point is that research efforts are not (or should not

be) random activities.

Goals require plans and this is what the discussion

today will concentrate on:

designs for attacking research problems.

some discussion of research design in general,

After

two specific examples will

be presented and examined in the light of the points covered in tCe discussion.

Two Principal Forms
Research-in the policy sciences as in the physical sciences-is far too
complex to be treated as a random or haphazard activity.

For each prob-

lem, there will be a great many ways to go about solving it-a

large number

of data sets that might be used, a multitude of quantitative techniques,
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and

so on. If the research is not to be purely random, then a plan or strategy
is needed. In a field more familiar to you---national security planningthere are a number of steps tne planner goes through to produce eventu.ally a policy.

Similarlir, in research there are a number of steps that,

taken together, constitute what is called "research design."

In both of

these activities-strz.tegic planning and research---the purpose of formalizing the "steps'

is to guide the activity toward some goal (the policy or

th2 research result,bq and to insure that the stages of &he activity are
tundertaken in some logical sequence.

Two Principal Forms
To say that there is form and structure in research is not, however, to
say that there will be only one way of going about a given research problem.

An important point should be made here:

the type of research design

chosen will depend largely on the purpose of the research. Research
"strategies" can ,e divided roughly into two major
fypes: the "explcratory"
approach and the 'classical"

approach.

The "exploratory" approach,

whiie usually considered to be less formal, is not, of course, random.
Suppose that the analyst has collected a set of data, 1Put has very little idea
of the rules underlying the operations described by the data.

In this case,

he may wis!. to "explore" the data, looking fcr significant relationships.
For example, theie is a data-set (which you will see later) that includes
defense spending by Israel and the Arab nations, some measures of internal
and external conflict experienc-d ',y these nations, and several other kinds
of information. If tl,e analyst has nio idea at all of what processes these
data might rmpresent, he might choose one of the variables, say, Israeli
defense expenditures,
correlations with ot

and search tc see if this variable has any significant
variables.

Critics have been knvwn to refer to this

as "tiptoeing through the data;" a rmore formal term for this activity is
induction.

On the other hand, the atily,;t may havc some theoretical basis

for formulating a hypothesis about the relationships among the variables in
his data-set.

Then, he may employ statistical techniques tc test his hypo-

thesis in a more formal way.

For example,
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suppose theory bays that leaders

take their nations into war in order to consolidate their political positions
at home by strengthening their peoples' allegiance to the government.
From this theory, one might hypothesize that as Arab and/or Israeli
public allegiance to their respective governments declines, Mid-East
hostility grows.

If the data-set contains variables that can be related

to internal allegiance and to external hostility, then this hypothesis can
be tested.

This would be more akin to the classical approach of hypo-

thesis testing.

The "classical" method consists of a number of formal steps which will
be described and discussed below.

First, one should point out that there

are many gradations between the "exploratory" and "classical'

approach.

While for the purpose of this discussion, it is convenient to make a sharp
distinction between the two, it would be a mistake to assert that every research approach is one,

II.

and only one of the two.

The "Classical" Method

Classical research design has been described in a number of texts on research.

Our discussion here will follow that in Research Methods in

Social Relations b)r Claire Selltiz, et al."
be described in five major steps.

Classical research design may

Formulation of the Research Pr)blem
First, there is the precise specification of the research problem.

Although

this step appears to be an obvious beginning, it often is quite difficult to
choose a specific research objective.

For example,

suppose you were

given the responsibility for "understanding the Middle East situation.

I.

What would that mean?

What questions about the Middle East would you

want to try to answer?

Claire Selltiz, ec al. , Research Methods in Social Relations (New
Henry Holt & Co., Inc., 1959), ch. Z.
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York:

One of the overwhelming characteristics about the Middle East that makes
it a "situation" that must be "understood" is the threat of conflict brought
about by the hostility among the nations in that area.

So one might want

to understand something about the past conflict and present hostility.
Can present

the past conflict levels be stated in quantitative terms?
hostility levels be measured?

Can

A.rc there any measurable characteristics

of these nations with which the conflict or hostility appears correlatedSoviet aid to the Arab states, U. S. aid to Israel, guerrilla attacks on
Israel, etc. ?

One possible research problem then, is to account for con-

flict in the Middle East.

Formulation and Function of Hypotheses
Having selected the questions and issues for his research, the analyst then
must express these in terms of specific hypotheses that may be tested by
the data.

Suppose that he has decided to find out why the Soviet Union gives

aid to Egypt.

What data should he collect?

What about measures of political

stability in Iceland or population growth in Australia?
probably rule these data out at once (if,

The analyst would

indeed, thev would occur to him at

all) because he thinks, or theorizes, that they have little or nothing to do
with Soviet aid to Egypt.

These examples were obvious; choosing precisely

those factors that might "explain" Soviet aid is not that easy.
point that theory becomes useful:
have an effect on the issue (i. e.,

It is at this

out of the many factors that might possibly
be correlated with or "explain" in the

statistical sense), theory can aid in reducing the number of factors to be
considered to a manageable number.

(Note that since the introduction of

computers into the field of analysis, the number of variables considered
One might hypothesize that
"manageable" has increased considerably).
Israeli conflict behavior toward Egypt is a "cause" of Soviet aid to Egypt
since Egypt is,

in a sense, a "client" state of the USSR.

This hypothesis

has thus narrowed the field of investigation down to two variables-Israeli
conflict behavior toward Egypt and Soviet aid to Egypt, and has postulated
a direct connection between the two.

This "connection'

against the data and accepted or rejected.
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then can be tested

Ope rationalizing Concepts
After stating the hypothesis to be examined, the concepts with which it
deals must be "operationalized."

By this, we mean the concept must be

related directly to measurable factors.

In the Middle East example,

Israeli conflict behavior toward Egypt was one of the factors.

The re-

searcher must now specify precisely how he will measure "conflict
behavior. "
Shall the concept by measured by the number of military incursions into
Egyptian territory by Israeii forces, by the number of Israeli flights into
Egyptian airspace, by the total lethal area of the ordnance delivered by
Israeli artillery into Egyptian territory?

Shall "Egyptian territory" be

that territory considered Egyptian by Egypt or by Israel? Now what about
Soviet aid? Does this include cash actually handed to the Egyptian government, or the "value" rf Soviet military equipment given to the Egyptian
army?

New equipment only or also replacements?

be included?

Should economic aid

Should the estimated salaries of the Soviet technicians in

Egypt be included?
Let us take another example: Consider the hypothesis tnat development in
Latin America is directly related to UN programs in that area. There are
two concepts in this hypothesis:

"*

Latin American "development, " and

"* UN programs
The question arises as to whether development should be measured by some
economic indicator, for example, GNP per capita, or some other indicator,
like educational levels or decrease in illiteracy.

Measurement of the UN

programs may also be difficult since they inc~ude many types of aid.
The major point here is that this very difficult step is, of course, crucial.
Any correlations discovered in the analysis are only correlations between
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the quantitative measures.

The credibility of accepting or rejecting the

hypothesis depends quite fundamentally on the credibility of the relationship between the concepts of the hypothesis and the measures chosen to
represent them.

Since the 'loperationalizatiorinI

of the concepts defines

the quantitative measures to be used, this step is obviously an early one
if the data collection is to be done efficiently.

Collecting Data
After the problem has been defined, the hypothesis stated, and the concepts operationalized, then the process of data collection is fairly straightforward.

There may, of course, be problems.

difficult, or even impossible, to find.
bility.

In a highly-developed,

Some of the data may be

Sources have widely varying relia-

quantitatively-oriented country like the U. S.

economists think a great deal about measures like GNP and trade balance
and reliable values of these quantities are relatively easy to find.
a great part of the world,

But over

such quantities are hard to estimate and harder

to translate into the same units of measure,

say U. S. dollars.

Sometimes

missing data can be estimated--perhaps from trends or from similar cases,
or from other data.

When missing values cannot be estimated, then the

analysis simply must ignore the missing points.
desirable,

Obviously, this is not

and it is possible that the problems of data collection can cause

the analyst to go back to his hypothesis to try to restate it in a way that is
still relevant to the problem, but uses concepts that can be related to available data.

Testing the Hypothesis:

The Role of the Computer

The final step is testing the hypothesis.
becomes particularly relevant.

At this stage the computer often

You may, in fact, thirk of hypothesis test-

ing as the point at which hypotheses,

data and the computer merge:

the

data are manipulated by the computer to produce a test of the hypothesis.
Implications of the hypothesis testing process may eventually become part
of the theory--either supporting or contradicting old theories or possibly
suggesting new ones.
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It also is possible that the results fail to contribute anything at all to the
store of theory.

As mentioned earlier, the concept operationalization

step is frequently subject to criticism.

Suppose, in the UN/Latin Americani

development example, the investigators report that they have found a high
correlation between UN programs and Latin American economic development.

Critics might agree that there is indeed a strong relationohip

exhibited in the data, but this does not indicate that the hypothesis is supported:

the data may not be an appropriate measure of the concepts in the

hypothe sis.

Before going on to discuss an alternative way of carrying out a research
project, it would be useful to summarize what has been said about the
classical approach.

Figure 1 indicates the general steps.

The analyst

starts with a fuzzy problem area that he mu';t reduce to one or m-re
relevant questions to be answered.

With the help of whatever theory exists,

he reduces these questions to a specific hypothesis.
the concepts of his hypothesis,

he collects data.

After operationalizing

With the aid of statistical

techniques and, possibly, a computer, he tests the hypothesis against the
data, and the implications of this result may eventually ccntribute
something to the body of theory.

Not every research result ends as theory, of course.

If the hypothesis is

not verified, it means only that a relationship fails to appear in the data;
it might mean that the hypothesis is untrue, or it might mean that the wrong
data were collected.

It is possible that the hypothesis was stated too simply:

perhaps the relationship will hold in some circumstances,

but not in other,.

For example, UN aid may contribute to the development oi countries that
are politically stable, but not to those that are politically unstable.
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Classical Research Design
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III.

"Exploratory" Studies

Functions of Exploration
Suppose an analyst is working in an area where there is no theory to guide
him in the choice of a hypothesis from which he can obtain concepts to
operationalize ?

Obviously he cannot collect and examine every piece of information avaiiable to him.

When there is no specific theory to guide him, then he must

turn to his own intuition and experience and to very general theoretical
notions.

These inay lead him to expect that certain classes of variables

may be reievant while others are not.

Having collected the data that his

insight led him to expect to be related to his area of interest, he may
explore the data by such data-handling techniques as scatter-plots, curvefitting, and the computation of correlation coefficients.
The results of such work will not be of the type that confirm or reject a
hypothesis; they may, however,
suspected.

In a sense,

suggest relationships not previously

this finding may be more of a 'discoveryN'

those obtained through the classical hypothesis testing procedure.

than
It is

clear, too, that such a discovery does not come from a totally random
process:

exploratory research, though less structured than more formal

research design, requires thoughtful selection of concepts,
ationalization and data collection,

careful opcr-

and detailed exploration of possibilities

in the data, perhaps using the computer as a helpful tool.

Any findings

that are made are subject to the same criticisms as those deriving from
formal research.

While abstract descriptions of research methodology may contribute to a
general understanding of the research process and the role of data and
computers in research,

they probably do not add nuch to one's uncler.tand-

ing of exactly how a research project is carried out.
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The best way to

achieve a deeper understanding of research is to engage in research.
For that reason, one of the purposes of this course is to allow the student to carry out, on a small scale, ti-e same steps that are part of any
research process.

But, in between abstract descriptions and personal experience,

an inter-

mediate source of understanding are reports of other research projects
in international relations.

Therefore, two such projects will be described-

one that closely follows the classical pattern and another which more closely
resembles the exploratory approach.

IV.

The 1914 Crisis Study:

A Classical Approach

The first project is a study of some aspects of events in the summer of
1914 leading tc the outbreak of World War I. The study was carried out
by Holsti, North, and Brody at Stanford University.

The Research Problem
The Stanford researchers who undertook this study hypothesized that
perceptton is a very important component of internation.,l interaction,
perhaps even more important during timis of crisis and conflict.

In this

sense, perception refers to the way an individual, or a nation, sees his
environment and the events that occur around him.
what the source of the event intends.
to its leaders,

It may not represent

But to the nation itself, and especial!y

reality is what is perceived to be reality.

The research

probleins undo vtaken in this study have been based on the model sketchcd
in Figure 2.

This model 'ias gained popularity as the concept of perception

has gaintd importance.

Ole Holsti, Richard Brody, and Robert North, "Perception and Action in
the 1914 Crisis," in Quantitative International Politics, edited by J. David
Singer (New York: The Free Press, 1968), pp. 85-157.
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FIGURE 2.
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The idea behind the model is very simple.
which will be translated into his actions,
ception of B's beha',rior toward him.

A's intentions toward B,
are based in part on his per-

In turn, his behavior will be per-

ceived by B, who will formulate his plans on the basis of his perceptions.
Conflict may begin to be built up when A perceives that B is acting in a
hostile manner.

This may influence him to respond in a hostile way,

whereupon B may perceive A's hostility and respond in kind, or even
escalate a little.

Thus, A's original perception is reinforced and B be-

comes, to A, an object of hostility.

Once around the circle of Figure 2

is termed a reaction cycle.

The genesis of a reaction cycle in this rnod~l may not be something that
has "really" occurred (that is,
to be, or even to appear,

B's actions may not have been intended

hostile).

The reaction cycle started when B's

actions appeared to A to be hostile.

While stressing the importance of

perception, this rrmio1 is not, of course, intended to imply that all conflicts are based on mistaken perceptions of another nation's actions or
intentions; but only that the possibility always exists.

Hypothesis
Holsti, Brody, and North, working with this model as their basic research
model, state a number of hypotheses.

For example, they hypothesize that

in a situation of low involvement (i. e. , low stress) perception of action
will tend to be at a lower level than the actual action, whereas in a high
involvement situation (i. e. , high stress) perception will tend to be at a
higher level than the actual action.

What this says is that when there is

a situation of high stress, then there are a lot of nervous ends, and people
arc likely to over-perceive the hostility in their environment.

Over-

perception leads to over-reaction, which leads to greater stress, and
therefore,

to greater over-perception.

concepts.

One is perception, another is actual hostility, and the third is

this not'un of stress.

In this hypothesis there are three

;These concepts were operationalized in a study of

the 1914 pre-war crisis.
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Operationalization of Concepts
The nations included in this study were Austria-Hungary, Germany,
Russia, Great Britain, and France.

Hostility was measured according

to the judgments of expert panelists who read military histories of the
period.

Perceptions of hostility were obtained by analysis of the statements o€
key policy-makers made during this period.

The source of the data was

a collection of documents published after the war in which the actions
and intentions as well as the perceptions and motives of the principal
actors were set out.

The analysis technique employed in this study of speeches ano writings
is called content analysis.

Categories of attitudes and actions were

defined and their frequencies of occurrence in the documents determined.
While earlier studies of the 1914 events had concentrated exclusively on
the frequency of the occurrence of themes, this project attempted to
assign an intensity measure to each.

While formal procedures have been

worked out for this, the actual quantitative values depend ultimately on
the analyst's judgment, or perhaps the collective judgment of a panel of
experts.

Levels of involvement are difficul to establish on the basis of one study.
The researchers in this case

iimply assumed that Germany and Austria-

Hungary, as the parties most concerned with the Serbian question,
in a high involvement situation, and that the Russians,

French,

were

and British

were less involved with this question and therefore under less stress.

Tests of Hypothesis and Results
The time period leading up to the beginning of World War I,
4 August, was divided into 12 periods.
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27 June to

The difference b-rtween the'

quantitative measures for perceived and actual hostility were computed
for each of the nations for each of the time periods.

In this study the data were analyzed and compared in a number of ways.
The table b2low shows the differences in the actual behavior of the one
side and the perception of that behavior by their opponents.

Negative

differences represent "over-perceptions" of the behavior and positive
differences represent "under-perception.

Table

V

(Actual Behavior-Perceptions of Behavior)
Time
Period
(19 1 4)

Dual Alliance
(Germany and
Austria-Hungary)

Triple Entente
(Britain, France
and Russia)

27 June - 2 July

0.40

1.58

3 - 16 July

0.45

4.25

17 - 20 July

-1.50

3. 00

21 - 25 July

-1.83

2.83

26 July

-0.59

-0.62z

27 July

-0.42

5.37

28 July

-0.21

5.87

29 July

-0.21

0. 73

30 July

-1.55

-0.69

31 July

-0.88

-1.33

1 - 2 August

-1.50

0.11

3 - 4 August

-0.60

-1.10

This analysis thus showad that the high stress group (Germany and AustriaHungary) did in fact continuously perceive more hostility than actually
existed; that is,

they "over-perceived" the hostility.

Holsti, et al. , Table 12, op. cit. , p.
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154.

The nations in the

low stress group (England,

France, and Russia) most often perceived

less than th- actual hostility.

This analysis appears to lend credibility to the research hypothesis.
Measuring perceived and actual hostility on the same scale presents
great difficulties; the definition of High vs.

Low stress groups here was

haphazard; and at best, all that ha. been shown is that the hypothesis
appears to hold for a brief period during one major international crisis.

But I don't mean to stress the difficulties of this work.

The results

certainly are more significant than a simple assertion of an hypothesis,
and this is a good example of the classical approach.

The researchers

defined a problem area, used existing theory to aid in formulating a
hypothesis,

operationalized their concepts,

coilected data, and examined

their data to determine if they supported their hypothesis.

V.

The Sino-Indian Study:

An Exploratory Approach

The Research Problem and Questions
An example of the more exploratory type of work is Paul Smoker's study
of Sino-Indian conflict relations.:* Thus,

Smoker does not state any

hypothesis.

Nevertheless,

as noted earlier, there are a number of steps that must

be taken ever, in exploratory work.
problem area.

First, it was necessary to define the

In general, Professor Smoker was concerned with the

question of the degree to which national decision-makers are actually
free to make choices, particularly irt-times of crisis and conflict.

He

speculated th;L the possibility may exist that, during a crisis, the proces..
itself might carry a decision-maker along rather tha,' allowing him to
make conscious,

reasoned choices.

Paul Smoker, "A Time-Series Analysis of Sino-Indian Relations, " Journal
of Conflict Resolution, XIII (!969), 17Z-191.
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A• a.tor in the "carrying aiong" process is the possibility of information
overload during a crisis. There may actually be so much information
coming in to the decision-maker that it is impossible for him to react to
it properly. That is, there may be such a large backlog of information
that the decision-maker is not react'"7 to the most recent pieces. The
existence of an "overload" condition may be taken as an indication that
the decision-maker has lost control over the decision p:ocess. Another
indication would be a loss of "freedom of decision" in the interaction
Smoker, thus, ha- ÷wo major concepts to investigate: freedom
of decision and information overload. For this study, he chose the SinoIndian conflict during the six-year period from 1959 to 1965.
process.

COerationalization of Concepts
The data source was a series of eleven "White Papers" published by
the Indian Ministry of External Affairs containing all of the official
correspondence between the decision-makers of India and China for the
period January 1959-January 1965.
From this source he obtained the total number of notes, memoranda, and
letters exchanged by China and India, aggregated by week. rhe table
below summarizes this data base by year:
Average Number
of Messages per week
Total Messages
Year

From China From India

From China From India
1.1

1959

38

59

.7

1960

45

44

.9

.9

1961

49

58

.9

1. 1

1962

142

186

2.7

3.6

1963

135

152

2.9

2.9

1964

33

50

.5

1.0

One might judge from thi,; that something out of the ordinary was occurring
between these countries during 1962 and 1963, and that relations were back
to "normal" by 1965.
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Smoker associated the degree to which the number of messages in any
one week could be pr ,dicted from the number in the previous week with
the "freedom of decision" of the decision-makers of the country.

There-

fore, he "operationalized" freedom of decision as one minus the crzrrclation coefficient of the weekly number of messages with the same time
series lagged (or displaced in time) by one week.

A high correlation

implied to him that the process was "deterministic" and therefore ijot
under control of the decision-maker.

The operationalization of information overload was a function of the
correlation between the number of messages sent to a nation in one wYekc
and the number of messages sent out by that nation in the next.

The

higher this correlation, the stronger the evidence that response tin)( I
fairly long, indicating information overload.

The analysis consisted of computing these correlations from 50 wev,-;,
long time-series,

replacing the earliest point by the next week,

on through his 6-year period of data.

and so

Plots of the correlation coefficicuits

indicated to him how freedom of decision and information ovwrlcud were
changing over this period.

Conclusions Regarding Research Questions
The author presents and discusses plots over the 6-year period of the
correlation coefficients for both China and India.

He concludes that it

is possible to identify stable and unstable patterns of behavior usitg
concer,ts as freedom of decision, interaction,

and reaction.

A furth,.,"

conclusion is that the relationships studied change significantly
6 years.

(Of course,

.ver the

a simple count of the total number of annual

messagea hinted at some kind of change in the relationships).
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;,,nli

One result of his analysis was that the period of the 1962 Sino-Indian
border conflict can be characterized by both low freedom of decision
and high information overload.

In this type of analysis -,nc cannot say

that a hypothesis has been confirmed or disconfirmed,
thesis was bring tested.

since no hypo-

But exploring analysis does indicate-if

operationalizations are valid---that some crisis and conflict situations
may be characterized by a loss of control due to information overload
and loss of freedom of decision.

If this is so, the policy-relevance of

the findings are immediately apparent.

An awareness of these problems

might well contribute to their control.

VI.

Summary:

Data, Computers and the Researcher

In these examples of research, as in most research, neither the role of
data nor the role of the computer is predominating.

Each is,

in a sense,

a tool which increases the researcher's ability to answer his ques-ions
about how a particular part of the world works.

Theory, intuition, insight

and experience determine what data are relevant to the problem, what use
of the computer is appropriate, and what the imnlications of any findings
may be.

The purpose of data and computers -.. research is not to replace

human judgment, but to augment it.
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INTRODUCTION TO DATA-FILE OPERATIONS

I.

(Session 4)

Introduction

Data are the numerical material from which the quantitative political
scientist constructs a representation of the international political s'stem.
Data furnish both the building material from which theory is constructed
and the standards againqk which it is tested.

In the workshops yoa will

have an opportunity, on a small scale, to do both.

Vou will have selected

data files to explrre to gain the insight which, combined with your experience and knowledge, will allow you to formulate hypatheses about opera-,
tions and relationships in the international political system.
statisticlI techniques to be presented during this course,

Then, using

you will test these

hypotheses against the quantitative standards.

Data are sets of numerical values related to defined attributes and interactions of the actors in the international system.

Principal actors include

the nations, national political leaders and policy-makers,
international groups.

and national and

Some of the attributes that have been measured (i.e.

assigned numerical values) are area, population, economic development.
GNP, military strength, average annual incorre,

total tational budget,

number of diplomats stationed abroad, foreign aid received or given, level
of internal violence,
neighbors,

and so on.

military budget, amount of hostility exhibited toward
Interactions may be measured by the yearly, or

monthly or daily numbers of acts or events passing between two actors.
In one of the larger data collection efforts to be described later,

inter-

national events have been divided into 63 different type! -nd counts of
events are obtained from reports in the New York Tim( s.

WEIS (World Event/Interaction Survey) directed by Professor Charles
McClelland at the University of Southern California.
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The purpose of this discussion is to introduce some relatively simple
descriptive measures of quantitative data, to suggest some important
distinctions among various forms of data, and to provide an initial
understanding of computerized data files and tneir uses.

II.

Descripti te Statistics'*

Measures of Location
This discussion will center on descriptive statistics and will cover two
types of measures.

The first type are measures of locatioi,

it is desir-

able to have one or more summary values describing the central tendency
of the data.

Measures of central tendency are particularly useful for

answering questions as to whether two sets of data differ 'on the average".
For example,

are the Latin American states more or less economically

developed (measured, perhaps, in terms of GNP) than the African nations?

*

The Arithmetic Mean

The mean of a set of data is computed by adding all values in the data set
and dividing this sum by the number of items in the data set.
the example computations,

To sirnplify

assume that there are five nations in Africa

and five in Latin America, and that their GNP's are represented by the
following numbers:
GNP Africa

GNP Latin America

1

2

1

3

2

4

3

5

4

6

X ý2. 2

X =4

See Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistcs (Ncw York: McGraw-Hill
Book Company, Inc. , 1960) ch. 3. 4 and ,-pp. 25-63, for a mnore complete treatment of descriptive statistics.
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Given these hypothetical data, the mean GNP foi the African nations is
I + I + 2 1 3 +4
nations is

Z+

2. 2.

The mean GNP for the Latin American
20
+ 4 + 5 + 6 -4. The mean value of a data set

usually is denoted as X, as in the table above.

0

The Mode

Another measure of central tendency is th

mode, or modal value.

mode is the value in the data set which occurs most frequently.
for African nations' GNP's is I.

The

The mode

For the Latin American nations,

every

value is the mode because each occurs only once.

0

The Median

The median is that number in the data set, above whi:h and below which
are an equal number of cases.

The median value of African GNP's is 2,

since there are an equal number of nations above and below this value.
Similarly, the median for Latin America is 4.

It is clear from these few simplified examples chat statements about
averages must specify precisely which measure of central tendency is
being used.

For the African nations, each of the three measures of

central tendency gives a different value.
other kinds of averages.

Worse than this, there are

There is a harmonic mean, a geometric mean,

and a quadratic mean, none of which will be discussed.

There is a large

set of other kinds of averages used for very special purposes.
important to know which is being used.

It is

It is also important not to use

the wrong kind of averaging techniques on data.

It is not correct to use

the mean as an averaging technique, for example, on rates.

When a

data set consists of ratts, speeds, or rates of change, it is not appropriate
to add them up and divide by the number of cases in order to get an average
rate of change.

Geometric means and harmonic means are designed for

that purpose.
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Measures of Dispersion"
The examples above indicate also that the amount of information given by a
meaiure of central tendency is very limited.

This point may be emphasized

by considering the following hypothetical data sets, which for convenience
are described as data sets X and X

The means of the data sets are denoted

by •X
1 and3:

XI

X2
1

4

2

5

3

5

8

5

11

6

X I= 5

YZ = 5

The mean of each data set is 5, yet there is an obvious difference between
the two sets: X is far more dispersed than X . Thus, it could not be
concluded from the mean values that the two data sets are essentially the
same.

What is needed, then, is a measure of dispersion as an additional

description of the data.

0

The Range

The range is the simplest measure of dispersion.

It represents the

difference between the highest and lowest value in ;, data set.
range of X

is 1 to 11

=

The

10, whereas the range of X 2 is 4 to 6 ý 2.

The range gives additional information about a data distribution, but
its value depends only on the highest and lowest values in the data.

It

would be more desirable to have a measure of dispersion which would
take into account all of the values in the data set.

The mean deviation,

variance and standard deviation are intended to accc;liplish this task.

For additional explanation sef 31alock, ch. 6, pp. 64-75.
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0

The Mean Deviation

This measure of dispersion (or variability of the data) is obtained by
computing the arithmetic mean of the distances of each value in the
data set from some measure of central tendency of the data set, most
The signs of the deviations of the values from the mean

often the mean.

are ignored since the sum of minus and plus deviations would be zero.
The mean deviation for X thus is given by:
IL
X1

X

Xi,

X 1 difference

1

4

2

3

3

2

8

3

11

6

=5

18

18
mean deviation

*

=

-

=

3.6

The Variance and Standard Deviation

These two are the most commonly used measures of dispersion in
statistics.

The reason is that the standard deviation, which is The

square root of the variance, has certain very useful properties
(explained below) in statistics.

The variance is similar to the mean deviation in that the difference
of each value from the mean is computed.

However, in the compu-

tations for the variance these differences are first squared before
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they are summed and divided by the number of values.
tations for the variance and standard deviation of X

x 1 -X,

(X1 -

1

-4

16

2

-3

9

3

-2

4

8

3

9

11

6

36

x2= 5
variance =

Example compu-

follow:

1

74

14.8 --•-

standard deviation=

3.8
= 3.8

Note that when all of the data are close to the mean, the variance and
standard deviation are smnall; when the data are widely dispersed from
the mean, the variance and standard deviation will be larger.
Now what is important about the standard deviation? It turns out that
for certain.types of data, so called "normal" type data, the standard
A

deviatioi, can be used to calculate what percentage of the observations
fall into ce:tain intervals around the mean.
are test scores of somhe sort.

Let us say that these data

Very few people got close to zero; quite

a few people got closer to the mean, and very few people got high grades.
A distance of one standard deviation, each side of the mean, covers about
68 percent of the scores.

That is to say, about 68 percent of the test

scores will fall within one standard deviation each side of the mean of
the test scores.

A distance of two standard deviations each side of the

mean covers about 96 percent of the test scores.
deviations covers about 99 percent.

And three standard

This measure of standard deviation,

in addition to saying something about the dispersion of the data, also
indicates approximately where a given score is located relative to the
mean.

Is a score "unusual"?

One would think so if it falls in a range
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on the curve where only 1 percent or 5 percent of the scores lie.

Mucil

use of this property is made in statistics of the standard dviation because it allows the pinpointing of "unusual" values.

This point will be

discussed further in later lectures.

IlI.

Form of Data

The number and types of descriptive measures which miy be computed
for a given set of data partially depends on the type of data being manipulated.

For example, if a data set consists of the ntmbers of Catholics,

Jews,

and Protestants in a given city, a standard deviation or variance

measure could not be computed.

The reason is that the individuals are

placed into classes which are not "ordered" on some scale.

"Protestant"

normally would not be conceived as "larger" than or "better" than another
class of religion

Since there is no common scale to these measurements,

a "mean religion" could not be computed, and therefore a star.dard deviation or variance also could not be calculated.

Similarly, some measure

of dispersion other than the standard deviation or variance woulL: have to
be employed in order to describe the variacion ir, types of political systems
(e. g. , authoritarian,

democratic) of nations, assuming that these types

could not be assigned particular values on a sczle of laiger to smaller,
better to worse,

etc.

Nominal Data
The type of measurement which involves placing individuals or other units
(for example, nations) into clzsses is called "nominal" measurement.

The

terrr. derives from the operation oi naming classes such as "Protestant" or
"authoritarian, " and counting the number of individuals falling into the
class.

Nominal data, then, consist of counts of the number of individuals

or other ,nits

which fall into certain categories.
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Ordinal Data
A second type of measurement is called "ordinal" measurement.

An

ordinal level of measurement involves a ranking of individuals or some
other units on a common scale.

For example, a panel of experts in the

area of the law of the sea might rank nations according to the nations'
concern with ocean pollution. One nation would be ranked as having the
highest concern, another nation as having the next highest concern,
another as having the third highest concern, and so on.

Each nation,

then, receives a ranking on this common scale, and since there is a
common scale it is possible to say that nation A is "more" or "less"
concerned than nation B.

However, this level of measurement does not

provide any information about the magnitude of differences between the
nations.

It gives no information, for example, about whether the dis-

tance between nations A and B is greater or larger than the distance
between nations B and C.
Interval Data
"Interval" scales allow statements abovt the exact distances between
points on the scale. For example, the distance between Farenheit scale
measurements of 350 F and 450 F is twice as large as the distance between 450 F and 500 F. It is thus possible to compare distances between
measurements on the interval scale. It is not possible, however, to
compare measurements by taking their ratios.

For example, 500 F is

not half as warm as 1000 F.
Ratio Data
In order to compare measurements by taking their ratios, a "ratio" scale
which has a nonarbitrary zero point is necessary. For example, the panel
of scholars on the law of the sea might have measured "concern with ocean
pollution" according to the amount of monetary resources which each nation
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had devoted to ocean pollution conft'-i

programs duriag a previous year.

This would be a ratio scale because it has a nonarbitrary zero point
(zero funds spent on ocean pollution control).

With this ratio scale data

it is possible to say that a nation which spent one million dollars spent
twice as much as a nation which spent one-half million dollars.

The differences among forms ot data are pointed out for two reasons.
First, because the forms of measurement themselves may be placed on
a scale which represents "amount of information. "

A ratio scale contains

the highest degree of information in that it contains information about the
ordering of individuals or other units, the differences in distances between
them, and the ratio of each to the other.

An interval scale contains less

information because it says nothing about the ratio of each measurement
to the other.

`2he ordinal scale contains less information than the interval

scale because it does not convey information about the comparative distances Letween the rankings.

Nominal measurements contain still less

information in that the nominal categories are not ranked at all.

The

second reasun for pointing out the differences is that certain statistical
tests require certain forms of data.

For example, the computations for

the Pearson correlation assume at least interval-level data.

A correlation

may be computed using a formula which accepts ordinal-level data, and
tests for relationships between variables may be conducted using only
nominal data, but there is an important difference in the confidence which
can be ascribed to the results of these tests.
which require higher levels of data (i. e.,

Generally, statistical tests

interval and ratio) are less likely

to result in the acceptance of a hypothesis when in fact it is false than are
tests requiring only a lower level of data.

IV.

Data File Operations

Data of all types may be stored on computer for description, display and
analysis.

To understand the nature of data file operations it is useful to

have an idea of what a data file consists of.
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In most instances (i. e.

,

if the data are ordinal, interval or ratio) the

basic structure of a data file is defined by its variables and its cases.
A variable is simply a measured quantity which can take on varying
numerical values in different cases.
National Product.

An example of a variable is Gross

It can take on different values in different nations and

at different points in time.

Similarly, population size is a variable which

can be measured across many nations or over time.
Cross-Sectional Files
Data in cross-sectional files are measurements taken on variables across
various sections of the world at a given point in time. For example, data
for the GNP and population size of 100 countries in 1970 would be crosssectional data because the cases of measurement are sections of the world,
specifically nations, at a single point in time.
0

Organization

The data file consisting of GNP and population measured for 100 nations
(cases) takes on this organization.

Nation I
2
3

GNP

Population

X
Z

Y

100
where X is nation l's GNP, Y is nation l's population size, Z is nation Z's
GNP, and so on.
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*

Display,

Description and Analysis

When data are stored in this form on the computer they may be displayed
and analyzed in many ways.

First, one might request that the computer

produce a histogram of the values of GNP for all the nations.

A histogram

will provide some information as to the distribution of GNP across the
nations.

The general form of the histogram could be anticipated:

most

nations would be bunched up on the side of the histogram representing

relatively low values of GNP, while only a few nations would be placed on
the side representing relatively high values of GNP.

By requesting

descriptive statistics for the population variable, the computer would hc
instructed to compute the mean of column two (population),
and so on.

its variance,

Beyond description of each variable there might be interest

in the relationship between the two variables.

By requesting a scatter-

plot of the two variableq. the computer would be instructed to place each
nation in a position in a two dimensional space defined by the axes GNP
and population.

If nations with higher GNP's tend to have larger popula-

tions, then the points in the scatter-plot representing the nations will
reflect this pattern.

such as in inverse relationship be-

Other patterns,

tween the two variables,

also may be detected in a scatter-plot.

lation and regression, which are subjects of subsequent lectures,
more condensed,

Correprovide

statistical measures of relatior'ships between variables.

By requesting either correlation or regression analysis for the two variables, the computer is instructed to perform the appropriate calculations
on the two columns in the data file.

Timese:ies Files
The data in the above hypothetical data file represent measurements on
variables for many "sections" of the world (nations) at one point in time.
It is thus called a "cross-sectional" file and may be contrasted to a second
type of file, timeseries.

A timeseries file, like a cross-sectional file, is

defined by its variables and cases.

Its cases, however,
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are points in time.

9

Organization

An example of a timeseries file is as follows:
CPR-USSR
Hostility

U.S. Trade
with CPR
1950

X

1951

Z

Y

1970

I

0

Display, Description and Analysis

The variables in the file are U.S. trade with the CPR, and CPR- USSR
hostility. X represents U.S. trade with the CPR in 1950, and Y represcnts CPR-USSR hostility (measured by some criterion) for 1950, Z
represents U.S. trade with the CPR in 1951, and so on. Each type of
display, description and analysis performed using the cross-sectional
file may also be performed with a tirneseries file such as this. In addition
to these, each variable may be plotted over time. By requesting such a
plot, the computer is instructed to demonstrate the trend of the variable
over time.

The essential difference in the analysis of the two types of

files is that in the timneseries case computations are made for descriptions
of and relationships between variables across time, whereas crosssectional files are used to produce descriptions of and identify relationships between variabJes that are measured for different "sections" of the
world at a given point in time.
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V.

Summary

A data file normally is one of two types (cross-sectional,

timeseries),

and the data within a file may be in various forms (nominal, ordinal,
interval,

ratio).

A useful criterion in the selection of forms of

data is that the data contain as much information as possible.
l:.•el data therefore represent the most desirable form.

The type of

data selected depends on the purpose of the data collection.
example,

Ratio-

If,

for

the purpose is to search for relationships which will aid ini

fort-casting, then timeseries data are desirable.

The two types of data

files have in common a basic structure which represents variables on
the column headings and cases on the row headings.
is instructed to dislay a variable,

When the computer

or to describe its mean, variance,

etc. , it is instructed to proceed to a certain column (variable) of the
data file and perform the appropriate calculations.

The results of

these calculations (the output) are then given to the user in the form
of computer printout.
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.1
WORKSHOP EXERCISES
Session 4

DISPLAY AND EXAMINATION OF DATA

General Theme:

The use of computer routines to examine a collection of data.
General Questions:
What descriptors are most useful in characterizing a time-series (i. e.
9
a set of values associated with points in time)-

How can you quickly get an intuitive feeling for the relationships among
the variables in the data collection?

Suggested Steps:
1.

After signing-on to the computer system,

request the WEISDAT/T

file.
2.

Choose several variables and obtain general descriptions of them.
Two routines are available in TIMESERIES that may be used for
the quick examination of a data-set:
mean, variance,

DESC, which produces the

standard deviation, aid maximum and minimum

values, and HIST, which plots a histogram of any specified variable.
3.

Examine variablea 13 (conflictual behavior toward Israel) and 16
(conflictual behavior by the U. S.).
their means and variances?

What do you observe after

Can you explain the reason for the

difference in their variarces by examining their histograms?

*See "Instructions for rerminal Operations, " pp. I-2 - 1-5.
**This is a time-series file and, by requesting it,

up the TIMESERIES statistical package.
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you have also called

4.

Examine trends over time for several of the variables.
Trends over time can be seen by plotting the values as a function
of time.

5.

Use the routine PLOT for this,

Plot variable 13 as a function of time.

What conclusions can you

draw about the trerd in conflictual acts toward Israel?
6.

Plot variable 16.

What is the trend in U.S. conflictual acts?

(Notice that the trend is much clearer for Israel than for the

U. S. ).
7.

Relationships between two variables can be quickly determined
from scatter-plots (i. e.,
against values of another).

plots of the values of one variable
The routine SCAT will produce scatter-

plots.
Plot variable 10 against variable 13.
What conclusions can you draw about conflictual acts by and
toward Israel?
8.

Using SCAT,

plot the conflictual acts toward the Soviet Union

against those by the Soviet Union.
with the Israeli scatter -plot.
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Compare this scatter-plot

.1

CONCEPTS OF NATIONAL POWER

(Session 5)

Lecture Outline

I.

II.

The Purpose of Politics:
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Power as an Attribute
Attribute Components of Power

. J

Some Difficulties with the Power -as -an -Attribute Formullation
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CONCEPTS OF NATIONAL POWER

I.

(Session 5)

The Purpose of Politics: The Allocation of Scarce Resources

Politics is an arena in which actors attempt to achieve desired goals
through a value-allocating process.

That is to say, actors attempt to

achieve desired states of affairs by affecting the processes and institutions which allocate values and resources.

When one thinks of this

process, various types of domestic political systems generally come to
mind.

Such systems have clearly identifiable structures-courts, legis-

latures, administrators-which receive demands from the citizens of
the political unit and mal e decisions about such resources and values as
levels and objects of taxation, police and fire protection, zoning laws,
etc.

Thus, politics is generally associated with visible political and

administrative structures.
It is important to realize, however, that nations also engage in an activity
This

called politics, despite the relative lack of international institutions.

political activihy involves competition over various types of international
and regional resources, the outcome of which is the allocation of international and regional values and resources among nations.

These values

and resources might include control and exploitation of natural resources,
the location of geographical boundaries, alliance partners, air rights,
sea rights and so forth.
The determination of the allocation of resources within the international
system or within sub-regions of that system immediately raises questions
of patterns of influence and how such influence is achieved.

This in turn

raises the question of the nature of power and its role in international
politics.

It is important to stress that questions of power and influence

arise in politics only because the resources and values are scarce.
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If

1

&

there were more of everything than everybody wanted, disputes or conflicts of interest would never arise.

Because we live in a system with

limited resources, however, individuals,

groups, and nations come into

conflict as to how those resources are to be distributed.
*

Becausc such

resources are scarce, actors must attempt to influence other actors
either through persuasion or through the exercise of power.

Pcwer, then, is taken to be an important element in the process of allocating resources and values among contending units.

The concept occupies

a central position both in the theory and practice of international relations.
Hans J. Morgenthau, for example, has argued that, "International politics,
like all politics,

is a struggle for power. "

No matter what nations may

pursue, whether security or a world "safe for democracy,"
stri-ing for power.

they do so by

Power. however, is an extremely general term which

may take on a variety of meanings.
attri.bute or as a relationship.

Power often is viewed either as an

In this discussion we will consider both

perspectives.

II.

Power as an Attribute

Suppose we think of power as a characteristic or attribute of the state
itself.

"ofthose

This is a familiar perspective which often leads to an enumeration
attributes that contribute to power:

technology, population, ideology,

geography,

natural resour.c.,s.

morale, the military base, and so on.

Evidence of this conception is found in the contention that American power
derives largely from military technology, or that China's large and dispersed population is a major source of its power.

Attribute Components of Power
Morgenthau suggests nine categories of attributes which should be taken
into consideration in determining the power of a nation. These are listed

Hans J. Morgenthau, Politics A,-nong Nations: The Struggle for Powe.r
and Peace, 4th Edition (New York: Alfred A. Knoipf, 1967), p. 25.
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below followed by brief e;:planations for, or examples of, their importance, as seen by Morgenthau.

e

Geography:

The geography ol the Alps, for example, has

ni,de it extremely difficult to invade Central Europe from
Italy, while it is much easier to invade Italy from the north,
thais affecting Italy's control over her neighbors to the north.
e

Naturtl Rcsourccs:

Countrics enjoying self--ufficiency in

food and raw materials necdn't divert their vnergivs from
their primary objectives in o,'der to maintain i. constant inward flow of food and raw n~ateriais during war.
*

Industrial Capacity:

Raw materials are of little use unless

they are transformed into industrial products.
*

Military Preparedness:

Military technology, the quality of

leadership and the quantity and quality of the Ara.ed Forces
are all important factors in the capability of a state to support
its foreign policies.
e

Population:
thl

Large populations ar: seeded to carry ot,t .,11 of

functions necessary to the conduct of modern warfare

including industrial production, transportation and cinbat.
*

National Character:

Cultural tastes and aversions affect

nations' capabilities to maintain standing armies, to engage
in conscription, to exercise authority internally, and to
engage in other activity related to the national power.
e

National Morale:

The dh.gree of deLermination with which a

nation supports its guvcrnnment's fnreign; policies affects
the government's ability to putrstte its policies in the interniatiomal otruna.
*

The Quality of Diplmacy:

Diplomacy is th,_ art of bringing

the different elements of national power to bear upon foreign

Ibid.,

106-144.
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policy goals.

The elements of power are of use only to the

extent that diplomacy combines them into an integrated force
for the attainment of the national interest.
0

The Quality of Government:

Government must marshal public

opinion behind its policies or else other elements of national
power will not be usable to their full extent.

Some Difficulties with the Power-as-an-Attribute Formulation
Since the concept of power has been central to much of international relations theory,

it has been the subject of much debate.

The notion of

power as consisting of a series of attributes has been criticized in a
number of ways.

A general objection to the attribute formulation has

been that it provides little clue to the likely future bchavior of nations.
One component of this critique is that the attribute formulation does riot
suggest any useful overall measures of power.

The elements of power,

according to this objection, play back and forth on one another so that
the products of combinations of elements are difficult to assess.
Deficiencies in natural resources, for example, may be offset by "clever
technologies"; the power derivinp from the leadership factor may be
diminished by a particular ideology.

The definition of power as the

sum of certain attributes of a nation then gives way to a far more complex, non-additive conception.

The difficulties of measuring power given

this complexity has led some scholars to suggest that power as an attribute cannot be measured with any precision.

The attribute formulation

therefore is viewed by these scholars as not useful for the purpose oi
making estimates of present or future power distributions in the international system.

Charles A. McClelland, Theory and the International System (Nex York:
Macmillan Company, 1966), p. b9.
Ibid.
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Another cause for objection has been that since the use of power is
situation specific,

a general notion of a nation's general power base is

not very useful analytically.

An eKample of the type of objection raised

against "general" power as an organizing concept is given by the Pueblo
incident.

The United States "generally" is one of the most powerful

nations in the international system according to almost all criteria of
power, but was unable to influence or control a much smaller state's
behavior in this specific situation.

Similarly, the general power base

c. the United States seems not to have impacted upon the Vietnam conflict in the manner expected by some observers early in the United States
involvement.
"capabilities",

One possible explanation is that the power base,

or

of a nation must be converted into power through a pro-

cess involving selection, timing

coordination and phasing.

extent that the conversion process malfunctions,
a nation may be of little use.

To the

the raw capabilities of

The specific situational context thus appears

in the past to have had an important effect on how "powerful" one nation
has been in relation to another nation.

This suggests,

again, that the

notion of power as an attribute may be of limited use in anticipating fulture
patterns of influence among nations.

A third common criticism of the attribute formulation is that even if it
were possible to measure the general capability base of a nation, this in
itself would be of little value in anticipating where the nation might apply
its capabilities in order to influence other nations.

The concept of "intent"

thui emerges as equally important as the concept of power.

Knowledge of

a nation's "intent" to apply power does not, however, necessarily provide
information as to the outcome of a particular attempt to influence.

Situa-

tional factors, the conversion process and the difficulties of measuring
capabilities all complicate the task of calculating probable effects on the
use of power.

Ibid.,

7 1.
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III.

Power as a Relationship

Disillusioned by the perceived inadequacies of the power-as-an-attribute
formulation, some scholars have turned to definitions of power which
emphasize the relational quality of the concept.

One observer has given

an example of the motivation behind this change in perspective. The
"existence of massive power sources in one country, " he n tes, "son'ietimes causes adjacent countries to react with fear and anxiety aiAd results
in attempts to reduce the possibilities of future control by the powerful
neighbor"; "power in hand" thus may limit "power to control".

The

important component of power is relational, the argument goes, and the
attributes of nations provide not only limited but sormetimes incorrect
indications of the extent to which one nation will exercise power over
another.

The Nature of Power as a Relationship
A classic statement of the power-as-a-relationship formulation was given
by Robert Dahl;

"A has power over B to the extent that he can get B to do

something that B would not otherwise do.
political power's 'essence"

"'*

Morgenthau argues that

is "the psychological relation between two

minds, " which also suggests power as a relational property.
fically, Morgenthau refers to the relationship as one of "control."
have uscd the term "influence" to

SpetiOthers

.Žfer to the relational aspect of Power.

There are various permutations within the perspective of powcr as a
relationship, but the overriding importance of the definition oi powe.r as

Ibid. , 70.
Robert A. Dahl, "The Concept of Power,"
1957), 203.
Morgenthau,

27.
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a relationship is that it suggests looking elsewhere than the attributes of
nations for evidence of the existence of power.

The most prominently

mentioned source of information is the series of demands and responses
among nations.

To the extent that nation B responds favorably to the

demands of nation A, nation A might be said to have "power" over nation
B.

There are, however, some readily apparent difficulties with tiis

formulation.
Some Difficulties with the Power -as -a- Relationship Formulation
The difficulty of arriving at measurements of power are not greatly
lessened by the relational perspective.

If A makes a demand on B, and

B later carries out the action that was demanded of him, it may be that
B's action was not a response to A's demand but to other pressures, perhaps of a domestic nature.

A further difficulty which has been pointed

out is that B, even if responding to A's demand, may not have been too
unwilling to carry out the act even before A's action.

In order to measure

the extent to which nation A has power over nation B, it would be necessary to know the extent to which B's actions are actually responses to A's
demands, and the extent to which B was opposed to taking the demanded
action prior to the demand itself.
If nation A makes a demand on nation B, and B later carries out the action
that was demanded, it may be that B's action was not a response to A's
demand but to other pressures.

For example, the People's Republic of

China has for some time made certain demands of the United States regarding U. S. military presence on China's perimeter.

If the U. S. should

reduce that presence, then the U. S. action would be consistent with the
Chinese demand.

It may not, however, be a direct response to that

demand, or it may be partially a response to the demand and partially a
response to other considerations.

Other international considerations may

play a role in the U. S. action, for example a desire to strengthen SinoAmerican bonds as a demonstration of unity against Soviet expansion.
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Domestic considerations also may be of importance, for example an
American desire to reduce foreign commitments so that a greater proportion of resources might be devoted to domestic programs.

A major

source of difficulty in the power-as-a-relationship formulation is the
inability often to know the exact sources of the actions of nations
An additional problem is that B, even if responding to A's demand, may
not have been unwilling to carry out the act even before A's demand was
made.

The "amount" cf power exercised when B responds with the

demanded action when it previously had a low probability of taking the
action, is greater than the "amount" of power exercised when B responds
with the demanded action when it previously had a high probability of taking
the action.

For example, the extent to which the United States exercised

power over the Soviet Union during the Cuban Missile crisis would depend
on the extent to which the Soviets were willing or unwilling to withdraw the
missiles prior to the U. S. demand that the missiles be removed.

To know

the amount of power which A has exercised over B would require knowledge
of B's prior probability of taking the demanded action.

Even if international

decision-makers were willing to offer this type of information, its accuracy
would be questionable since few policy-makers would like to admit that they
had been forced to take an action against which they were totally committed.

IV.

Problems of Operationalization

It is important to stress that scholars engage in such debate not because
of some sterile desire to construct conceptual frameworks,

but because

they wish to describe, analyze and perhaps anticipate patterns of interaction among nations.

It is precisely because of this desire that objections

to the attribute formulation are made, and the utility of the relational
perspective is questioned.

To the oft-stated question, "What is power?",
"What difference does it make?"

it might be responded,

First of all, it makes a difference in
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the description of the distribution of power among nations:

who has

more power than whom?; is power equally distributed among nations or
unequally distributed?

One definition of power will yield quite a differ-

ent description than another.

Given this, and the fact that descriptions

are the basis for analysis, different definitions will lead to varying
analytic conclusions about probable areas of conflict and other occurrences in international interaction.

Ultimately, then, the problem is one of deriving an "operational definition."
An operational definition is one that exactly specifies the procedures to
be carried out in measuring the concept under consideration.

A simple

example of an operational definition of the power concept is "population
size".

It is clear from this definition how to go about measuring power:

count the number of individuals within each nation.

A more complex

operational definition of power might be "the change in B's probability of
taking action Z that was caused by A's demand upon B. "

The ultimate

concern is with operational definitions because only through operational
statements are we guided as to how to measure power.

The process of operationalization is central to the quantitative study of
international relations.

In order to test hypotheses quantitatively, the

concepts of interest must be measured in some very specific manner.

A

concept only vaguely defined (for example power as a demographic,
economic and social attribute of a nation) needs refinement before measurement and quantitative analysis is possible.

A data set has been provided,

the CAIR data file, through which the

student may experiment in operationalizing the concept of power.

It will

be instructive to operationally define the concept of power in various ways,
and then note the resulting differences in descriptions of the power distribution among nations.

Specuic suggested analyses are given in the Student

Workshop Manual's Workshop Experiments for Session 6.
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QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS OF NATIONAL POWER

I.

(Session 6)

Int-oduction

The purpose of the workshop on national power is to experiment with
various operational definitions of the concept to see whether and to what
extent differing operational definitions would yield varying descriptions
of the distribution of power among nations.

Descriptive statistics, histo-

grams and scatter-plotting already have been introduced.

These techniques

of data analysis will be useful in experimenting with operational definitions
and the difference they make in description.

The purpose of this short

lecture is to introduce an additional technique-correlatiol--which also
wvill be of use in testing ideas about the relationship between two distributions of data.
UI. Conceptual Introduction to Correlation*
Statements about the world that are not purely descriptive in nature usually
imply some relationship between one variable and another.

For example,

it is common to hear and read statements such as "nations exhibiting internal violence tend to engage in external violence in order to consolidate
the population against an external enemy,

"

or "the wealthier a nation, the

more it will be involved in international affairs.

"

What these two state-

ments have in common is that they are assertions about relationships between variables.
Let us consider the first assertion, that of a relationship between internal
and external violence.

Further, let us take the position of an unbiased

researcher and treat this assertion merely as a hypothesis.

The problem

See more detail on correlation in Hubert M. Blalock, Jr., Social Statistics
(McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 1960), pp. 285-301.
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at hand is to show how correlation can help us decide whethcr or not the
hypothesis is valid.

Assume that data have been collected which represent the amount of
internal and external conflict which 100 nations experienced during a
given period of time, say 1950-1970.

W

already know that the data can

be scatter-plotted and that the scatter-plot will show whether there is a
relationship between the two variables.

The scatter-plot for these data

might come out looking like Figure 1, 2, 3,

or 4, depending on the

collected data.
Figure 1
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Internal
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Figure 2

External
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Figure I would suggest thaft external violence and internal violence are
strongly related in the hypothesized direction. That is, external violence
is positivel, related to internal violence--as one goes up, so does the
other.

Figure 2 would suggest that the two variables are indeed related,

but inversely rather than positively--as internal violence goes up,
external violence declines. Figure 3, on the other hand, indicates that
the two are not related at all: given a particular level of internal violence,
any level of external violence may be possible.

The scatter-plot in

Figure 4 suggests a complex, curvilinear relationship between externai
and internal violence: the more internal violence, the more external
violence that is exhibited, but only up to a point beyond which higher
levels of internal violence are associated with lower levels of external
violence.
The Pearson correlation coefficient which is the coefficient of correlation
produced by both CONSTAT and TIMESERIES is a measure of the linear
It's values range from -1. 0 (which

association between two variables.

indicates a perfect inverse relationship between the variables) and +1. 0
(which indicates a perfect posit've relationship). A correlation of zero
means that no linear association between the variables exists in the
data.

The following illustrates the range of the Pearson correlation

coefficient and the general interpretation of selected values.

+). 0

Perfect Positive Relationship

+ .6
+ .3

Mildly Strong Positive Relationship
Weak Positive Relationship

.

0

No Relationship

3

Weak Inverse Relationship

.6
-1.0

--

Mildly Strong Inverse Relatiunship
Perfect Inverse Relationship

These interpretations are given only to providv. a general idea of the
meaning of the correlation coefficient, and should not be taken as hard
and fast rules for interpretation.

Sof

Quite often researchers will take a

data from a larger population (for examt.le, this is done in
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a

public opinion polling) and perform a "sample correlation" wvith the
sample of data.

Depending on the nature of the sample data, a sample

correlation of +. 6 might indicate that the correlation among the entire
population could be anywhere between +. 4 and +. 8.

Sampling will

be discussed further in a subsequent lecture.

To get back to the main point, the Pearson correlation coefficient is a
concise measure of the degree of linear relationship between variables.
Thus, the data in Figure 1 would be correlated positively and fairly
strongly, approaching the +1. 0 level.

The correlation for the data in

Figure 2 also would be correlated fairly strongly, but in the inverse
direction, approaching -1. 0.

Figure 3's data would be correlated

close to 0. 0 since no relationship in either direction appears.

Since

the data in Figure 4 are not related linearly, the Pearson correlation
coefficient would not be very strong.

There are other correlation

coefficients designed to recognize a curvilinear relationship,
Pearson coefficient will not.

but the

For this reason, it is important to keep

in mind that the Pearson coefficient measures only linear associations,
not associations in general.

III.

Computation of the Pearson Correlation Coefficient

Normally it is desirable to include as many data points in the correlation
calculations as possible.

If the calculations are made with data sampled

from a larger population

(for example, as in public opinion studies),

then--holding other considerations constant--the larger the sample
taken the more confidence there will be that the sample correlation
coefficient approximates the actual correlation in the population as a
whole.
_

For many international relations studies, however,

the sampling

consideration is not relevant because the correlation coefficient is
calculated with the total population of data. There are approximately
130 independent Folitical units in the international system, and often
there is no need to sample these units because data will be available
for all or nearly all of them.

Sampling and its relationship to "inferential"

statistics will be discussed further in a subsequent lecture.
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The formula for computing the Pearson correlation coefficient is given
by:
r =

Ixy

where x is the deviation of a value of variable X from the mean of variable
X (the deviation is denoted as X- X, where X is the mean of X), y is the
deviatiun of a value of variable Y from the mean of variable Y (Y-Y),
and x

2

and y

2

are the squares of these deviations.

computations will clarify these operations.

and

An example of the

The letter r indicates that the

calculations are for a Pearson correlation coefficient.

Assume two variables, X and Y, whose values are:
X

Y

1

1

2

3

3

2

4

3

5

4

We wish to know how highly correlated these two variables are.

It is

immediately clear that they are somewhat associated since smaller values
of X are generally associated with smaller values of Y,

and as X goes up

Y tends to increase also although not in a one-to-one fashion.

Suppose

these data represented scores for five nations on interral and external
violence.

How highly correlated are the two concepts?
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The calculations

are as follow:
Y =13/5

X= 3

2i

Y

X

X

X-

Y - Y

(X-

X)Y -Y)

X)2

(X-

(Y - Y)

1

1

-2

-8/5

16/5

4

64/25

2

3

-1

2/5

-2/5

1

4/25

3

2

0

-3/5

0

0

9/25

4

3

1

2/5

2/5

i

4/25

5

4

2

7/5

14/5

4

49/25

0

0

6

10

130

26

Using the formula for the correlation coefficient,

6

r

-

6
=

+ .83

The correlation coefficient for the t;wo series of data is +. 83, which
indicates a fairly strong correlation in the positive direction.

IV.

Some Cautions in Interpretation

Still assuming that the data were intended to measure internal and external
violence for five nations, the r = + . 83 is a measure of the linear association between the two variables as measured across five countries.

Some

things that the coefficient do not necessarily mean are discussed below.
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When the concepts are defined in terms of the procedures used
to measure them, then it is fair to say that the concepts are
related at r

- 4.83.

It must be recognized, however,

that other

individuals might reject the particular operational measures of
the concepts employed.

If so, then the correlation between the

data may not be recognized by these individuals as the correlation between the concepts as they would define or operationalize
them.

A strong correlation for a particular group of n,-tions does not
necessarily permit the inference that the correlation is strong
among all nations.

If the five nations in the example were

randomly sampled from the approximately 130 nations available,
then it would be possible to compute a range of correlations
that might exist among all 130 nations.

(Parenthetically,

a

correlation of +. 83 for a sample size of only 5 normally would
not lead us to reject the possibility that the correlation in the
entire population is zero).

If, however, the five nations were

not randomly selected from the 130-for example, if only Arab
nations were selected because of some interest in that area of
study--then any inference from that correlation to statements
about the world in general would not necessarily be valid.

*

The correlation above was computed with cross-sectional data,
i. e.,

data collected for a series of sections of the world

(nations) at a given point in time.

Thus, it may be said that

the nations which experienced more internal violence experienced
more external violence (limiting this statement, of course, to
the five nations) in the given time period.

It does not necessarily

follow that over time the more internal violence a particular
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nation experiences,

the more external violence it will exoerience.

The distinction to be made is between cross-sectional findings
and timeseries findings.

Findings from cross-sectional studies

are not necessarily valid in an over-time context.

Further re-

search using timeseries data would be necessary in order to
state with confidence that the relationship found to exist across
nations at a given point in time exists also in the over-time behavior of any given nation.
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WORKSHOP EXERCISES
Session 6
QUANTITATIVE ASPECTS OF NATIONAL POWER
General Theme:
The "operationalization' of concepts.
General Question:
How can the concept of national power be ope rationalized?

Do different

definitions of power yield different rankings of the nations in terms of
their power?
Suggested Steps:
I.

Request the CAIR data set.

2.

Request a general description of the variables in the CAIR collection.
(DESC will produce this general description for all of the variables
in the set; you cannot examine one at a time. )
How do you think your estimate about the extent to which nations
vary in power would depend on your particular choice of a measure
of "power"?

3.

Another way to examine the variation among nations is to look at a
histogram for each measure of power you are examining.

(Use the

routine HIST.)
What can you say about variations among nations on the basis of
examination of several histograms?
4.

One way to discover if any two measures of "power" would lead

to different rankings is to find out the extent to which nations'
CAIR is a collection of the values of a set of 20 attributes for 136 nations.
You will have the statistical package CONSTAT available.
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values of one variable are related to their values of another

variable.
Choose two likely measures of power and obtain a scatter-plot
for them.

Would they produce the same ranking of nations on

the basis of national power?
5.

Correlate these two measures of power.

Does the correlation

coefficient indicate that the measures are highly related?
6.

Perhaps given measures of "power" will be related within one
set of nations and not within another.

Use the GR3UP routine

to group the nations into regions and test your ideas about
measuring power within regions instead of over all the nations.
Use scatter-plots and correlation to decide whether measures
of power are related differently in different regions.

19
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THEORIES OF CONFLICT AND WAR

I.

(Session 7)

Introduction

This lecture will focus on the development of empirical theories about international conflict and war.

Theory-building is a complex process that in-

volves the selection of concepts,

definitions and classifications,

the develop-

ment and use of various methodological techniques and careful analysis of
one's results.

The field of international relations provides the researcher with a wide range
of literature from which ideas, hypotheses and theoretical constructs can be
selected for testing propositions about international conflict.
data gathering,

Some work in

quantitative hypothesis -testing and model-building has been

accomplished in the past decade,

but the growth of empirical international

relations theory about conflict has been slow.

In this lecture we will attempt

to achieve a conceptual understanding of international conflict by examining
conceptual schemes, analytical methods and existing theories of conflict and
war in the international relations field.

II.

What is Conflict

Kenneth Boulding has defined conflict as "a situation of competition in which
thý- ,arties are aware of the incompatibility of potential future positions and
in which each parcy wishes to occupy a position that is incompatible with the
wishes of the other. If* Generally speaking, conflict involves the competitive
behavior of two or more parties in a system at a given point in time.

In

international relations, conflict can occur between individual leaders, between
groups in different nations, between two or more nations in the international
system, or between any combination of the three.

Kenneth Boulding, Conflict and Defense (New York:

p. 5.
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Harper and Row,

1962),

In order to understand what conflict is in international relations, we must
first consider why we study conflict at all. Karl W. Deutsch suggests that
there are three reasons for studying conflict in international politics:

"to

identify generally those conflict situations and states which are likely to
lead to war; to evaluate particular conflict situations and the probable lines
along which they are likely to develop if left to themselves; and to suggest
further possible techniques for controlling or containing such conflict situations so as to prevent them from breaking out into war. 11 We are interested
in identifying the sources of conflicts, understanding the dynamics of conflicts,

and predicting when conflicts will occur and what will be their out-

comes.
A good way to obtain an understanding of conflict in international relations
is to examine the various classification schemes that international relations
researchers have developed to study conflict situations.

These classifica-

tions can be used to develop and test tY..ories of international conflict.

First

let us look at the methods of classifying and defining conflict in international
relations, and then we will turn to a discussion of theories of conflict in the
field.
It is generally agreed that several levels of conflict can occur in international politics: general policy disagreement (e. g. , ideological or economic
quarrels); confrontation (e.g., the Cuban Missile Crisis); small-scale
physical conflict (e. g.,

local wars); or total war.

Charles A. McClelland

has in some of his work made a distinction between two types of conflictverba! conflict and physical conflict between nations.

He has made a major

effort to classify conflict in terms of the communications,

or "event/inter-

actions" between nations in the international system. ** McClelland identifies
verbal conflict as hostile communications between national political leaders.
Physical conflict is defined as actual physical confront.'tion between nations.
Karl W. Deutsch, "Mass Communications and the Loss of Freedom in
National Decision-Making: A Possible Research Approach to Interstate
Conflicts, " Journal of Conflict Resolution, I (June, 1957), 200.
**Charles A. McClelland and Gary D. Hoggard, "Conflict Patterns in the
Interactions Among Nations, " in International Politics and Foreign Policy,
(ed.) James N. Rosenau (New Yor-V. The Free Press, ly69J, pp. -l7114.
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For example, if Israel accuses Egypt of prolonging the Middle East conflict, that is a verbally hostile action, but if Israel sends her planes to
bomb Cairo, then that is an action of physical conflict.
Another attempt at classifying conflict is the study of Lewis Richardson
on the movement of nations towards war.

Richardson measured the

"escalation" of conflict by examining defense expenditures of nations over
time.

He showed that under some circumstances, if one nation armed

itself, then another nation in the international system would arm, then the
first nation would arm again and so on. until the process of arming would
become irreversible and the arms race would end up in all-out war.
Similarly, game theorists measure conflict in terms of the utility of arming versus the utility or "payoff received" of cooperating. **I
A third method for studying conflict involves the use of content analysis of
communications between national leaders.

Holsti, North and Brody

analyzed communications between major parties to the pre-World War I
crisis and fit them into a scheme for measuring perception of national
leaders. They showed that perceptions of hostility on the part of the nations
involved in a conflict may be partially responsible for the outbreak of the
conflict.

Thus, the tendency toward conflict was measured in terms of the

perception of national leaders, not only by specific acts of those leaders.
Th :re are many other schemes for the classification of conflict between
nations, but we cannot cover them all in this lecture. The above examples
are major efforts in the international relations field used to develop and
test theories of international politics.

We will now turn to some of the

specific methods used to build theory in international relations, which will
illustrate how various classification schemes are put to use in the study of

conflict.
Lewis F. Richardson, Armb and Insecurity (Pittsburgh: The Boxwood
Press, 1960).
**Anatol Rapoport, Strategy and Conscience (New York: Random House, 11)64).
**Holsti, Ole R., Robert C. North and Richard A. Brody, "Perception and
Action in the 1914 Crisis, " in Quantitative International Politics (ed.) J. Da.,id
Singer (New York: The Free Press, 1968), pp. 123-158.
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III.

Methods for Studying the Causes of Conflict and War

International relations researchers have employed various methods to
analyze international conflict and war.
proaches are as follows:

The most frequently used ap-

1) the single case study, 2) comparative-case

study, 3) inter-nation simulation, 4) computer simulation. 5) small-scale
laboratory experiments and games, 6) survey research, and 7) mathe..
matical modeling.
The Single-Case Study
The single-case study probably is used more frequently than any other
methodological approach to the study of international conflict.

An analyst

"examines data about a single case involving one or more nations (e. g.,
Korea, Cuba, Vietnam), and attempts to describe the conflict and to explain
"why" various actions occurred. He studies the unique features of the
situation and attempts to obtain a complete picture of the conflict from his
information.

Case studies add to the accumulated knowledge about inter-

national conflicts; however, attempts to generalize about conflict from only
one study involve many risks.

Each conflict has unique ff-atures that are

related to the particular nations involved, the time in which the conflict
occurs and the type of conflict situation.

Althougl, there may be features

common to many particular types of conflicts, generalizations from one
conflict to a broad range of conflicts may be misleading because of the
limited information involved.

This method has been used by Bruce M.

Russett to investigate the Japanese decision to launch an attack on Pearl
Harbor.

Russet's intent was to build a theoretical framework developed

from this single study to explore the Japanese foreign-policy making process.

He used the framewnrk developed from this single study to examine

specific elements in common between this attack decision and other selected

"Dean G. Pruitt and Richard C. Snyder, (eds.), Theory and Research on
the Causes of War (Englewood Cliffs, N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1969),
pp. 5-13.
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)*

past cases.

Holsti, North and Brody's study of events leading up to the outbreak

of World War I focused on the relationship between policy makers' perceptions and the actual behavior of the nations in this specific case.
Comparative- Case Study
The next method is the comparative-case study in which several cases are
examined, or sampled for significant variables.

Comparative-case studies

usually have been divided into "small sample", where a minimal number of
cases are systematically selected for analysis, and "large-sample" where
many cases may be studied. An example of the "small-sample" study is a
comparison of crises leading up to World War I and the Cuban Missile
Crisis. ***

The study employed content analysis to analyze historical

documents from the October 1962 Cuban Missile Crisis and compare the
j

crisis, which was resolved peacefully, with the 1914 crisis which led to
the First World War. Rudolph J. Rummel's study of the relationships between the incidence of internal and external war in 69 nations**** and

.j

Raoul Naroll's comparison of twenty historical cases in six regions to
identify successful and unsuccessful methods of deterring war are examples
of the "large-sample" study.

The latter is interesting in terms of its data

sample which draws cases over a time span of 2000 years.

Bruce M. Russett, "Refining Deterrence Theory: The Japanese Attack
on Pearl Harbor," in Pruitt and Snyder, pp. 127-135.

"Holsti, North and Brody.
Ole R. Holsti, Richard Brody, and Robert North, "The Management of
International Crisis: Affect and Action in American-Soviet Relations,"
in Pruitt and Snyder, pp. 62-79.
R. J. Rummel, "Some Dimensions in the Foreign Behavior of Nations,'
Journal of Peace Research, No. 3 (1966), 201-223.
Raoul Naroll, "Deterrence in History, " in Pruitt and Snyder, pp. 150-164.
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Inter-nation Simulation
A major international relations simulation was developed by Harold
Guetzkow to test hypotheses about international politics and foreign policy
decision-making.

The inter-nation simulation (INS) is a model of inter-

national relations which builds an artificial laboratory world and allows
human players to make national policy decisions and to interact with each
other in a hypothetical international environment.

Guetzkow notes that the

Inter-nation simulation is an attempt "to represent social units---nations,
in this case-in their inter-relations with each other... it simplifies and
reduces the number of variables involved.
replication in contriving the parts.

We have used both analogies and

Our simulation is an operating repre-

sentation in reduced and/or simplified form of relations among social units
by means of symbolic and/or replicate component parts.

'

In comparing this method with the comparative-case method, Pruitt and
Snyder suggest that the INS method appears preferable as a research device for the following reasons:
(1)

The simulation environment permits greater access to
the events of simulated international affairs and the policymaker responsible for them.

(2)

The simulation method permits the investigator to create
conditions of theoretical or prognostic interest that have
not previously existed.

(3)

The fact that he can manipulate the simulation environment
makes it possible for the investigator to unravel cause and
effect.

(4)

Since the environment of the simulation is less complex
than that of historical case studies, relationships between
variables may be found in the former environment that would
be overlooked in the latter.

Harold Guetzkow (ed.), Simulation in Social Science (Englewood Cliffs,
N. J. : Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1962), p. 84.
Pruitt and Snyder, p. 10.
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The inter-nation simulation has been changed, expanded, and redirected
by various researchers,

and variations on the original model continue to

play a primary role in training and education functions such as the World
Politics Simulation (WPS) run each year at the Ihdustrial College of the
*

Armed Forces in Washington, D. C.

Computer-Simulation Method
In the computer-simulation method, the experimenter builds into a computer program his own model of those aspects of the international environ-

ment which he wishes to study.
One of the first major attempts at computer-simulation of international
conflict was the Technological,

Economic, Military, Political, Evaluation

Routine (TEMPER), a simulation of the cold-war environment developed
at ABT Associates. '* A Balance of Power Simulation, developed by
Zinnes,

Van Houweling and Van Atta, attempted to test theories of balance

of power by simulating the workings of the model computer system..

A third computer simulation, Information Processing in a Crisis, developed by Poole and Kessler at M. I. T. and the Simulmantics Corp. , is
a model of the behavior of national decision-makers in an international
crisis designed to test the ways in which psychological mechanisms enter
into the information processing scheme used by the decision-makers. ,-

Introduction to WPS, Industrial College of the Armed Forces,
D. C., 1970.
Abt and Gordon, "Report on Project TEMPER,"

Washington,

in Pruitt and Snyder,

pp. 245-262.
Dina Zinnes, Van Houweling and Richard Van Atta, "A Test of Some
Properties cf the Balance of Power Theory in a Computer Simulation,'
Northwestern University, Summer 1969 (Mimeo.).

"***:Ithiel de

Sola Poole, and Allen Kessler, "The Kaiser, the Tsar and The

Computer: Information Processing in a Crisis, " The American Behavioral
Scientist (May 1965), 31-38.
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Small-Scale Laboratory Experiments
Small-scale laboratory experiments and games have been useful in the
study of decision-making processes and bargaining and negotiation.

The

laboratory setting allows the researcher to test hypotheses from psychology
and sociology that are relevant to the conflict behavior of nations involved
in international conflicts.

H. G. Kelley and Gerald Shure, in conjunction with fellow researchers in
foreign countries,

conducted extensive cross-national laboratory studies

of negotiation behavior which focused on comparisons of two-party bargaining relationships where each party could pursue short-term goals through
non-cooperation with the other party, or pursue mutual long-term benefit
by mutual agreement and cooperation.

This study was an attempt to

discover under what conditions would negotiating parties pursue mutual
long-term benefit.

Surveys
Survey methods utilized in the analysis of international relations are
especially useful in assessing public opinions and attitudes toward wideranging issues in international politics. Many analysts attribute the withdrawal of President Johnson from presidential politics in 1968 to polls which
showed increasing public dissatisfaction with Johnson's Vietnam Policy. **'
Surveys of large populations in foreign countries provide information un
political variables such as party identification, and attitudes toward foreign
policy issues.

H. G. Kelley and Gerald Shure, "Transnational Working Group on the
Dynamics of Conflict, " Technical Report #5.
Prepared in support of
Office of Naval ResearchCion~tErac #N0014-69-A-0200-4003,
University of California, Los Angeles, 1970.

Seymour M. Lipset, "The President, the Polls and Vietnam, " Transaction
Magazine,

III, (September-October,

1966),

19-24.

An example is Johan Galtung's survey of Norwegian public opinion on
selected issues.
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Mathematical Modeling
This method involves the construction of formal mathematical models to
test theories of conflict.

A more well-known attempt at modeling is

Lewis F. Richardson's model of the development of an arms race over
time.

Richardson modeled the process of arms acquisition between nations

prior to World War I and showed how arms competition led to war.
The research methods we have discussed are useful for building theory
about various aspects of international conflict.

The next phase of this

discussion will be directed toward what theories exist, and the difficulties
that impede the development of valid international relations theory about
conflict situations.
IV.

Theories of Conflict and War

Many people argue that theory is a product of the "ivory tower" and is not
relevant to the practical aspects of conflict and warfare. International
relations theory is just beginning to be modeled and tested, unlike economics
which is at a stage where huge computer models predict (with varying levels
of accuracy) what will happen to the American economy.
There are several objections to the development of a "theory" of conflict.
Some scholars contend that no two wars are alike, and therefore valid
generalizations cannot be made.

Oth(,rs argue that war is inevitable.

This

misconception usually appears in the form of three arguments: (1) history
repeats itself; (2) the survival of the fittest; and (3) the nature of man.

The

history-repeats-itself argument centers on the fact that wars have been
around since history was first recorded and therefore they will always be
with us.

Some social scientists attempt to refute this argument by pointing

to the past occurrence of various types of diseases which today have been
eliminated or controlled. The second argument has been refuted on the

Richardson, 1960.
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basis that in nature, most animals compete for territory or resources,
but not by engaging in organized conflict on a regular basis.

It also has

been suggested that war, planned and methodically executed, is not very
similar to evolutionary struggles.

The third argument contends that man

has an aggressive nature and goes to war to relieve his frustrations.
There have been a large number of social-psychological studies which
bring into question this basic frustration--aggression theory.

Some theorists believe that the origins of war can be traced to one overriding cause.
tion.

This argument is also known as the "single factor" explana-

One of the most popular international relations theories was Hans

Morgenthau's theory of the pursuit of power.

He posits that all nations

will act in their own national interest and will pursue a course and policy
most advantageous to them.

This proposition may, in fact, be an impor-

tant reason why nations go to war but it has not been shown to be the only
reason.

This concept tries to explain a complicated phenomenon like war

or conflict on the basic of a single factor, which may be misleading.

In

data analysis and modeling techniques emphasis is placed upon a multivariable explanation rather than a single variable explanation.

Suppose we

want to explain why at certain times there is an increase and other times
a decrease in the numbers of military engagements between two nations.
We can hypothesize (on the basis of theory), reasons for the increases or
decreases.

One explanation might be that the particular leader in power

at a particular time wants to increase his political power.
explanation is that the nation's economy needs stimulation.

Another possible
It could be that

both of those are occurring simultaneously and, therefore, we have a twofactor explanation.

A growing number of researchers are convinced that

one-factor analysis does not have as much explanatory capability as multifactor types of analyses.

A common misconception which usually follows the ill-conceived pattern of
single-factor explanations is that there is only one answer to man's conflictual interactions.

Methods for ending international conflict such as
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universal socialism, alternative proposals for a unified 'world" government, total and complete disarmament, and various other all-encompassing
solutions are advanced as final solutions.

Analysis of past history rcveals

that solutions for conflict, especially in international affairs, ars approached
guardedly.

From what we've been able to learn from history and social

science about the complexity of various phenomena, it appears that conflict and war are too complicated for the "single cure" approach to be
effective.
Despite the proliferation of misconceptions and criticisms, a number of
theories of international conflict have been advanced. The following is a
list, by no means exhaustive, of theories of conflict that have gained widespread attention in the international relations field:
1.

Imperialism:

the policy of geographical expansion by a given

nation or group of nations.
2.

Contiguity:

nations nearest to each other geographically tend

to be involved in more conflicts than nations with a greater
distance between them.
3.

National "religious" zeal:

a combination of events, condi-

tions, etc., that cause a population to become aggressive
against perceived "enemies. "
4.

Competing ideologies: the attempt by one nation representing
a particular ideology to force that ideology upon other nations.

5.

Natural ideological struggle: the natural historical struggle
that arises between capitalist and communist systems.

6.

Frustration-aggression: if a nation feels its goals have been
frustrated, it will displace its hostility onto others, i.e.,
"scapegoats" in the form of other nations.
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7.

Perception of hostility:
it,

if a nation perceives hostility towards

then that nation will be hostile to the perceived source of

hostility.
8.

Quest for national and material power:

the attempt to increase

or consolidate national power and wealth through conquest.
9.

Physical conditions:

the need for more territory to accommo-

date a population.
10.

Economic competition:

a need or desire to strengthen a nation's

position through the possession of vital raw materials and increased economic transactions.
11.

Status theory:

attempts to increase the "status" of a nation

in the international system.
12.

Consolidation of power:

the desire to unify the population of

a nation behind a government by directing the population's
hostility toward an outward source.
13.

Minimax theory of games:

it is rational to be conflictual (arm)

because if one nation trusts another nation and refuses to arm
itself and the other nation arms,

then the first nation is at a

disadvantage; therefore it is rational to arm, or be conflictual.
14.

Escalation:

nations are drawn into conflict by a process of

escalation when it reaches a point of irreversibility.

V.

Summary

This presentation has focused on several aspects of the development of
theory about international conflict and war.

First, various classifications

and definitions of international conflict were presented, followed by a short
survey of methods used to study theories of conflict.

We presented some

well-known theoretical explanations of international conflict.
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There are numerous ways to go about studying conflict, which has been
demonstrated in the last decade by the rapid growth of the use of quantitative techniques in the international relations field.

Researchers have

used empirical data to investigate a wide range of international conflict
and conflict resolution problems.

Many quantitative techniques and

methods have had a great deal of attention focused upon them and many
innovative techniques have suffered from a lack of development.

There

is a great deal of empirical theory-building currently underway in the field
and many methodological developments are beginning to provide powerful
tools for the analysis of international conflict.
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INFERENTIAL STATISTICS AND REGRESSION

I.

(Session 8)

Inferential Statistics":

Introduction to Estimation and Hypothesis Testing
We have covered the most elementary forms of statistics--the computation
of several kinds of averages and dispersion-and one measure of association: correlation.

Today we will talk about the use of data to make

inferences from a sample to the larger "population" from which the samplo
is drawn.

I will introduce I.inear regression in this process.

For this we

will need four new concepts:

"*

sample

"*

population

"*

hypothesis

"*

estimator

We will use an estimator computed from a sample of data drawn from a
population to accept or to confirm an hypothesis about the 'population.
Before formal definitions for these terms are given, let us give somle
simple examples of estimation and hypothesis-testing.
Suppose that you have a bent coin and you wish to know the probability, or
the proportion of times, that a toss of the coin will result in its landing
with the "head" side up. Since the coin is bent, you may suspect that the
answer is not so simple as "heads" one-half the time and "tails" the other
half.

How can you find out about this particular coin?

Hubert M. Blalock, Jr. , Social Statistics (New York: McGraw-Hill Bo;K
Company, Inc. , 1960), ch. 8, pp. 89-96 provides source- matericO tor thii

lecture.
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One approach is to estimate the probability of "heads" from an experiment with the coin.

You take a sample: that is, you toss the coin, say,

ten times and tabulate the results as follows:
Toss

Result

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

H
T
H
H
H
T
T
H
H
H

10

To compute an estimate of the probability of g,.L.ng a "head" on a single

toss, one of the natural things to do is to count the number of "heads" (7)
and divide by the total nunmber of tosses (l0).

Thus, 70% of thdtirme you

would expect "heads.
This is a very simple estimate of a population parameter-the probability
of "heads"-.that is a characteristj" of the coin.

Characteristics of more

complex systems that you might like to estimate are the mean, a measure
of the spread of the outcomnej (i.e. the variance), or the correlation between two variables.

Why these are referred to here as "estimates" will

become clearer when we take up sample and population.
Hypothesis Te .... g
Now let us give a simple exan-ile of hypothesis-testing.

While hypothesis-

testing requires estimation, it is essentially a somewhat different process.
Let us suppose that we still have the problem of the bent coin. After studying it visually, we conclude from the way it is bent, that it will almost
always land "tail" side up. So we guess at the probability of "heads'' as
1/4, or 25%. This guess constitutes che hypothesis about the coin. Now
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let's say that you carry out your previous experiment of tossing the coin
10 times with the following results:
Toss

Result

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

T
H
T
T
T
H
T
T
T
T

This second experiment yields a probability of heads of 20%.

The two sets

of "data" constitute two possible results from the experiment of tossing
the coin ten times.

From them, you may now wish to say something about

your hypothesis that the probability of heads is 25%.

For example, at the

end -)f the first experiment, where you got "heads" in 70% of the tosses,
you might have rejected the hypothesis. If on the other hand, you had
That is,
gotten the results abcve, you would probably wish to accept it.
you have used the sample outcome of a one-time experiment---cither the
first one or the one above-to make a judgment about the validity of your
hypothesis,

which was derived originaily on the basis of a visual exarnina-

tion of the coin.

The results of experimentation-i. e. , coin-tossing-were

used, not to compute an estimate of a value you are willing to assign to a
characteristic of the coin, but to determine your acceptance or rejection
of an hypothesis about the value.

Here, you will notice that it was simply asse~rted that you used the results
of the experiment to decide the validity of the hypothesis; it was not indicated how this is to be done.

And the two sets of outcomes presented were

chosen to make the decision appear obvious to you.
had before you the results of both experiments,

But suppose that you

or suppose thi,

had been 5 "heads" and 5 "tails. " What could you say then?
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the outcon.c

In the first place, you should realize that experimenting with the coin
produces merely one instance of statistical evidence (not proof, but
evidence) to either confirm or to deny the hypothesis.

Determination of

which the evidence should cause you to do and whether or not you should
feel "good" about it (that is,

what confidence should be placed in your

decision) is based on the following reasoning.

You ask yourself this

question:
"If the hypothesis is true, what are the chances of getting
this result?'
If the hypothesis is true; that is,

if the coin is biased in such a way that

the probability of getting "heads" on one toss is 1/4, then the chances of
getting the first results are very low.

So, before carrying out the experi-

ment, you choose a criterion for accepting or rejecting the hypothesis.
This criterion is the value of some parameter-here,

the probability of

"heads"---that can be computed from the results of the experiment.

And

you determine, if the computed value of this characteristic is greater than
this value, to reject the hypothesis; if it is equal to, or less than, you will
accept it.

For the bent coin hypothesis, you may say:

"If I get more than 6 heads, I will reject the hypothesis.

Let me summarize the steps:
1.

You looked at the coin, observed that it was bent,
and guessed that the probability of "tails" is 1/4.

2.

You chose a criterion for accepting or rejecting the
value of 1/4.

3.

You carried out an experiment and tabulated the
results.

4.

On the basis of the experimental results, you accepted
or rejected the hypothesis.
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I

Two types of errors are possible:
*

You might have rejected a correct hypothesis, or

*

You might have accepted an incorrect one.

In the terminology of statistics, these are called "Type I" and 'Type II"
errors. In the more colorful language of signal detection theory, they
are called "missed signals" and "false alarms.
By making your criterion for accepting the hypothesis more and more
constraining, you decrease your chances of making a Type II error;
unfortunately, you increase, at the same time, the chances of a Type I
error.

Decreasing simultaneously the chances for both types of errors

requires using larger samples of data, and that brings us to the subject
of samples and populations.
Samples and Populations
The term population refers to the complete set of all possible cases of a
measurement or of an "experiment."
used in a very general sense.
130.

Here, the term experiment is being

The "population" of nations is approximately

The opaque urn ii a favorite example of statisticians.

This is a

container whose contents cannot be seen too well but it usually holds black
and white balls or red and white poker chips or something of the kind.
Let's say that this urn has poker chips numbere4 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.
Suppose that you have been told that numbers are written on the chips, but
you have not been told what the numbers are.

Now suppose that you are

interested in estimating the mean of the numbers.

If you had the time and

resources you would pull out all the chips, write down the numbers and
compute the mean directly.

But suppose that, for some reason-you don't

have time or it's too expensive-you can look at only one chip.

From one

chip, your estimate of the mean could be anything from I to 6.

Since this
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is a finite population and your sample size is finite-one, in fact-all you
cpn do is take the value from this one chip as your estimate of the mean.

Now suppose that you have a little more time, and you can draw two chips.
The lowest two numbers you could draw are 1 and 2; the highest two are
5 and 6.

Your estimate of the mean, based on a sample size of two, could

be as low as 1. 5 or as high as 5. 5.

Now the omniscient analyst looking

down on the drawing knows that the real mean is 3. 5.

So you see that by

drawing two samples instead of one, we have decreased the possible error
from 2. 5 in the first case to 2. 0 in the second.

Clearly, if you keep on drawing samples, you are going to get a better
and better estimate until you have drawn all six and you're right on.

We call a set of chips like the ones in this urn a "finite population.

"

There

is a limited number, and the larger the sample drawn from the population,
the more precise the estimate based on the sample.

Now the experiment described above was based on drawing a sample,
recording its number and laying it aside.
of laying the chip aside,

But suppose now, that instead

you toss it back into the urn and mix the chip up

again before you draw a second time.

This operation is called "sampling

with replacement;" the first kind, when you did not return the chip to

hc

urn, was "sampling without replacement."

But now when you throw the chip back into the urn after each drawing you
could keep drawing a "1"

each time, and your estimAte of the mean could

always be in error by 2, 5.

It isn't too likely that this will happen as you

make more and more drawings,

but it could.

This points out that two

important factors in determining how large the error in your estimate
could be are the method of sampling (with or without replacement) and the
size of the sample from which the estimate is made.
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All of the chips in the urn constituted the "population" and the chips you
drew out to look at were the "sample." Now what is the equivalent of a
"population" in international relations? There are some interesting
technical problems tied up with the answer to that question, dependir'g
on what you are interested in studying.
analysis is the "nation.
the world's nations.

"

Let's suppose that your unit of

The "population' in this case is the set of all

Obtaining a "random" sample of the world's nations

may sometimes be more trouble than just to collect information on all of
them.
Difficulties can arise when you have data for a sainple of nations--say,
the nations of Western Europe.

You study their behavior and attempt to

make general inferences about the way nations behave from this sample.
It is obviouz that this is a very special kind of sample. Suppose, for
e•xample, that you are trying to answer questions about the state of U. S.
relations with the rest of the world from a study of this sample.

You are

likely to arrive at a much brighter picture than is in fact justified by
reality.
But suppose you are willing to narrow your study to the state of the relations between the U. S. and Britain.

Again you may have a problem if

your data covers only the years 1770-1810.

If you are willing to focus

your study on the state of U. S. -British relations 1770-1810 (or over
whatever period your data cover 3), then you have a more nearly manageable problem.

With the caution that the definition of

population" and the

choice of a "sample" can be very critical in quantitative work in international relations, we will go on to discuss our next topic.
The Hypothesis and the Estimator
I touched briefly on the terms hypothesis and estimator before. Yo- will
remember that an hypothesis was a statement about a system, about the
value of a system attribute, or perhaps, about some relationship between
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system attributes.

The estimator was a selected characteristic of the

samples of the population.

In the simple coin-tossing example intro-

duced earlier, the estimator was the probability of getting "heads. "1 The
hypothesis was that the probability of getting heads with this particular
coin was . 25.

From an experiment in which the coin was tossed 10 times

and the probability "estimated" from the results of these 10 tosses, the
hypothesis was accepted or rejected.

This simple example demonstrated the relationship between the estimator
and the hypothesis; namely, the estimator is computed from experimental
values and determines whether or not the hypothesis is accepted.
turn now to an especially useful technique for testing a hypothesis.

Let's
It

really amounts to testing the denial of the hypothesis you are primarily
interested in.

The Null Hypothesis
The null hypothesis is the hypothesis of no change or of no difference and
can be illustrated with the following example.

Let's suppose that an inter-

national relations theorist has said that "a major international power will
give economic aid to a smaller 'client'

state to the extent that the major

power's chief competitor state gives aid to the client state's antagonist;
therefore, U. S. economic aid to Israel will be predictable from USSR aid
to the Arab states.

However,

a skeptic comes along and says "I do not believe that U. S. aid

to Israel has any association with USSR aid to the Arabs. "

The skeptic

has, in effect, stated the null hypothesis for this case; that is,

he has hypo-

thesized that Soviet aid to Arab nations has no effect on U.S. aid to the
Israelis.

Let us suppose that the data for U. S. and Soviet aid are difficult to find,
so that a random sample of 5 years is chosen from the period 1950-1970.
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The randomly chosen years are 1951,

1958, 1961,

1968 and 1970, and

the data for U. S. aid to Israel and Soviet aid to the Arabs looks like this:

Year

U. S. aid to Israel
(millions of $)

Soviet aid to Arabs
(millions of $)

1951

1

1

1958

3

2

1961

2

3

1968

3

4

1970

4

5

The question at hand is whether in these sample data a relationship between
Soviet and American aid is exhibited, and whether the relationship is strong
enough to suggest that the null hypothesis (that if all the years 1950-1970the "population"-were taken into consideration, no relationship would be
apparent) could be rejected.
Our first step is to compute the nature of the relationship between the
two variables in the sample data.

The sample computations will produce

a sample estimator of the relationship between the two variables.
II.

Linear Regression;,'

In an earlier lecture we discussed correlation as a measure of association.
Correlating these same data, we found that the correlation was +. 83,
fairly strong in the positive direction.

The correlation coefficient, how-

ever, does not provide us with the information needed to make statements
to the effect that "a change in variable X of A units will produce a change
in variable Y of B units." To make such statements, an equation which
relates values of Y to values of X is needed. Linear regression is one
method of producing such an equation.

A more detailed mathematical treatment of regression may bc found in
Blalock, pp. 273-285.
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Least-Squarr:s Method
Let's look at the scatter-plot of our data, calling U.S. aid to Israel
variable Y and Soviet aid to the Arabs variable X.
5
4
Y

S

3

6

S

2
1.•
0'

1

2

3

45

X
In linear regression the problem is to draw a straight line through these
data which, when expressed as an equation, allows the best possible prediction of Y values given X values.
To illustrate the idea, we can draw in• a hypothetical line, and indicate by
dashed vertical lin.es how far off our predictions of Y given X would be
using this line.

Y

3
1

0

1

2

3

4

5

x
It is easy to see that the equation representing this line is
Y
Given an aX of 3,
3.

IX
iang this line we would predict that Y would be equal to

Hewever, the actual Y is 2, so our prediction would be in error bye
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unit of Y,

as indicated by the dashed line.

We can get an idea of how

well this line fits the data by summing the squared differences between
actual Y's and the Y's that would be predicted from this line:

X

Predicted Y

Actual Y

Predicted-Actual

Predicted-Actual
Squared

1

I

1

0

0

2

2

3

-1

1

3

2

1

1

4

4

3

1

1

5

5

4

1

1

Sum of Squared Differences

4

Another way of saying that we want an equation that gives us the best
possible predictions of Y from X is to say that we want an equation that
results in the smallest sum of squared differences between actual and
predicted values of Y.

Not unexpectedly, then, the method of producing

such an equation is called "least squares."

The least squares equation

is of the form
Y = a + bX,
where b is the slope of the straight line,
line intercepts the Y axis.

and a is the point at which the

We needn't engage he re in the actual calcula-

tion of the parameters of the equation, since we can rely on the computer
to ably accomplish this for us.

But let us show the line and equation de-

rived through least squares calculations for our data.

The equation is
Y =

.8

+

.6X,
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which gives the line:
5
4

3
2

G

2

3

4

5

Overall, it appears that our predicted Y's will be closer to our actual Y's
with this equation than with our hypothetical Y = IX equation.

Let us

verify this by computing the sum of the squared differences between the
actual Y's and the Y's predicted from the equation
Y =

X

Predicted Y

8 + . 6X.

Actual Y

Predicted-Actual

Predicted-Actual
Squared

1

1.4

1

.4

.16

2

2

3

-1

1.00

3

2.6

2

.6

.36

4

3. 2

3

.2

.04

5

3.8

4

-. 2

.04

Sum of Squared Differences = 1.60

This line, the least squares line,

minimizes our predictive error to the

point at which the sum of the squared differences between actual and predicted Y's is 1.60.

Least squares procedures, then, have maximized our

ability to predict Y's from X's with a linear equation.

The term "b"
X and Y.

in the equation is the slope of the linear relationship between

Recalling the skeptic's 'null hypothesis" that X is unrelE.ted to

Y, it can be seen that his position can be restated as "the slope of the line
representing the relationship of X to Y is Lero, " for if X and Y are unrelated, then the slope of the line will be zero.
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The F Statistic
We have computed the slope in the sample data to be . 6.
now is whether,

given this sample rilope,

the null hypothesis that the

population (all the years from 1950-1970) is
to know is:

The question

zero.

if in the population of data the slope is

What we would like
zero, what is the

probability of finding a slope of . 6 in a random sample from that population?

Sof

If certain assumptions are met (a major one is that the population

Y's for any value of X is normally distributed),

then the 'F

statistic"

will provide an answer to this question.

What is important to understand about F is that it is computed from the
sample data, and that any given value of F has a probability associated
with it which expresses the chance that a given slope (e. g. , . 6) would be
obtained from sample data if in the population the slope were zero.
happens that the F computed for the sample data is 6. 8,
ability associated with it is

larger than 5%.

of the line in the population is zero (i. e.,
then it would not be highly unusual

i. e.,

of random samples) to find a slope oi
the population of 20 years.

Thus,

.

It

and that the prob-

This means that if the slope

if the null hypothesis is true),
it would occur in more than 5%

6 in a sample of five years from

we would not reject the null hypothesis

on the basis of the evidence in the sample data.

The steps that we have carried out in this problem are analogous to those
carried out earlier in testing hypotheses about the probability of getting
"heads" 1/4 of the time in flipping a coin.

Let us summarize the steps we

have taken:

I.

Formulate a null hypothesis to the effect that X has no
influence on Y,

2.

i. e. ,

that the slope is zero.

Choose a criterion for rejecting the null hypothesis:

if

the probability of findir:g the slope exhibited in the sanml
of data is not too low (i. e. , not less than . 05) if the
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population slope is zero, then do not reject the null
hypothesis that the slope is zero; if the probability
associated with the sample slope is low (i. e. , less than
.

05), then reject the null hypothesis.

3.

Compute the sample slope from the sample data.

4.

Depending on the probability of finding a sample slope
of the computed size if in fact the population slope is
zero, accept or reject the null hypothesis about the
population.

The computer printout which will be obtained from running the regression
program will include an F statistic and a "significance" level. The
"significance" level is the probability of finding the given sample slope
if in fact the population slope is zero.

Since none of the data in the four data

files are sample data, the usefulness of these probabilities is questionable.
Such statistics as F are designed for making inferences from random
samples to larger populations.

Nevertheless,

you may wish to look at

the data as though they were randomly sampled, ;.nd then de.'ide from the
"significance" probability on the printout whether you would accept or
reject the null hypothesis that the slope of the population regression line
is zero.

I
1.-I
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III.

Presentation of a Class Problem:

U. S. Policy in thu Middle East

Statement of the Problem
Six possible U. S. policy objectives in the Middle East are:
0

To reduce the arms race between Israel and the Arab
countries

*

To increase Israel's security

0

To reduce the violence betweern !srael and the Arab
countries

0

To increase the level of economic development of the
Middle East nations

,

To increase friendly ties between the U.S. and the
Middle East nations

*

To decrease Soviet influence in the Middle East

Later we may discuss whether or not these are relevant policy objectives,
but your assignment now is to determine how to attain one or more of these
policy objectives.

Stated more specifically,

the problem is to test (using

the Middle East data file) your hypothesized relationships between U. S.
actions and U. S. policy objectives in the Middle East.

At the same time, you may wish to investigate the limitations of U. S.
actions to achieve U. S. goals by testing relationships between the policy
objectives and actions over which the U. S. has no control.

The process of tesAng such relationships will consist of several steps.
First, on the basis of previous experience and learning,

state what you

think the relationships are between a pro-osed U. S. action and the given
policy objectives.

Secondly,

select the variables from the variable list

which you think i-,'asure or operationalize the concepts in your hypothesis.

I-IZ3

1ihirdly, with the assistance of the computer and the various statistical
tests which have been learned, test your propositions with the Middle East
data.
thesis,

Then state whether or not the empirical data supported your hypoYou may use regression to derive linear predictive equations

expressing the effects of U. S. action on selected variables.

The final

task will be to closely examine the strengths and weaknesses of this

"method for

policy analysis; for example, hL .' "good" is the data. how

much confidence can we have in our tests of association?

Description of The Middle East Data
The data-file that you will be using for this P.ercise, MIDEAST/T,
described in your workshop manual.

is

I want to cover briefly some impor-

tant points with respect to it.

As you can see from the description in the manual, this data-file includes
45 variables,

44 of which deal with various military and economic aspects

of the Arab-Israeli conflict.

The other variable,

No. 1, is "Time.

data are really a subset of a much larger file of over 400 variables.
data collection begins in 1948 and ends in 1967.

"

These
The

Thus "time" runs from

' 48 to '67.

A few words should be said about certain variables.

You will note that

variables 14 through 22 measure violent conflict of one sort or another.
These are merely frequencies,
working with 1964 datd.

not absolute values.

Suppose you were

Then a "10" for Variable 14, Encounters between

Egyptian Government Forces and Israeli Government Forces, would mean
that for 10 weeks out of that year, there was at least one encounter between
the Egyptians and the Israelis.

It does not tell you ),ow many encounters

there were; it merely counts the number of weeks during which there were
encounters.

Similarly coded are variables 15-22.
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One of the reasons for coding t' Is way is that real figures on the number
of encounters are very hard tu come by. The data here were all gathered
from two public sources-The New York Times Index and The Middle East
Journal Chronology.

No clissified information is included at all.

If

classified data had beer available, it might have been possible to include
absolute numbers for the encounter and attack variables (#14-z2). The
problem of obtaining accurate figures from public sources should be kept
in mind when you interpret your results.
Class Discussion of Possible Approaches
The instructor may structure the class discussion around the steps in the
"classical" approach:

*1

0

Problem definition

*

Hypothesis formulation

*

Concept ope rationalization

*

Data collection and analysis

*

Test of the hypothesis

*

Statement of the implications of the results
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WORKSHOP:

QUANTITATIVE INVESTIGATIONS OF U. S. POLICY

OBJECTIVES AND ACTIONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST

(Session 9)

No formal lecture is given during this workshop period. The students
will investigate, through the MIDEAST/T data-file, the effect of U.S.
actions on policy objectives in the Middle East. Workshop exer( ses
for this session are given on the following pages.
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WORKSHOP EXERCISES
Session 9
QUANTITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF U. S. POLICY OBJECTIVES
ACTIONS IN THE MIDDLE EAST

Gencral Theme:
Formulating U. :. foreign policy toward nations in conflict.
General Questio is:
What actions by 6he U.S. would lead toward fulfilling U.S. policy objectives
in the Middle East?
To what extent i
factors outside

the attainment of U.S. policy objectives determined by
I. S. control?

The Specific Wo."kshop Problem:'
Given:

The following U. S. foreign policy objectives:

I.

To reduce the arms race between Israel and the Arab countries

2.

To increase Israel's security

3.

To reduce the violence between Israel and the Arab countries

4.

To increase the level of economic development of the Middle
East nations

5.

To increase friendly ties between the U. S.

aad the Middle

East nations
6.

To decrease Soviet influence in the M'Iddle East

The MIDEAST/T file is used in this worksrop.
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It is a time-series file.

Find:

Actions by the U. S. that are most likely to achieve these objectives.
Actions outside U. S. control that apparently affect the attainment
of these objectives.

Suggested Steps in this Study:
For each of the policy objectives:

"

State the theoretical relationship between your proposed U. S.
action and the desired policy objective.

This statement is

your hypothesis.

"

Choose variables to measure each concept in your hypothesis.
This step is the operationalization of the concepts.

"*

Formulate hypotheses about relationships involvin& factors
other than U. S. ý,ctions that will affect the achievement of
the policy objectives.

"*

Operationalize these concepts.

"*

Test each hypothesis,

using the quantitative data available

in the Middle East data-file.

Note the strength of statistical

association and form of effect (regression coefficient) for
each relationship tested.

"

Decide whether or not your hypothesis is supported by the
empirical evidence.

"*

State the implications of your investigatiois for U. S. Policy
in the Middle Ea3t.

"*

Discuss your investigation, including:

any reservations you

have about this type of policy analysis; comparison of the strengths
and weaknesses of this analysis with other methods.

It is assumed that, by now, you are sufficiently familiar with the statistical
packages and the analytical techniques, so that the -:hoice of how the questions are to be answered can be left to you.
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DISCUSSION: RESULTS OF CLASS WORK ON THE MIDDLE EAST
PROBLEM (Session 10)

No formal lecture is given during this discussion period.
The instructor may follow the outline below:
Reports

I.

Tean

II.

Discussion of Team Results
Operationalization of Variables
Interpretation of Findings

IMI.

Critique of Data File/Software Packages
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INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCES

(Session 11)

Lecture Outline
I.

Alliance Formation
Problems for the Folicy-Maker
Alliance Formation
Alliance Maintenance
Effects of the Alliance
DIefinition of "Alliance"
Conditions of Alliance Formation
Alliances vs. Trade Agreements and Common Market
Selection of Alliance Partners
Threats, Ideology, and Alliances
The Role of Benefits

II.

Alliance Maintenance
Causes for the Weakening of Alliances
Domestic Political Change
Economic Growth
Technological Change

III.

Effects of Alliances
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INTERNATIONAL ALLIANCES

I.

(Session 11)

Alliance Formation

Problems for the Policy-Maker
One of the things that strikes observers of human bhavior, whether they
are looking at "

ividuals,

groups, or nations,

is the extent to which people

seem to be dJ.ven toward coalescing with each other.

For exam-iple, if you

watch three- to six-year olds, you may observe a childhood version of
alliance formation.

If a tbird child enters an area where the two children

are playing, by some process of selection, two of the three will get together
and exclude the other.

The two have, in effect, formed an alliance.

Similarly, in international politics we notice that nations continua.ly form
alliances with each other.

Frequently, these are very formal alliances,

such as NATO, where specific rules are drawn up.

Occasionally,

alliances

are informal working agreements that are tacit rather than explicit.

What-

ever the form, however, alliances are a constant ch.arac' !±istic of international pclitics and policy.

There are several questions about alliances that have implications for the
policy-maker:
*

Alliance formation.

Why do nations form alliances?

What are the advantages?

ment to join can be offered to potential partners?

What induce-

What are the obstacles

to alliance formation?

Based in part on: John D. Sullivan, "Cooperation in IntL rrat[.onal Politics:
Quantitative Perspectives on Formal Alliances " in BLhavioral International
Relations, edited by Michael Haas (forthcoming; San Francisco: Chandler

UBlFsh-ing Co.).
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Alliance maintenance.

Once an alliance is formed, how is it retained?

How can we keep our

alliance partners happy, assuming that we value the alliance and wart to
continue it?
0

Effects of the alliance.

What is the effect of an alliance on other nations? The fact that two or
more nations form an alliance is likely to influence the behavior of those
excluded from it. What are the most likely consequences? Will our relations with the excluded states be harmed? If so, can we take other action
to improve the situation?
Definition of 'Alliance"
Before we get into a discussion of these quPstions, I want to define an
alliance and make clear just what type of international behavior we are
considering.

It is apparent that, in discussing alliances, we are talking
about some form of cooperative behavior among nations. In general, one
finds in the literature four related terms used for cooperative behavior:
coalition, bloc, alliance and alignment.

The term "coalition" is the most

general, referring to all forms of cooperative behavior. A "bloc" is a
grouping, er community, of nations sharing some set of common interests,
but not necessarily bound by a formal treaty. Ties among bloc nations may
-rary from the fairly loose association among nations of the "Atlantic
Community" to the more tightly controlled members of the "Soviet Bloc."
The term "alliance" refers to a relationship characterized by a formal
agreement in which both the rights and the obligations of the members are
made explicit.

In addition, such formal agreements frequently identify th-

third party toward which the alliance is directed. Finally, "alignments"
are informal types of cooperation in which the nations attempt to coordinate
their day-to-day behavior.
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It is the alliance that we are discussing here.

One of the most common

forms is the military alliance, which has been defined as "a formal agreement among a limited number of countries concerning the conditions under
which the members will employ military force.

F

A military alliance such as NATO may go much further to specify various
types of peace-time cooperation attempts to standardize military hardware, the construction and maintenance of common military bases, the
dissemination of technical information, the conduct of joint military field
exercises, and even research and development endeavors like the SHAPE
Technical Center in The Hague.
One of the most important steps in developing theory about alliances and
their formation is the attempt to organize what we know about alliances
into descriptions of alliance '"types.
An investigation of the characteristics of 137 a]!iances signed between 192J
and 1957 suggested that alliances can be characterized by four principal
factors:
0

the degree to which one member tends to dominate thl!
alliance,

.

the amicicibility of the relations among the members
and th.e duration of the alliance,

*

the degree to which the alliance members are similar
in military strength, and

*

the degree to which the military forces of the alliance
members are integrated for a defensive role.'

By investigating patterns of alliances based on these factors, definitions of
alliance types can be produced.

Nations are apparently more sensitive about joining formal alliances for
offensive purposes; most alliances stress the defensive nature of the
alliance objectives.
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Conditions o Alliance Formation
Going on now to the first of the questicns of interest to a policy-maker:
Why do natio:ts form alliances?

Why are we in NATO,

for example?

Why were thc Western European nations willing to join?

It is quite cleir that in the aftermath of World War II, particularly' after
the Soviets m)ved into Eastern Europe,

we perceived the need to form

an alliance wi:h the Western Europear nations.

In this case there were

clearly two m tjor reasons:
*

Thero was an identifiable threat.

0

The mar had left the European nations in a devastated
state tnd an alliance provided a way to extend their
indivic ual defense capabilities at less cost.

Hence, in inducing them into an alliance with us, we were able to meet the
threat and to play an important role in helping them to rebuild their
economies.

From the example of NATO we might suppose, then, that nations tend to
initiate alliances when they perceive a threat and tend to join alliances
when they expect to receive a benefit.

We'll go into the nature of the

expected benefits later.

Alliances vs. Trade Agreements and Cornmon Ma:-ket
As was pointed out earlier, nations engage in a wide variety of cooperative
behavior.

In the economic area, this may range from a simple trade agree-

ment between two nations to more ambitious attempts to develop an integrated
economic system involving a group of nations, for example,
Common Market.

the European

While all c-operaLtvQ behavior among nations arises from

the desire to receive a benefit of some kind, and, in the case of the Common
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Market, there was also perceived to be a threat from American business,
these economic agreements differ in significant respects from the formal
military alliances we are discussing here.

In addition to the difference in

the nature of the expected benefit (primarily economic for cooperation ii'
trade; military, political, and, only indirectly, economic for a military
alliance), a major difference lies in the intent of the cooperation.

A trade

agreement between two countries attempts to regulate the behavior of
private, commercial interests in the countries; an alliance is really an
attempt to regulate the behavior of other nations--primarily nations outside
the alliance.

For example, although NATO may have regulated the behavior

of its members to some extent, its real purpose is an attempt to regulate
Soviet behavior.

Selection of Alliance Partners
Having perceived a threat that it feels inadequate to meet with itb own
resources, a nation looks around for alliance partners.

Frequently, the

nature of the threat will determine the choice of partners.

NATO, for

example, was composed in part of those countries not yet under Soviet control, but sufficiently close to Soviet power to perceive the possibilitythat is,

countries like Norway, Denmark, West Germany, France,

etc.-

and nations like the United States, the United Kingdom and Canada who did
not wish to see Soviet domination extended.

Other nations in this position

chose to face the Soviet threat by remaining "neutral"-i. e. , Sweden and
Switzerland.

It might be expected that nations would be drawn together by similar ideologies.

Again,

looking at NATO, we see that the majority of the partners

do show more or less similar views.

And differences in ideology probably

explain why Spain was not invited to join.

However,

it is hard to justify

Portugal's membership on an ideological basis, and Iceland is a real
anomoly.

As the only NATO nation with a Communist government,

no "security clearance" within NATO, at least in the '61-'63 period.
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it had

There are other hints that ideology is,
critical factor.

perhaps,

not always the most

We might expect, for instance, that, in a world charac-

terized by a dichotomy between democratic libertarian governments and
authoritarian communist regimes, there would not be much aligning
across the split.

In fact, for a long period this appeared to be the case;

there were two fairly cohesive blocs---the East and the West.

Recently,

one gets the impression that these blocs have been breaking up in a very
subtle way.

Yugoslavia, for exampi,,

is in many ways closer to the West

than to the East, and in any case, is frequently independent of either.

On

the other side, both France and Iceland have forced NATO bases out of
their countries.

Still, none of the members of either NATO or the Warsaw

Pact have yet formally withdrawn from these alliances, however much
they appear willing to cooperate with opposing bloc members in other ways.

There are many indications that the U. S.

has not always been so sensitive

to ideology in its cooperative actions--one has only to point to our basing
treaties with Spain and our support of Nationalist China-neither a shining
example of the democratic system.

Threats, Ideology, and Alliances
What can be said then about the relationships between threats, ideologies,
and alliance formation?
continuums.

Suppose we think of ideologies and threats as

The ideological-political spectrum would range from "right-

conservativc -reactionary" through 'middle-of-the -road-democracy"
"left-radical-communist".

to

The threat spectrum would range from "no

threat" to a "threat of military attack and invasion".

The relationship

between the U. S. 's perception of the threat and its tolerance fur ideological

differences in its alliance partners is suggested by the figure below:
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Figure I

Communism

no alliance
'Ul

SUS

0
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Perceived Threat Level
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The areas marked by "no alliance" represent regions where no U. S.

j

alliances would be formed; the remaining area indicates the region in
which alliance formation is possible.

Thus, the greater the threat, the

greater the U. S. tolerance of ideological differences.

For example,

during World War II, when the perceived threat was extremely high, we
aligned ourselves with communist Russia.

Likewise, NATO, which was

formed when threat of Russian invasion was great, encompasses a broad
spectrum of political ideology-from communist Iceland to colonial Portugal.

The Role of Benefits
--

A third factor complicates this simple picture.

When a prospective

alliance partner fails to perceive a threat of the same magnitude as does
the initiating nation, it may be necessary to point out to him some benefit
arising from alliance membership.

A hypothetical response from an
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invitee might be:
"Wekl,

if you want me to come into your alliance because

you are threatened by nation Y, I'll come in.
not too much worried about Y,
else for me,

-"

1

But I am

t'14 work out something

like a good trade relationship or a favorable

border settlement. i
An example of an arrangement of this type was the alliance between
Bisrnark and Italy, whereby Bismark secured Italian military support
against Austria in return for a settlement of the Italian-Austrian border
dispute in Italy's favor.

The U. S. -inspired Alliance for Progress might be lout.d on in this light.
The U. S. perceives the threat of extended Communist influence in Latin
America.

The Latins themselves apparently don't see this as a threat of

the same gravity as the U. S. , so economic benefits must be provided to
the m.

Of cour:;e, alternative rationales for the "Alliance for Progress" are
possible.

"

We perceive the major threat as arising, not from an
external source, but from internal instability in the Latin
countries themselves.

We attempt to improve their

economnic status to reduce this threat, and/or

"

We feel a moral responsibility to aid less-developed
countries and believe that this help will be more effective

if the recipients make a contribution themselves.
Sometimes nations join an alliance n), re from coercion than from promises

of benefits.

Ostensibly, the Soviets perceived a counter-threat from the

formation of NATO and decided to form ar alliance of their own.

While it
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is doubtful that, say, Hungary and Czechoslavakia really felt threaterdJ
by the U. S. and its allies, nevertheless they did become part of the Warsaw
Pact.

What benefits they received from membership,

they would, perhaps,

find it difficult to enumerate, although they probably have a fair idea by now
of what reluctance to join would have produced.

Indeed Cotrell and Doughertye have suggested that the Warsaw Pact is
merely a formalization of Soviet dominance over East Europe rather than
a genuine collective security pac

Clearly, alliance formation and the

choice of partners is complcx and many motives are involved.

Getting back to benefits--an interesting concept developed in an attempt to
formulate the benefits of an alliance is that of "collective good".

Some

political scientists have pointed out that, when an alliance is formed, benefits are produced which are shared by all members of the alliance,

even by

those who have not contributed their "fair share" to the costs of the alliance.
A simple example is the ability of any resident of a city to call on the services
of the city's fire department, even a citizen delinquent in his taxes.
Extending this notion to an international alliance, such as NATO, the
" collective good" in this case is an effective deterrent against an attack by
the Soviet Union.

Even if a particular member of NATO has contributed

less to the alliance than the other members consider "fair",
protected.

it still will be

In this case, the "collective good" extends even to a non-member

like Switzerland.

In analyzing alliances in terms of "collective good",

it has been suggested

that, all other factors being equal, nations that value the alliance highly will

Alvin J. Cotrell and James E. Dougherty, The Politics of the Atlantic
Alliance (New York: Praeger, 1964).
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bear a disproportionately larger share of the cost of the alliance.
Quantitative studies of NATO appear to confirm this suggestion. Hcowever,
a major difficulty arises in the attempt to "operationalize" the concept of
the "value" to a member of the NATO alliance.

The investigators chose

a nation's GNP as a measure of the extent to which it values NATO membership, and they did find that nations with high GNP's contrib)uted a disproportionately large share of the alliance cost.
The same results were obtained from a study of the United Nations:

larger

nations tended to pay their expected contributions. Explanations, other
than the hypothesis that "value" and financial support are related, can be
suggested:

"

wealthier nations have more money to spend for
luxuries-like alliances

"* wealthier nations fear the loss of international
prestige ii they -,cquire a "bad credit rating" by
not meeting their formal obligations

"* wealthier na'tions have a cense of moral responsibility
to smaller poorer nations that makes them willing to
bear a. larger share of the alliance costs.
There are more cynical explanations:
9

wealthier nations are willing to aid smaller ones
economically because they fear the consequences of
internal unrest in the poorer countries

9

since the purchases of military hardware are usually
made in the larger, wealthier countries, greater conttibutions by them are merely indirect subsidies to
their own industry.

Mancur Olsen and Richard Zechauser, "Collective Goods, Comparative
Advantage and Alliance Efficiency, " in Issues in Defense Economics,
edited by R. N. McKean (New York: Columbia Press, 1966).
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Other alliances--the Arab League,

for example-fail to demonstrate a

relationship between defense spending and GNP.

(Apparently,

the investi-

gators consider the entire military budgets of the Arab countries as the
"costs" of membership in the Arab League).

In order to retain the theory

involving the concept of "collective good", it has been suggested that the
NATO allilance is a "type" for which the theory holds and the Arab League
is a "type" for which it does not.

However, saying that the theory works

when it works and fails to work when it fails to work does not appear particularly useful.

Perhaps a more fruitful line of investigation would be to

use the relative contribution of a member to the costs of an alliance as the
measure of its "value" of alliance membership.

Then, one could hypo-

thesize that thir "value" is related to some other factor-for example, to
its perception of the external threat, possibly measured by an analysis of
the content of the major speeches of the nation's leaders.

Should such a

relationship be demonstrated, then one would have a way of estimating
roughly alliance support by the members (as long as that support is purely
determined by the will of the alliance member.

It is doubtful, for example,

that it would help much in studying the Warsaw Pact nations).

II.

Alliance Maintenance

Causes for the Weakening of Alliances
Another problem of great importance to the policy-maker is that of alliance
maintenance.

It may not be immediately clear why this should be a problem.

Once an alliance is formed, why doesn't it go on achieving its objectives
without further activity on the part of its members?
At least four basic reasons for the weakening of alliances can be idenfitied:
o

Decrease in the perceived threat

a

Loss of faith in the ability of the alliance to achieve
its objectives.
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"* Decrease in the benefits of the alliance in relationship to the costs of membership, and

"* Development of internal stresses among the members.
Let's look at these reasons.
less?

First, why should the threat be perceived as

Here, two things may happen. A nation may experience internal

political charges which alter its viewpoint.

As a nation's political orien-

tation swings leftward, it may begin to feel less threatened by the Soviets.
(N. te here that I am not suggesting that the danger to such a nation actually
becomes less; merely, that it may feel the threat to be less).

Although we

can't say for sure that Iceland is beginning to feel less threatened by the
Soviets, it is clear that the rise of the communists there has been accompanied by an increasing reluctance on their part to cooperate with NATO.
A second thing that may happen to reduce the feeling of threat is that there
may be a change in the international situation.

The previously hostile nation,

on whose account the alliance was formed, may begin to act less threatening, or it may begin to have troubles of its own, either internally or with a
third party, which apparently decreases its capabilities to cause difficulties.
The second reason for the weakening of the alliance-the loss of alliance
credibility-can in some cases come about through technological changes.
One of France's reasons for weakening its NATO ties, in view of the greatly
expanded Soviet nuclear capability, was its expressed doubt that the NATO
nuclear shield would be adequate for Europe in the event of a Soviet ground
attack.

Doubting the U. S. intentions in such an event, they preferred to

develop their own nuclear capability.

(Even, here, they could take advantage

of the "collective good" of this alliance and, regardleds of their actions,
still have the benefits of NATO's capabilities).
One danger that the smaller alliance members run in taking advantage of
the non-selective nature of the "collective good" and reducing their contributions to an alliance, is that they will exceed the point at which the chief
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contributors will continue their one-sided support.

It may occur to them,

after a while, that the benefits of the alliance to them no longer match
their contributions close enough; the alliance is,

"cost-effective'.

for them,

no longer

There are manj indications that the U.S. 's NATO part-

ners have crossed this point, and opinion is growing in the U. S. that NATO
is no longer worth what the U. S. has to pay to continue it.

Finally, like all organizations of people, alliances tend to develop internal
stresses that weaken the alliance ties among the members.
some causes of these stresses,

Table I lists

grouped into the three categories:

internal,

procedural, and environmental.

These factors are generally self-explanatory but I want to go over a few of
the more important.

Domestic Political Change.

It has already been suggested that internal

political change may cause a nation to view a threat as less serious than it
once thought.

Other effects of domestic change that can weaken an alliance

are a growing sense of national identity, or regional identification, or a
growing sense of belonging to a community larger than that represented by
the alliance.
membership.

Any of these can reduce the need a nation feels for alliance
When the region or the community has objectives that conflict

with the alliance, the member may be forced to choose one or the other.
A second effect of domestic change in a nation can be modification of the
attitude of the other alliance members toward that nation.
coup in Greece is a good example.

The military

Here it was not the new Greek govern-

ment that re-evaluated NATO, but some of the NATO members who began
to question, largely on moral grounds. whether the alliance could afford to
include Greece, and wiLether Greece could remain a trusted alliance member.
Here, domestic political change altered,
member toward the alliance,

not the p.rceptions -f the alliance

but the views of the alliance toward that member.
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Table

I

Cause3 of Intra-Alliance Stresses

Internal Factors
*

Domestic Political Change

*

Economic Growth

Procedural Factors
*

The Organizational Structure of the Alliance
The Decision and Bargaining Process

*

Choice of the Response to a Threat

*

Decision as to Alliance Jurisdiction over a Given Problem

*

Contribution Expected from Each Member

*

Control of the Military Capability of the Alliance

*

Perceptions of the Alliance Goals

Environmental Factors

"*

"Spill-Over" Disputes Over Issues Outside the Alliance
Jurisdiction

"*

Formation of Opposing Groups within the Alliance
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It is not always the case, however,

that domestic change affects alliances.

The U. S. , for example, has had several administration changes since
NATO was formed and none of them changed significantly the U. S.
NATO.

Ole in

Indeed, we are accustomed to believing that-short of revolution-

political changes in the U.S. are unlikely to lead to drastic changes in
foreign policy.

There may be grumblings, but there are not likely to be

drastic revisions.

What, then, about a sudden radical change such as a coup d' etat in Latin
America?

Here, I think it is important to note what caused the coup.

Usually, it is concerned with domestic issues and has little to do with
foreign policy.

I suspect that most opposition groups who find it necessary

to resort to violence to remove incumbents are not fighting about foreign
policy issues.

In fact, once they take office, they may go to great lengths

to maintain existing internatio.1al ties, particularly military ones.

They

have the problem of reconstructing what may be a chaotic society and have
neither ;he time nor money to institute new defense and foreign policies.
Economic Growth
When economic benefits have been a major inducement to a nation to join
an alliance, it might be supposed that economic growth would tend to make
alliance membership less attractive.

Suppose that the world consists of one

large nation and several relatively small ones.
each other in order to balance,

The small nations ally with

or perhaps overbalance,

the large nation.

If one of these nations begins to grow dramatically, then it becomes less
sensible for him to stay in the alliance.
his allies any more,

He may feel that he does not need

or that they are inhibiting his actions.

Related to this is a theory of alliance formation called "the minimum winning
coalition theory".

In general, this theory states that coalitions will collect

only the minimum number of members necessary to be successful.

"suppose,

Let's

for example, that a parlimentary-type country with a proliferation
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of political parties has just held an election.

The State Labor Party re-

ceived 35 percent of the votes; the National Leisure Party,

16 percent;

and the remaining 49 percent were divided among ten parties, not one of
which received over 5 percent.

To form a government, the State Labor

Party and the National Leisure Party can get together.

Since they don't

need anyone else, the theory, as well as practical politics,

says they

would certainly not wish to invite anyone else in to share the power.

It has been suggested that nations form alliances on the basis of this theory.
They combine only in sufficient strength to achieve whatever is the goal of
the alliance.

Should the alliance grow beyond this, it will disintegrate.

In support of this theory, it does appear that alliances tend to stay small.
Sullivan has shown that, for example, of the 130 alliances existing between
1815 and 1939,
Nevertheless,

101 had only two members at the time of their formation.
control,

communication, and organizational problems could

also explain the preference for small alliances.

There are also more serious objections to applying the "minimum winning
coalition" concept to international alliances.

For one thing, it is not

possible to measure "alliance strength" so precisely that only "what is
needed to win" can be colected.

Again, when the alliance has the objective

of defending an area, then it may need the cooperation of all nations in that
area, regardless of their "strength".

For example,

contribute overwhelming military capability to NATO.

Luxembourg does not
But consider the

effect on NATO of Luxembourg as a member of the Warsaw Pact-complete
with a Soviet military base located there.

We may summarize by saying that, in some cases, economic grnwth can be
a disruptive effect on alliances.

Nevertheiess, this may not be bad.

Con-

sider the position of the U. S. if the Alliance for Progress disintegrated because all of its members became prosperous.
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On the other hand, while the sizes of alliances appear to remain small,
there is as yet no theory jo specify exactly what the "proper" size of an
alliance should be.

Technological Chanpe
The role of technological change as a factor in modifying France's perception of NATO's ability to be sufficiently effective has been discussed.
What other effects can technological change have?

Apparently, the in-

discriminate spread of technology can be very disruptive.

Think of a

world in which weapons are so cheap and readily available that every
nation can develop a ground force capability, a missile capability, a
nuclear capability, etc.

Each nation could say to its alliance partners,

"I've got everything the alliance offers; why should I stay in?"

A recent,

rather imaginative study of the effect of the spread of nuclear capability
suggested that this is a very disruptive process.

This study employed

Northwestern University's Inter-Nation Simulation.
the roles of national decision-makers,
it was in the 19501s; that is,

College students played

starting with the world very much as

a bi-polar world with only two nuclear powers.

The students were allowed to play a number of time periods during whicl,
the two blocs exhibited a great deal of cohesion.

There was positive

communication among leaders and fol).owers in each bloc, and, at the same
time, perceptions of the other side, particularly by the followers,
primarily hostile.

were

At this point in the simulation, the game director began

allowing the followers to acquire nuclear capabilities.

While cohesion

within the two blocs remained the same,

each bloc's perception of the other

changed and became much less hostile.

Since a decrease in the level of

perceived threat can be a factor in weakening alliances, we might suppose
that, in time, the simulated blocs in this hypothetical world would tend to
break up.
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The message oi this study for the policy-maker is not clear.

It might

seem to suggest that if you wish to maintain your alliance, then you must
prevent your followers from developing an increased military capability.
This,

of course, has the effect of weakening,

or at least, of not increas-

ing, the military strength of the alliance-hardly a desirable goal.

Main-

taining tight control over weapons seems even less desirable when you
remember that the alliance remained strong because the threat remained
high.

Since the purpose of the alliance was to counter the threat, a rational

leader should be happy to see both the threat and the alliance disappear.

On the other hand, this study might appear to suggest that, to remove the
threat, you should spread nuclear weapons around.

On the whole, one

might conclude that, while the college kids had a lot of fun playing with
hypothetical nuclear weapons,

there is not much guidance here for a policy-

maker with the real thing.

Before I leave this subject, I want to suggest that it would be very interesting to know if the Chinese broke with the Russians because they had
a nuclear capability of their own, or whether they felt they had to develop
the capability because they did not trust the Soviet "nuclear umbrella.

III.

The Effect of Alliances

I shall have least to say about what is probably the most critical of the
policy-maker's alliance questions.
rest of the world?"

"What is the effect of alliances on the

Answers to this question can range from "Crucial,

decisive" to "Probably,

none at all".

Some scholars claim that the alliances at the turn of the century led to
World War I.

They argue that the crystallization and partitioning brought

about by the Triple Entente and the Triple Alliance increased hostilities
and tensions to the point of making peaceful settlement of disputes impossible.
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On the other hand, it has been argued that the existence of alliances, or
at least one alliance, NATO, has insured stability in Western Europe.
Here the argument is that the solidification of commitments has reduced
the uncertainty about the U. S. response to an invasion of Western Europe.
This has in turn served as a deterrent to a Soviet invasion.
On the other hand, our alliances designed to alleviate some of the world's
pressing economic problems have had depressingly poor overall results.
While the question of the effect of alliances on the rest of the world is a
crucial one for the policy-maker, the reverse question:

"What is the

effect of the rest of the world on an alliance?" is also interesting.

In the

next workshop session you are going to look into some aspects of this
question by investigating the behavior of alliance mcmnbers during on internal crisis.

In addition to the intra-alliance effects, you will also

investigate the behavior of the opposing bloc during this time.
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QUANTITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF A CRISIS
ON ALLIANCES

(Session 12)

Lecture Outline
I.

The Problem
The Czech Crisis of 1968
Why Study a Crisis?
What is a Crisis?
What are Appropriate Study Questions?

II.

The Data-File
Structure of the Data-File
Content of the Workshop File (WEISAL/T)
Comparison of WEISAL/T and the Tot•d WEIS File
Data Sources
Single Source
Interpretation Problems

Workshop Exercises
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QUANTITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF A
CRISIS ON ALLIANCES

I.

The Problem:

(Session 12)

A Comparison of NATO and Warsaw Pact Behavior
During the Czech Crisis

The Czech Crisis of 1968
At 1:10 a.m. on a soft summer night in 1968 the Prague radio interrupted
a program of music to announce that, at I1 p. m. on August 20, troops of
the Soviet Union, the Polish People's Republic, the Hungarian People's
Republic, the German Democratic People's Republic, and the Bulgarian
People's Republic had crossed the Czech frontiers.
Within days, over 200, 000 soldiers of the 5 Warsaw Pact countries streamed
across the Czech borders.

While the world held its collective breath, the

faint efforts at Czech resistance were wiped out, and within two weeks the
country struggled back to some outward appearan. :e of its pre-invasion status.
Since that time these events have been studied and re-studied many times
and we have chosen this Czech Crisis of 1968 as the background for your
investigation of the effects of a crisis on an alliance.
Why Study a Crisis?
Why did we set your study of alliances against this background?

As we have

seen, a major reason for developing alliances is to have external support
available when it is needed.

The best place, then, to study the effective-

ness and cohesion of an alliance is during a period of testing--that is, during
a time when one of the members is involved in a crisis.
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What is a Crisis?
What is a crisis aiyway?

In addition to the Czech crisis, we have had the

Cuban Missile Crisis and the France-NATO crisis and the "dollar'
How do we know these periods were crises?

crisis.

What factors were involved?

In the Czech and Cuban cases, the threat of war was involved but not all
of these situations we term "crises" contained that threat.
involved in a crisis?

I would suggest that a crisis arises when something

happens that is very different from previous practice.
one morning at 3 a. m.

What else is

Kennedy is awakened

and is told that there are missiles in Cuba.

suddenly pulls France out of the military structure of NATO.

Speculators

begin to sell unusually large numbers of dollars to buy marks.
words in these descriptions are "suddenly" and "unusually. ",

DeGaulle

The key
These happen-

ings became crises because they were different and unexpected and
threatened to lead to unpleasant consequences,

at least from the viewpoint

of the U. S.

For our purposes here, we can, then, define a "crisis" as "a radical departure from existing behavior patterns that creates a sense of threat. "
This departure from the normal may take rather strange forms.

Consider

the case of Quemoy and Matsu from the mid-fifties to the early sixties.
The People's Republic of China and the Nationalist forces on Taiwan exchanged firings every day, day after day.
side failed to fire one day.
up to.
late,

A crisis was created when one

Everyone else started wondering what they were

Were they going to make a peaceful move, were they going to escaor what were they going t, do?

Over time the shelling became normal

and any departure became a cause for concern.

What Are Appropriate Study Questions?
The general topic on which ,ou will focus during this workshop is alliance
maintenance during a crisis.

The first step in carrying out any study is to
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break the general topic down into specific questions to be answered.

The

workshop exercises give some suggestions for questions that may be
answered from the data-files available to you.

II.

The Data-File

Structure of the Data-File
In this workshop you have available a subset of the World Event Interaction
Survey (WEIS) data.
Analysis Manual.

This file, WEISAL/T, is described in your Data-File

It can be pictured as a matrix in which each column

corresponds to one variable.

The variable names are shown across the top

of the matrix and are intended to be mnemonic.

"variable,

For example, the first

SUCPCZ, is the number of Soviet Union CooPerative acts toward
The second, SUCNCZ, is the number of Soviet Union

CZechoslovakia.

CoNflictual acts toward CZechoslovakia.
in the Manual.
and month.

The variable names are defined

The rows in the data-file represent time expressed by year

For example,

6705 refers to May 1967.

The data, then, are

the numbers of monthly cooperative and conflictual acts directed from a
single nation, or a group of nations (NATO and Warsaw Pact) toward one
anotheý..
month.

Each entry in the matrix thus represents the sum of acts over one
A value of zero indicates that there were no acts for that month;

it does not mean missing data.

These data differ irL a few important ways from the original, and much
larger, WEIS file.

Since the workshop problem concerns alliances, the

set of actors includes both nations and groups of nations, NATO and the
Warsaw Pact.

Furthermore,

1967 to November 1969.

we have selected the time span from May

This includes the fifteen months before the Soviet

invasion of Czechoslovakia,

and the fifteen months after.

This allows you

to examine the behavior of the principal actors before, during, and after
a serious crisis.
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The total WEIS file includes counts of 63 act types.
aggregated these 63 categories into 2:

We have arbitrarily

cooperation and conflict.

Although

this makes the data more easily handled, such an aggregation loses distinctions between different kinds of conflict and cooperation acts.

For

example, the actual Soviet invasion of Czechoslovakia is counted as one
conflict act, although in importance it is hardly equal to, say, an Albanian
protest, also counted as one conflict act.

This raises the question of whether the data should be weighted, or scaled,
in some way.

This question, in fact, is not unique to this workshop; it

has been the subject of a five year controversy.

Scaling factors have been

developed for WEIS data, but there are problems.
cooperative" and the "least cooperative" acts?
is the problem of "wiping out" data.

What are the "most

Perhaps more important

Suppose type "I" act is the most

cooperative act and is given a weight of 10.

On the same scale, a type

"10" is the least cooperative act and has a value of 1.
will overshadow several type "10"

acts.

One type "1"

act

So, why bother to collect type 10

acts at all?

With these and other problems in mind, the director of WEIS data collection, Professor Charles McClelland, decided to collect the raw data and
take up scaling as a separate matter.

Thus, the codes that identify the

WEIS events have no arithmetic significance-act "I" is not 1/2 of act "2. "

Data Sources
The source of the WEIS data is the New York Times.

Thus, "zeros" in the

data indicate that, according to the New York Times, there were no acts.
However, acts may in fact have occurred which the Times has not picked
up.

Studies by the WEIS staff comparing Times coverage with other

sources-for example, the Paris newspaper,
Times does miss some events.

However,

Le Monde_..indicate that the

it is clear that the Times is

probabiy the best single source of data-4t least of those published in
English.
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The question of how to treat the zero entries is really a problem of
interpreting results.

What is the "bias" of the Times compared with

the "biases" of other data sources?
systematically not reported?

Are there types of acts that are

Or, are the omissions rather evenly

distributed across the categories? The WEIS staff studies treat some
of these questions. For our purposes in this workshop, these questions
are not so important because the data you will be using is highly aggregated.
There is, however, another question crucial to the interpretation of the
-T

results. Does a set of primarily hostile acts merely reflect a nation's
diplomatic "style, " or is it the result of a conscious policy? One approach
to this problem is the use of past experience.

*1in

For example, an increase
the number of conflict acts from Bulgaria to Czechoslovakia may have
less significance than a comparable increase from Poland, since Bulgaria

has traditionally acted in a more hostile manner.
Rather than depend on his memory or impressions of past behavior, a
political scientist may wish to construct a quantitative measure of a
nation's diplomatic "style.

"

One such measure might be an "index of

conflict, ' perhaps defined as:

"-I
.(total

5

number of conflict acts/total acts of all types)
Changes from this index might then be interpreted as purposeful deviations
from the normal policy. You might also find that the magnitude of changes
that could be considered significant varies among the nations.

For example,

"asmall increase in Polish conflict output is much more significant than
even a larger increase from Bulgaria.
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.a

In general, there are two questions that you should consider in interpreting the results of data-file analysis:

"*

What are the limitations and biases of the data sources?

"*

What are the quantities represented by the data?

Exactly

what is being measured and what is the significance of
changes and trends in the data?
Interpretation of your results will be more realistic if th,ýc and related
problems are considered.
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WORKSHOP EXERCISES
Session 12
QUANTITATIVE INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT
OF A CRISIS ON ALLIANCES

General Them;:
The reaction of alliances to internal and external crisis.
General Question:
What effect did the Czech crisis have on the behavior of NATO and the
Warsaw Pact?

Suggested Study Questions:

Identification of the Crisis.

i

I.

Can you determine from the event-interaction data that a
"crisis" occurred during the 31 -month period covered by

S~the

data ?

2.

When did the crisis occur and how long did it last?

3.

What data, other than the event-data, would have helped
in the identification and location of the crisis?

4.

The data-file that you have used covered periods both before and after the crisis.

Using just the data for the period

before the peak of the crisis,

could you have predicted that

a crisis might occur?
6.

What data other than the event data would have been useful
in this prediction?
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1

Effect of the Crisis on Alliance Cohesion.
6.

Can you operationalize the concept of alliance cohesion
from the event data?

7.

How did the cohesion of the two alliances change after the
crisis?

Effect of an Internal Crisis on the Behavior of Alliance Members.
From the viewpoint of the Warsaw Pact nations, this is an internal crisis;
that is,

they are not facing an external threat, but an internal disagreement.

8.

Develop hypotheses about the behavior during such a crisis
of the alliance as a whole, the bloc leader, and the other
members of the alliance.

Effect of an External Crisis on the Behavior of Alliance Members
From the viewpoint of the NATO countries, this is an external crisis.

It

might possibly be termed a "second-order" crisis since none of the NATO
nations were threatened directly, but only in the sense that any threat,
regardless of its target, threatens the peace and security of the rest of
the world.
9.

What would you predict about the behavior of the NATO
nations, both individually, and acting as a group, during
and after such a crisis?

Extension of the Analysis to Prediction.
10.

These hypotheses about behavior can be cnecked against
the data-file. Is it possible to make predictions about
what might have happened if the events had been different?
For example, what type of behavior would you expect from
NATO and the Warsaw Pact if the crisis had involved a
NA.TO nation?
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Aid for the Policy-Maker.
11.

If you had been involved in formulating U. S. foreign policy
during the period immediately following the Czech crisis,
would you have found this analysis helpful?

1Z.

What additional questions would you have asked?

13.

What additional data would you have liked to see?
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DISCUSSION:

RESULTS OF CLASS WORK ON THE ALLIANCE PROELEM

(Session 13)

No formal lecture is given during this discussion period.
may follow the outline below:

I.

Reports by the Student Teams
Objectives
Approaches
Re sults

1U.

Discussions of Methodology

III.

Discussion of the Data-File
Source
Completeness
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The instructor

I
.1
.1

•INTRODUCTION
.1

TO SIMULATION

(Session 14)

.1
Lecture Outline

I.

Questions about Simulation
What is Simulation?
Why is Simulation Used?
The Time Scale of the Real World i6 Inconiverient
The Real System Operations are too Expensive
Real System Operations are too Dangerous
The System is not Available for Experimentation
Where is

_

SII.

Simulation Used?

Simulation in International Relations
All-Computer
Man-Computer

III.

Model Development:

IV.

Examnle o) an Empirical Modei

Empirical vs.

The Developer's Objective
The Variables
The Role of Judgment
The Analytical Method
Model Validation
Uses of the Model
I-1I 6!

Judgmental Model,;

INTRODUCTION TO SIMULATION

I.

(Session 14)

Questions About Simulation

Simulation is the second of the twc quantitative techniques to be presented
in this course.

The sessions to this point were devoted to the first:

Filc Analysis.

You have seen how data can be collected, structured,

Data-

analyzed, and used as an aid in investigating problems in the area of international politics.
Today we want to take a broad look at some general aspects of simulation,
survey what is currently going on in the field of international relations
with respect to simulation, and look closer at an example of one particular
type of model.
W1 en you are introduced to something new, whatever the subject and whatever the context, there are some pretty standard questions you want
answered.
What is Simulation?
First, you want to know:

What is it?

Since this is a course in Quantitative

techniques, you might assume that simulation is a quantitative technique.
Fair enough. But a lot of things are quantitative techniques, and simulation
cannot be all of them.

So exactly what is simulation?

You will not be surprised to learn that analysts do not agree on how simulation should be defined. You wili hear many terms-"pure simulation",
"computer simulation", "computer-assisted gaming", "two-person gaming",
"man-computer model", etc. For the students in our public course in the
Simulation of Military Operations, I collected about Z0 definitions of
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qimulation and modeling from the current litcrature.
is just subtly different from the rest.

Each definition

One of the definitions of model

includes what even the man-in-the-street thinks of as a "model.
Recenty I put my foot in my mouth and broke up a class at the Army
War College by suggesting that the one thing that scientists,
military analysts, political scientists,
they all use models.

etc.,

engineers,

have in common is that

After the laughter subsided, I carefully avoided

the use of the word and referred to an "analytical technique. "

Recognizing that there are differences in the use of the term "Simulation",
I would like to define it for these discussions quite simply as the "development and use of a replica of a system rather than the system itself".

This

replica is then the model of the system.

Why is Simulation Used?
The second standard question, an obvious one to ask here, is:

Why?

you are attempting to learn something about the real-world system,
do you build a model instead of going directly to the system?

If
why

I wo id li;e

to suggest some of the reasons:

The time scale of the real world system is inconvenient.

In some physical

systems--nuclear processes or computer operations--hings happen much
too fast for a human observer; in the case of international political systems,
processes may be much too slow.

You may wish to study international

operations that occur over weeks or months or even years, but you will
rarely have that long to get answers to your questions.

The real system operations are too expensive.

An aircraft designer trying

to decide on a wing configuration cannot afford to build and test dozens of
prototypes to find the optimum design.

In the international area, changing

the price of gold merely to find the consequences is obviously not acceptable.
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Real system operations are too dangerous.

Precipitating an international

crisis just to find out what causes a crisis or how to handle it is not
acceptable either.
The system is not available for experimentation.

Either it exists only

on paper, or there is only one and the analysts cannot experiment on it.
In the field of international politics, this is clearly a major reason. The
real world is real and it cannot be used for experiments. (It is, of course,
possible to study historical real-world operations; but then we can investigate only these phenomena that have occurred; we cannot ask hypothetical
what-if type questions).
For all these reasons, most analytical investigations in a wide variety of
fields involve the use of system replicas, or models.
Where is Simulation Used?
After What and Why, the ne:t question is Where?

Just where have models

been uted?
The earliest, and to date probably the most successful, use of models has
been in the physical sciences..

Indeed the whole of theoretical physics,

for example, could be regarded as the development of models to be tested
by experimental physics.

P::obably it is the success of modeling in this

area that has encouraged analysts in other areas to try it.
Of course, models are widely used in engineering and, as I mentioned, in
system design.
Industrial Operations Research groups use quite a large variety of modelsmodels of warehouses, transportation systems, manufacturing processes.
There are even models of hospitals, and a recent RAND study employed a
model of the stock market to suggest that stockbrokers could save money
by revising some of their operations.
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However, you are probably most familiar with the use of modeling in
the analysis of military tactics and strategies-in the form of war gaming.
You may not have thought of war gaming as simulation, but it is an
activity in which the analyst attempts to learn something about the behavior of a real system (a military force) by using a model of warfare,
rather than resorting to warfare itself.
Among the latest fields to which simulation has been introduced are the
social sciences.

Its use in this area is still very new; in international

relations, probably only about ten years or so.

Professor Harold Guetzkow,
one of the leaders in this field, has estimated that, even today, of all the
political scientists, perhaps only about 10 percent are quantitatively
oriented. I think you will find it interesting that of the published research
papers, however, about 75 percent of them describe quantitative work.
In spite of its short lifetime, there has been a tremendous amount of work
in simulation and modeling going on in the social sciences.

A recently

completed study by C. A. C. I. for the National War College summarizes
this work. For that project around 90 or so models were surveyed. Out
of the complete list, descriptions for over 50 were included in the report.
Now we want to spend a few minutes looking at what is going on in this area.
II.

Simulation in International Relations

Models in international relations fall into one of three categories. The
first is the manual game, which is the closest to the old war game. The
original manual game in International Relations is the Political Military
Exercise designed by Lincolm Bloomfield and his colleagues at MIT. The
Political Military Exercise involves nation teams, an umpire who is called
"Control", and a scenario. The scenario, of course, depends on what the
experimentors are studying. The teams vary with the scenario, but to date
all the uses of PME have included the U. S. and Soviet Union. In addition
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to playing the President, members of the team assume roles as representatives of specific political entities, like the National Security Council
for the U. S. , or the Politburo for the Soviet Union.

PME has been used in some very interesting, policy-relevant studies.
One involved an assessment of the effect of naval weapons systems on
U. S.

deterrent.

The study involved six runs of the Political Military

Exercise--three involving experienced decision-makers in both the
military and political worlds, and then three runs which students,

both

as a control against the results with the actual decision-makers and also
as a pre-test for the runs using the actual experts.
rigorously conducted.

naire during and after the runs.
up interviews.

The study was rather

The participants were asked to fill out a questionThe staff then conducted several follow-

As a result of the six runs, which took place over about

a year and a half, the MIT group made several observations.

The major

conclusion was that most of the confrontations and escalations between
"nations" were the result of misinterpretation of the intentions of the
nations teams.

The breakdown in international communications was what

resulted in warfare-in the simulation anyway-rather than the actual intent
of one team to be aggressive or to disrupt the international system.

All Computer
At the other end of the spectrum is the second type of simulation, the allcomputer simulation.

In an all-computer game,

computer programs

simulate the activity of nations in the international system rather than
human participants.

The earliest example of this form in international

relations was the Simple Diplomatic Game, which was designed by Oliver
Benson at the University of Oklahoma.

In the Simple Diplomatic Game,

a computer program simulates the activity of about eighteen nations in the
international system.

The user simply initiates the simulation by specify-

ing a particular nation, an action that it takes, and the nation to which it is
directing this action.

He also specifies the intensity of the action on a
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tIscale

from one to nine, with one being a diplomatic protest and nine being

all-out war.

Then the computer program takes over.

It calculates the

effect of this action on the original nation's share of the world's power; it
also generates a counter-response from some other nation in the system.
As a result of the counter-response,

it recalculates all nations' shares

of the world's power.

Man-Computer
The third type of game in international relations, as you might expect, is
half-way between the two.

It is the man-computer simulation and it

borrows the use of human participants from the manual games like PME
and the computer program from the all-computer simulations like the
Simple Diplomatic Game. The granddaddy of the man-computer games
is the Inter-Nation Simulation (INS) which was designed by Harold Guetzkow
at Northwestern.
Military Exercise.

INS uses human participants,

as does the Political

Participants assume roles as members of nation teams

only these are fictitious nations.
trade and aid agreements,

The teams interact and negotiate, conduct

and arrange military alliances.

domestic and budgetary decisions.

They also make

At the end of each decision cycle, the

computer program generates indicators of the state of the nation-such
things as domestic satisfaction with the policies of the administration and
military capabilities for each nation.

PRINCE, which you will be using next week, is very similar.

It is a man-

computer simulation like INS and, in fact, it is thought of as a third generation INS.

The designer, Bill Coplin, studied under Harold Guetzkow in the

early part of his career.
INS.

PRINCE is different in one important way from

In PRINCE, the students interact directly with a computer program.

The student sits at a terminal, interacting with the programmed world.
INS, team organizers handled computer output for the students,
allowing them experience at the terminal.
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In

rather than

Just as there are different types of simulation--the manual, all-computer,
and man-computer--there are also different purposes for which models
are designed.

Generally, these purposes fall into two categories, teach-

ing and research.

PRINCE, which you will play, is designed for teaching.

For the teaching simulations,

the intent is to create a replica of the

world, let people live in it for awhile, and learn some things about the real
world they might not learn otherwise---trade-off values, the tensions of
crises, etc.

The research simulations are slightly different.

Most of

them are batch programs which means that running them requires some
technical knowledge of submitting programs to computers.
course, exceptions.

There are, of

PME, which I already mentioned as the original

manual game, has been used quite extensively in research and on policy
poses, but has also been used in deterrent studies focusing on the effect of
a second strike capability on the U. S. deterrent position, and also in more
recent years, the focus on research simulations has been on an attempt to
study alternative policies, to ask "what if" questions.

What if we had

changed our military and political strategy in Vietnam?

What would have

been the effect on President Johnson's popular support?

We will talk later

about a simulation which attempts to answer some of these questions.

III.

Model Development:

Empirical vs. Judgmental Models

The next thing you want to know about something to which you have been
incroduced,
is How?

after you have been told what it is,

why it is,

and where it is,

In this case, how are models developed?

Very basically, it can be said that models are developed out of information.
Let me spend a minute clarifying that apparently simplistic, almost trivial
statement.

If you reflect about what has gone on here for the last six weeks,

it will be apparent that informacion--its care and handling-is what this
course is all about.
hw you collect it,

We discussed what constitutes information in this field,
how you aggregate it,

it in making decisions.
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transform it,

analyze it,

and use

Let me point out that information comes in the two seemingly different
forms indicated in Figure 1.

On the one hand, we have what we refer to

as data:

facts, numerical values which have come from some measuring

process.

Counting events in newspapers, connecting voltmeters into an

electrical circuit-th1ese processes produce numerical facts.
kind of information treated in the first part of this course.
information can be collected into data-files.

computer means and variances.

This kind of

First, you learned to carry

out simple statistical tests on this kind of information.
plot it,

This is the

You did things like

Then, more complex statistical

techniques were introduced.

If you select a data base and if you carry out quite complex sets of statistical
operations,
is,

you can pass over into what are called empirical models--that

models which are developed by statistical techniques directly out of the

data itself.

Later an example of one of these models will be presented.

Now I want to go on and point out the other form that information can take.
It can consist, not only of specific facts or numbers, but of all the knowledge
that a person keeps in his head, the net result of everything he has learned,
perhaps over a lifetime of study and experieace.

This form of a person's

general background knowledge becomes finally his judgment or his intuition.
Out of this kind of information are derived what we refer to as judgmental
models.

These are models based on what the developer knows about the

operations of the system, although he cannot point to any specific set of data
and say, "This element is in my model and the relationship between these
two elements is this, because of this particular set of facts or numbers."
He can say:

"It is there because I know that is an important element,

or be-

cause I know that is the way these elements behave in the real world.

There is a tendency that I note in some places for people to believe that a
great deal more credibility can be placed in the empirical model which
comes right out of the real world data, rather than one which depends solely
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simple slatistical tests

more complex statistical tests
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ental models

empirical models

FIG. 1:

THE TWO MAJOR FORMS OF INFORMATION
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on somebody's judgment or intuition.

Let me point out that the informa-

tion base from which a judgmental model comes may indeed be far broader,
far richer,
facts.

then one single collection of data and one single collection of

If several people are involved in developing the model, it will be

based on their combined experiences and can, in fact, be a very accurate
representation of the way the real system operates, while the model built
entirely on the data set can only reflect the range and quality of events
that happened in the (usually) more limited period.

Both the NEXUS and the PRINCE models,
mental models.

They are based on the designers' knowledge of how inter-

national systems interact.
games,

Later on, after we have finished the play of the

we will have a critique session in which we examine again the basis

for these models,

IV.

which you will play, are judg-

and try to see exactly what the developer has done.

Example of an Empirical Model

The Developer's Objective
Now we are going back to the empirical model to discuss an example of this
type. :' It was developed by Jeff Milstein and William Mitchell at Stanford
in 1966-67.

They called it "A Model of the Vietnam War. "

A less all-

inclusive title like "A Model of Some Aspects of the Vietnam War" might,
perhaps, be preferable.

Although this is an example of an empirical model

developed out of data, you will see that a great deal of judgment was also
involved.

This discussion, the tables and figures shown here are taken from:
Jeffrey S. Milstein and William Charles Mitchell, "Computer Simulation
of International Process: The Vietnam War and the Pre-World War I
Naval Race, " Yale Papers in Political Science No. 38, Yale University,
Office of Advanced Political Studies.
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The authors' original objective in developing this model was research
rather than teaching. In particular, they wanted to be able to ask "what
if" questions about the Vietnam War.
"X",

done "Y"?

What if we had, instead of doing

What if we just plain had not done "Y"

particular policy or action just never happened?
the effects on other aspects of the war?

at all, and that

What might have been

That was their original purpose.

The Variables
Table 1 shows the variables selected for the model.
to represent some concept.

Each one was chosen

(This is the process of "operationalization"

discussed earlier in this course).

For example, variables such as the

number of defectors and the black market value of the piastre are related
to some kind of "morale" concept.

Specifically, the black market piastre

value was taken to be a measure of confidence in the South Vietnamese
government.

In addition to these "concept-related" variables, they added

some "dummy" variables to represent factors such as the seasons.

And

for most of the variables they used not only the absolute values for accumulated, or averaged, over a month, but also month-to-month differences
and month-to-month proportional changes.

These additions brought the

total number of variables to over forty.

The sources for the values of their variables were, principally, reports
in the New York Times.

For example, public opinion data came from

Gallup Poll results published there.

In addition, they did have access to

some unclassified Department of Defense data, like number of civilians
in South Vietnam killed or abducted.

The Role of Judgment
This brings us to the question:

What was the role of judgment here?

model, and thus all the results and conclusions drawn from it,
these fifteen base variables,

This

depend on

which were expanded to about forty by including
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Table 1
Variables in the Vietnam War Model

1.

The number of North Vietnamese and Viet Cong defectors.

2.

The number of civilians in South Vietnam killed by the Viet Cong.

3.

The number of civilians in South Vietnam abducted by the Viet Cong.

4.

The margin of public opinion support for the administration's
Vietnam policy (Gallup Poll approval minus disapproval).

5.

The Saigon black market value of the South Vietnamese currency
(piastre).

6.

The monthly change in U. S. troop levels.

7.

The number of battalion-size or larger U. S. ground operations.

8.

The number of bombing attack sorties by the U. S. in South Vietnam.

9.

The number of bombing missions by the U.S. over North Vietnam.

10.

The number of U. S. troops killed in action.

11.

The number of North Vietnamese and Viet Cong troops reported
killed in action.

12.

The number of Army of the Republic of Vietnam troops killed in
action.

13.

The ratio of Communist-to-allied troops killeu in action.

14.

Dummy variable to represent seasonal factors.

15.

Dummy variable to represent the Christmas-Tet holiday period.
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differences and proportional changes.

Already, judgment has been

exercised in deciding which variables to include and which to ignore.
Very many variables might have been used; each of you could probably
think of a number of additional factors you suspect might have been
important.

In many cases, variables were included merely because

values were available; others omitted because values were not available.

The main point here is that a great measure of judgment was

necessary in the selection of both the variables and the sources for
values of those variables.
In addition to the base variables, they also used their judgment in
selecting time lags for derivative variables suspected of being related.
For example, you may think that there is a relationship between U. S.
bombing in the North and the number of Vietcong and North Vietnam
defectors.

However, this effect will not be observed instantaneously.

We may carry out bombing missions today, but we will not observe any
great differences in the numbers of defectors in the South today; some
time lag is involved.
The Analytical Method
The mathematical techniques employed in the development of this model
are based on multiple step-wise regression.
with a very simple example.

Let me explain the technique

A factor of major interest was the number of U. S. troops killed in action
during a given month.

It is suspected that this depends on the number of

combat engagements and the number of U. S. bombing missions.
cases, as many as five factors were hypothesized.

In some

The variable of main

interest (here, U. S. troops killed in action) was taken to be the dependent
variable, Y, and the factors contributing to it were taken to be the independent variables Xl,

X 2 , X 3 .... etc. , in a linear relationship of the form,

Y = A0 + AIXI + AzX2 + A3 X3 +...
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A series of multiple regressions produced values of the coefficients (the
A's), which measure their relative "weights",

or importance in predict-

ing the value of Y.

The "model" consists, then, of a complex set of equations of this form
in which values of the coefficients are determined from regression techniques.

In general, the predicted value of each base variable is a function

of the previous month's values for all of the values, weighted, of course,
by the computed coefficient.

Model Validation
By starting with five months of real-world data and "running" this model,
out beyond these five months, one arrives at a time when the model is
making pure predictions on the basis of its own internal structure.

Com-

parison of these values predicted by the model with real-world data is a
way of determining the "validity" of the model.

For example, Figure 1

shows the predicted and actual values of U. S. troops killed in action during
the period 1965-68.

Uses of the IvModel
After a series of such validations,

the developers felt that the model was

a fair representation of the historical relationships among the selected
variables.

Now they were ready to use the model to explore the consc-

quences of historical alternatives; that is,

to ask questions of the "What

would have happened if... ?" type.

Table Z shows the results of a number of such explorations.

From this

table, the authors draw a number of conclusions relevant to U. S. policy
decisions.

For example,

"It appeared that the North Vietnamese and Viet Cong respond
to U. S. de-escalation with their own de-escalation.

They re-

duce the number of killings and abductions of civilians and
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Figure 1
U. S. Bombing Missions Over North Vietnam, Jan.,

1965-July,
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1968

Table Z
Results of Selected Exercises of the Computer Simulation

"Dependent Variable
VC Defectors

VC Killing of
Civilians

"VCAbductions of
Civilians

Halt Bombing
of NV
More; increased
in 1967, rather
than decreased;
continue to
increase after
1967
Decrease from
March, 1966,
on, rather than
increase
Decrease after
May, 1967,
rather than

increase

Reduce Ground
Operations

Fe%%er in 1967

More: increased Increased last
in 1967, not
half of 1967
decreased

Fewer in late
1 1966, then
increase to same
level waactual
values
F,%wer in late
1966, no change
otherwise

Popular Support
for LBJ

Greater overall

Piastre Value
(Confidence in GVN)

First increases,
then collapses
to nothing
Accelerate much No systematic
faster
change
Decrease from
Fewer
Oct., 1966March, 1967,
"thenincrease
greatly to actual
level and above
Less in 196667; no
difference in
trend

U.S. Troop
Commitments
U.S. Ground
Operations

Bombing SV

Reduce U.S.
Iroops

Reduce Bombing in SV

Much fewer
throughout

Decreasc from
mid-1967

Fewer throughout

Decrease from
mid-1967

Same downward No change
trend, but
greater support
No change
No systematic
change

Greater
'Zonsistently
lower, but not
catastrophic

Gireater
Fewer in 1967

No change

Less in late 1967

Bombing NV

--

No change

No change

I:e%,cr missions

U.S. Killed in Action

Feser itn 1967
than actual
Much fe%%cr;
less than U.S.

No sytematic
change
No systematic
change

No change

Fewer, late 1967
Much fewser

More 1966,
less 1967

No change

No change,
1966; fc,,:r in
1967
No change

NV --- VC KIA
ARVN KIA
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No change

military offensives most when the U. S. halts the bombing of
North Vietnam,

and least when the U. S. reduces the bombing

in South Vietnam.

Communist killings and abductions of

civilians are reduced following reduction of U. S. troops and
of U. S.

major ground operations,

but the amount of reduction

lies between their responses to reduction in U.S. bombing of
North Vietnam on the one hand, and U. S. bombing of South
Vietnam on the other hand.

Moreover,

reductions of U. S.

ground operations seem to be a signal responded to by the
Communists at the local level.

Those variables changed are

those over which local Viet Cong leaders have some control:
fewer Viet Cong killings and abductions of civilians."

This table appears to indicate that ali kinds of good things would have
happened if President Johnson had halted the bombing permanently.

There would have been more VC defectors, fewer civilians killed and abducted, fewer casualties on both sides and popular support in the U. S.
for the administration's policies would have been higher.
disturbing result:

There is one

the value of the piastre would have decreased to zero.

The author a interpret this to mean that "South Vietnamese confidence in
their government seems to be very dependent upon U. S. military commitments to South Vietnam".

Possibly this is an appropriate conclusion for a paper delivered at a
conference of the Peace Research Society.

The dangers inherent in drawing conclusions of this type of apparent here.
You will remember that what actually goes to zero is the value of the
piastre; it is merely an assumption of the model developer that this represents confidence in the South Vietnamese government (it is not dear
precisely which governmental characteristics are in question---the government's political stability, justic, or ability to defend its people from foreign
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military aggression).

Let us suppose that the black market value of the

piastre represents the South Vietnamese confidence that this coin will
retain its purchasing power.

A decrease in U.S. military support might

signal to them the increased chances of a Communist take-over-which
they could expect to have a disastrous effect on the piastre.
What I would like to do now is to start a general discussion about the
advantages and disadvantages of this kind of model.

Would anyone care

to comment, for example, on whether he feels that this might be a misleading type of analysis?

Is it at all useful to .,sk this kind of "what if'

question?

(End of formal lecture period)

The remainder of the class period is devoted to a general discussion by
the instructor and stud-,nts of these models and the value to a policymaker of analyses of this type.
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SIMULATION AND PLANNING:
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III.
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!V.
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SIMULATION AND PLANNING:

PRESENTATION OF NEXUS (NATIONAL

EXECUTIVE UTILITY SIMULATION)

(Session 15)

Introduction
Two major quantitative techniques will be presented during this course.
You have already spent some weeks on the first:
data files.

statistical analysis of

For the next few sessions you will be examining the second:

simulation.
Those activities that go by the name simulation cover a very wide range.
In its broadest sense simulation has been defined as: "those fields of
study, training, and testing that employ a replica of the system under
investigation rather than a system itself.

''

This "replica of the system"

is usually called a Model.
In our last class, we discussed the two basic ways of developing models:
0

directly from specific data - the empirical models,
and

0

on the basis of the modeler's knowledge of the
system - the judgmental models.

An example of an empirical model-Jeff Milstein's model of the Vietnam
War-was described.
mental model.

Today we want to introduce an example of the judg-

It is-as the name implies---developed on the basis of the

developer's judgment or his synthesis of other people's judgment.

As I

said in our last class, this does not mean that it is developed in isolationsomehow apart from the real world.

On the contrary, it, too, is developed

from "data'L-not specific numbers that can be pointed out-but all the
developer has seen, read, heard about the operation of the system.
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There are literally thousands of such models b, ing used today and, as I
tried to indicate,

they span a very wide range cf activities.

hand, we have well-accepted,
the physical sciences.

On the one

well-validated models of engineering and

Important design decisions involving millions of

dollars are made on the basis of results obtained by the use of such models.
There is now no longer any doubt of their value, of their ability to predict
the behavior of the systems they represent.

It is hardly necessary, however, to point out to you that modeling in the
social sciences has nowhere reached this sta:e of development.
are a number of reasons for this.

There

Let me pc nt out just one.

Models in the physical sciences involve phys:ýcal variables; i. e. , those
variables whose units of measurement may be reduced to the three fundamental dimensions:

length, time, and mass.

Both the variables and tech-

niques to measure them have been developed over at least a couple of
thousand years.

When physical scientists began, with the help of computers,

to build even more complex models, the necessary building blocks were at
hand.

Concepts-like kinetic and potential energy, momentum, potential

difference-were well defined, their measurement units agreed on, and
methods of producing numerical values for them were set.

Now let's look at the building blocks in the social sciences.

The first

readily apparent thing to strike the observer is tnat there are very few.
Possibly, the field of economics is better off in this respect than its sister
sciences.
force,"

Concepts like "goods, " "supply,"

"unemployed,"

"demand,"

etc. are more or less defined.

"GNP, " "labor
At least people are

used to hearing these terms and are usually willi;Lg to believe that these
concepts are:
*

relevant to the field of economics,

*

possible to measure
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and

In the field of International Relations, the model-builder finds no already
developed building blocks with which to work.

Such concepts as he feels

must be important are not defined in the same way by everyone; there is
no agreement on how the critical variables can be measured--or even what
units should be used to measure them.

Thus, the political scientist is in

the position of the house builder who can not begin his construction efforts
until he has made his own bricks and also convinced the potential home
owner that it is possible to build a house, and once it is built, to use it
for some worthwhile purpose.
As part of this course in quantitative techniques, we want to show you some
of the latest efforts in model-building in this area.

Our purpose is to show

you specific examples of what has been done, in order to sharpen your critical
facilities in judging not only what has been done, but what might be done.
Today you are going to see NEXUS--a model in which you, the player, will
assume the role of the executive decision-maker and learn some of the
consequences of the decisions you will make.

We are very fortunate to

have for this session Mr. Roger Magowan of the Department of Defense
Computer Institute.

Mr. Magowan just happens to be the developer of

NEXUS--and therefore the one person best qualified to present it to you.

II.

NEXUS Presentation

All material for this presentation was developed by:
Mr. Roger Magowan
Department of Defense Computer Institute
U. S. Naval Station Annex
Washington, D. C. 20390
Inquiries about obtaining and using this material should be addressed to
him.
The outline of Mr. Magowan's lecture is given here.
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OUTLINE FOR SIMULATION FOR PLANNING

I.

Types of Simulation
A.

B.

Continuous System Simulation
1.

Used in weapons systems R&D and scientific studies.

2.

Based on differential equations.

3.

Developed by engineers and scientists.

4.

Problems solved on digital or analog computers.

5.

Programming done by mathematician programmers.

Discrete System Sirmulation
1.

Used in weapon systems R&D and all aspects of operations
analysis.

2.

Based on probability and statistics.

3.

Developed by operations research-simulation specialists,
a class of system analysts, and functional area specialists.

4.

Problems solved on digital computers.

5.

Programming done by mathematician-statistician programmers
who must be exp,'rienced with this class of problem.

II. Planning simulation models are simple discrete system simulation
models that rely heavily on managerial judgment as opposed to firm
empirical data.

Intuitive judgments can be combined wit.- well known

relationships and relationships based on current analytic f-tudies ir.
order to develop an integrated system model.

This prorides a unique

experimental tool for executive planning and analysis.

(In a recent

study of 280 chief executives, 657%identified their most important
activity as long-range planning, and they indicated that they spent 4476
of their time on it.
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III.

WV.

Characteristics of Planning Models
A.

They are based on executive judgment.

B.

They are inherently of low accuracy (as a result of simplicity).

C.

They are often small simple models.

D.

They are easily modifiable and open-ended.

E.

They provide a significant enhancement in understanding.

F.

They may or may not include random variables.

Development of Planning Models
A.

Requires only a small amount of programmer assistance.

B.

Requires only part time assistance of an operations research/
F..mulation specialist.

C.

Requires personal involvement (2 to 50% of time) by managers
responsible for planning or their staff planning specialists.

D.
V.

VI.

Requires 1 to 6 months initial development time.

Uses of Planning Models
A.

Policy Analysis

B.

Budget Planning

C.

Goal Setting

D.

Long Range Strategic Planning

Cost of Planning Model Development
A.

Operations research/simulation specialist assistance ($1,000$3,000).

B.

Programming assistance ($200-$700).

C.

Manager's time ($5, 000-$l2, 000).

D.

Total costs typically on the order of $10, 000.
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VII.

The National Executive Utility Simulation (NEXUS) is a simplistic
illustration of a planning simulation model.

It touches on several

aspects of national policy.

VIII.

A.

Foreign policy

B.

Domestic policy

C.

Military policy

D.

Political policy

E.

Fiscal policy

Monte Carlo Methods are Used in NEXUS (using pseudo-random
numbers).
A.

Termination of the limited war is a stochastic event.

B.

Initiation of a new limited war is a stochastic event.

C.

The occurrence of a nuclear exchange is a stochastic event
(the model does not simulate post-nuclear exchange events).

IX.

Monte Carlo Method Approach
A.

Calculate a probability

B.

Generate a pseudo-random number or insert a z-r,,Iom number.

C.

Compare the probability with the random number to determine
the occurrence of any given event.

X.

Input Parameters (refer to worksheet in user's manual).
A.

Note $25 billion deficit in 1968.

B.

Note 5% interest on national debt (added automatically).

C.

U. S.

Foreign Relations Aggressiveness.

1.

influences probability of terminating war.

2.

Influences probability of starting war.
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D.

E.

3.

Influences probability of nuclear exchange.

4.

Confrontations may be represented.

Taxation.
1.

Influence of corporation and excise taxes on unemployment.

2.

Influence of individual income taxes on voter survey.

Budget Allocations.
I.

Military spending influences war success and cold war
trend.

XI.

2.

Foreign aid influences cold war trend.

3.

Other expenditures influence suecial interest voter blocs.

State of the Nation Report (refer to illustration in user's manual).
A.

Budget Summary Data.

B.

Unemployment Rate.
1.

Corporation taxes and excise taxes.

2.

Government spending.

3.

Deficit or surplus.

C.

War Trend.

D.

Internal Unrest.
1.
2.

Unemployment rate.
Community development and housing,
welfare spending.

E.

GNP.
I.

Unemployment rate.

2.

Growth rate.
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and health and

F.

XIII.

XIV.

1.

Aggressiveness.

2.

Foreign aid.

3.

Military spending.

G.

Voter Poll.

H.

U. S. World Influence

I.

XII.

Cold War Trend.

1.

Voter poll.

2.

Cold war trend.

3.

Limited war trend.

4.

GNP growth rate.

Nuclear War Risk.

Functional Relationships Chart

Success Criteria
A.

U.S. World Influence (cumulative from

5).

B.

GNP Growth Rate.

C.

Nuclear War Risk (4% normal during limited war).

D.

Voter Poll (53% is near maximum).

State of the Nation Index
A.

Components

B.

Weighting

C.

Involves explicit statement of national goals.
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XV.

Strategies
A.

B.

C.

D.

XVI.

XVIL

Dovish
1.

Declining cold war success.

2.

Declining U. S. world influence.

Hawkish
1.

Increasing risk of nuclear exchange.

2.

Declining voter support.

Middle-of-the-Road
1.

Continuing limited war stalemate.

2.

Declining voter support.

Mixed

Typical Results
A.

Using 1969 actual budget data.

B.

Hawkish Strategy.

C.

Mixed Strategy.

D.

Appendix A Contains 1969 and Estimated 1970 and 1971 Data.

Typical Applications Suitable for Use of Planning Models
A.

Joint Strategic Target Planning

B.

Defense Budget Planning
1.

Military personnel

2.

O&M

3.

RDT&E

4.

Procurement (Carriers, ICBMs,
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Polaris Subs, etc.)

C.

5.

Intelligence activities

6.

Military construction

Personnel Policy and Program Influence on Retention
of Personnel

XVIII.

D.

Joint Continental Defense Systems Integration Planning

E.

Design of Future DCS

F.

Naval Air Patrol System Operations

G.

Logistic Systems

H.

Transportation System Policy

I.

Intelligence Operations

J.

Economic Policy (DRI Economic Information System)

Conclusions
A.

Planning models are too inaccurate for automatic decision
making, since many factors are omitted for simplicity's
sake.

B.

The user's judgmental understanding inevitably far outdistances the sophistication of the model because he takes
into consideration many variables and relationships that
have not been included in the model.

C.

Development and use of planning models profoundly sharpens
executive decision making.

D.

Planning simulation models generally offer the only feasible
means available to the executive for experimenting with a
varLetv of policies, budgets, and strategic plans.
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PRESENTATION OF PRINCE (PROGRAMMED INTERNATIONAL

COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT)

(Session 16)

Lecture Outline

I.

Educational Objectives

II.

Basic Model Structure
International Transactions
International Interactions
Domestic Political Reactions

III.

Attitudes of the Policy-Influencing Groups
Partisan Groups
Bureaucratic Groups
Interest Groups
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PRESENTATION OF PRINCE (PROGRAMMED INTERNATIONAL
COMPUTER ENVIRONMENT)

(Session 16)

PRINCE is a one-sided, man-computer game in which the player assumes
the responsibility of making United States foreign policy decisions. His
role may be thought of as a combination of the duties of the President, the
Secretary of State, and other governmental officials who deal with any
phase of foreign policy. The model provides a hypothetical international
environment for the playcr in which the actions of four other nations (USSR,
FRANCE, INDIA, and PAKISTAN) are simulated by the computer program.
I.

Educational Objectives

The purpose of this short briefing is to introduce you to the general nature
and structure of PRINCE and the role of the player in the model. PRINCE
is, like NEXUS, an example of a judgmentally developed model.
First, I want to say a few words about the educational objectives of the
model. The purpose of PRINCE, at least in its current form, is to provide a set of concepts describing the real world.

We do not know if these

are the best concepts; we do no, kiow if the theories on which the model is
based are correct.

All we can say now is that the concepts do provide a

different perspective on the world.

In that sense, the model represents an

alternative to a book about the world.
medium, of the world in which we live.

It is an interpretation, in a different
It has no more, but possibly no

less, validity than a book.
II.

Basic Model Structure

International Transactions
The term "international transactions" refers to the flow of communications,
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I.

people, goods and services across national boundaries.

It is a concept
employed by political scientists to refer to the totality of exchange that
takes place among states and includes the transfer of rapital and governmental officials as well as the flow of tourists, businessmen, mail, and
military equipment. The "natural, " or unrestricted, transaction flows
among the PRINCE states may be altered if any one state:
0

sets restrictions on ihe flow into the country, or

0

grants foreign aid.

While the PRINCE program determines the restriction levels and the
foreign aid grants of the Soviet Union, France, India and Pakistan, the
player makes those decisions for the United States. During any cycle he
can, within limits, set new restrictions and make new aid allocations.
If he chooses not to make these changes, existing policies remain in effect.
The player's decisions in this area have three effects:
*

The pattern of "natural" transaction flows among
the five states is modiiied.

*

Expressions of approval or disapproval for these
actions are generated among the U. S. domestic
influence groups.

*

Political actions by the other four nations follow
indirectly as responses to these actions.

Figure I saiggests the relationships among player decisions, actions generated by the program, and information given to the player.

"International Interactions
The term "international interactiqns" refers to the diplomatic actions between states which, in PRINCE, are related to specific policy issues. By
"policy issue" we mean a specific political, economic, or social question
to which the foreign policy maker of each state directs his attention.
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.1
For this exercise,

sixteen policy issues that are expected to be of par-

ticular interest io the five PRINCE states are selected.

These issues

are stated in Table 1 in the form of definite consequences or goals.

The government of each state will have an c'inion on each policy issue
depending on its willingness to see the goal reached.

Support of the

issue is expressed on a scale of -10 (representing the strongest degree
of disapproval) to +10 (representing the strongest measure of support).
Implications of the values on this scale in terms of action are defined in
Table 2.

Having selected an issue position, each state will carry out political
actions designed to exert pressure on the other nations.

A "Punishment-

Reward" or "PR" index represents the range of positive and negative
actions that states direct at each other in this effort to resolve the policy

j

issues to their own benefit.

These actions can be viewed as mixtures of

verbal statements and non-verbal actions designed to produce support
through hostile or threatening actions ("Punishmernt") or through friendly,
persuasive action ("Rewards").

These actions are represented on a PR scale of -10 (for the most hostile,
negative action) to +10 (for the most positive friendly acts).

Some illus-

trative descriptions of points on this scale are given in Table 3.

The PR values of the action taken by a state represent the state's overall
foreign policy "style. "

The negative side of the scale represents various

degrees of the "stick" or "hard-line" strategy, while the positive side
represents the "carrot" or "soft-line" approach.

While United States issue positions and PR actions are chosen by the
player, positions and PR actions pf the other nations are computed by
the PRINCE program on the basis of:
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TABLE I
THE SIXTEEN INTERNATIONAL POLICY ISSUES

1. Formal recognition of the German Democratic Reoublic by the
NATO states, followed by the demilitarization of bth East and
West Germany.
2.

A U.N. -sponsored plebiscite in Kashmir to decid4 its future.

3.

Withdrawal of U.S. troops from Vietnam.

4.

Continued Indian control of the border territory which China also
claims.

5.

Continued Russian control of the border territory which China
also claims.

6.

Withdrawal of Israeli troops from Arab territories occupied
since the 1967 war.

7.

Admission of Communist China to the United Nations as the
legitimate Government of China.

8.

A U.N. resolution condemning the treatment of blacks in the
United States.

9.

A U.N. resolution condemning the treatment of Jews in the
Soviet Union.

10.

General disarmament, including on-site inspection.

11.

Economic boycott of South Africa.

12.

Establishment of an international organization to control population growth.

13.

Establishment of a commission, under the World Maritime
Organization, to identify and fine states who pollute international waters.

14.

A resolution committing the developed States to grant at least
1% of their annual GNP to a U.N. Aid Fund for the less developed
count r- es.

15.

A Nuclear Non-Proliferatlon Pact which includes provisions for
the inepection of non-nuclear states.

16.

An international treaty on the extradition of airliane hijackers.
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TABLE

2

DESCRIPTION OF THE ISSUE POSITION INDEX
Meaning

Value
-10

Willing to lead the battie against the proposed plan or
action to resolve the issue.

-8
-

7

Willing to commit nation's resources against the proposed
plan or action to resolve the issue.

4

Willing to help argarize the fight against the proposed
plan or action to resolve the issue.

-6
-5
-

-3
-2
-

1

Willing to provide verbal and symbolic opposition to the
proposed plan or action to resolve the issue.

0

Indifferent

_j

+ 1

Willing to give verbal and symbolic support to the proposed plan or action to resolve the issue.

+2
+3
+ 4

Willing to help organize the fight to support the proposed
plan or action to resolve the issue.

+5
+6
+

Willing to commit iiation's resources to support the proposed plan or action to resolve the issue.

+8
+9
-. 10

Willing to lead the battle to support the proposed plan or
action to resolve the issue.
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TABLE 3
DESCRIPTION OF THE PR INDEX

Value
-10

.

Meaning
Threat of hostile action against a state.

-

9

-

7

Denunciation of a state's position.

-6
C

5

-

4

Criticism of a state's position.

I

Mild disapproval of state's position.

+ I

Mild expression of approval for state's position.

+ Z

+ 3

S+

4

Stronger approval; promise u: continued cooperation.

+ 6

S+

7

S+

8

Promise of increased support.

+ 9
.10

Assurance of maximum support.
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o

the importance of the policy issues to the states

0

the positions of the states on the issues

*

the power that can be exerci'ed by the states on
the issues

Thus,

-he United States foreign policy-maker will be dealing with a s4t

of dynanically interacting states.

As he attempts to convince the other

four states to accept his positions, they will be attempting to influencte
him and Vie other programmed states to move closer to their positions.

rhis process of influence interaction is indicated in Figure 2.
Domestic Political Reactions
An important part of the environment for a foreign policy-maker is the
domestic pressure to which he must respond.

PRINCE represents the

U. S. domestic environment for the player through the opinions of eleven
pressure groups,

referred to ab "Policy-Influencers,

"

or PI's.

The

opinions of these groups are expressed on a scale of -10 (representing
maximum disapproval) to +10 (representing the greatest measure of
approval).

These eleven groups are divided into three groups:
*

Partisan Influencers who rtpresent the national
political factions

*

Bureaucratic Influencers made up of those executive
departments most concerned with foreign policy
formulation and execution

*

Interest Influencers constituted of those groups
outside government who attrempt to influence U. S.
foreign policy
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These PI Groups are abstractions of the forces within the U. S. with
which the foreign policy maker must deal.

Three of the groups repro..

sent the majority opinions of specific executive departments.

The rest

of the groups do not correspond to specific individuals, groups or organizations, but rather represent aggregation.s of peopIc who share the same
genr.j d attitude toward American foreign policy.

The eleven PI groups

retresented in PRINCE are listed in Table 4 under their proper category.
Each of the thrce PI categories carries out a specific role in PRINCE.
The Partisan PI's play what political scientists call an "interest aggregation" role.

They piece together the feelings of the Interest and Burea-

cratic PI's to create general political positions.

Hence, their responses

to policy position changes and PR actions of the player are a result of
their perceptions of the positions of other P1's.

In addition to expressing their opinions of the player's actions, the
Bureaucratic PI's have two unique roles:
0
.J

The State and Treasury Departments place constraints
on the actions taken by the playcr. Should he attempt
to violate these constraints, he will find his decisions
modified by the program.

0

The State and Treasury Departments provide the player
with information about the international environment ard
offer suggestions on economic and political actions.

The third category is the Interest Influenccrs.

In addition to formulating
their own opinaions of the player's actions, they have a share in shaping
the opinions of the Partisan PI's.
are,

The attitudes of these PI's on the issu -s

like those of the nations, dynanmi.

They start with an assigned set

of ideas about international policy issues, economic acts, the ":roper
style" of ioreign policy .. id the policies of the four programmed states.
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However, they modify some of these ideas as a result of the actions of
other states and the U. S. policies followed by the player. Thus, the
domestic political environment remains fluid throughout .nC simulation.
Figure 3 indicates the relationship within the domestic political environment.
Redctionq of the PI's are reported in two ways:
o

The Presidential Advisor reports the P1 group's
reactions to the U. S. foreign policy decisions, and

0

A public opinion poll shows the general support
level for administration Dolicies.

Although public support depends on rmany factors outside the sphere of
foreign policy, nevertheless the degree' to which foreign policy satisfies
the Partisan, Interest and Bureaucratic Pi's will play an extremely
important role.

To some extent then, the poll can be viewed as a pre-

diction of results if a presidential election were held that particular month.
III.

Attitudes of the Policy-Influencing Groups

Partisan PI's
Included in the Partisan PI category are four groups representing the U. S.
domestic political factions.
*

Extreme Liberals (XLIB)

This group has generally favored cooperative, rather than conflictual,
foreign policies. They are committed to increasing United States aid to
underdeveloped nations while opp6sing dieect involvement in the internal
affairs of those nations.

They have, however, continued to oppose any
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aid to autocratic political regimes.

Lately, these extreme groups have

been losing popular support and have begun to try to attract the more
moderates.
0

Moderate Liberals (MLIB)

The Moderate Liberals are flexible on most foreign policy issues.

They

oppose American involvement in Vietnam, although they have on occasion
supported strong foreign policy actions.

Generally, however, they oppose

both foreign aid and the use of military force.

On questions of ecology

and worldwide social conditions, they tend to support pusitive action.
0

Moderate Conservatives (MCON)

The Moderate Con.servatives oppose strong foreign policy action except
wi'hen American security interests are involved.
*

Extreme Conservatives (XCON)

The principal concern of this group is with the threats posed by the Soviet
J

Union and the Chinese Communists, and they favor strong act-on against
any move either of these states might make.
Bureaucratic PI's
This category includes the three executive departments.
*

Treasury Department (TREA)

The prime objective of the Treasury Department in the international area
is to reduce restrictions on transaction flows while avoiding an unfavorable
balance of payments position.

Other factors are not considered so impor-

tant.
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*

State Department (SD)

The State Department is very ca,,tious in its interpretation of the policy
actions of other states and tends to avoid both policy position changes
and the use of threatening actions.

*

Defense Department

(DOD)

The attitude of the Defense Department is more flexible than that of the
State Department, although it favors strong actions whei-e it judiges theni
to be needed.

Interest PI's
Groups outside the government make up this category.

*

Nationalist Economic Groups (NAEC)

The two main interests of this group are protection of American industry
and prevention of the spread of revolutionary movements.

*

Internationalist Economic Groupa

(INEC)

Favoring increased international interdependence and stability, these
groups advocate policies that stabilize the international economy, offer
economic aid to the underdeveloped nations, and are cooperative rather
than coercive.

*

Hard-Line Foreign Policy Groups

(HARD)

These groups fear the policies of the Soviet Union and Communist China
and favor strong policy actions designed to prevent the spread of their
influence.

I-Z06

0

Soft-Line Policy Groups (SOFT)

These groups favor disarmament, economic aid to underdeveloped
nations, and the removal of trade restrictions. In general, they prefer cooperative, rather than coercive, actions.

J
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WORKSHOP:

STUDENT PLAY OF PRINCE

(Session 17)

No formal lecture is given during this workshop period.
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ANALYTICAL BASIS OF THE PRINCE MODEL/POST-GAME CRITIQUE

(Session 18)

I.

Student Reports

Each team will be asked to prepare a report on their game play.

While

the organization of the report will be left to the team, at least the following
subjects should be covered:

II.

0

National Goals of the Team

*

Estimation of the Team's Success in Achieving
the Goals

*

Description of What Happened in the PRINCE World
During Play

Analytical Basis of the PRINCE Model

Now that you have played the roles of decision-makers in the PRINCE
world, I want to take you behind the scenes in that world to show you how
and why it reacted to your decisions as it did.

As indicated in Figure 1,

the PRINCE computer program operates on a Data Base according to the
Player's inputs and its own internal logic to produce the output that is given
to the player.

The Data Base contains all of those arrays whose values constitute the
PRINCE "World. "

During each "run" of the program (or "cycle" of play),

the PRINCE program modifies the state of the world on the basis of:
0

United States actions in the international political
and economic areas that are selected and entered
by the player at the terminal, and
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PRINCE

PROGRAM

0

acts by the other four states (the Soviet Union, France,
India, and Pakistan) computed by PRINCE from programmed decision rules.

The PRINCE Data Base
Twenty-one arrays represent the state of the PRINCE world.
arrays contain variables of two basic types:
0

These

Quantities that, although aggregated, can be measured;
for example, foreign aid and transaction flows (expressed
in millions of U.S. dollars), economic restrictions (percent of "natural" flows), and balance of payments (millions
of dollars).

hi

Initial values for these quantities are taken from existing
data sources, such as the United Nations Statistical Year-

-•

book.

&

Quantities that represent feelings, attitudes, opinions
on issues, influence, etc.

These quantities have no

standard units of measurement and in PRINCE are always
expressed on scales of 0 to 10 or -10 to +10.

In general,

positive valres represent friendly attitudes, approval,
and persuasive actions (or "rewards"). Negative values
correspond, on the other hand, to hustility, unfriendly
attitudes, disapproval, and threatening actions
('punishments").
Initial values for these quantities aret based on the judgment of the model designers.

Restarch projects to

develop and improve these v;.iues are in progress.

II.l

Arrays of the first type are:
AID(I,J): the amount of aid given by nation I to nation

($ MIL)

BAL(I): the balance of payments for nation I ($ MIL). It includes the
transaction flows between I and the rest of the world a.,
well as between I and the other PRINCE nations.
FLOW(I, J): the actual flow of "transactions" from nation I to nation J
($ MIL) taking into account the restrictions placed on the
flow by J.
NAID(I): the amount of aid needed by nation I ($ MIL).
RESTI(I, J): the restrictions placed by nation J on the transactions
comirg to J from nation I (in percent of the "natural"
transaction flows).
RNATU(1, J): the "natural" transaction flow from nation I to J, i.e.,
the flow that could be expected in the absence of
restrictions by nation J ($ MIL).
TREND(l, J): a constant representing the monthly growth of natural
flows from nation I to nation J.
The following arrays are of the second type and are measured (except
where noted) on a scale of -10 to +10.
AFFCT(I, J): the relative feeling of friendship or hostility felt by
nation I toward nation J.
APOS(K):

the general attitude of the Kth U.S. domestic policy influencing
(PI) group toward foreign aid.
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FJ
FLEX(K):

relative willingness of PI group K to change its attitude
toward foreign nations.

PCONG(K, L): the relative power of the interest and bureaucratit. groups
(K==5,1) to influence the partisan PI groups (L--, 4)
PELECMl):

the relative power of PI group K to determine the domestic
support for the player's administration (on a scale of 0 to
10).

PIAFF(K, J): the attitude of PI group K toward nation J.
PIPOS(M, K): the position on issue M that PI group K would like to see
the U. S. take.

The support of P1 group K for the

administration is determined to a large extent by how
far the player moves from these issue positions.
j

PISAL(M, K): the relative importance, or salience, of issue M to PI
group K.
PISUP(K): the degree of support by P1 group K for administration foreign
policies.
POS(M, I): the position on issue M taken by nation I.

-=

POW(M, I): the relative influence on isrue M held by nation 1.
RPOS(K): the attitude of PI group K toward trade restrictions.
SAL(M, I): the relative inmportance of issue M to nation I
SDPOS(M):

the position on issue M preferred by the U. S. State
Department. This position is given to the player as a
"iuggestion".

*The 4 partisan PI groups are li5ted first - Values in the PCONG array
for K-1,4 and L-1,4 are not currently used by the program.

I'
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NRPOS(K):

the type of foreign policy action preferred by PI
group K.

In addition to these arrays. PRINCE stores and computes a number
of other variables during the course of play.
on the basis of needed theoretical concepts,

These are not defined
but rather as conveniences

in carrying out the computations and, as such, are of interest only to
the programmer.

The PRINCE Actors: Attributes and Roles
The principal actors in the PRINCE world are the five nations and the
eleven domestic influence groups.

The status and opinions of these

groups are defined by arrays in the PRINCE data base:

Economic status of the nations:

BAL, NAID

Relationships of the nations to the policy issues:

0

Economic interactions among the nations:

POW, POS, SAL

AID, FLOW, RESTI,

RNATU, TREND

Inter-nation attitude.o: AFFCT

Economic attitudes of the PI groups:

APOS, RPOS

Attitudes of the PI groups on the issues:

PIPOS, PISAL

Attitudes of the PI groups toward foreign nations and foreign

0

policy:

PIAFF, NRPOS, FLEX

Domestic political opinions, power, and influence:

PCONG, PISUP
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Roles of the Actors
Actions that may be carried out by the nations include:
(Economic)

(Political)

*

Setting restrictions on transaction flows into
the country

o

Granting foreign aid

e

Taking positions on policy issues

*

Acting to persuade or threaten other nations in
an attempt to change their issue positions and
attitude s.

Actions for the U. S. are chosen by the player; actions for the other four
nations are computed by the program on the basis of built-in decision rules.
The domestic influence groups are essentially passive observers of the
i•ction,

At the end of each cycle of play, the player is given their aggre-

gated responses to U. S. actions.
Two of the domestic groups, the State and Treasury Departments, take a
somewhat more active role with respect to the player. In addition to
expressing their opinions of the U. S. decisions, they have three functions:
1.

2.

3.

To place limits on the player's actions.
s Aid grants may not change by more than $5 million
o

Restriction levels may not change by more than +5%

e

Issue positions may not change by more than 2 units

To provide information on what has been occurring in the world,
o A summary of the nations' issue positions
e

Lists of all economic and political acts occurring

9

Balance of payments for all the nations.

To make suggestions for U. S. action to be taken in the next
cycle of play.
o Economic acts
9

New issue positions

e

Political "PR" acts.
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Basic Rules of the International Transaction Model
This sub-model computes the actual flows among the five PRINCE
nations from the natural flows and the restrictions placed by the nations.
Restrictions and aid grants for the U. S. are selected by the player
within the limits aliowed by the U. S. State and Treasury Departments.
Aid and restriction decisions are made by the program for the
other four nations on the basis of the following rules:
0

Nations attempt to maintain a balance of payments within
+.107oof their total transaction flows plus aid.

When a nation's

balance of payments falls outside this range, it takes action to
correct the situation.
0

If the nation has an unacceptable deficit, then it will reduce its
aid grants (if any) by amounts up to $5 million per aid recipient.
If there is still a deficit after this action, then it will increase its
restrictions on transaction flows by an amount up to 576 for
each country.

0

A nation will dottempt to correct a balance of payments surplus by
increasing its aid grants to needy countries by an amount up to
$5 million per country.
If there is still an unacceptable surplus, then it will lower its
restrictions by as much as 5% per country.

0

In addition to the limitation of 5% on each restriction change per
country in each cycle of play, there are upper and lower limits
on the restrictions that may be placed by a nation.

These limits

depend on the attitudes of the nation toward its trading 3artriers.
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For nation I, the limits on the restrictions it may place on transactions
from nation J are:

Upper limit:

60 - 4 x t4FFECT(IJi1

Lower limit:

30 - 2 x

[kFFCT(IJ)o

The possible ranges on these limits are shown below:

AFFCT(I,J)
Maximum degree
of friendship for
I toward J
Neutrality
Maximum hostility
of I toward J

Limits
Lower

10

10%0

2.0%

0

30%

60%

-10

50%

100%

Thus, a completely hostile nation may not receive more than 50% of the
natural flow from its target of hostility.

On the other hand, a completely

friendly nation carnot limit the flow to less than 80% of the natural flow.

Modification of "Natural" Flows
In addition to computing the actual flows, this sub-model increases the
"natural" flows among the nations by the secular trend, modified by a
normally distributed random number.

Thus, RNATU(I, J). the new

"natural" flow from nation I to J, is computed from:
RNATU(I, J)= OLD + TREND(I, J) x
where

+ V3

OLD is the value of the "natural" flow for the
previous month
V

is a normally distributed random number
with a mean of 0.
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Functions of the International Political Model
This sub-model hab three functions:

"* To compute the punishment-reward (PR) acts that will
be directed by one PRINCE state toward another,

"* to determine if any PRINCE state will change its position
on an issuL, and

"*

to compute changes in the attitudes of the nations toward

each other.
Both PR acts and issue position changes are computed for the United
States on the basis of the same decision rules used for the other nations.
However, these acts and position changes are not processed by the program, but are given to the player as "suggestions" which he may take
if he wishes.

Only decisions specifically entered at the terminal will be

implemented by the program.

Attitude changes are computed for all of

the nations.
Computation of the PR Acts
Interactions among the PRINCE nations are treated in a highly aggregated
manner.

All of the actions directed by one nation to another on a specific

issue during one month are treated in PRINCE as one "PR" action.
The
style, or type, of action is defined by a "PR" value assigned to it on a
scale of -10 to +10.
A nation does not respond directly to PR acts of which it is a target.
Such acts m-ay, however, change its attitudes toward the initiating nation,
and it is the attitudes, as well as the issue ;)sitions of both rations. which
de:termine the rang, of PR actions.
Propositions underlying the genzration of PR actions are:
1.

A state directs general policy, or PR, acts toward other
states only when an issue is sufficiently salient to it or when
the influence of the targ,-t state is sufficiently great.

The

criterion for action by nation I toward nation J on issue M is that
[SAL(M ,I) x POW(M, J)] >
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2. The greater the issue difference
between the two states, the
more hostile will be the act.
acts are computed from the Upper and lower limits on the PR
following equations:

D =1POS(MI)

-

POS(MJ)J

where D is the absolute value
of the position difference
on issue M.
The upper limit is
PRMAX

-. 045 x D 2

+ 10

The lower limit is
PFRMTN = .045 x (20-D) 2
+ DEP(I,J) x

. 10

RMAX-.045 (20-D) 2 +1]
/ 10.

where DEP(I,J) is a measure
of the economic dependence
of nation I on
nation J. It is obtained by
computing DPp from
DPP=

LLOWl,

-)FLOW(I,J)

-

where T is the total flow from
nation I to the other PRINCE
nations.
Then, the DEP(I,J) is constrained
to lie between 0 and 10 at
values
of this ratio of -5 to +5
as shown below:

r

t

DPP
Fig 2. The Functional Dependence
of DEP(I,J) on DPP
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The PR of the act directed toward J by I is a randomly selected value
lying somewhere between PRMAX and PRMIN.

The exact value selected

depends on the ratio of the importance, or salience, of the issue to I and
the influence, or "power, "1 that I has on this issue.

This ratio is termed

the "irresponsibility" of I on issue M.
Figures 3-5 show the scattering of PR actions as a function of the absolute
value of the position differences for a "dependence" of 3 and an "irresponsibility" of 0, 4, and 8.

It can be seen that the higher the "irresponsibility"

of I, the closer the PR value will lie to one of the extremes (either PRMAX
or PRMIN). The lower the "irresponsibility, "1 the more likely the value is
to lie at the mid-range between PRMAX and PRMIN.
Computation of Issue Position Changes
Since PRINCE is centered on the U. S. foieign policy-maker, it is designed
to compute new issue positions for the other nations only for those issues
of interest to the U. S. (i. e. , those issues for which the U. S. salience is
greater than 0).

In reconsidering its position on an issue, a PRINCE nation

will respond to the state of the world as defined by the attitudes of the
PRINCE nations toward each other, and their positions, power, and interest
in the issue. Computation of a new issue position for nation I is based on
the following decision rules:
0

Nation I will move toward a weighted average of the
hypothetical issue positions of the other nations. The
hypothetical position for nation J on issue M is computed from the following:
If(POS(M,I)

-

POS(M, J))7 0, PP = POS(M, J) * IDF

4 0, PP = POS(M, J)

-

IDF

where PP is nation J's hypothetical position on issue M,

I- ZZO

8
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Dopendence = 3
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of PRIG as a Function of Issa~e Difference
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and IDF is computed from the following equations:
Let S = SAL1M,I)
A= AFFCT(I, J)
IF Se<5, IDF =If S>5, IDF = -.

- S +~Q

A(SZ
8(10s
4

S +zs jA

+ 10
+ I

10)(.4Si

-

4SZ+SZ0

of
The weighting factor used in computing the average
these hypothetical positions is obtained from,

REF --

FFCT(I, J)

+

IAFFCT(J, I)l

+ SAL(M,J)

SAL (M, I)
by
If this factor is positive, then nation J is considered
Conversely,
nation I to be a "positive reference group."
reference group"
a negative value represents a "negative
for I.

(1) The magnitude of the change by nation I toward (or away
fronz J's position on an issue is proportional to the degree
of friendship (or hostility)felt for J by I.
(2)

Nation I is more likely to move on issues of high salience
to J.

(3)

The magnitude of a nation's move on i.n issue is proportional to the importance of the issue to it.

These last two propositions are concerned with the salience of an issue
No a nation. In this context, "salience" refers to the proportion of thtc
population of the country interested in the issue. Low salience implies
that the issue is of concern only to officials specifically charged with the
f;,rtign policy matters. There wilt he only small changes in a ration's
positions on these issues. Where stlience is high, the issue is of concerh, to wide-spread clements of the state, ana, in such cases, a given
tevvl of attention by ocher nations is likely to produce much greater shifts
,it isbut, jps~itiQons.
I-Z4.
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Computation of Attitude Char4es by Nations
Although a principal reason for carrying out PR actions is to persuade (or
to force) a nation to change its position on an issue, there is no direct relationship between patterns of PR artions and issue shifts. That is, a PR
sent from one nation to another, even though it is related to a specific
Each PR act will, however, alter the opirion, or attitude, of the target
nation toward the actor.
The amounts of change in the target nation's attitude caused by a given PR
is determined by:
*

the salience of the issue to the target nation,

*

the ratio of the actor's power on the issue to the target

.9

nation's power, and
•

the total number of PR acts directed by the actor toward
the target during the current cycle.

Specifically, the change in the attitude of nation I toward J as a result of
a PR related to issue M is computed from:

A=xPSL (M,1) xPOW (M, J)xN
POWA(M
(xO I)

when
A is the change in I's attitude toward J
PR is the value of the PR acts directed by J toward I
SAL (M,I) is the salience of issue M to I

POW (MJ) [POW(M,I]) is the power of J[( on issue M
N is the total number of PR acts directed toward I by J
during the current cycle.
The total attitude change by nation I is the sum of changes due to the
individual acts.
However, the new attitude, or opinion, is constrained to be within the range
(-10 to 10).
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Functions of the Domestic Political Model
This sub-model computes U. S. domestic political reactions to the results
of the player's economic decisions (restrictions on flows and aid grants),
positions on the issues, and political actions toward the other PRINCE
nations during the current cycle of play.

These reactions are expressed

by eleven Policy Influencing (PI) groups that rep-esent the partisan
factions, special interest groups, and bureaucratic forces within the political structure of the United States.
Reactions of these PI groups to the player's actions are aggregated
into responses in three areas:

"*

Economic:
responses to the restriction and aid levels set
by the U. S.

"

I!nternational Political:
responses to the foreign policy actions directed by
the U. S. toward the other PRINCE nations.

0

Issue Positions:
responses to the U. S. positions on the 16 critical
international issues.

Overall support by the U. S. public is expressed by the estimated percentages
answering "YES," "NO, " and "NO ANSWER" to thr question:
with the general policies of this administration?
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"Do you agree

Resnonses to Economic Decisions
The general propositions underlying the computation of responses to
restrict'on and aid levels are:

*

A PI group will support economic acts favcring
nations toward which it has a friendly attitude (and
conversely, will not support favorable actions toward
a nation to which it feels hostile), but

0

The support level will be modified by the opinion of

•j

the PI group toward restrictions and aid in general.
The set of equations from which the responses are computed are given
below:
A = EAPOS(K) + PIAFF(K, I)/3

j

If
If

IAI >1, RA =A + A[, AID
< l,

RA = A + A

[,AIDJ

where:
RA is the response of PI group K to aid given by the U.S. to
nation I.
6AID is the change in U. S. aid to I from the aid given in last
cycle of play.
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I

B =[RPOS(K)

-

PIAFF(K, IJ/3

If

IBJ > 1,

If

I•k1,

where:

RR is the response of the PI group K to the setting of a

RR = B + BLRESTI(I, Ij FRESJ/60
RR

B + BLREST1(1, I

[ORES]/60

restriction on flows from nation I
LRES is the change in the restriction from the last cycle of play
The aggregated response of group K to economic decisions is tho
average of its responses to aid and restriction levels and is scaled to lie
between -10 and +10.
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Responses to International Political (PR) Acts
The PI groups' reactions to Lach PR act by the player are based on the
following factors:
0

the attitude of the PI group toward the nation
that is the target of the U. S. action

0

the position of the PI group on the issue that is the
subject of the U. S. action

0

the position of the U. S. on the issue

0

the position of the target nation on the issue

0

the type of PR act preferred in general by the PI group.

The general propositions underlying these computations are:
*

The closer the U. S. PR act to the preferred PR
act of the group, the more positive the P1 response.

0

A more favorable response will be generated by
positive PR acts directed to nations toward which the PI
group feels friendly and by negative acts to nations for
which they have a hostile attitude.

0

A more favorable response will be generated by positive
acts toward nations whose position on the issue is
close to that of the group.
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The sets of equations from which these responses are computed are
given below:

P1 = NPRPOS(K)
P2

=

D

=

P3 =

-

IACT

PIAFF(K,I) x IACT/10
IPIPOS(M, K) D x

POS(M, 1)1

IPIPOS(M, K)

-

POS(M,I)j

IACT/Z0

RP =Pl IPl1 + P2 JPZI + P3

131]

1/2

where:
RP is the response of the PI group K to a U. S. PR act (IACT)
toward nation I on issue M
IACT is the type of PR act (-10 to

10)

The aggregated response of the PI group in the international political ares is
the average of its responses to all of the U. S. PR acts during the current
cycle.
Responses to Issue Positions
Responses to the issue positions of the U. S. are computed from:
RP =LPOS(M, 1)

-

PIPOS(M, K] [PISAL(M, K)]

where:
RP is the response of PI group K to the U. S. position on issue M
The aggregated response to the total U. S. issue position picture is the
sum of the position differe-nces, weighted by the salience of the issue to the
group.

It is scaled to range from +10 at a weighted difference cf 0 to -10 at

a weighted difference of 10,

or greater.
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SUMMARY AND CRITIQUE OF SIMULATION

Lecture Outline
I.

II.
_J

Educational Goals

Comparison of NEXUS and PRINCE
Economic Indicators
Foreign Policy Indicators
Indicators of Domestic Approval
Summary of PRINCE
Similarities

III.

Trends in Model Development
Computer Hardware Trends
Software Trends
Emphasis on Model Validation
Simulation for Planning
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(Session 19)

SUMMARY AND CRITIQUE OF SIMULATION

I.

(Session 19)

Educational Goals

We have come now to our last session on simulation.

We want to go over

what we have done to try to discover what it means to you as analysts and
future decision-makers.

Rather than introduce you to simulation through

a series of lectures, we chose to present specific models for you to examine
and get hands-on experience in using. Because of our severe time constraints, your play of these games could not be presented in such a way
that the full objectives intended by the developers could be attained; i. e.

"*

to learn something about the decision-making
process on the executive level, or

"I

* to investigate the effects of domestic influence

groups or. foreign-policy.
Our purpose in presenting these games in this course is to show you, first
hand, two simulations that are currently being used. We chose, for this
purpose, the two models:

NEXUS (National Executive Utility Simulation)

and PRINCE (Programmed International Computer Environment).

This

particular pair of models was selected because they are concerned with the
same general problem: decision-making on the national executive level,
but they approach this problem from somewhat different viewpoints.

Today

I want to start our discussion by spending a few minutes discussing these
models--their views of the wozid, how they are alike, and how they differ.
II.

Comparison of NEXUS and PRINCE

Figure I shows a comparison of the two models.
types:

economic and foreign policy.

In both, the input is of two

As you recall in NEXUS, the economic
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Table I
Comparison of NEXUS and PRINCE

NEXUS

PRINCE

U.S. Taxes

Trade restrictions (import
only) by the U. S.

U.S. Budget

Aid grants by the U.S.

Index of U. S.
foreign policy

Issue positions of the U. S.

Aggressiveness

Foreign policy actions

Budget defici,
(or surplus)

Trade restrictions

% Unemployment

Aid grants

INPUT

Economic:

Foreign Policy:

OUTPUT
Economic:

-•

placed
by the
othe r
nations

GNP
Foreign Policy_

Cold war trend

Summary of issue
positions

War trend

Summary of foreignpolicy actions

h by all
the
'PRINCE
nations

Nuclear war risk
Domestic Approval:

Index of internal
unrest

Opinions of the U. S.
domestic policy-influencer s

U.S. Voter poll

U.S. Voter poll
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ducisions made by the player involve the whole range of taxes--corporation
taxes,

p.rsonal income taxes, excise taxes,

social security taxes,

etc.

While the player may set general policy guidelines for himself, as far as
the play of the game is concerned, he translates these guidelines into
budget allocations in the general areas of military spending,
space, health, and welfare,

foreign aid,

commerce and transportation--thc categories

you are accustomed to seeing.

The player's foreign policy decisions are simpler.

While he has a number

of economic decisions on taxes and budgets to make, his only way of expressing the U. S.

attitude toward foreign policy is by selecting a value for a

parameter called "the index of aggressiveness."

The NEXUS output is of three types:
Economic indicators
The player is given his budget deficit (or surplus), a computation that
comes directlv from his input.

Then, there are estimates of the amount

of"unemployment and the gross national product for the year.

Foreign policy indicators
These are indices ranging in value from 0 to 1.

The "Cold War Trend"

measures the success of the U.S. in containing Communist expansion.
The "War Trend" measures the success of the U. S. in any limited war in
progress (at the beginning of the play the war in Vietnam is going on). The
"normal" value of these war trc,',ti is .5. The player may judge how well
he has done by whether or not these indices go above, or below,

. 5.

The third index measures the risk (or probability) of going to nuclear war.
During each cycle, a random number determines if the limited war ends,
or. if there is no war,

whether or not one starts.
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L,

Another random number

determines if there is a nuclear exchange.

Since the model is not designed

to handle a nuclear war, the game stops, or the player has the option of
continuing as though this had not happened.
Indicators uf domestic approval
One of the indicators of domestic approval ,f the player's policies is the
"Index of Internal Unrest, "1 which is computed on the basis of unemployment
and the spending in areas like health, welfare, and education. Again this
is an index whose "normal" value is . 5 and the player judges how well his
policies are received by noting whether this index goes above, or below,
*.5. Finally, the player is given the results of a voter poll which shows the
percent of people generally favoring the administration's policies.
Since each cycle of play in NEXUS represents one year, a set of 4 cycles
constitutes a logically complete play of the game.

At the end of 4 years, an

election is held, and the player is told whether or not he is returned to office.

J

There are no programmed constitutional limits, so (theoretically) he cculd
stay in office 2, 3, or 4 terms.
Summary of PRINCE
The second model, PRINCE, exposes the player to a more complex
world--consisting now of the U. S. and four additional countries, the
Soviet Union, France, India, and Pakistan.

The scope of decisions re-

quiring the player's attention is increased significantly. He is concerned
not with the U. S. taxes and budget, but he must consider U. S. trade
restrictions and aid grants for each of the other PRINCE nations. He is
rct required, 'iowever, to worry dbout where the money for the aid will be
obtained or what will be the effect on the domestic cconomy of the trade
restrictions (other than the opinions of the domestic groups who judge his
actions). That is, there is no computation of the effect of trade on, say,
unemployment.
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The player's attention is directed to 16 specific foreign policy issues.
He must decide the U. S. positions on these issues and choose foreign
policy actions toward the other PRINCE nations with respect to these
issues. (The world environment, including the U. S. positions on these
issues, is initialized to represent May 1, 1971. *' Thus, if in the press
of time or for some other reason, the player chooses not to think about
an issue, the U. S. retains its May 1 positions).
How does the PRINCE player know what is happening in his world? Again,
the output from PRINCE is of the same general type as the NEXUS output,
but it is much more detailed.

In the economic area, the player finds out

the trade restrictions and the aid grants set by the other PRINCE nations.
A

In a foreign policy area, he gets a summary of the issue positions held by
the countries and a list of all the PR acts occurring during the current

-

cycie of play.

(You'll remember that, in PRINCE, one cycle of play represents one calendar month).
Domestic approval is indicated in more detail than in NEXUS.

The player
is giver, the opinions of the eleven domestic influence groups in three
areas: on his economic decisions, on the issue positions, and on the
foreign policy actions of the U. S. during that cycle. He is also given a
voter poll which tells him the percent of people agreeing with his policies,

I

disagreeing with theni, and expressing no opinion.
Similarities
Let's look at the similarities between NEXUS and PRINCE.

First, the

mode of play is the same. Both are maxl-comruter games, de-signed to be
played by one person (or one team) from a computer terminal. The player

I

5

represents one set of interests-in both cases, the U. S. executive decisionmaker. The computer (operating on a set of pre-programmed instructions)

This Lime qty be set by the instructor to be appropriate to the actual date
of this cour.,e.
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I
II

then plays the rest of the world.

j]

The level of aggregation is similar.

The basic entity played in both

models is the nation, and the kinds of decisions which are demanded of
the player are those which would be made by the chief executive and the
bureaucratic organizations of which he is the head.

The concern of the player in both models is similar.

He wishes to improve

the position of the U. S. and increase the domestic approval for his policies.

However, most of these similarities are rather specified; there are a
number of important differences.

First, a minor technical difference:

NEXUS requires fewer decisions by the player and is easily played by one
person.

PRINCE requires, perhaps,

"certainly consideration

no more input from the player, but

of more aspects of the world.

It is,

thus, better

suited for team play.

There are more fundamental differences.
models differ greatly.

The scope and detail in the

In NEXUS, the entire world (outside the U. S. ) is

represented, but in a highly aggregated way.

It is not, in fact, the

characteristics of the outside wcrld that are computed, but the effect of
the outside world on the U. S.

The entire realm of international relations

is thus represented by three indices defined from the U. S. point of view.
PRINCE treats the individual actors in more detail, but reduces the scope
rather drastically to five nations only.

The range of matters calling for the players' attention is rather different.
NEXUS focuses primarily on spending for domestic programs.

PRINCE

requires that the player devote his attention to international economic
issues, to foreign policy matters, and to the reactions of the people back
home.

NEXUS provides the player with a rigid foreign policy choice.

His

entire foreign policy must be reduced to one number and one budget item.
The PRINCE player has a wider range of decisions to make in the foreign-
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policy area, but none at all in the domestic sphere.

Although, he makes

economic decisions for imports that would undoubtedly (in the real world)
havtw a profound effect on the domestic economy (GNP, unemployment,
corporate profits, etc. ), these effects are not part of the model, or only
in a very indirect way though the degree of approval expressed by the
economic interest groups.

What can we say about the models' views of what drives foregn policy?
In PRINCE, it is the desire of the national executive to please domestic
influence groups and to gain international support for U. S. issue positions.
In NEXUS,

on the other hand, the single foreign policy parameter is used

only in the computation of the various "war trends,"

The player's attention

is directed internally, rather than cxternally.

A closely related questions is:
differ?

How do the "world views" of the models

The primary concern of NEXUS is with domestic policies.

The

major components of the voter poll are unemployment rate and the ratio of
individual income tax to GNP.

Unemployment is a function of corporation

taxes, excise taxes, and government spending in commerce,

transportation,

and education.

The voter groups ate aggregated according to their economic preferences:
The Veterans are made happier by increases in veterans' benefits; farmers,
by spending for Agriculture,

etc.

Military spending and foreign aid influence

the war trend indices an,' U.S. world influence.

In PFRINCE, the influence groups of greatest importance in determining
voter support are the moderate conservatives and the moderate liberals.
The player does best when he estimates accurately the issue positions of
those groups toward the positions on those issues each group considers
most salient.
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mI.

Trends in Model Development

Computer Hardware Trends
Simulation in international relations shares, of course, some of the general
trends in simulation. Since the modeling of complex systems is of practical
necessity tied to the use of computers, its future depends in part on what is
happening with computers.

Current hardware trends include interactive

systems designed for less sophisticated users, faster, quieter terminals,
display terminals, and an increasing use of computer-produced graphical
displays.

Software Trends
Changes in software-simulation language---may be slower. As you may
know, the first computer languages were strongly tied to the computer hardware and were cryptic, hard to learn, and confined to a few programming
•J

specialists.

Then, FORTRAN, a far more easily learned language much
closer to English, was developed and programming could be done by anyone
willing to devote a week or two to its study.

During this time, simulation

was rapidly becoming a more important analytical tool, and between 195565 there were developed dozens of new computer languages specifically
designed for simulation purposes. 4' These ranged from the extremely
simple to almost FORTRAN-like complexity. There was a direct relationship between power and complexity.

The very simple languages handled

relatively simple situations; the more powerful languages required a larger
investment in learning--but still less than FORTRAN. I don't want to say
more about these languages, except that most of them hove passed out of
use. Experience and use by analysts has shaken the field down to about half
a dozen major ones. And probably there will not be any new ones developedat least not right away.

See, for example, Teichroew, Daniel and John Francis Lubin, "Computer
Simulation-Discussion of the Technique and Comparison of Languages, "
Communications of the ACM, Vol. 9, No. 10, October, 1966, pp. 723-741.
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What does this mean for the field of simulation?

The trend I see is for

the model developer to begin to do his own programming.

This has

tremendous advantages in speed and ease of communication between
modeler-o

rogrammer.

The modeler who turns the programming over

to someone else has absolutely no way of being sure that the program
represents his ideas.

Emphasis on Model Validation
Another significant trend is the increased emphasis on model validation.
This requires more work for the model developer and is particularly
difficult for the developer of IR models.

Possibly this increased desire

for validation may also represent the reason for the strong opposition
simulation faces from the more traditionally minded political scientists.
Modeling requires precise quantitative statements about relationships.
When these relationships are subjected to the cruel and objective light of
quantitative testing, they may be shown to be false.

The modei which is

described by the most agile, articulate speaker will no longer be accepted
as the "best" model.

I think that I indicated in the introductory lecture on how models are
developed, that I place a very high value on the judgment, experience and
political wisdom of political scientists in the development of models.
Unless a model operates as a man who knows the field thinks it should,
there is very likely to be something wrong.

But what I am saying here is

that such judgment should be subjected to careful analytical testing to the
limits oi the data available-and then we ought to collect more data.

In addition to using data for validation of judgmental models, the idea is
being tossed around that it may be possible to combine real world data
collection with modeling.

As to the future use of models, it is interesting
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to note that simulation aid modeling in fields like physics and engineering
started for practical purposes---to investigate and solve real world problems, and I am not aware even now of any widespread use of simulation
as a teaching device in these fields.

Simulation for Planning
In the social and political sciences,
as an aid to teaching.

simulation started, I think, primarily

One of the earliest--the Inter-Nation Simulation-

was developed by Harold Guetzkow for use in his classes at Northwestern
University, and its third-generation version, PRINCE, is still used mainly
for teaching purposes.

"ofsuch

I see the faint beginnings of a trend toward the use

models by decision-makers---not to make decisions,

but as aids in

their exploration of problems and alternative solutions.

Looking now beyond modeling toward the use of all kinds of quantitative
techniques,

I see some of the better aspects of systems analysis beginning

to be applied to national and international problem areas.

I realize that

"Systems Analysis" has, in some areas, an unfortunate and negative connotation.
hat lH.11

I would like to say that when I use the term, I am wearing a white
the good guys, and intend for you to understand that I am in favor

only of doing all the right and good things with analytical techniques; not
any of the wrong, bad things.

G. H.

Fisher of RAND placed systems

analysis into its proper context in the following remarks at a MORS meeting
in 1967:
"Contrary to what some of the more enthusiastic advocates
of quantitative analysis may think, systems analysis should
be visualized as playing a somewhat modest, though very
significant, role in the overall decision-making process.

In

reality, most major long-range planning decision problems
must ultimately be resoLved primarily on the basis of intuitioa
and judgment.

I suggest that the main role of analysis should
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be to try to sharpen this intuition and judgment through the
more precise statement of problems, the discovery and outlining of alternatives,
and the like.

making comparisons among alternatives

In practically no case should it be assumed that

the results of the analysis will "make" the decision.

In sum,

the analytical process should be directed toward assisting the
decision-maker in such a way that his intuition and judgment
are better than they would be without the analysis.

And in many

instances a small amount of sharpening of intuition and judgment
can have a high payoff."
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THE ROLE AND VALUE OF QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES IN
POLICY-MAKING (Session 20)

Discussion Outline

I.

Course Review
Perspectives
Data-File Analysis
Simulation

II.

Comments for Discussion

12I

Ii
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THE ROLE AND VALUE OF QUANTITATIVE TECHNIQUES IN
POLICY-MAKING (Session 20)

No formal lecture is given in this session.

It is planned as a general

round-table discussion in which the students reflect on what has been
presented in this course and on its possible impact on their work in the
future.
I.

The instructor may start by a brief review.

Course Review

Perspectives
The first three lectures were designed to give the student an introduction
to the use of quantitative techniques in the area of international politics.
Major points covered in those lectures included:

"

The pressures of policy-making at the higher levels make
the use of large amounts of information necessary.

Com-

puterized data-collections contribute to the ease, speed,
and privacy of data-handling.
*

Quantitative techniques have been and are being used in
real policy-making situations.

"

While each research or policy problem has unique characteristics, the process of research and problem-solving is
not a random or totally uistructured activity.

There are

certain more or less formal steps in the quantitative approach
to a problem.
Data-File Analysis
The theme of the next part of the course was the analysis of quantitative
data.

The statistical techniques needed for this analysis were presented,
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along with discussions of the major subject areas of international politics:
nat3.onal power, conflict and alliances.
Simulation
The theme of the third part of the course was simulation. Two models of
aspects of the international scene were examined and played by the students.
One of the models (NEXUS) emphasized the role of U. S. budget decisions;
the other (PRINCE) waa more dependent on decisions in the U. S. foreign
policy area.

Discussion periods allowed the students to compare and

criticize these models.
UI.

Comments for Discussion

To stimulate class discussion, the instructor may present the following
comments by highly phiced (but intentionally unidentified"') sources:
1.

First, analysis has great value in turning debater over
resource allocation toward the realities and away from
simple statements of noble purpose ....
Analysis at least
focuses the debate on what a particular system can accom-

-J

plish and what numbers are required.

The emphasis is on

the real rather than the symbolic function of the system.
2.

Considerable fear has been expressed that analysis will
usurp the decision-making role, that the decision-maker
will become passive and let analysis (implicitly) make the
decisions.

3.....

there is nothin3 inherent in... systems analysis that
calls for ignoring military judgment or for relying on computers for anything other than computation ...

SThese comments are taken out of context and may not represent the comnplete thought of the speaker on the subject; to identify him (her) would thus
be unfair. It is the concept that is of importance here.
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4.

Analysis is not a scientific procedure for reaching decisions
which avoids intuitive elements, but rather a mechanism for
sharpening the intuitions of the decision-maker.

5.

The analyst should also be careful that he is not guilty of
'mechanitis',

the occupational disease of one who is so

impressed with modern computing machinery that he believes that a problem which he can neither solve nor even
formulate can be readily answered once he has access to a
sufficiently expensive machine.
6.

Disciplined, orderly thought is the characterization given
to analysis,

but disciplined, orderly thought suggests certain

traits; reflcctiveness,

self-criticism,

and the willingness to

reconsider past commitments without self-justification.
ever,

How-

rarely or frequently encountered in the human population,

these are not the traits characteristic of the action-oriented,
incisive individuals who reach policy-making decisicns.
Questioning and self-doubt lead to Hamlet-like decision-makers.
7.

Analysis is,

in the end, a method of investigating rather than

snIving problems...

Poor or haphazard analysis may con-

tribute to poor decisi,-ns, but good analysis by itself cannot
insure good decisions.
8.

Analysis has been justified with increasing frequency as part
of an adversary proceeding ....

One senior officer has ob-

served, only half facetiously, that experience in debate is the
most valuable training for analytic work....
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II.

SAMPLE NEWSPAPER FILE ON THE PRINCE NATION AND ISSUES

One way of giving tCe students some background on the PRINCE nations,
their current attitudes toward each other and the issues that occupy the
attention of their foreign policy-makers is through current newspapers.
Time limitations usually prohibit an individual search of the newspaper
file by each student.

A compromise is the use of sets of relevant clippings

collected by the instructor.
This section contains examples of such a set.

The items are divided into

the five general categories:
I.

The U. S. Economy and U. S. Trade and Aid Policies

IH. Economic Positions and Policies of the Other PRINCE Nations

I

III.

Relations Among the PRINCE Nations

IV.

Issue Positions and Related Actions

V.

U.S. Domestic Opinion

Since the news is not written with the objective of serving as PRINCE background material, the issues and policies are not always stated in precisely
the same format as in PRINCE.

For example, the first PRINCE issue

involves the recognition of the German Democratic Republic by the NATO
states, followed by the demilitarization of both East and West Germany.
Currently, the principal topic of interest involving Germany, the U. S.
and the USSR is the question of Berlin.

Positions arid attitudes on this

question may be taken as hints of the attitudes on the larger question as it
is stated in the list of PRINCE issues.

The instructor may wish to restate

the issues to match more closely the statements of current news events, or
he may leave the mis-match to point up the fact that the policy-maker seldom
has information in precisely the form he would like.
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With the understanding that news items are no more accurate or valid
for the PRINCE player than they are for the real decision-maker,

such

items may still serve as interesting background material to make the
play of the game more vivid to the players.

The following items show

how news clippings may be classified according to categories related to
the PRINCE model.
pages,

A larger set of clippings,

is available and will be sent on request.

L-

consisting of about 80

I.

THE U. S. ECONOMY AND ITS TRADE AND AID POLICIES

Washington Post: August 10, 1971
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THE NEW YORK TIMES, SATURDA Y, JULY 10. 1971

Table on U.S. Foreign Aid
S,•I[ b'h

'ew York Thuet
N~

WASHINGTON. July 9-Following is the table released
today by Senator William Proxmire listing (in thousands of
dollars) United States military and economic assistance to
43 countries:
Military
Assistanco
Program

Country

Cambodia .......

Nationalist China.
Indonesia .......
Korea ..........

Laos ...........
Singapore ....
Thand ......
Malaysia ....

South Vietnam
Greece .........
India
..........
Iran ............
Pakistan ..............
Turkey
........
Portugal .........

200,000

19,500
24.990
239,400

45,000

134

7,500

7,500
......

19,875

60.000
5,000

942
.99,770
1.000

Congo

.....
477
Ethiopia .........
12.790
Ghana .....
Liberia .........
500
Ni'eria
Alfentin
........
ivia
666
razil.............892
Chile ..........
856
Colombia .......
844
Costa Rica ......
.......
Dominican Rep...
539
dor........
645
El Sador ......
374
t..muIla

...
336
, ........"9......

....
d.......

Vene;t
ela
Philippines ....
W hl,1d

50,500

5.000

400

734
17,000
1.73i.m8•112

iI- 5

2,000

15,000

50.550
7,634
7.500
40.000

40.000

565.000

565,000
79.875
5,000
942:
5.230s
799,0
1.000

......
250
...

13,000

1.016
..
106
203
4,400

...

20,000
5.000
1.....
......

64,500
24,990
254.400

......

2,000

"

25
174
340
198
370
135
56

377
99......

3,000
171

225

3,493
12,790
106
703
4,400
15,897
78 16
21.066
5.856
1,184
198
909
780
430

5,713
9

3,000
638
107
659

91

200
800

Subtotal

310.000;

......
......

203

. Stale
DemlntiR
h'Pm
mwJ, me4indaul..

Ibu'e: U.

......

......
......
......

Pa::ma
......
173
Pa a.
387
Sen ... ........ 792
...
guay

110,000

5,000

......

467
107
......
568

Economic
Suppordng
Assistance,

15,000

......
.

Spain............ 13,000

Handul
.......
Mexico ........
Jamaca .........
Nicaragu
....

Pore n
Credit
Sales,

..

376
3.....
87
792.
2.625

1%.934
17,800

5a
.41O00$2.136,5

IJ.

ECONOMIC POSITIONS AND POLICIES OF THE OTHER PRINCE
NATIONS (USSR,

FRANCE, INDIA, PAKISTAN)
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Washington Post

. .

April 9, 1971

FeudBetween the Two
Pakistans Has Some

Economic Basis
By Charles Smith
London Financlal Time
East and West Pakistan
are fighting in part at least,
about economic problemsi
And the economic plight of
Sthe East, which places it
among the eight poorest
"countries in the world, can
be oartiaily attributed to the
fact that it is part of
very
Pakistan.
Pakistan.
1947, wheels
halves of the country

by the leadership in the
West that started the rot,
The first blow to the East's
economy was the cutting off
for political reasons of trade
between East Bengal (as
East Pakistan had been

buying cheap manufactured
goods from international
suppliers.
By the end of Pakistan's
first decade, this system had
produced a 20 per cent disparity in the per capita incomes of the East and West

before separation
called
from India) and the neighboring Indian state of West
Bencal.

of
largely
wings
been
hadout
that there
fact(arising
the
almost no increase during
the 1950s in the income lev.
of Easterners). During
the 1960s, attempts were

The cut meant that Paki.
stan's jute could no longer
be shipped for processing in
India, and that on both sides
of the frontier steps had to
be taken to build up self-sufficient industries,
By the time East Pakistan
had finished developing its
jute processing industry in
the mid 1950s, it was starting to notice the loss of its
biggest single market-India-for the raw product. By
that time, too, It was feeling
the effects of increasing in.
dustrialzation in the West.
This was based on the
transfer, under exceptionally favorable tax terms, of
industries
Mos-emowned
from Bombay to Karachi,
which soon began to overtake Dacca and other cities
of East Pakistan as the CoM-

started out on their hazardous course as a Moslem na-

News Analysis
lion after partition from
Hindu India, the East wing
was actually better off than
the WVest in a number of important respects.
Its jute crop, which to this
day provides Pakistan with
its biggest single source of
foreign exchange, was at
that time the only product
of any importance which el.
ther wing of the country
had to offer to world trade.
The textile mills around
Dacca and Chittagong in the
East constituted virtually
the only industry of which
Pakistan could boast and, as
far as the future was concerned, East Pakistan's flat
and well-watered countryside looked more promising
for development than the re
latively arid West.
What East Paksitan did
not have, however, and has
never possessed to any sig.
nificant extent until today,
was political power--and it
was the exercise of power

.

mercial and economic heart
of the divided country.
West Pakistan's industry
exports Its goods under a
foreign exchange subsidy
system which gave it a distinct advantage over alricul.
tvire-until the system wab
belatedly extended last year
to East Pakistan jute. The
West's products were dear
by world standards, but they
had a privileged market in
East Pakistan which was
thereby restrained from
11-7

made to correct the imbalance. or at least they %ere
written into such documents
as the r
uccised
1962 constitulio. and the successive fiveyear plans.
But the disparity la, (On.
tinucd to grow and so, also,
has the range of factors con
tributing to it. By the end of
the decade there was a 47
per cent gap (according to
East Pakistan figures) between the incomes of the
two wings. East Pakistan's
per capita income was still
at the pathetically low lcVel
of around $70 per head.
With a list of grievan es
like this, and with a claim
that their country is in the
most desperate econorric
plight in the world, it .s
hardly surprising that East
Pakistan's leaders hale cor.
ecu.
sistently demanded
nomic atonomy from the
W'eSt.

SWashin4gton Pust : June 3, 1971

French Move Closer to
Building Truck Factory
in Russia
B5, .onnthan
W;Pn r

C, Handal

Ctomý Sm Pot rorg

Jont Oil Deal

In other dealings, (;lscard

Last

Sepermber

Icnault

pledged S127 million io cover

P.%R:S. ,lure 2 - The
trench and So' lt govern"ment5 have inched another
,tep toward building a giant
factory in Russia capable of

d'Estaing, who announced the
Kama River plant study, said
a joint Franco-Soviet oil refinery had reached the prepxra-:
tory work stage, probably st

both the modrrni/ation of ex
Isting Soviet truck plants and
construction of he new Kama
River diesel fac,wry.
.
Credit terms werecsa eerouy

diesel
150.000
"producing
trucks annually.
For the first time since U.S.
pre.ssures INst
•,-rnment
.ear forced the hFord Motor
from
te project.
to withdraw oit
Company

Havre on the English
Le
Channel.
Giscard brushed off questions about the size of the rethat it
finery while revealigg
ch
h Fe
erno
ol

5.95 per cent to run for seve"
years after completion of all
construction.
If the difficulties of Italy .
a passeigar
Fiat in starting
ar plant in Russia are si.s in

bounontheFrns
woue
side by the state-owned Elf-

construction can he
dication.
expected to drag on or con-

thproject,
out just what they

-pelled

.ave in mind. They provided
the nationalized French Re.
naut% firm with detailed spedi(ticrtior,%for the complex to be
built on tbe Kama River.
Uander artringements worked
out here Monday between
French Finance Minister Valcry Giscard d'Estaing and Soviet Foreign Trade Minister
Nikolal Patolltchev, IH.tnault
will carry out construM.Itt".
studies for the estimated bli:on dollar project.
However. French officials
made it clear that the Soviets,
will build their own diesel 0o1tors. an apparent departure
froui previous plans which at
lne point interested West German and British motor builders

Erap firm which has recently
had its major source of supply
in Algeria nationalized.
At present France imports
only a tiny trickly of Soviet
crude within its annual Imports of some 100 million tons.
The French minister also
said that Franco-Soviet nego.
tlations for importing Soviet
natural gas had now reached a
"decisive stage." The Soviet
gas would be piped in from its,
Present westet'nmost terminal
than
in 'Weit Germany rather
outlet in
alternative
an
northern ltaiy

siderably ionger than ortgon
naily planned.

Iil.

RELATIONS AMONG
THE PRINCE NATIONS

I

II -o,

Washington Post

.

March 28, 1971

General U. S. Foreign Policy

Unity Cited As Foreign Policy Aim
By Marilyn Berger
Washilnlton Post stall W'Iter

Secretary of State William
said yesterday that
c
P Ro•etryo
administration policy abroad
is being. shaped to achieve
"new national unity and puretouc-ty
home ad
po
overand todes19
at home
pcoe" tltc
'u
"divisipons
tredsntions a 617pahe report"
policy in 1969
nS
Uni foregn
and 1970, Rlogers noted that
the administration took office
"in the midst of a searching
national dehale on foreign af:airs," a refenc to divisinns
in
r
.. \,umptions that had detrmined our policies for more

open to
thian
reoenat
ad were
two decades
citan two

reexaiaand
tmhallenps
tion," llgers went on. "Amerperception
new
ia needed a
of itq place in the worid, a
stew unity and sense of purpose in its foreign affairs.
That is what we are undertakina to achieve."
The administration, Rogers
said, is moving out of the Vietnam war. "By ending our involvement . . .we will restore
perspective. By altering the
character of our involvement
in the world, we hope we will
reestablish a balance in the
conduct of our relations."
Rovers said the legacies of
the past are giving way to new
forces and that policy is being
adapted to new realities. "My
"is
now takarc said,
that the path
hope,"we he
.rcatest
he pathewe are mow
thati
in,,canhelp create among
Nmerieafl5 a new nationai
unity and purpose in our foronr
ui-tn policy, a policy no
the past butlonger
hedn pol
combut
past
the
by
haunted
mitted freshly to the opporfuture."
the
tunities of
TI~he foreign policy report,
like the secretary's introductory statement, provided A
and in
poUyc,toward
pasta look
Tiew of
areas,
some
h eIn
as. w rd the
ar to
so am ook
future. It contains no new pol,
icy formulatio°.
It ranges all the way from
the Berlin negotiations to the

problems

of

fisheries

and

wildlife, providing and idea

of the scope of State Department diplomacy,
No similar report has been
issued since 1898 when Secreof State Richard Olney
gave a 50-page narrative report on the state of U.S. foreign relations, with 900 pages

velopments in contemporary
world affairs." He notes that it
is with Moscow that "we have
made the most sustained ef.
forts to convert dispute', into
negotiations," but says rcsult'
have been m~xed.
The U.S.S.R., Rogers Nv-"ef
has not played a conslructivc
role in Indochina and "hatcontinued to be Noilt Vietnam's major arms supplier."

not appeareli
have
so far he
etd
ap'ne Sav
wrote.
In Berlin,
of documentation.
The present report is being
decisions necessary for proa
distributed to foreign embasress-"
sies and U.S. posts around the
The secretary relteratqo that
world and can be purchased
Governmentsatisfactory conclusif
the
through
the Berlin talks" Is necessary
Printing Office for $2.75. It
before wider questions of Eu
Proving Office or
etc
a
qoenscrt
of narrapages
348
provides
ropean security ca. be tactive and charts, sketches and
n
p-wrote,
In Asia, Rog
report Is divided by
The
the
by
taken
steps
first
the
of
geobe
subject as well as
Nixon administration "'wai to
graphic areas and country-byloosen the rigidities confining
country sa tions. A 268-page
U.S. China policy." But it is
annex provides a collection of
the U.S. relationship with .Takey U.S. foreign policy papers
pan that is called "the mo-t
and pronouncements for 1969
important single factor" affectand 1970.
ing American policy in East
Throughout the report, a deAsia.
piction of U.S. strength is
On the Middle East, which
blended with a recognition of
probably has evoked more
efan
the limitations of power,
State Department actiOt
fort to lower the American
than any other single matter,I
profile abroad, as prescribed
the report details the course
by the Nixon Doctrine, while
of negotiations as well as the
maintaining an effective role
arms buildup in the re-in
in world affairs.
"The search forpeace," the reThe report Is descriptive
port says. "will require deciporather than defensive or
sions by both Israeli and Arab
lemic, and unlike the general
leaders to move from their
documents,
government
of
run
maximum positions ...(and) a
notes some crltcism of AmerSoviet decision that the alteri
someic.
¢..n
native to settlement contains
cn policydangers it does not want. It
While the facts it Includet
will require resoluteness on
art
are stated candldly, others
part and a willingness to
our
that
states
it
Thus,
omitted.
engaged in the area
remain
20,
May
the
canceled
Peking
despite the risks involved."
1970, meeting that was to have
Rogers wrote that the U.S
taken place in Warsaw. It does
"seek to preserve a rewould
in
so
did
Peking
that
not say
lationship of confidence with
protest of the combined U.S..
Israel" and try to improve its
South Vietnamese move into
relationship with the new
House
White
(The
Cambodia.
Egyptian government in order
failed to menreport similarly
of an
to encourage
im posed .settle.
, not anacceptance
tion this
agreed
book's Intr odu ctlo -1
th efact.)
Rogers calls current negotls,
tions with the Soviet Union on
arms limitations
strategic
"one of the most hopeful de-

I..- It)

ment.
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Indian Press Favors

East PakistaniRebels
By Lee Lescaze

paper stories. The stories
fed upon and in turn InNEW DELHI, April 1creased the wave of public
"There are two wars in East sympathy here for the East
Pakistan," a diplomat re- Pakistani cause. All Indian
marked today, "the war we papers have reported the
hear about through channels fall of Dacca to East Benand the war we read %bout gall "freedom fighters." Several newspapers, including
in the Indian press."
In the first days after the respected Times of InPakistan's army attacked last dia, led the way with banThursday night. Indian ner headlines on Dacca's
in Tuesday ediwere major
press
tions. The others fell in line
about liberation
of information
source reports
the civil war. the
The
Indian
the
next
day.
reports
Te Idia
ivi wa. th net dy. Most
ostreprts
press coverage so influenced were attributed to the Free
the world's initial view of Bangla Radio which has
what was happening in East been broadcasting from an
Pakistan that it became part unknown location since the
of the event rather than an fighting began.
independent commentary.
However, reports that
"This has not been report. Dacca was firmly held by
ing, it has been psychologi. the Pakistan army, which
cal warfare," an Indian offi. were also available here,
cial remarked of newspaper were ignored by the newspastories recounting victory pen. Indulging in what apafter victory by Sheikh Mu. pears to have been wishful
jibur Rahman's East Ben. thinking, the papers took
galis against the Pakistan Free Bangla Radio reports
army.
at face value and published
With the expulsion of all predictions that the 'Benforeign correspondents and galls would soon triumph,
all regular communications Retired army officers and
with Dacca cut, It was diffi- other military analysts
cult at first for observers wrote descriptions of the
here and elswhere to to- tactical situation in East
tally discount Indian news- Pakistan which appeared
WOIhiDElOB
Ftorign
POf
t
Berr i"
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under headlines like: "Overwhelming Advantages for
Bengalis."
However, as the days
p ass e d, inconsistencies
began to crop up in the
press. Refusing to back off
their earlier reports that
Dacca had been "liberated".
the papers nevertheless cartied stories warning that
.
second round" of heavy
fighting
coming. Time•
The was
Hindustan
Times
ita
The
today gave its largest front
page headlines to a report
that "freedom fighters" remoined In "complete control" of central Dacca. but
carried an additional two.
paragraph story saying:
"The liberation movement
appeared to be in reverse
gear tonight in the face of
sustained pressure."
But, as the civil war contin.
ued and greater variety of reports became available here, it
was apparent how far from accurate the Indian press had
been. On Tuesday, a group of
Yugoslav technicians were
striking examples of the desize to continue the impres.
sion that all was going well
fo, Bengali forces. Several
papers reported that the Yugoslavs said Dacca was burning.
Others more accurately reported that everything in the
East Pakistan capital had been
quiet under army control
when they left, but these papers played the story down.
giving it far less space than
accounts of Bengali successes
The Times of India printed
one Yugoslav woman's remark
which seemed parlicularly
appropriate amid the confusion here over events in
East Pakistan. Asked wheth.
er foreigners in Dacca had
listened to All India Radio
for news of the civil war.
she said they had. he radics
coverage, she told the Timse
of India, "was fairly correct. although not very aceurate."

[

Indian Mob Protests Kissinger's Visit
rrom N•vi DLýPatchet

I

Agnew, on a 10-nation good-I dia's attitude toward

the

United States.
DELHI, July 6-Presi-I will tour, expressed sympathy
I
NEW
There was no official indicafor
caring
in
role
India's
for
f
(Icnt Nixon's top security adof the thrust of Kissintion
refPakistani
East
of
oi-r, Henry Kissinger. ar' millions
talks with Indian leaders
ger's
United
the
ugees and said
would be dominated by
rived here today amid demonthey
to
seek
States probably will
issue. Kissinger is
btrations protesting U.S. arms give India "the additional as- the arms
mat- likely to also discuss problems
this
handle
to
sistance
sales to Pakistan.
andlin
dia
create ilsi
He was met by about 50 In- ter."
inside India and in
created
today
conferred
Kissinger
myb
dians shouting "Kissinger go with U.S officials here. He is the influx of more than
bh,ýme" and carrying a huge scheduled to meet with Prime lion East Pakistani war remuof
and gEts.
banner reading "KissingercorMinister Indira Gandhi
gecs.
dcatli gu back." Police
officials
Indian
high
other
doncd off New Delhi airport
U.S. officials here suggested
to
flying
before
and later dispersed protestorsi Wednesdayon Thursday.
that Kissinger's goal during
Pakistan
in front of the U.S. embassy.
India and PakiSeveral high Indian officials, his visits to center on explorAbout 1,500 angry Indians
would
tan
statements
blunt
made
have
diploturned out. in Bombay where
displeasure with ing the ways to case the
the special plance carrying about their
matle and military confrontashipments
arms
U.S.
the
.
President Spiro
Vice
two neighForeign ministry of Ition between the
Agnew made a brief efueling Pakistan.
aIbors.
was
there
today
said
ficials
stop en route to the Middle
"crisis of cinfidence" In InEast.
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S.regime

In
ia ig i

with arms which it has

used to suppress thc Bengali
uprising.
This has been a major
factor in the rapidly detertorsating relations between India

.ireatyand
the United States.
Tar yIn

1',.esda,,.4tig. Int,1971

th

tettir
ats
litAhti
cmiso of fayats
ini-,lt inflict multaisdami...
commissio

Hhote

an address to a rally of

Agreement
flos D.1

Either to Fight
Prom News DIARAitihes

NEW
DELIAug 9Her
NE
ELI
ug
India and the Soviet Union
signed a 20*year pact of
frindhi
ad o"peace, fredhpadcoperation" today.
tIndia's

*

The treaty gives India the
poltial
uportofMosow
in the current India-Pakistan
dispute, but it does not commit either side to automatic
military aid in the event of an
attack by a third country.
lAt the United Nations, U.S.
,Secretary of State William P.
Rogers, asked about the prob:able effect of the new treaty,
isaid, "We hope it will have an
effect for the good."]
Indian
Foreign Minister
Swaran Singh told a cheerIng Parliament,
treaty
~~should act as a "This
deterrent to
any powers that may have
aggressive designs on our ter.
ritorial integrity and sovereignty.
"It is therefore. In essence,
a treaty of peace against war."
Tensions hetween India and
Pakistan have been rising
steadily over the Bengali in.
dependence movement in East
Pakistan and the resulting
flight of some seven million
refugees into India.
In briefings with newsmen,
Indian officials have made it
clear that they expect Chinaas well as the United States.to back Pakistan in case of
Paksta
Chnaan avede.In
veloped close ties since Chi.
na's border clashes with Irn.
dia in 1962. Premier Chou En.
Ial said last April, In a messave
to Pakistan President Yahya
Khan. "Should Indian expansionists dare to launch any
aggression Against Pakistan,
the Chinese government and
people will always firmly &up
port the Pakistan government
and People in their just strugglie to safeguard their a Ita te
sovereignty and national in.
dependence,"

ue ofithsrIpartr'
and to preven

The new SovietInd-ian tra,

nearly one million people who
poured into New Delhi to ex~~~press support for the govern.
Iment's Pakistan policy, Prime
her country was not frighit.
ened by what she said weir'
wrthreats that Yahya Khan

apparently was wouked out iii
ýerret negotiattions coinilii~ler

confidence, obviously
stiffened by the new Soviet
pact, was seen as a counter to
Yahya's recent claims that his
government was "not alone"
in any open conflict with In.
dia-an apparent reference to
Pakistan's alliance with China.
Speaking at the same rally,
Defense Minister Jagihian Ramn
accused the United
States of "trying to disturb the
Peace" in the Indian subcontiinen'. and to kill the East Pakistan independence movement.
"This only shows that Ameriva
has wealth but not humanity."
head.
The Soviet U'nion is India's
main supplier of arms,.iammn

tiled treaty hut of sivot~c
duration. The 15-ý car i~
tian-Soviet pact was at ii,

had made.

The terms of the new treaty
wr
aeceri
t ~t
wertce maie stlariites
nntb
aril
hc ltsThe
'ah
high
contract:!,.-.
party undertakes to abstain
frm ayasitnetoar
thr
aryta
eggsto
amdcnlc
ihteohr
coflt
wihteohr
party.
'In the event of either party'
being subjected to an attack
or a threat thereof, the high
pateghali
cnrcigprissalimediately enter into mutual
consultations in order to remove such threat and to take
appropriate effective Milosures to ensure peace and the
security of their counti ies "
his sptetch to Parliament.
lust two hours after he and
Soviet Foreign Nlinister .An'
drel Grorn'ko signed the Part.
Swaran Singh said it should
provide a "ta'hilizing factor in
favor of peace" w, %$ia "It is
also a treaty of nonag."rrs.
sion," Singh said.
In the eighth article of the
1,5W-,ord parat. each natin.'
undertake% not to 'enter into,
or participate' in Any mili!8ary
alliance

ote1pr;

directed AL:3inst te r

bfr

rmk'

r-a
U
hfr
rm i'
ria
u
hfe a hastily arranýert %isil
Egypt and Ihe' So%-jet I ni
--ned last Nlas a sirnila I,

time considered unusualIv
non Communist nation
Simtlarlk thu loth a iiij
bars hoth natton, I it.t
in, "into arty r'hliaat ion -,'.v
or public, with one or vi,'.ý

states which is invompkii.
with this ttreaty."
naohrarii.h'i
tountries trleulr toiif) miinu
titeir efforts to trl'
o
lo s'ttrengthen pvatev it, \,,a
itrogu
hes
i
altithe areneracean nip-t.
ncui,
.:
nuclear
and tonvent toniji.
undrte effective intiernationa~l
oto
is
treat st nntiolede
i 'tnit
autjomatically fo ut' re''stS C
tive-year periods after the itit
,l 20 years. unless etther
iiintry
wants to terminate it
h iig1
otsntc
e
lrmed
iing 12e monts nxtie. b
firre itreis due, to xpre
l
'orhewtri oeat
wilmtonth It
ftto rce ifthin nemo
unth
su
bly by the parliamenitar
ort
aniprzetions oth
teah
cuIri
.
I
rsnigtetet
parliament Sinvh soug'ht h It,i
altere

IndiY
!mraittoni

"tsrntesorpi'
niinaltIgnmen.t,

respe,'t
r
in htreaty."
i
omsrsiffmentm
ntetet..esi
'

l'ncerrelY

hope thAt the
be.

(iiof
nonali2nni,.nitSi

ui ther strengthened and A.11
becomie An effective instru
mciii for the Safteruarding of
outr ntional interests as %ell
a5 an impo(rtant tactor in the
nwoiotcnian, e oif tiniversal
1peale asld inrernaltoi-n
et a.~
t%and in tile te's.'ting ten.
ltont, in the
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is. of nonalignment
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IV.

ISSUE POSITIONS AND RELATED ACTIONS

U-14

Issue 1. Formal recognition of the German Democratic Republic by the~
NATO states, followed by the demilitarization of both East and
West Germany.
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Soviet Beirlina Plain
Held Nothing New
By John M. Goshko

Pot
roestn &riceAs
waxhnsto

W*~r
P it

igci
CiiICC"The

BOVN, March 29-A Sovict
proposal introduced at last
week's four-powe~r meeting on
Berlin contained "no new dclments" and gave no sign of
breaking the deadlock in efforts to find a new statits for
the divided city.
This was resealed today by
e.t Grmn gvautortie
ermient sources after it be(-.Me known over the weekend
hat Soviet Ambassador P1yotr
A5. Abrasimurv had offered a
new position paper at the
meeting Friday in Berlin. A-5ftt'roar-d. *tbr-asriov had charairt(ir-Zed the Sessio0n asin
iurtntin arid constructive."
flowe-ver, thi' West German
"aid that the Soviet
'rortlr'
;'rewhile compre'hensive:
and

dletailed,

conuicted

of

nothing more than a gathering'

tocether' in one document of
'thi- various proposals that the
Itrissian4 rave made in t'-efederal
meal fashion durirrr earlier
stages oif the year-old Berlin
negotiations.

ToughPosiion
TghPitn
one source described it.
docrnuent. adds nothing
to the bargaining position that
Mtoscow had previo0sly made
clear to the W~eslern allis
Nor does it detract from rt.
n
ren -nesrn
hr
nometreltyt an indicatio thatv
nidiaintaun
-mrl
teSvcshedridon
their maximum bargarinirwtr
position and are sticking with
itfrnw"ment
Tire sources described thoi socalled "maximum barg"ainin".
posilionn'
one

that

ai 1 "very tough
remains

leagues

apiart from the Berlin propos-

als advanced by F-non's three
Wc-stern allies-the United
Sltott-. Britain. :.nd Fiance-in a joint positian paper last
month.
For examp'e', the sources
said. the Sol jet paper contin
ties to insis. upon a coniplelt
ending of the Wecst German
presence" in Vest
Berlin- -a dleianit unacceptable tr- either Bonn or itl allies.
S~milarty, they added, on
th.- crucial question of acces'
li.etween Wtest Germanyv and
West Berlin. the Soviets con.
tinije to, maintain1 that rhi is
a matter involving Last Ger man sovereignty and mast be
negotiated directly with the
East German regime.

The Soviet document report-I
edly does repeat some hints of
Communist concessions on the
access

the

But,

question.

sources said, they all have
heen brought up in previous,
four-power meetings and are
regarded as failing far short
f the Western demand fio
uaranteed unimpeded access.
Unvielding
BcueteSve oi rr
lslr
BcueteSve
said. haicii.,
so urces
remaiBnn
Bionn soracdes sadoCaverlo-ri
has 'become increasingly con%inced that any possible Ftc,.
agreement lies a lIon.- %Otis
off. In factI the sources trinied
that tire Bonn regime iN it,,
longer counting on an' agrc'
being reached durnn..
11971.
Soit

Since Moscow is well a\Nitsc
that the po~ritions outlinedl m
its new document are unat.
ceptable to the West. tire
pmetlert
appeared
sources
about why Abrasimov had put
on such a show of optimtism
whren he unveiled it last week
that thiwanted ito
hake a c~irhiprehensive se't i
ftenln proposals on pallet rrr
-,io
time (or the Soviet parnrt~
gre~s that hceins luw--riti
ily putt :,4g the flocunrerr'
The

speculated

.1rr1cflw regimot'

frtisair~i
vnh rVen

rloe,

tii.

;it

-

I

1

leadt-s AiWrl *a sa taim.i
4 rr
question that a.,
"ourreemrents

iiir

1 1rr

. Il.r-

-, i'

"I,

IlI
f"' !in
!cd1'

bc made during, thb

As piointed out etarlier, th~ese clippings concert' the Berlin question, an
issue re~lated to, but 06., of course identital with the PRINCE iissue.

issae 3.

Withdrav. 11 of U.

S.

troops from Viettia~m.

Washingtotti Post :April 14,1971

U.S.to Remain
In Asia-Laird

ofwarfare" wa aq far as he
,~aI~uCite'iwen idscsing the future
role of q$&aand air forces in
ss
Therrn7
en fense Secretarv was\

PuDute
AfterTh
wenws,
AferPulo t!eenmoevague
!meni tried to pin him down re-

By George C. Wilson
W3nton

wruttr
o~ GUO5~h

I. S. ships and Warplane,
v. i remain on duty in

the last
Southeast Asia afterleavess
Americanl soldier
Vietnamn, Defense Secretary
Melvin R. Laird indicatel'1
yetra.to
ytsaerday,
ife told newsmen~
conference at the Pentago'
that these naval and air force'
"would be a part of the realit'
tic deterrent which we will
in Asia!'
maintain
thu.
DInse
Th
eýfor
Th Secretary
impression
the
strengthened
that President Nixon is countofbita
ing on warship
and planes in Thailand to off.)
iet any dipiomajic leverag be
lases in Asia by the with.
U.S. troops fromf
drawal of Vitnm.terday:
ht cntnveQ.
Lardsad
Amerd sanidithaty restnceeIn
ote
AaIs
nadlg
preveix
to io
effortita
ministration efrtopvntinitely,
war in the 19703 but ht'
stressed that the 1Uniteo
states had to be "reahiitic'
otherfeeta
and about
about coat
in deploying
world threats oce.Reminded
suh
tore ntins.
saiuch
failrceatoal inAsaaird~i said
would contradict the admiltis
tration's expressed Policy of
is.said
1,Tetistc deerrnce"and
lead "any possible aggresor'
to spell out
ard declined
the remaining force
w hethier4
of ships and warplanes wouldý
continee to eng!ase In combat
in indochina. do not belli(W
thin: -, should look forward to
the mainrtenance of that kind

I1

arud ht evenl after the
United States gets flown to
fewer than 150,000

troops on

In Vietnam,te
the ground
will still have
platoons

corilbat
to go out on patrols. ThetoCA*,
be
ualty rate is expected

about 25 American battlefield
pettedly. on what kind of restl,
deaths a1week by the end of
dual force of American ground,
thsyalhogtetrp
troops he foresaw forVit
presence will be way down.
new
"I thn there's a gamel
dig01ng around hefe to try to his
Lair'd appeared defensive
vidO the President from
anid jumpy-his hands vtstbb
Minority Leader," Laird con-1
shaking at tines. His usual ex.
plalned, "and I am not goingý
and confidence
uberance
get into that particularý
seemed to be missing Yeswer
game because I think it gets'
day In the press conference
defln- 1.
a
inoaequsino
that touched on these other
of
usion
words."
lnoth
pointsino od.
Senate Minority Leader
Hugh Scott (R-Pa.) last week
denied a
Laws invason.-He
Nixon As
quoted a President
rt that withpulsed r ep oAir
briefing
White House
telling
units
Force
drwlof U.S.
congreu&1tani leader that
slowed
being
is
Vietnam
from
$111
be intended to witburaw
bcueLm Sn7 fell
j
fre frmVenm *
short of its objectives. He said
is ter exP"Ls
the current spurt of enemy atThis was typical of seerl
tacks in Vaictnam was to be
at
exchanges on the subject
the North
expected but that find
L~r' prs conference yes'i
It "blwould to moun
1Vietnamese
impossible"
moat
Korea-"p
a
Do you plian
sustained offensive.
solution In Vietnam . . ieavAmericana
of
X number
Ina
there as a support forces indefVeinaieen for VleabOA-He
or do you plan to get
said that sending only Tolunthem completely out, period?
A. I think the President
A
ita
ofgtI
a
la nbg
md htvr
a
ita
ofgtI
te
~ ~ ýunder
eycer
but presented
study,
speech.
it
that
difficulties
severe
such
said
that he bhad
Was to early to determine
on previous occasions that
whether it was feasible.
phase I of vietnamilgation
over ground
called for turning
cobat to the South Vietnamue$.17.Lb
egebn
be did not mean that the
rmating U.&. trocps would
to
beimn from combat
and suppot
Prtect bea
focs
roet h
il
fohe
preotect ther
i lln
Amer
said of tihe dwindling number
at coba troop InVkietna
AMy l1ader have long
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Issue 6. Withdrawal of Israeli troops from Arab territories occupied
since the 1967 war.

Washington Post : April 9, 1971

Israel Considers Terms for
Withdrawal From Canal
By Yuval Elizur
moment when Israeli rep8Pfial toThe Washington Post
resentatives will be equipJERUSALEM, April 9--Is- peld with a full Israeli porael is convinced that under sition osi the topic, the road
the present circumstances a may be long and full of pitpartial settlement based on falls,
a limiteJ Israeli withdrawal
Despite the Passover holifrom the Suez Canal line is day the Israeli government
the best way to relieve Mid- may hold a special meeting
die East tension. The Isram
early next week to give Its
elis are taking their time, approval to the Israeli terms
however, about setting their for a partial settlement and
terms for such a withdrawal. the Israeli withdrawal from
Only yesterday, after the the Suez Canal.
arduous three-day conventendency to speed up
nof her ruling Labor theThedecision
the Israeli
tion oa
Pe
Minister terms of on
the itrawli
Party, was Prime Minister terms of the withdrawal is
"Golda Meir ready to sit mostly as a result of Ameridown with her top advisors can pressure. The U.S. ambassador in Tel Aviv, WalNews Analysis
worth Barbour, yesterday
met, at t'vs request, with
Prime Minister Golda Meir
to discuss under what condi- and Foreign Minister Abba
tions Israel would be ready Eban probabiy to express
to witharaw from the W0 U.S. feelings on this matter.
mile-long Bar Lev line along Barbour is reported to have
the banks of the Suez Canal.
eminded the Israelis that
Observeri, are convinced three weeks ago they promthat the majority of the Is- ised an answer within 10
rael cabinet favors such a days on U.S. ideas for a parpartial solution, in princl- tial settlement.
pie. Nor are military exU.S. officta'. who feel
perts fundamentallt oppos- that time is running short
ed to such a pullback; but and that any further delay
from this point until the
may bring a hardening of
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the Egyptian position, are
trying their utmost to convince the Israelis that they
should speed up their decislon-making process. Failure
to cct now, the Americans
argue. may make any future
settlement more difficult to
achieve.
Yet experts famniliar with
the Israeli scene tend to
agree that if the Israelis are
dragging their feet it cannot
be explained away by labeling it "Israeli intransigence," nor excused as merely the inevitable vacillations
and infighting characteristic
of any democratic regime.
In recent weeks the idea
that an interim solution is
needed-one which would
bring about the Suez Canal's
reopening and restore civilian life in the Egyptian
towns along the Canal-has
been gaining ground in Israel. U.S. initiative, and Israeli's realization that a
rejection of the demand for
total withdrawal could even.
tually lead to the renewal of
hostilities, have most likely
played an important role in
pushing the interim-solution
idea.
In the time it took the

idea to develop frot ili inm.
bryonic stage, several ,ri•i.
tions have been men!mned
as prerequisites for Pný 1,
raeli agreement to a par'ial
withdrawal. Some of thrse
may have been no more
than feelers, while others
may come up again as har
gaining points when mean.
irgful talks get under %asy
'let observers beliese that
*he Israelis will abs,•utely
insist on the three following
conditions:
* No Egyptian soldier wtll
be allowed to cross the Suez
Canal even after agreement
on the partial settlement is
reached. The Israeli forces
will be pulled back 10 to 20
miles, but occasional patrols
will supervise the west bank
on the canal.
* The interim solution
inay not be considered a
step in a general settlement
which presupposes total Israeli wlthdrawal from the
Sinai Peninsula.
* The partial settlement
must not put an end t,, the
Jarring inission.

Issue 7.

Admission of Communist China to the United Nations as the
legitimate government of China.

THE SASHINGTON POST
.Saturday,July 10.1971

July 16, 1971

C hiang lA•k %
Defeat

Of China U.N. Entrv
Tltier

1,1'i.l, 'aiwan. Ju,ý 9. -

C i a UN

nr

China U.N. Eutry
UNITED

NATIONS-A

17-nation group placed ade-

I',,.dnt Chianiz Kai-shek
apeahlt-d to all nonm',
tiist countries to (op)-

mand on the General Assembly agenda that China
be seatea in the United Na.

Lnited Naiiuns.
t'hanz. 81. told a tally at
city
hall marking

manent seat which Taiwan
now occupies in the Security
Council.

:,,d;,s

', 'kinte- admission to the

"captit.e

tions and be given the per-

nations wcek" that

The annual isue will be

entry into hte United
\ahion, Wouli destroy the

taken up at the assembly
sellion beginning Sept. 21.

l'(i'itlL"

, 'i'c
prii and grcat objecitý.c ot the .surld body.

nministration's overtures 11t.
ward mainland China. hate
madr the issue of nuclear
\i;tlimns in the Western Pa.i"i - etr,,rneiv sensitive.

"This

sensitivily

is hei0ihh.

August 9, 1971

cited because the Taiwan issue
is iurcial to future relations

Kuuvk to Support

ttctween the United States and

Chinae' U.N. Engry

tPeking:. The United States has

KUWAIT. Aug. 8 (AP)-Ku-

taken a firm stand against thle

wait will vote for the seating

expulsion of Taiwan from the
L hited Nations. but has not
explicitly stated its new posilion on the question of mati

of China in the United Nations and the expulsion of Nationalist China, the Foreign
Ministry annotuned today. Ku.

land China's representation tn

wait established diplomatic relations with China last March.

the United Nations.
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Issue 9. A U. N. resolution condernini, the treatment of Jews in the
Soviet Union.

Fidsy. Nay 2&isfl

THE WASHINGTON POST

Soviet-Jew Trials
Denouncedby U.S.
The State Department yes. grad are abhorrent on three
terhay called recent trials of grounds: the denial of the
Soviet Jews "abhorrent" and a
violation of human rights,
right to an open trial; persecu.
Department
spokesman tion
people for their beChanres W.Bray volunteered a liefs: of
the denial of the right of
strongly worded statement di. people fieely to leave any
rected at the reports of trials country and to travel or reside
just concluded in Rigs, Latris. abroad in the country of their
"The continued practice of choice."
trying people in secret," he The statement concluded,
said, "is a matter of deep con- "We deeply regret these depricern to us,"
vations of fundamental human
iBasing himself on accountsa rights, rights that should not
of the trials by the Soviet be in question anywhere in
newLagency Tass, Bray noted the second half of the 20th
Ithat-"the proceedings were century."
c1o10to impartial observersi The United States has, In
nd tflt foreign newsmne who' the past, urged the Soviet
hadi applied to cover the trials' Union to temper its policy.
were refused admission.
'Last December, Secretary 4,f
According to the Tass re. State William P. Rogers sent a
Ports. Bray said, the defend. Personal appeal to Soviet Forantl were charged with "fabri. eign Minister
A. Gro.
cattng and circulating slander. myko urging aAndrei
reduction of
oue materials for subversive harsh sentences growing out
purposes."
of the Leningrad hijacking
"It would appear that the conspiracy trial.
defendants were tried for an In February, the U.S. repre
actt*1n or actions which are sentative at the U.N. Human
anot
even considered a crime in Rights Commission in Geneva,
most countries," Bray said.
said there was widespread disThe statoment continued, crimination against Jews in
"We trust ihat the Soviet gov- the Soviet Union rnd urged
erainent realizes that Ameri, Moscow to allow persons who
cans of every political persus. wanted to leave the country to
sion and religious belief de. do so.
plo' a the persecution of per. Since the beginning of 1971,
sons $imply for studying a for- the S vaiet Union has been giv.
eig'n language, in this case He. ing visas to a greater number
brew. and for running materi- of Jews who wished to emi.
a1 off on a mi eograph ma- grate to Israel than pre.
chine, s. aeemo to have been viously. Since the issue Is a
the cae Judging from Tass re.I sensitive one because of Arab
portlig of the Rigs trial."
concern over an expanding Is.
Mfay said that 'these trials, raeli population, numbers are
and- previous trials at Lenin-I kept secret.
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Issue 10. General disarmamnent, including on-site inspection.

Washing~ton Post
%larch 30, 1971

April 8, 1971

Soviet ABM
Bid Attracts
Symllintgton
Sen lled11 S':nington (D.
At the State Department,
cdyfr
poemn
Cals Ba
Ili, ctalldct
%meiwean acceptance or a So. avoided taking ide, tie said
welcomei
ten~ con~tructive
1eel proptosed arm5s control "we
interest"
shuwn
hy thle Sena.
a.,-eement limited to rival te1rs and will can-aully study
miti-missile (ABAi) systems.
all Suggestions.
In a New York speech. Sym.
aeegton argued that an agree.
ment limiting ABMs "could
slow down, perhaps stop, this
dangrou ofensie-dfeniveWorld
danerr'-ousroufnd"
armtesi
mr.g-on"In the arsconsidered
race. He indicated preference
ll
annng
for
8N~ raheridential
for rahersition
annig al ARs
Itian limiting the two rival systoms to protection of the
and liloscow
Washingitor.
areas.
o
Athelontisnefoe
mer-(SALT)
A helogtim
Aer.causefo of
Ica's Safegu~ard ABM system,
Svmnington attacked the WashitlgtonlMos(-ow pr o p o s a
p 1,
which Is the Soviet preference, by asking, "Is the price
worth 'he fiction of asqerting
we both have an 4DI sys
tem?"The
He has contended that the
Safeguard sv-tem will not provide protection and that the
ere'ting Soviet system can be
easily penetrated,
Symington's speech. at the
hferbert 1H.Lehman College,
came shortly after San. Henry
'.11.Jackson (O-Washil: deliv-.oprbe
ered )-, the Senate his own
arms-freeze proposal, made
public on Sunday, Last week
Sen. Hubert fl. Humphrey (DNina)
pla fo ofere
anthe hi
AkiMann.
offredlimitpatin fo
tADM oanarfuitture ageemnt
tose
limi offensiewgeapons,
Jako n yiifenstvera
e alled.
Jackon
clledthat
ysteray
Symington's proposal "dangerously unwise." Symington said
Jackson's plan presented such
complicated problems that itU ý
could "scuttle" hope for a
%LT autr-e-mrent.

Mushie Askcs
Negotiations
On ABM Ban
Sen. Edmund Muskie (DMaine) has called for accepting the Soviet proposal to niegotiate an anti-missile (ARMt)
agreement, provided It Is
clearly & first step toward the
contiol as well of offensive nluclear weapons.
He did so in a speech Tue's.
day night to the Philadelphia
Affairs Council. In
doing 3., the man generally
the front-runner
for the 1972 Democratlc presnomination took A osimilar to that of a potentia! rival, Sen. Hubert H.
Humphrey (Mitnn.)Muskie argued that the strategic arms limitation talks
are ,in trouble" be-..
new Soviet missile de.
ployments "Increase our uncertainty as to Soviet intentions" and -because the United
States is now deploying missiles on land and at sea with
multiple warheads (MIRVI)
which the Soviets do not yet
have.
senator, who Is the new
chairman of the Senate Foreign Relation arms control
subcommittee, charged the
Nixon administration with -op-.
erating on a double standard.
it has called for Soviet restraint In deploying weapons:
yet it iv'not willing to exercise
etanHences. he said, "if we cannot get the Soviets to agree ont
the United States proposal at
this round (of SALT), I urge
President to try to M~otiate an agreement limiting or
banning" ABMs. Such an
agreement "should be made
with the clear understanding"
It would be the first step
and both sides would hae" the
right to reconsider if further
progress were not made.

Issue 11.

Economic boycott of South Africa.

ITHE WASHINGTON POST

Tuey. June U, 197

World Court Rules
Against S. Africa
hArom
News DlUPateho

,

HiI-2
IJ

THE HAGUE, Netherlands, than half a century in a
man.
June 21-The world court ner which hau earned
their
today said South Africa has vi.
olated the mandate under full-hearted confidence. We
which it administers South. have set them on the
way or
West Africa and should imme. peace, prosperity and
self.
diately surrender the former determination and we
do not
German colony,
intend to fail *hat trust."
The court's ruling, a 13.2 de.
South Africa
disputed
cision, with a British and a the right of thehas
United Na.
French judge voting In opposi. tions to make such a decision
tion, was a legal opinion to and has continued to run
back up A U.N. Secur !ty Coun. territory, an *rea larger the
than
cil resolution that the repub. France.
lie's mandate, granted by the It was South Africa's
refusal
now defunct League of Na. to comply
the '.N. deci.
tions 50 yeaws ago, should be sion which with
led to tfw;. Security
revoked and that the territory Council
asking the Interns.
now should be administered tional Court of Justice
for a
by a U.N. commission,
legal ruling.
The opinion carries no legal
This ruling, given today,
weight, but it was considered was:
an important element of inter. "The continued presence
of
national pressure on South Af. South Africa in Namibia (the
rica.
United Nations' new name for
However, the court's ruling the territory) being illegal,
wao expected to have no im. South Africa is runder an obli.
mediate effect on South Afri. gation to withdraw its admin.
ca's control of the sparsely' istration immediately and thus
populated, mineral-rich terri, put an end to its occupation of
tory which has about 500, 00 the territory."
Africans and 73,000 white get. To enforce its ruling, the
tiers,
court, also by a majority vote,
In Pretoria, Prime Minister called for an economic boycott
John Vorster said South on South African trade deals
Africa had no hesitation In made on behalf of the man.
rejecting the world court l dated territory and asked for
ing.
the withdrawal of diplomatic
"An advis•oy opinion by its representatives whose appointvery nature has no binding ment there had been approved
force and in the present case by South Africa.
is totally unconvincing," lie
laid in a nationwide radio
broadcast.
"It Is our duvy to sominlater
South-West I frica Jo as to
promote the well-being and
progress of its Inhabitants," he
said.
"We have guided and administered
the peoples
of
So0uth.West Africa
for More

Sssue I 3,

Establishment of a comrnission, under the
World Mirititne
Organization, to identify and fine state.s wvho
pollute intrn.ational waters.

F',id,ov. Ippi:0,1.1~

VIFI WASHIINGTON POST

iround the World

Britain to Move Against
Polluting Ships
1,C-. DON-Britain took on
itself the right yesterday to
seize or sink foreign ships
that threaten to pollute the
country's beaches with oil(won if the ships are in the
international waters.
Within hours, the Coast
Guard reported that an oil!
tanker had collided with a
Daniah vessel in the English
Channel, and first reports
indicated that the 1,600-ton
tanker Hullgate had two
ruptured oil tanks and was
leaking oil.
Meanwhile,
a flotilla
worked to break up 40-mile-.
long oil slicks In the channel. The slicks were be.
lieved to have come from
the Liberlan tanker
lPanthcr, which was aground
for five days off the south.
eas! coast of England before
being freed Sunday.
British authorities had
hecn powerless to act in the
Panther's case while tug
3aptalns from several countries argued over salvage
"rights, since the tanker was
just outside Britain's three.
litle territurial waters.
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Issue 16. An international treaty on the extradition of airplane hijackers.

11-1o,,.,.
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Around the Nation

Lawyer Group Opens World Drive
For Law to S,.op Plane Hijacking
A Geneva.based organiza.

A

JI

-

Iion Ot lawyers and Judaes,
the World Peace Through
Law
Center, yesterday
launched a campaign for
worldwide adoption of laws
1o stop airplane hijackings.
Charles S. Rhyne, presI.
dent of the center, said the
iormanlzation's 40,000 members in 128 countries have
been asked to petition their
legislators, ministries of Juslice. transportatIon and communications, heads of gov.
ernment and international
bodies to adopt the required
legislation immediately.
"Just as the high seas
were rid of piracy by the
concerted action of nationh,
adherence to the rule of law
and public indignation, so
can aviation be made safe
ALur all mankind," said
Ithyne, a Washington attor.
ney and former president of
the American Bar Associa.
lion.
Rhyne said member law.
.ers and Jurists have been
wtked to Insist upon ratifica.
lion of the so-called Tokyo
Convention of IM and
IHlague Convention of 1970,
agreements designed to
deter aircraft h-jacklnxs and
tII impose severe penalties
un offenders.
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Opinion Polls

Washingtor. Pcst

March Z6, 1971

2U. Galup PON

Nixon's Rating Drops to 50%
and the state of the econ.

By Georie Gallup
PRINCUTON, N. J.-Pub.

amy.

President Nixos le handling
his Job haa reached the loweat point yet recorded dr'
.Ing him adminlatration

The high point in Mr. Nixons popularity came in No.
vember, 1909, Just after he
had announced his plan for
withdrawing troop. from

the latest figuren Indleata

Vietnam and training the

that the downward trend
may be leveing off.
In January d this year,
Mr. Nixon's approval rating
stood at 50 per cent. In Febfigure had
the
ruary
dropped to 11 per cent. And
In the latest rating he i P.
ceives a 50 per cent vote of
confidenes from the public,
Key factors in the decline
in the Preedentts popularity
since the beginning of the

South Vietnames to take
over the fighting. At that
time his approvWl rating
reached U8 per cent
President Johnson's low
point was 35 per esn', recorded in August, 1S, when
discouragement over our Involvement In Vietnam had
reached a new high point
Below is the question
alked in the survey. A total
of 1INS6 persons, 18 years of
ae and older, were inter-.
viewed in person between

lie eonfidence In the way

year have been discouragement over the Vietnama war
May 9,

March 19-21 in more than
300 scientiflcally selected -o.
ealities acros the nation.
Do In approve or diasp.
prove o the way Ntzo, is
hedlumtiw his Job a Preaw-

dewt?

AW

..... ..
Maf1sim
gi ..............
M~ ......... I
1141141
. .. pe wsm .....

WW

No

Prove Prove o,,,.
%
%• %
U

.

37

13

32

12

President Nixon's turrent
popularity rating of 50 per
cent in considerably under
his overall average of 59 per
cent approval, recorded over
the 26 months he has been
in office.
571 American Intitute
0.3ist.
01

1971

The Gallup Poll

Popularity of Nixon Stabilizes
U13 1 After Laos
At Low Point Reached
By George Gallup
PRINCETON, N.J.-Publie confidence in President
Nixon has stabilized at its
low point, which was first
recorded in a survey condueted immediately following the Laotian invasion in
early February.
Over this 3-month period,
Air. Nixon has not been able
to recoup two years of Sonoral losses in public popular.
events at home
iiy.Recent
and abroad, howeoer, have
not produced any further
decline.
In
ltes
te murey onductedI Aprls2t.25.ate
t
r dUSO4Anti
time
time of theantiwar dmeostrations in Washington.
D.C.-,50 per entof the U.S.

voting

e population gave
Mr. Nixon a vote o! confidence for the way he was
handling his job; N per cent
expressed dlmappr&•l., while
no
# aeutlid
another 1-1 pe
opinion. Thee findilng rem
.bpnge
present virtually no
over the last three preWious
measurements.
The President's lowest
level of public approval
since taking office was 49

per

cent,

recorded

last

month. His highestpopular.ity level. so per cent. was
reache d in Novem ber. 19 0 .
asayqeed
after he
just
w 8taen
f' had
him plan
wa
drawal of U.S. troops from
Vietnam.
To obtain the results re.
ported today, personal interviews were conducted with a
total of 1.50 adults in more

wilsh a Spring. 1969.

-,'

when Mr. Nixon's iretiiu hnd
stabilized near its hi-Al
point.,Approval' Profile
Wme(4

than 300 scientificalY %e.
so.Ape
lected localities across the
. '"
wr-.t
nation. This is the question
,.
r',.
which has been asked about
*n
Le,,"S•a"
the incumbent Prcuident
c.91.114
since the Roosevelt years:
b
oei aS
0 G'
Do you approve or dis-p.
Poi LSO,
prove of the WONNiaow IS
ClerIcaI &
hatdlit i his job as Pr'eD~
"
s,,
4
de"
63
M4WVal
o-Wo- No
A
,,
I• .
.,.A.
,.,
304, "
3'
So
0
A', *
#1
1,1*1
3
3'
so
9•2,
*.,rt
*'.
1"t"o'e
3
6
25
1'39
11
1.~To.- :1
,33
,
identify those populai'
*--,
tion grc :s which have con
tributed .1est to the downm.A.t'
ward tt..nd in NLtoii's pOWu
0,@,*,
60
s*,,
larity over the last two

11-25

years. a compardion of thv
latest findings was made
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GYOP Seathes

Dlemocratic
W~ar Cr'itics
* Spencer
B
Rich

GOP Lashes Back
A t Viet War Critics
DE~BATE. From A
I
An

aorray of Repblcs
to criticize Democrat%
flepioblicanm lashed back on for questioning the President's
tie .1;nate floor yesterday at, policies and doubting the su.
Diemoc'ratic critics of the Pres- Ienemy,"
W.~nt's Vietnam policy prom- ccss of the U.S-hacked incur; iirg to put senators "n the I s011 of South Vietnamese Into
fii -.i
line' regularly from! Laos.
no~v on to counterattack "neo-.
-Wc are on our way out, and
iio.,itionixts who reject theý . is somewhat disappointing
Iii is and vacillate.".i
'thi v %tereled by Minority .- anc if it Weren't %o political,
!luth Scott (Pa.), who almost humorous-tolsc t
Paol rvc-cived a telephone call the harping, of some of my
I on011t-esident Nixon Tucsday li'ntocrattc colleagues," said
rigtht thanking him for de- Rtobert Taft i~hio).It0.
tendonthe White House
J am sick and tired of the
y Sn. d.
t'~mns crticsm
war in Vietnam. and for more
mujid S. Muskie (D-Maine).
Se'n Scott had long heen titan two years I have been a
considprim. so~me systematic pre,istent critic of our inwa' III ro-wind rn the floor to volvement in lndachina." asrt attacks and there. serled Williamn B. Saxibe
h,' -fltnt their publicity value. (Ohio). "One thing that dliý lordtay's GOP "truth tresses me even more, how,qtuad" extolled the military ever, is those who :ontlnuaily
operation in Laos, referred play politics with this unfor'4(wfulrl, to a House Demo.! tuniate war'. Iham also sick and
t,n,tor-

'otstaff

Witer

i arose

r1criic of Ili' war are' maý
arc fighting in a''tl's
and *immoral' cause, and that
we ought to abandon the
South Vietnamese to their
Agnew declarvil.
TIhis advice. Agot'% said,
11a's conic to them nut irum
'Hanoi Hannah but fromt s'inw
of the leading member.%of IIw
U1.S.Senate. prestL.2ious ;ohidn!nists and news c,,tlimeni aloi',.
figures.. :oinclilir
organ, tations as well as a'
Isorte"1 raditals, draft tard,
Iburners and street detemon-ti.-

Iacademic

On the Senate floor the nnl%>
oI
DeortiCepn.
GOP attack came from Form Itt
eltos
.io
Chairman 1. W. FulbrimtW
(Ark.), who was obviously one!
of the Republicans' targets'
though not mentioned by

name.
Fa~bright had told the Soncr~,resolution calling fori tired of them."
withdrawal of U.S. troops by - I J. Glenn Beall (Md.) de- aiv earlier this week that, on
b
the cod of 197'2 and insisted ctzred that when he came tothbaiofasllect

'esden
Nxonisgoig 1 Congress in 1969 the Johnson
administration had no plan to 9 administration briefing his
gert this nation out of Vietnam. licommittee was given on the
oar-out.
Scott vowed to respond to: Now, under the Nixon admin. goals of the Laos operation,[
any turther challenges of Mr. istration, 'we havesa plan."
Ith-2 incursion was cleatly alI
Others who spoke included
Nixon's intentions from Demo.'
ciatic political hopefuls. He-ý Lowell Weicker (Conn.). 1111 failure.
".We have not been givenl
said: "Many of these same, Ilium Brock (Tenn.) and CutaUccess,
we have not been con-I
1people wt-re talking about es. ford Hansen (Wyo.).
Vice President A.%-new decvl1 sited, we learn about the
calating the war" when Lynoped the saine theme in a mistakes long after they havel
'don Johnson was President.
;tii

iii one direction only In Viet.!

See DEBATE, Alt, Col. 2

speech to a Veterans Adminis- been made," Fulibright. saidl
Itratton
Volunteer Serv ice1 yesterday. "-It's no service tol
meeting here.
our country to .. .try to coverl

up what the facts are In Laos I
or anywhere q'kc -

i
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400 College Leaders Condemn
War Policy in Letter to Nixon

-J

_

By JOHN KIFNER
More than 400 student presi-.sibility for an intensification of
dents and college editors have public divisiveness and diswhich will further
signed an open letter to Presi-lunity
dent Nixon condemning his!weaken the already torn moral
policies in Vietnam and charg-,and social fabric of American
ing that the Administration 'life.
"seriously misinterprets thel "The outrage and the pur-,
mood of both the campus and posefulness emerging from be-!
neath the surface despair on:,
the countryside."
The letter, which was signed~our campuses, when it is:
by student leaders at both pre-Icoupled with the widespread
stigious and little-known col-Iloss of public confidence in yo.
leges, attacks the President's Administration. cannot .le-'
"Vietnamization" policy, con- flected or contained."
i
tending that "changing the coli The signers of the letter rc p-'
as
does
not
end
resent
srhooN
as
disparate
of the corpses
Harvard and Grace Bible Instithe war."
"Yet it is apparent that ouritute; Berkeley anj West Texas•
policymakers have never con-IState: Dartmouth and Central!
sidered the cost in Asian lives Bible College in Missouri. ard'
of the policies they pujrsue."' Duke University and AlIask il
1Methodist University.
the letter said.
Other Schools Istd
The statement, to be released i
in Washington today, is sigedj Among the other schools repby the largest number of stu-5 resented are: Brown University.
dent lejers to sign such & U.C.L.A.. University of Colo-;
'rado Louisiana Tech. Syracuse,
protest against the war.
In December, 1966, 100 stu-lGeorgetown, Boston College, i
dent leaders sent an open let-iUniversiiv of Iowa. University'
ter to President Johnson ex-,of Texas, Indiana State, Clem-i
presing anxiety and doubts'l on. Rice, Ohio State, Sheridan'

over the war In the spring of College in Wyoming. Vander.
200 st.dent leaders:bilt, Brandeis and Pawson Col-.

"1117,

signed similar letter, and in leg, in Glendive, Minn.
April. 1969. 253 student presi- And there were three schools
dents and editors signed Iwhere students have been slain

a statement saying that they in campus demonstrations:
would go to jail rather than be Kent State University. Jackson I
drafted "as long as the war in State College and South CarolIinst State in Orangeburg.
Vietnam continues."
Organizers of the current] The campaign was organized
drive said yesterday afternoon by David Hawk, one of the'
that they had 448 signaturesI organizers of last year's Mora-I
and hoped to have 500 tomor- torium and Dennis Riordan, a
former student president at
Cow.
The letter calls on the Presl- at Colgate University. Thea
dent to "reverse futile and Im-Iyoung men, both draft resisters
moral policies and use youri who are now studying at Union,
began;
authority to end the bloodshed Theologicalup Seminary,
the letter soon!
drawing
in Vietnam"
"If not." the letter goes oneafter the invasion of Laos in,
"you will have to take respon-I February.
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INSTRUCTOR'S WORKSHOP MANUAL

PURPOSE OF THIS MANUAL
Instructions for the students are given in Volume II.
This manual is written for the instructor and contains the more detailed
information about the computer operations that he may need in setting up
the workshops for the students.
Section I describes some criteria useful in selecting a computer system
for the data file analysis section of the course, and the instructor's
specific responsibilities when the Michigan Terminal System is selected.
Some potential workshop-related problems are also described.
Section II covers the use of the International Telephone and Telegraph
(ITT) Reactive Terminal System (RTS) for the PRINCE simulation.

AI

This

model is considered non-proprietary and may be used by any government
agency or individual without further permission.

The listing of the pro-

gram is included here with a description of the steps taken to make it
available to the students at the least cost.

Sufficient information is given

here to e:iable anyone familiar with the operation of a time-sharing system
to put PRINCE into operation on another system having the required
capability.
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SECTION I.

DATA-FILE ANALYSIS

Selecting a Computer System
The four data files, whose listings are given in the Student Manual for
Data File Analysis, presently are stored on the University of Michigan
computer.

The data file listings may be used to create the data files on

any other computer system.

Unfortunately, however, the data analysis

routines of CONSTAT and TIMESERIES (described in the Student Manual)
arc not transferrable from the Michigan System to other computer systems
at this time.

The following are some of the more important criteria which led to the
selection of the Michigan Terminal System and which might also be used
in the process of selecting another system if the Michigan system is not
used.

"

The system's data analysis package(s) should be capable of
accommodating data files with up to 5

variables (columns)

and 150 cases (rows); this is essential in view of the sizes
of the data sets.
*

The data analysis package(s) should allow the student to
select variables for analysis directly from the data file,
rather than requiring the student to create a sub-file of
just a few variables for analysis.

This is not essential,

but is highly desirable from the point of view of minimizing
time spent on preparation for analysis, and maximizing
analysis time and flexibility.

"

Also to maximize analysis time, the statistical analysis
package(s) should allow the student to request a new analysis
immediately following the termination of the preceding one.
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A general criterion is that the analysis package(s) should
require no previous programming or computer experience
on the part of the user.

The package(s) should prompt the

user at each step, requesting him (in English) to input the
necessary instructions to the computer.

i

It is desirable that the analysis package(s) contain those
types of analyses illustrated in the Student Manual.
9

Features allowing the student to group subsets of itations or
time-points for analysis are desirable.

The following information, which pertains to the responsibilities of the
instructor, is intended primarily for those who will use the Michigan
Terminal System for data file analysis.

If another computer system is

chosen, the instructor may read what follows for a genera] idea of the
nature of his responsibilities in this portion of the course.

Pre-course

preparation, accounting procedures, and possible problems that may be
encountered are described below.

Preparing for the Course

Arranging to Use the Terminal System.

The following steps will allow a

potential user to gain access to the Michigan System and to use the datafiles as described.
I.

Contact the Business Office of the University of Michigan
Computer Center.
Access from a remote terminal to the computer at the

"Universityof

Michigan and to the data-files stored there

is gained by the use of identification designations and
passwords issued by the Computer Center.
Arrangements to establish an account and to have ID numbers
and passwords assigned for use in the course should be made
through the Business Office of the Computing Center.
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The

address is:
Business Offic-University Computing Center
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48100
The Business Office telephone number is:
(313)

764-1817

These arrangements should be made at least one month before
the beginning of the course to allow sufficient time for processing the application.
2.

Determine the Size of the Computing Account.
The size of the account to be established with the Business
Office depends on the amount of computing time required
during the course.

Experience has shown that the cost of

computing time on the Michigan Terminal System for this
course is approximately $12 per hour for each computer
terminal.

Therefore, five terminals operating for one

hour would cost about $60.

An overhead charge of 15 per-

cent will be applied by the Business Office to the account.
Thus, if the account is established at $500, an overhead of
$75 will be taken, leaving $425 to pay for actual cornuting
time.

Funds will be deducted from the account as they are used.
For example, if an account of $425 is established, and if the
first use of the computer through the terminal costs $10, then
the remaining balance in the account will be $415. Funds remaining in the account may be checked through the procedure
called PROJECTACCOUNT. explained in the next section.
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3.

Determine the number of student accounts needed.
Experience has shown that the students work well in teams
of 3-5 members.

In addition to encouraging the students to

collaborate in their workshop activities,

the team approach

reduces the number of terminals required and is considerably
lees expensive than allowing each student his own terminal.
Since only one terminal at a time may sign-on to the system
with a given ID, there must be at least as many accounts as
terminais.

Thus, each team will have its own terminal,

account number, and "password".

In addition to the student team ID's, a Project ID will be
assigned for the purpose of allocating funds to the student
account as described in the next section.
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Allocating Funds to the Student Teams. Computing funds established
throug~h the Business Office will not be allocated among the Student ID's.
This may be done by the instructor from a terminal through a simple
procedure called PROJECTACCOLTNT. * Steps in using PROJECTACCOUNT
are:

"" Sign-on to the Michigan Terminal System using the
'Project ID" assigned by the Business Office. (See the
instructions in tha Student Mauual for Data-File Analysis)

"

Call up the PROJECTACCOUNT program by typing:
R *PROJECTACCOUNT.

In the following example the PROJECTACCOUNT user signed-on under
Project ID number IDAA (the password was NWCACI), and requested
access to the PROJECTACCOUNT program. The lines typed by the user
are underlined.

LD0o4: I51 G
MTS : ANN ArOOR (DC05-0092)
#ENITEh
#**LAS'r
#

USEFq FASSWOFID.
51G:!',J:.A!.'Y•:

USEi" "IDAA"

#EX1ECUT1J:J

*

16:15.4/1

SICNED 0".,

AT

03-02-71
1I1:36.53

ON '1-,3-07-71

:-•E(IS1

A question mark (?) will be typed at the left hand margin.
This question mark is the computer's way of asking what
the user wishe.' to do. By typing STATUS PROJECT the instructor
will receive a summary of the current status of the project

section describes the basic procedure for allocating funds to the
student ID's. A more detailed description is available from the Computer
Center.

SThis
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accounts, as shown in the following example:
SIGNO',,
I, P'J
2.

CiIAbGE
DISK•
550.00
340.00

SPACE
50
10

DArA CELL
100
20

T7.M T I
I.G;z:;
2:00

PLOT TIME
EXPIRE
12-31-70
IGS7.iX
0:00
24:0,c

3. RE
4.

4•10.00
52.50

40
10

80
2U

IG NO.UD
0:00

I GN07, D
0:00

5.TOT
6.

335.00
160.00

10
2

20
5

0:CO
2:00

0:0O0
0:00

NOCiiA:.GZ ON 7c:9

0 A:,L 0.7F F 0,

4 0 1"1':::

4 P.,OJJCT !I'S

In this output, the column indicated by the arrow contains information about
the Project Funds as follows:

i

Lines

Volume

Meaning

1
2

550.00
340.00

Total project funds
Funds allocated to Student ID's

3
4

210.00
52.50

Unallocated project funds
Amounts that should be allocated to each

Student ID to achieve an equal distribution

of the unallocated project funds
5

335.00

Funds allocated to Student iD's through
PROJECTACCOUNT*

6

160.00

Funds used by Students up to this point

The third line showing the amounts which can be allocated to Student ID' s
is the most important entry at this stage. The procedure for allocating
these funds is illustrated below.
I

~l

!:

•Lu30

438.55

100

30

21

1 GNIOPFD

30:11 1

ICf/-,

•

:00

Note that line 2 indicates that 340. 00 has been allocated to the Student
ID's, although the Instructor has been responsible for allocating only
335. 00. The system will allow a student to complete a terminal session
even though he over-runs his account. His over-run ($5 in this case)
is added automatically by the system to line 2.
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In this example the instructor, using PROJECTACCOUNT,
$50 from the project to student account IDAB.

transferred

In the example, 495.00

represents the new amount which may be spent under IDAB (the old amount
was 445. 00), and 438. 35 represents the amount which has been spent under
IDAB.

A Ler each transfer, a question mark appears and additional fuz.cd transfers
may be made.

PROJECTACCOUNT is tt

,iinated by typing:

$ENDFILE.

The Michigan Terminal System

Deternining the Workshop Schedule.

schedules periodic shutdowns of its service and reserves certain times
of the day for "optional" shutdown.

If possible, it is best to schedule

workshop sessions so that shutdown or optional shutdown periods do not
coincide with the workshop sessions.

The Computing Center schedule is

given below:
8:00 a.m.*

System shutdown

8:15 a.m.

Syctem ba•ck in service

10:00 a. m.

Optional system shutdown

10:15 a. m.

System back in service

12:30 p.m.

Optional system shutdown

12:45 p.m.

System back in service

5:30 p. m.

Optional system shutdown

5:45 p. m.

System back in service

The hours above are for the Eastern Standard Time (EST) Zone.

Since

this schedule is subject to change, the Michigan Computer Center should
be contacted.

The time marked with * is the only system shutdown time that is almost
certain to occur every day.
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Accounting During the Course

Checking the Student Accounts.

There are several accounting tasks that

must be carried out by the instructor during the course.

The funds

remaining in each team account should be checked periodically.

If some

teams are using funds at a faster rate than others, then some reallocation
may be necessary.

The procedure for checking the overall status of the

project was described in the previous section.

The following steps will

allow the instructor to look at the status of individual student accounts:

* Sign-on to the Michigan Terminal System, using the Project ID,
and request PROJECTACCOUNT as already described.
a Answer the computer's question mark (?)

by-

STATUS xxxx, yyyy, zzzz
where xxxx, yyyy, zzzz are the account designations for which information is desired.

In the following example, the instructor wanted information on accounts
IDAA through IDAE.

To avoid designating sequences of accounts, the

system allowed him to use:
STATUS IDAA. ...

1.DAE

I.-9

?STATIIS
ItAA

I LAD

IE•AC

IDAD

I DAK

lDAA,...I!)PF
50.0C

0

0

33.111

0

0

44155.C0

30

100

438.85

30

21

100.00

0

0

39.15

0

0

105.00

0

0

6.85

0

0

79.00

0

0

0 . C' f-

0

0

IGNORED

IGNORED

2:15

2P,:0C

0:CO
IGNOF,:I

IGNOPFD

04/'0/71
2/1:00

0:00

30:11

or /2:/? 1

I G'!No

I GNO;BEI;

I GN0IF', P

I GNORKr

P/: Or,

0:00

3:16

/: r-1,

I GNO..0 .F!,

I GNOF.FL

/'271
/I'-rr0

0:00 C

0:C1

The line typed by thi PROJECTACCOUNT user is underlined.

'/, 1

06/3

0:00C

0:3r

other information is printed by the terminal.

06/30/71

All

The output shows that

$50 was allocated to ID number IDAA, and that $33.41 has been usted
under this account number, and so on for the other account numbers.

Since ID designation IDAD

Reallocating Funds Among Student Teams.

looks relatively under-used (with almost $100 lest, while less than $10
remains for IDAB),

the PROJECTACCOUNT user subtracted $50 from

IDAD as shown below.

, OF F•
1I GNO

Z .0 k.
6.

5

0

0

I

0:3!

The user made an error in the word SUBTRACT, but corrected
it as described in the Workshop Manual.

The subtraction of $50

from IDAD's allocatio, Leaves this account with $55.

The $50

taken from IDAD becomes available for allocation to any other
account number.

It was given to lccont IDAB, as shown in the
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following example:

I LAB

4995. Lu

30

100

438.85

30

21

I G,,!0 F"D

IGNORED

0:00

30:11

Through the accounting procedure, then, the PROJECTACCOUNT user
may transfer funds from one account to another.
Changina Passwords.

It is suggested that user passwords be changed

periodically to prevent unauthorized use of project funds.

A user pass-

word may be changed immediately after signing-on by typing
$SET PW=NEW,
where "NEW" is a one-to-six-character new password.

The procedure

is illustrated in the following example in which user IDAC signed-on
under password TINWC, and then changed his password to MARY.
#SIG IDAC
OENIEH USER PASSWORC)D.

? TINWC
#**LAST SIGNJN WAS: 15:57.36
SIGNED ON AT
USER "IDAC"
0

04-16-71
15:55.38 u.N 07-02-71

#$SET PW=MA=Y

The next time IDAC is signed-on, password MARY is used, as in the
following example:

#ENTrE U EH PASSI'ORD.
?MP1AHY
#**LAST SIUNUN WAS: 15:55.38
#
USEH "IDAC" SIGNED ON AT

'U-I-1

07-02-71
15158.05 ON 07-02-71

0,/2,/71
.,:CC

Possible Workshop Problems
There are several workshop related problems of
which the instructor should be aware. One of the most critical that may
If the System Fails.

occur during a workshop is for the Computing Center to experience technical difficulties and shut down terminal operations.

If this occurs, the

students will be unable to continue their work unless a back-up system to
which they may shift has been prepared by the instructor in advance.
cost of such an alternate system may prohibit this solution.

The

If no alter-

native is available, the instructor may wish to spend this "down" time in
student discussions of the workshop problems.

For an estimate of the time

at which the system wi,!l return to full operation, the instructor may call:
(313) 764-2410
for a recorded message.
Common Student Errors. Experience has shown that the students will
learn quickly the technical procedures of computer terminal operations
and data-file analysis.

"*

A few of the more common student errors are:

Failure to turn the terminal to the "LINE" position.
If the terminal is not turned on, or is set to the "LOCAL"
position when the System telephone number is dialed, then
contact with the computer will not be made.

"

Failure to set the terminal to "FULL DUPLEX".
For operations with the Michigan system, using the system
with the terminal at "HALF-DUPLEIX" will produce unintelligible responses from the computer.

"

Failure to return the carriage after a line has been typed.
The computer will not receive the line until the "CARRIAGE
RETURN KEY" has been hit.
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Failure to request the data-file correctly.
As pointed out in the Workshop Manual, all teams will
access the data-files in the same way:
SOURCE IDAB; "filename"
where "filename" is the name of one of the four data-files
prepared for student use.

The attempt to use any account

designation other than "IDAB" will result in failure to
access the data.
Further Information on the Michigan System
Documentation for the Computer Programs.
described in the Data-File Manual.

The CONSTAT and TIME-

The Data-File Manual describes only

those routines used by the students in this cou'-se.

Complete TIMESERIES,

CONSTAT, and PROJECTACCOUNT documentation may be obtained from:
University Computer Center
University of Michigan
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48100
(313)

764-2410

Using Terminals Other than Teletypes. The "sign-on" and error-correction
procedures described in the Student Manual for Data-File Analysis refers
only to teletype terminals.

If others (such as the IBM 2741 or DATEL 30)

are to be used, then changes in the procedures are required. The following
reference, which may be obtained from the Computing Center at the address
above, explains the use of these terminals:
Carnahan, Bruce and James Wilkes, Introduction to Digital
Computing and FORTRAN IV with MTS Applications (1971)
Chapter 4.
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SECTION II.

SIMULATION:

THE PRINCE PROGRAM

Student Use of PRINCE
The PRINCE simulation (listed in Appendix A) can be run with probably no
more than minor changes,

on any interactive system with the following

capabilities:
*

A FORTRAN IV compiler

*

At least 56, 400 bytes of available core

a

At least 30, 000 bytes of disc storage (for one team;

each additional team will require an additional 30, 000
bytes)
This section will describe the way in which the program was set up on the
ITT Reactive Terminal System for the use by students in Washington.
Operation of the PRINCE Program by the students is shown below:

STORED ON DISC:
PRINCE DATA FILE

1

4. COMPUTER

I"'-11MINA

STORED ON DISC:

1

PRINCE PROGRAM

Classrooml
•Aa.shinj~ton,

'

D.C.

D

I

ITT
Pdramus,

Telephone
Line

1
ILU-14

New Je rst.N

The player initiates execution of the PRINCE Program from his terminal
in Washington. Copies of the PRINCE Data File and Program are drawn
from disc storage into the computer's working memory.

Acting on the

player's decisions entered at the terminal, the PRINCE Program cycles
through its instruction set for a month of game (or "simulated") time. At
the end of the play period some of the arrays will have been changed as a
result of the play. The new values are stored over (or replace) the old
Data-File on disc.
It should be noted that the term "data-file, " as used in this section on
PRINCE, has a somewhat different meaning from the data-files discussed
in the first section.

The PRINCE "data-file"

4

.s not compiled from infcr-

mation about the real world intended to be subjected to the analyses described in the first section.

Rather it contains values of those variables

that describe, or define, the hypothetical PRINCE world.

Specifically,

these are the variables mentioned in COMMOIi statements at the beginning
of each routine in the PRINCE Program.

Since the play of the game changes

these values, each team must store its ownfiie.
,/'

The total PRINCE Package consists of two bections:
*

The PRINCE Load Program, which creates the initial
PRINCE Data File.

This program reads the Data Deck

(on cards) and places the values into the proper arrays
before writing the arrays on the Disc File.
0

The PRINCE Simulation Program, which carries out the
computations of the actions and reactions of the PRINCE
nations during the game.

(This is the PRINCE Program

shown in the diagram above).
The PRINCE Load Program is run only once when the initial Data File is
created.

The PRINCE Simulation Program is run once for each cycle of play.

Listings of the Data Deck, the PRINCE Load Program, and the PRINCE
Simulation Program are given in Appendix A.
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Program Set-Up
The steps to be carried out by the instructor to make the PRINCE
Simulation available for student use are:

"*

Create a Data-File

"*

Compile thQ PRINCE Source Program

I

Store the Link-Edited, Object Program on Disc*

*

Create a Duplicate Data-File and Executable
Program for each additional team

While the exact details of these steps apply only to the ITT system, thcy
are representative of what must be done to prepare the program for
execution on any system.

Creation of Data-Ffies
The compiled version of the PRINCE Load Program and the PRINCE
Data Deck are stored in the ITT System under the names, OLOAD and
PRDATA.

The following instructions will execute the Load Program

and product! a PRINCE data-file called AFILE.

/INP
/FILE DMSC= I, DSNAME=A7-ILE,

PUB=RW, DISP=NEW

/JOB GO
/INC OLOAD
/INC PRDATA

/END

j

/RUN

These instructions produce one Data-File to be used by one team.

The

I

following program prupres three additional iiles for the other three

At execution time, this object program is read back into core
ior execution. It would be possible to omit these steps and execute
the PRINCE object deck. The approximate cost per run would be $13.
Using the stored, link-edited version, reduces the cost to less than
$7 per run.
U- 16"
do

teams:

1.,IS~~~~~/FILE
C=3j DSNAiv•F =Ci- I LEP 'l~:'
IF ILE

DrIS =4,v DSNAME=FDFILE* PU3IiU, I)IS F=NE:
,'E,.,U(
)-

1

PO
101
V':i TE

SI

U)

C•JI

=

4

I

j

I (~'*lC;Jo"

NUE

U 1

• i

SDSNA:'•F:

I5-IN) .

i.Si•/])

G; ILL

SjjJ'j

Oo

I F'ILE~

5fIV'l)

IJ\i

:,'L;I-

Storage of the Link-Edited Version
The PRINCE Simulation (source), Program is divided into sections for
convenience, and ea..', scction is compiled separately.

The compiled sections of PRINCE are stored under the names:

BJPRI
BJPRZ
JANRD
BPR4Z
BPR5
BPR6
BPR7
BDPOL
For this run, AFILE and BFILE were old files saved previously; CFILE
and DFILE are being defined and saved for the first time.
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under the
the link-edited version on disc
The following program writes
name "PPP I."

L

.C CC, I
o I( ' -!

b

_i )

I.. v v |;.4
, * LUW;
6•k)0 b

11Ihe=I
f=• I
C, P , .aNf V: i- ý,,
s Ir,
I: .%

rI LE:
/ F I LE

/

i~-

AI
IP.

:,ý;,

" 0

L U

XT NSIA

1,.(,(117

'A

L.':U1Li

Lit

SVi
l,}L1 I)ST.'

L. 00 1P.

LA

3

SVG

19

I, f'.
L. .(o

lCh

7

. btL) r1
L *C

1..0019
L, • C, ,'e"

IC

S\"

FLISS{;'
AI

•V;

L

00[KP./I

/1 .••

tb'

L .(0s::'I

/ 1 ..CLUI)E

BFWv'•

I.

/ I 'CLU'JI

? l 1iA.

0C.I') /1 NC JII
I.. UQ,3 I ,I. .' T)FU

}I

:)Fl

.I ,., TO)

a
81E 'i:}1
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-Y
.

|I

Xos:'Y
f

I S

. "•
i1;•
J A V.1-

* fOt

I.I

(\C(r.

C-0

. I .

IW O0'
A0ý%h

/ I .NCLM'
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I

• II Lili I
li,
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l

i,
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'I:'|C
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L

3,rP

ijCi

L. .(IL 1

I'lirA

f'.iL.ý'Y

I4(A
, l•(skL( •')

C

0 1h

I

'I

t-.t

ALL

,
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the storage map:
Execution of this program produced

*

j
""3

>/X:.:- CACI
SAVED ON SYS02
))SNAMIE = PPP
* STORAGE MAP
FFAN#
AT 01000
I BCOK
FFAN
AT 03D00
L
AFFMOD#
AT 03D36
VAIN#
AFFMQD
AT 03D36
A
iAIN
VE;F#
051180
AT
. CFLOkW#
DEF
AT 051130
ECFLOV
FILLO#
AT 05C30
SET#

SET

AT 05C30

AT
AT
AT
AT
Y:ANGE
AT
CEIL#
AT
CKIL
AT
IiANDU#
Ai'ANTDY AT
AT
(M•AX.Y
AT
AvaAX
AT
1.1iN#

CHECK#
CHE'CK
IANGE#

1A14
i,:AX0
MAX
AK.IN#
AMIN
CAUSS#
GAUSS
SOUASH#
SQUASH
ELIM4
EL I i'v

OSE?0
05E20
06628
06628
06836
06838
06A30
06A30
063C3
06UC8
06D20

AT 06D20
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

06E78
06E716
06FDO
06FDO
07128
07128
072F0
072F0
07ACO
07ACO

AT
PT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

07738
0773$
07C73
07C78
06150
C8150
082D8

FILLQ

AT 082D8

ATCHG#
ATCHG
CONCLh
CONCL
TREAS#
TREAS
DEPEND#
DEPEND
ELEC#
ELEC
SD#
SD
PRGENO
PRGEN
RACAL#
RACAL
INTEC#
IiNTEC
INITE#
INITE

AI
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

086b0
086B0
08A28
08A26
08D38
08D38
09238
09238
09400
09400
09A68

AT 09A66
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

09E40
09E40
0A700
0A700
0A960
0A960
OAD60
OAD60
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CHPOS#
CHP05
DF0L#
1TPOL
I1HCF1jq.P1
FVAXPR#
SLOG

AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
AT

0H770
0•77U
0BFFO
OIIFF0
0D346'
O03,3
0L460

ALOG

AT 0D4J7F

ALOGlo
SEXy
EXP
(BLA9K)
XEQSAVE
WFBUFS

AT
AT
AT
AT
AT
A'l
AT

*****

0D468
(1,566
OUb6C
0D6'

119?i•,
126(J;)
11A0O1

CUNAJ'

hI, Execiutable PRINCE Prograi.,
The following program, called NWCPRI,

reads PRINCE into working

space for execution:

Ldis nwcprl
L.0001
/FILE
L.0002
/FILE
L.0003
/JOB GO
L.0004
/BAP
L.0005
RDR
L.0006
L.0007
RDNUM
L.0008
L.0009
L.0010
L.0011
L.0012
L.0013
READ
L.0014
L.0015
L.001F
GOEX
L.0017
L.0018
RFADA
l.n019
L.0020
L.0n21
L.0022
ACRPGF
L.0023
PI.ST
L.002'.
L.0025
L.002C
/BAP
L.0027 NIAIN•
L.0028
L.0029
L.0030

DISC-1,DS1!AMF-AFILF
DISCr•I0,DSrIArF-PPPI

START
EXTRN
EQU
BALR
USING
LA
L
LA
SVC
DC
BC
L
BCR
LA
BCT
BC
DS
DC
DC
DC
END

0
MWIN
54
12,0
*,12
1,PLIST
POINT TO USFR PARPM'TER L.IST
2,ACRPGM
POINT TO BF.GINNIIG OF N-1.1 TO CI!FCKPT
3,RDNUM
INITIALIZE Tb NIIr1RFR OF rrCOPDS TO RrFt/
18
X'1A82'
15,RFADA
15,ACRPGM
GET ADDR OF PGr1 TO GO TO
15,15
AND AO THERE
2,1024(2)
INCCRE TO N:EXT PAPT OF COF TO PIT.
3,READ
ANlD READ NEXT RFCOPO
15,GOEX
OTHERWISE GOTO FXFC P~t'
OF
A WAIr,)
H11'24'
411'n'
RDR

STAI:T
ENTRY
DS
END

0
MAIN
56716CLI
MAIN
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To provide for simultaneous play of PRINCE by four teams, in addition
to the four data-files, four copies of the executable program were stored,
each program calling for one of the data-files.
were called:

The executable programs

NWCPRI (National War College PRINCE, Team 1) using diata-file "AFILE"
NWCPRZ (National War College PRINCE, Team 2) using data-file "BFILE"
NWCPR3 (National War College PRINCE, Team 3) using data-file "CFILE"
NWCPR4 (National War College PRINCE, Team 4) using data-file "DFILE"
Each team executed its own PRINCE program and operated on its own
Data-File.

The four executable programs differed from each other only in line 1,
where the name of the data-file is specified. Notice that they all use
the link-edited program stored on file "PPPl. " This device saves
disc storage space since only one copy of the large program is stored.
Each additional team requires only an additional 30 lines (and its
own data-file, of course.)

_-4
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?RINCE Output

A sample of the PRINCE output is given in this section.

It is divided

into two parts:

"* the

player input, which consists of information provided to the

player by the program and the player's inputs

"* the

program output giving the player a description of the status

of the PRINCE nations and the month's political and

economic

activity

The Player Irnput Section

YOU ARE PlOt! PLAYING

~1

PRIMCE.

PLEASF

EVTFR YOUR

WOULD YOU LIKE A DESCPIPTIOII OF THE

COUNTRY CODES ARE

: 2-11SSR,

3-FRANCE,

TFAV NImPrR(1,2,3,

I!."PUT ? 00=iO,

4-Ir!D~l;,

or it)

1-YES

5.PAKISTAP1

ENTER ECONOMIC RESTRICTIOPIS
INFORMATION REQUIPED :
TARGET COUNTRY (2,5) AI'D 4 RESTRICTIONIS Ot! NATUPAL FlOW
OF GOODS AND CAPITAL (n,100)
rXAIPLE
4
43
FLOW FROM INDIA IS RESTRICTED TO 43Y OF TI'F F.VTIMTL FI.O"!,
END THIS SECTION BY TYPING 00

.Q0I

ENTER ECONOMIC AID
11'FORMATION REnUIRnD

TAPRET COUNTRY (2,5)

APID AlP IV' M1I.LIOVS OF

FXAV'PLE
q•
59
ItDICATES THAT AID ,AOIt!TItG TO t59.

END THIS SFCTIOF' BY TYPINrG n0
.1 405

n
oQ
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lilt

uS DOI.LAPF (O,]O0lf.)

MllL Rr GIVFIV Tn PKInTA'.

ENTER POSITION CHANCES
INFORMATION REQUIRED
ISSUE (1,16) AND NEW POSITION (-10,10)
EXAMPLE
6
-8
INDICATES THAT THE NEW US POSITION ON ISSUE 6 WILL BF -8.
END THIS SECTION BY TYPING 00

4

7

.f -7
ENTER PUNISHMENT-REWARD ACTS
INFORMATION REQUIRED :
TARGET COUNTRY (2,5), ISSUE (1,16), AND THE PR ACT(-10,10)
EXAMPLE
2 4
6
INDICATES THAT ON ISSUF 4 THE US DIRECTS A PR ACT 6. TOWARn THE USSR.
END THIS SECTION BY TYPING 00

S5257
Sa&

k7 8
ERROR:
4 6

6 DOES NOT LIE BETWEEN

THE SYMBOL A
..o

IS NOT RFCONIZED.

I=

2 AND

5 ; PLFMSF RF-TYPE.

PLEASF RF-TYPF LI'EF.

WOULD YOU LIKE TO ENTER ADDITIONAL INPUT ?
YOU HAVE ENTERED ALL THE REQUIRED PRIICE

0.110,

1-YES

INPUT.

IT WILL BE CHECKED FOR ADMISSABILITY.

The following points about the input should be noted:
9 The player's input consists entirely of numerical values separated
by one or more spaces
* Alpha-numeric characters are recognized as errors and the player
is given an opportunity to retype the line
* The description of the data indicates by the numbers in parentheses
the limits within which the input values must fall.

Values outside

these ranges are recognized as errors and the player is allowed to
re-enter the ltne.
S*o

At the end of the input section the player is given the option of
repeating this section.

He may at this time enter additional acts,

but he may not delete or modify any acts already entered.
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The PRINCE Program Output

ON ISSI'F

h OF

7.

0" ISSI"r
THE STATE DEPT ' ILL N!OT ALLOW. A POSITIONl
0.0
IS
POSITION
US
THE NEW

V OF

-7.

THE STATE rEPT WILL NJOT ALLO.I A POSITIO(
r,.
THE NEW US POSITION IS

TEAM 1 ROUND

8

V)71

PIUOUST

THE US STATF DFPtPRTmWNT

I!TFLLIrFP!CF

RFPOrT

SUM11ARY OF ISSUF POSITIONS ON AIIOIIST
I V'PIA
FP•.ANE
USSR
ISSUE IJS
1
2
3

-10.
3.
-6.

-5.
n.0
0.0

10.
-3.
R.

4

6.

1n.

-1.

5

0.0

1n.

-2.

Ic.

I.

F)
7

9

0.1
-5.
-10.

4.

n.n

0.n

-4.
-4.
-7.

-8.
-10.

0
10

3.
0.0

11

-4.

0.0

7.
0.0

10.
4.

12
13
14
15
i.

1.
4.
6.

-1.
In.
in.

-in.
in.
-in.

3.
8.
3.

3.
-in.
3.

1n.

Ig.

1071
P. KI ST/.I
-].
1n.
-3.

-In.

-F.

n.
10.
5.

10.
0.n
-3.

0.0

0.

-2.
7.
R.

2.

-4.

-1,.
7.

in.
5.

F.
-9.
-5.

o.n

THE STATE DEPARTMEl"T SIlrr.ESTS THAT YOU TAKr THF FOII..0'!Or
FOREIGIN POLICY ISSUF POSITIOMS DURI;G THE NFXT PFRIOf
ISSUE
2
3
4
5
6
7
9
in

11
12
13
14
15
I6

OLD POS
3.
-c.
f.
0.0
0.0
-5.
3.
0.0
-4.
7.

0.0
1.
4.
G.

VF') POS
2.
-p.
4.
-1.
2.
-6.
2.
1.
-5.
S.
-1.

0.0
2.
5.
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YOU SHOULD
TARGET
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
JSSR
USSR
FRANCE
FRANCE
FRANCE
INDIA
IN'DIA
INDIA
INDIA
PAKISTAN
PAKISTAN

ENGAGr. IN THF FOLLOWIV'G FOPFICN PoI.IrY
PR
ISSUE
-8
1
4
7
3
5
6
3
2
10
11
7
8
14
6
1
6
3
3
6
7
4
-2
7
-2
8
12
9
5
2
12
1

SUMMARY OF POLITICAL ACTIVITY
ISSUED FOR THE MONIH OF AUrJ IST
COUNTRY
US

TARGFT

ISSUIF

1q71
PP

USSR

5

US

1
h7

-8

us
US
US
US
FRANCE
INDIA
INDIA
INDIA
PAKISTAN

5
6
10
14
1
2
4
7
4

2
4
2
8
-2
4
8
5
-5

US
US
US
US
US
US
US
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
INDIA
INDIA
PAKISTAN

1
3
4
6
11
13
14
1
3

6
6
6
6
6
2
R
-2
5
4
7
4
9
2

7

USSR
',US

FRANCE

1.
2
12
2
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PrTInf:S

IMDI A
US
US
US
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
FRANCE
PAKISTAV
PAKISTAl
PAKISTAN

3
Ii
12
1'.
2
3
I4
5
12
l11
14
2
4
12

US
US
US
US
UJSSR
USSR
USSR
USSR
FRANCE
INDIA
INDIA
INDfIA
It1DIA
INDIA

2
3
12
114
"
14
5
12
114
2
IA
7
12
14

US

1

G
q
3
4
7
p
5
7
2
6
-8
-8
1

PAKISTAN
6
9
1
2
1
-F.
-2
-1
3
-8
-4

1
2
9

THE US TREASURY DEPARTMENT SUSGESTS THAT YOU ENstGE
IN THE FOLLOWING ECOIIOHIC ACTIVITY FOR THE NFXT PFRIOD
TARGET
ACT
AMOIIIT
USSR
REST
45
INDIA
AID
Rnfl
PAKISTAN
AID
410

l- Z6

MONTHLY REPORT OF THE UNITED STATES TREASURY
REPORT
OF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY DURING THE PERIOD AUGUST
NATION

TARGET

ACT

AMOUNJT

US
PAKISTAN AID

405

USSR
FRANCE
INDIA
US
REST
FRANCE
REST
PAKISTAN REST

45
45
79

FRANCE
INDIA

S4
64

PAKISTAN
REST
REST

BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
COUNTRY
AMOUNT
US
$
2387.63
USSR
$
140.43
FRANCE
$
68.37
INDIA
$
-212.38
PAKISTAN

$

-181.61

In-Z7

1971

REPORT OF THE PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORS FOR DOMESTIC POLITICAL RELATIONS
1971
AUGUST
PI
AGGREGATED SUPPORT LEVEL
ISSUE POSITIONS
POLITICAL
GROUP
ECONOMIC
1.
-4.
-1.
1 XLIB
2.
-5.
-2.
2 MLIB
3.
3.
-10.
3 MCON
3.
-10.
6.
4 XCON
-8.
-9.
7.
5 TREA
2.
-4.
-8.
6 SD
-1.
-10.
8.
7 DOD
-10.
-4.
-9.
8 NAEC
-0.
-7.
-1.
9 INEC
-3.
-2.
-0.
10 HARD
-1.
-8.
-1.
11 SOFT
PUBLIC OPINION POLL QUESTION
"DO

YOU AGREE WITH THE GENERAL POLICIES OF THIS AnVINISTRATION
9 NO ANSWER
• NO
25
29
46

SYES

IS THIS A TEST ?1-YES,

O-NO

.1
IHCO021 STOP

0

(Note: Here "IHCOOZl" is not an error message
PRINCE Program has terminated as expected.)
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it indicates that the

?"

Suggestions for Team Organization
The PRINCE players have the following responsibilities:
*

Formulating of goals for the U. S.

*

Translating these goals into the decisions required
by PRINCE

*

Initiating program execution from the terminal

*

Entering the decisions at the terminal

*

Waiting for PRINCE output to be printed at the
terminal

0

Studying the results of the current cycle and making
decisions for the next round of play

Experience suggests that the teams work more efficiently if they have a
formal structure, at least initially.

Later, more informal team relation-

ships may develop, depending on the individual players.

The following

roles are found convenient:
*

President (one team member takes this role)

*

Foreign Policy Advisors - the rest of the players
are assigned these roles and the 16 foreign policy
issues are divided among them.

These roles may be assigned by the instructor or by random selection.
It is very helpful if the team member playing "President" has played at
least one round before.
Suggested instructions for the President and his Policy Advisors are given
in Tables I and 2.
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Table 1.
Instructions to the President

You have selected the role of President.
Your pre-play responsibilities include:

"@ Formulating, with the help of your team members, foreign policy
goals for the United States.

These goals should be written out

and submitted to the umpire for your team no later than the beginning of the second day of play. You may change your goals at any
tame by submitting written changes to your umpire.

"* Assigning specific issues to your Foreign Policy Advisors.
Your responsibilities during play are:

"* Listening to the suggestions of your Advisors.
"

Making the final decisions on US actions, both political and
economic, keeping in mind the US goals.

"* Monitoring the reactions of the PI groups, especially the Partisan
group, since your re-election depends in large part on the opinions
of these groups.

"* Seeing that your decisions are executed (that is, entered at the
terminal). You may do this yourself, or you may delegate this
responsibility.

J

Your post-game responsibilitie.i,:
*

Preparing and delivering a, 5-minute discussion of your team's
goals and an evaluation of your success in meeting them.
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Table Z.

Instructions to the Foreign Policy Advisor
You have selected the role of Foreign Policy Advisor.

The President

will assign a subset of the 16 foreign policy issues to you.
Your pre-game responsibilities include:
* Assisting the President in formulating U.S. Foreign Policy
goals.
* Preparing a brief summary of the positions of the PRINCE
nations on your assigned issues over the past four months.
* Formulating a strategy for handling your issues.
During game play your responsibilities are:
* Preparing recommendations for the President on positions,
economic actions and PR actions with respect to your issues.
You may wish to consider the suggestions of the State Department, but you need not follow them.
e Monitoring the reactions of the PI groups.

If the reaction of

any group appears to fall beyond acceptable limits, you may
recommend actions designed to create a more favorable
reaction by that group.
Your post-game responsibilities include:
* Preparation of a brief description of the U.S. actions on your
issues and an evaluation of the positions and PR actions of
the other nations during the game.
* Assi~ t ing the President in the preparation of his briefing
on the game results.
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APPENDIX A.

DATA AND PROGRAM LISTINGS

A listing of the PRINCE Data Deck and Program are given here.
tions of the COMMON variables are given in the last section.

'U-3Z

Defini-

The PRINCE Data Deck

L.0001

/DATA

S00010026005100620067007701020113013801430187019802530528107813531364148916141639
S 16641675180018250001003401140115011601170118011901200130013111312131213221332134
21352140230023362337234723482349237424242429
0101
L.0005
2
1
5
5
3
1AFFECT
L.0006
8.
5.
2.
-4.
0.
L.0007
-3.
7.
4.
0.
-6.
L.0008
-2.
3.
0.
2.
-1.
L.0009
-5.
0.
2.
3.
-1.
L.0010
0.
-4. -1. -6.
6.
L.0011
2
1
5
5
3
2AID
L.0012
390.
880.
0.
0.
0.
L.0013
10.
0. 250.
0.
0.
L.0014
20.
20.
0.
0.
0.
L.0015
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
L.0016
0.
0.
0.
0.
0.
L.0017
1
1
1
11
3
3AID POSITION
L.0018
2.
2. -8.
-2.
-10.
-6.
1.
-3.
L.0019
1
1
1
5
2
4 BAL
L.0020
-1040.
2420
-360.
-380.
L.0021
2
1
5
5
2
DEPENDENCE
6
L.0022
1
4
1
0
L.0023
1
3
0
2
L.0024
1
0
3
6
L.0025
0
1
3
7
L.0026
4
1
2
9
L.0027
1
1
1
11
3
7FLEXIBILITY
L.0028
2.
1.
3.
2.
1.
5.
6.
2.
L.0029
2
1
5
5
2
8 ACTUAL FLOWS
L.0030
L.0031
2000
L.0032
100
L.0033
-1000
L.0034
L.0035
1
1
4
11
3
10CONG. POWER
L.0036
9
1.
6.
2.
0.
0.
0.
0.
L.0037
7.
2.
4.
3.
0.
0.
0.
0.
L.0038
2.
6.
2.
9.
0.
0.
0.
0.
L.0039
1.
9
1.
7.
0.
0.
0.
o.
L.0040
1
1
1
11
3
11ELEC. POWER
L.0041
2.
2.
1.
3.
2.
7.
6.
2.
L.0042
1
1
5
11
3
AFFECT
12PI
L.0043
L.0044
3.
3. -9.
-2. -8. -3.
5.
2.
L.0045
2.
-2.
-4.
-1.
-4.
-2.
2.
4.
L.0046
-2.
2.
-1.
2.
4. -4. -1.
6.
L.0047
4.
3.
1.
1.
3.
1.
0.
-2.
L.0048
IL1-33

L

6

3.

2.

-640.
1
1
1
3
0
2.

3.

4.

-500
1.
2.
2.
1.

1,
1.
2.
2.

1.
1.
4
9.

1.

1.

1.

-1.
-1.
0.
0.

-2.
-1.
1.
6.

2.
-2.
1.
4.

1

2

2.
8.
6.
-1.

-5. -10.
2.
-1.
1. -4.
3.
9.

-2.
-1.
2.
1.

2..
1.
2.
-4.

2.
-9.
7.

4.
5.
9.
-6.

0056
L,
L.0057
L.0058
L.0059

-2.
-4.
5. -10.
4.
9.
10. -1.
9.
3.
9.
6.

-1.
-1.
-6.
2.
-5, -9.
-8. -10.
9.
10.
-4. -10.

1.
-2.
-3.
-2.
1.
1.

1.
4. -3.
-8.
4.
-2. -10.
1. 10.
1. -10.

1
2.
8.
2.
5.
7.

L.0060
L.0061
L.0062
1.0063

10.
5.
10.
9.

4.
5.
5.
8.

L.0064
L.0065
L.0066
L.0067
L.0068
L.0069
L.0070
L.0071
L.0072
L.0073
'.0074
L.0075
L.0076
L.0077

3.
-5.
3
2.
1.
9.
2.
2.
2.
4.
3.
2.
4.
3.

a.
5.
11
4.
2.
9.
1
1.
8.
4.
3.
4
4.
2.

-4.
5.
4.
5.
3.
1.

-9.
-5.
-5.
-9.
9.
3.

8.
5.
5.
9.
2.
-4.

2.
1.
3.
1.
1.
9.
1.
1.
1.
1.
3.

e.
2.
9.
3.
2.
2.
8.
4.
2.
6.
2.

2.
2.
9.
2.
2
2.
8.
4.
3.
6.
3.

1.
1.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1
1.
1.
1.

5.
3.
9.
3.
3.
5.
4.
4.
5.
5
3.

7.
1.
9.
2.
4.
4.
1.
1.
1.
9.
1

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

1.

3.

1

4.
4.
1.

1.
5.
1.

1.
4.
1

1.
1.
1.

3.
3.
1.

1.
1
1.

5

1

-3

-1

0

L.0049

1.0050
L.0051
L.0052
L.0053

13PIPOSITI OCS

L.0054
L,0055

15PISALIENCE

L.0078
L,0079
1.0080
L.0082
L.0083
1.0084
L.0085
L.0086
L.0087
L.0088
1.0089
L.0090
L.0091
L.0092
L.0093
L.0094
L.0095
L.0096
L.0097
L.0098
L.0099
L.0100
L.0101

16
17POSITIONS

3
5.
6.
10.
-4.

11

16

-3.
3.
1.
2.

-8. -2.
-1.
-8.
-9. -10.
-9.
-10.

9. 10. 10.
1.
5.
5.
2
1
16
2.
8.
5.
1.
1.
1.
3.
9.
9.
1.
2.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2.
3.
8.
1.
6.
4.
1.
3.
3.
1.
4.
4.
1.
4.
4.
1
2.
2.

1.

1.

1.

1.
1.
2.
2.
2.
2
2.
2.
1
. 1
. 1
. 2.

5.
2.
1.

1
8
1
3.
-8.
7.
10.
1
4.
7.
7.
3.
7.
6.
-2.
2.
10.
-1.
2.

A
3
2
-1.
8.
-2.
-3.
-1.
4.
4
-1.
6.
7.
5.
-4.
3.
10.
-2.
2.

3
-3
3
-6.
3.
-8.
3.
0.
1.
-6.
-8.
6.
-2.
-2.
8.
2.
-3.
6.
4.

11
-1
5
8.
-2.
8.
-1.
10.
7.
4.
3.
-7.
-6.
1.
6.
2.
-4.
6
6.

1
2
16
-5.
-2.
6.
-4.
-2.
2.
2.
-6.
-2.
-2.
-3.
1.
-3.
-2.
5.
3.
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1.
1.
1.
1.

-3.
2
-2.
-4.

1.
-8.
2.

4.
.
5. 4.
-1.
-4.
-5.
-5.
3.
-1.
3. -9.
1. -3. -8.
3. -1.
1.
-3.
1.
-1.
-3. -4.
-3.
9.
4.
1.
5.
5.
1.
1
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.

L.0102
L.0103
L.01014
L.0105

L.0106
L.0107
L.0108
L.0109
L.0110
1.0111
L.0112
1.0113
L.0114
L.0115
L.0116
L.0117
L.0118
L.0119
L.0120
L.0121
L.0122
L.0123
L.0124
L.0125
L.0126
L.0127
L.0128
L.0129
L.0130
L.0131
L.0132
L.0133
L.0134
.0135
1.0136
L.0137
L.0138

"L.0139
L.01140
L.0141
L.0142
L.0143
L.0144
L.0145
L.0146
L.3147
L.l48
L.0149
LC150
L.0151
L.0152
L.0153
L.0154
L.0155
L.0156
L.0157

18POWER

3
7.
14.

5
8.
3.

16
5.
1.

1
1.
8.

2
1.
6.

9.

5.

2.

1.

1.

8.
8.
4. 10.
4.
6.
4. 3.
4. 3.
4. 3.
q.
9.
7.
9.
4.
5.
7.
8.

1.
1.
2.
1".
1.
1.
7.
5.
3.
5.

4.
1.
1.
6.
5.
5.
1.
1.
8.
2.

2.
1.
1.
1
1.
1.
1.
1.
8.
1.

8.
2.
7.
5
75.
0.
40.
30.
45.
5
2000.
244.
1341.
379.

4.
1.
5.
5
40.
35.
0.
140.
35.
5

14.
8.
1.
1
20.
22.
55.
0.
75.
1
151.
200.
4114.
2149.

1.
8.
1.
2
20.
35.
55.
75.
0.
2

8.
2.
8.
3
19RESTI
0.
60.
48.
30.
20.
20NATURAL FLOW 2

50.
22.6
95.
1
1
11
3
21REST. POS.
9.
7. 10. -10.
3.
-3. -1.
2
1
16
5
3
22SALIENCE
1.
1.
q.
8.
7.
9.
9.
3.
3.
4.
4.
4.
14. 4.
9.
9.
9.
2.
8.
7.
3.
3.
1.
10.
5.
1.
1.
3.
5.
8.
3.
3.
2.
3.
4.
1.
1.
1.
1.
5.
1.
1.
1.
2.
3.
1.
1.
1.
2.
2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
3.
5.
5.
2.
1.
2.
1.
1.
2.
1.
2.
8.
8.
2.
2.
2.
5.
5.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
1.
2
1
5
5
TREND2
23 SECULAR
4
4
0
2
0
3
1.
5.
7.
8.
1.
5.
7.
8.
2.
5.
2.
8.
1
1
1
1
1
30
5
IU-35

375.
C3.
60.
.4

1136.
228.
73.
-842.

2322.
290.
171.
(,4.

-396.

.2
-9.

-2.

2.

1.

2
3

2
5
0.
0
2.

32 lOUT

L.0158
L.0159
L.0160
L.0161
L.0162

33 IPASS
PRINCE
35

L.011,3

-

L.O1f4

-

L.Olf,5

-

L.0166
[. .01(7

-

L.0168
L.0169
L.0170
L.0171
L.0172
L.0173
L.0174
L.0175
L.0176

L.0177
L.0178
L.0179
L.0180

L.0187
L.0188
L.0189
L.0190
L.0191
L.0192
L.0193

35
-

-

1

1

10

1

1

1

1

9
6

200

3

15

-4

200

I

200
200

3
4
5

2
3
50
50
50

F

3

35
-

35

L.0197
L.0198

-

L.0199
1.0200
L.0201

37 IN

L.0202

38
39 JMONT
40 JYEAR
9 GNP

2

5

4

5
1
2
2
4
4

40
1
2
4
4
5

5
-5
30
40
65
10
5
9
-7
-8
-4
5

2
4
5
4

50
50
50
40

50
40
65
10

100
100
100
100

1
2
2
2
2

1
19
13
5
9

10
8
-2
5
6

41
200
200
200
200

3
3
3
2
5
5
1

16
19
50
50
50
40
1

4
8
30
50
65
5
7

200
200
100
100
100
100
5

2
3
4

50
50
50

50
30
40

100
100
100

4
4

6
19

5
8

200
200

3
3
1

20
22
1

8
4
1

200
200
1

1

1
1
65529
1
1
1
1
1
1971
5
2
10000000

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5

L.0194
L.0195
L.0196

L.0203
L.0204
L.0205
L.0206
L.0207
L.0208
L.0209
L.0210

1

4

L.0181

L.0182
L.0183
L.0184
L.0185
L.0186

1
6
4

100
100
100
100
100
3
200
200
200
200

100

5

40

1

1
1
5000000

Ul-36

1
1200000

400000

110000

L.0211
L.0212
L.0213
L.0214
L.0215
L.0216
L.0217
L.0218
L.0219
L.0220
L.0221
L.0222
L.0223
L.0224
L.0225
L.0226
L.0227
L.0228
L.0229
L.0230
L.0231
L.0232
L.0233
L.0234
L.0235
L.0236
L.0237
L.0238
L.0239
L.0240
L.0241
L.0242
L.0243
L.02'.
L.0245
L.021.
L.0247
L.0248
L.024.9
L.0250
L.0251
L.0252
L.0253
L.025'
L.0255
L.0256
L.0257
L.0258
L.0259

'2 MES
ER01
ER02
ER03
ER04
ER05
ER06
ER07
ER08
ER09
ER10
ER11
ER12
ER13
ER14
ER15
ER16
ER17
ER18
ER19
ER20
43 MON
JANUARY
FFBRUARY
MARCH
APRIL
MAY
JUNE
JULY
AUGUST
SEPTEMRER
OCTOBER
NOVEMBER
DECEMBER
45 NATIN
US
USSR
FRANCE
INDIA
PAKISTAN
46NISS
47
50
SISTYLE
99999

5

8

20

5

3

12

1

2

1

2

01
02
03
0'
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
5

2

5

1

2

1
16
1
11
1
0
1
4
1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

5
0
11
2
1

1
0
1
-2
1

1
200
1
-4
1

1
150
1
-1
1

4

-2

4

1

(End of PRINCE Data Deck)
The line numbers (for example, L. OZII) are supplied by tCe interactive
computer system for the convenience of the user; they are not part of
the PRINCE data deck. The data cards usually start in card column 1.
111-37

3

-2

The PRINCE Load Program
1.0001
L.0002
L.0003
t.OnO4

/FILE
DISC=1,DSNAME-AFILE
/FTC SVDECK
DIMENSION CARD(80)
DIMENSION IDICT(51)
4
(243'1)
DIVIENSION COM(1849),ICr. -C01.1f.1rj AFFCT(5,5),AID)(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLE3AL(5,2),DEP(5,5),

I .0n05
II. rOn(

P05(25, 11),PIR( 11,50),PISAI(25,11),PIStIP(1l),POS(25,5),
3P0'0.'(25, 5), RFSTI1(5, 5), Rr:ATu(5,5), RPOS( 11),SAL(25, 5),TREND( 5,5)

J~roFPI
I. I

10), IPOI:,IQUE1(5,5O,4), IQUE2(5,5O,4), IRMD, IX,JMOMT,JYEAR
5*ii5PASS(
I ~
L. rfli2CuMMO;: JPOINj(5),MES(20,8),MOl( 12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2 ),NISS,NTEAM,
ISDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
I.C013

L.0015

1fl5

1.001C
L.0017

10

READ(IN,10) IDICT
FORt1AT(2014)

L.0018

199

READ(IN,11,END*500) IT'AM,irT

L.0019
L.0020
L.0021
L.0022
1.0023
1.0024
1.0025

FORMAT(212)
IOUTw6
WRITE(IOUT,14) ITEAM,IPT
14 FORMAT(@0@,@PRINCE LOAD@/@0@,'TEAM
NTEAMuITEAM
GO TO (12,13),IPT
DO 501 1.1,21.39
12

L.0026
1.0027
1.0028
1.0029
L.0030
L.0031
L.0032
1.0033
1.0034
1.0035
L.0036
L.0037
1.0038
1.0039
L.0040
1.0041
L.0042
L.0043
1.0044
1.0045
L.0046
1.0047
L.0048
1.0049
1.0050
1.0051
L.0052
L.0053
L.0054

11

503
502
501
13
15
I11
1000
20
21
22
21.
25
26
28
29
30
32
33

@,12,4X,@OPTION

IF(-1849) 503,503,502
COM(I-0.0
ICOM(I)0
CONTINUE
GO TO 15
REWIND 1
READ (1) COM,ICOM
CONTINUE
IOUT=6
IN*5
READ(IN,1000) IVAR,IFORM,11,12,13,IORD
WRITE(6,1000) IVAR,IFORM,I1,12,13,IORD
FORMAT(15,14X,I1,415)
IF (IVAR-13) 22,20,22
DO 21 KKul,16
READ(5,1003)(PIPOS(KK,11),LL=1,11)
GO TO 111
11 ('VAR-iS) 26,24,26
DO 25 KKa'1,16
RrAD(5,1003)(PISAL(KK,1L),1LL1,11)
GO TO 111
IF (IVAR-17) 30,28,30
DO 29 KK*1,16
RFADC5,1003)(POS(KK,1L),L1.1,5)
GO TO 111
IF (IVAR-iS) 34,32,34
DO 33 KKml,16
READ(5,1003)(POW(KK,1),1LL*1,5)
GO TO 111

1.0055
1.0056
1.0057
1.0058

38,36,38
34 IF ('VAR-22)
36 DO 37 KK*1,16

L.0059

38 CONTINUE

37 READ(5,1003)(SA1(KK,11),11-1,5)
GO TO Ill

111-38

0,12<

L.0060
1.0061
1.0062
L.0063
1.0064
1.0065
L.0066
1.0067
1.0068
1.0069
L.0070
1.0071
1.0072
1.0073
1.0074
1.0075
L.0076
1.0077
1.0078
1.0079
1.0080
L.0081
1.0082
1.0083
1.0084
1.0085
1.0086
1.0087
1.0088
1.0089
1.0090
1.0091
1.0092
1.0093
1.0094
1.0095
1.0096
L.0097
1.0098
L.0099
1.0100
1.0101
1.0102
1.0103
1.0104
1.0105
1.0106
1.0107
L.0108
1.0109
1.0110
1.0111
1.0112
1.0113
1.0114
1.0115

115
112
C
113
1
1001
2
1002
3
40
1003
4
1004
5
1005
100
2000
210
220
200
3000
310
320
300
666
430
700
999

1078
9999
500

IF(IVAR-35) 115,430,115
DO 666 113-1,13
DO 666 112-1,12
IF(IVAR-51) 113,113,999
READ DATA INTO PROPER BUF USING PROPER FORMAT
CONTINUE
GO TO (1,2,3,4,5),IFORM
RFAD (IN,1001) (ICARD(I),I=1,I1)
FORMAT(15X,1315)
GO TO 100
READ(IN,1002)(CARD(I ),1-1,11)
FORMAT(15X,5F10.0)
GO TO 100
READ( IN,1003)(CARD( I),1-1,11)
IF (IVAR-19) 100,40,100
WRITE(6,1003)(CARD(I),Iu1,I1)
GO TO 100
FORMAT(15X,13F5.0)
GO TA 100
READ(IN,1004)(ICARD(I ),1=1, Ii)
FORMAT(80A1)
GO TO 100
READ(IN,1005) (ICARDCI),I-1,I1)
FORMAT(20A4)
GO TO (2000,3000),IORD
DO 200 111-1,11
lIIIDICT(IVAR)+(II1-1)+(112-1)*I1+(113-1)*11*12
GO TO (210,220,220,210),IFORM
ICOM(li)-ICARD(II1)
GO TO 200
COM(II)-CARD(II1)
CONTINUE
GO TO 666
DO 300 111-1,11
II-IDICT(IVAR)+(I 12-1)+(I I1-1)*12+CI 13-1)*I1*12
GO TO (310,320,320,310),IFORM
ICOM(il)=ICARD(II1)
GO TO 300
COM(II-CARD(II1
CONTINUE
GO TO0 666
CONTINUE
GO TO 111
DO 700 1-1,12
READ(IN,1001)(IQUE1(13, I,J),J-1,4)
CONTINUE
GO TO 111
CONTINUE
REWIND 1
WRITE (1) COM,ICOM
WRITE(IOUT,1078)
FORMAT(' END OF PRINCE LOAD')
CONTINUE
GO TO 199
RETURN
(End of the Load Program)
END
IU1-39

Aj

The PRINCE Simulation Program
L.0001
L.0002
L.0003
L.0004
L.0005
1.0006
1.0007
L.0008
L.0009
L.0010
1.0011
1.0012
1.0013
1.0014
1.0015
1.0016
L.0017
L.0018
1.0019
1.0020
1.0021
1.0022
1.0023
1.0024
1.0025
L.0026
1.0027
L.0028
1.0029
1.0030
1.0031
L.0032
L.0033
1.0034
1.0035
1.0036
1.0037
1.0038
1.0039
1.0040
1.0041
L.0042
1.0043
1.0044
1.0045
1.0046
1.0047
1.0048
1.0049
1.0050
1.0051
L.0052
L.0053
L.0054
L.0055

/FILE DISCm1,DSNAME=AFIIE
/FTC SVDECK
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAI(5,2),OEP(5, 5),
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCONG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11,5),
2PIPOS(25, 11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(2S,11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TREND(5,5),
4RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(80), ICOUN,IEXIT,ILOC,IN,INIT,IOUT,
5IPASS(10), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IQUE2(5,50,4), IRND, IX,JMOIIT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NISS,NTEAM,
1SOPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
DIMENSION COM(1849),ICOM(2439)
EQUIVALFJiCE (COMC1),AFFCT(1,1)),(ICOM(1), IBUF(1,1))
INTEGERt:1 AM9
REAL*8 003)
INTEGER*2 I8/2H/
A(1)IB
599 FORMAT('OYOU ARE NOW PLAYING PRINCE. PLEASE ENTER
1'YOUR TEAM NUMBER(1,2,3, OR 4)')
600 FORMAT('OWOULD YOU LIKE A DESCRIPTION OF THE INPUT V'
1' O=NO, 1-YES')
601 FORMAT('OCOUNTRY CODES ARE :
1' 2wUSSR, 3-FRANCE, 4-INDIA, 5-PAKISTAN')
602 FORMAT('OENTER ECONOMIC RESTRICTIONS')
603 FORMAT( ' INFORMATION REQUIRED :')
604 FORMAT(' TARGET COUNTRY (2,5) AND % RESTRICTIONS ON'
1' NATURAL FLOW'/' OF GOODS AND CAPITAL (0,100)'/
2' EXAMPLE :'/' 4
43'/' FLOW FROM INDIA IS'
3' RESTRICTED TO 43% OF THE NATURAL FLOW.')
605 FORMAT(' END THIS SECTION BY TYPING 00')
606 FORMAT('OENTER ECONOMIC AID')
607 FORMAT(' TARGET COUNTRY (2,5) AND AID IN
1'MILLIONS OF US DOLLARS (0,10000.)'/' EXAMPLE:'
2' 5
591/' INDICATES THAT AID AMOUNTING TO $59. MIL'
3' WILL BE GIVEN TO PAKISTAN.')
608 FORMAT('OENTER POSITION CHANGES')
609 FORMAT(' ISSUE (1,16) AND NEW POSITION (-10,10)'/
1' EXAMPLE :1/1
6
-8'1' INDICATES THAT THE NEW US'
2' POSITION ON ISSUE 6 WILL BE -8.')
610 FORMAT('OENTER PUNISHMENT-REWARD ACTS')
611 FORMAT(' TARGET COUNTRY (2,5), ISSUE (1,16), AND'
1' THE PR ACT(-10,10)'/' EXAMPLE :'/
2' 2 4
6'/' INDICATES THAT ON ISSUE 4 THE US DIRECTS'
3' A PR ACT 6. TOWARD THE USSR.')
612 FORMAT('OYOU HAVE ENTERED ALL THE REQUIRED PRINCE INPUT.'
1/' IT WILL BE CHECKED FOR ADMISSABILITY.')
IEXIT -0
WRITE (6,599)
1 CALL FFAN(A,D,9,NX)
IF (A(-1)-)
70,72,70
70 LINEw1
71 WRITE(6,598) AM1
A1MwIB
598 FORi4AT(' THE SYMBOL ',A2,' IS NOT RECOGNIZED. PLEASE'
1' RE-TYPE LINE.')
GO TO (1,7,12,32,42),LINE
III-4

L.0056
L.0057
L.0058
1.0059
L.0060
L.0061
1.0062
1.0063
1.0064
1.0065
1.0066
L.0067
L.0068
L.0069

1.0070
L.0071
L.0072
L.0073
L.0074
L.0075
L.0076
1.0077
1.0078
1.0079
1.0080
1.0081
1.0082
1.0083
L.0084
1.0085
1.0086
1.0087
1.0088
1.0089
1.0090
L.0091
L.0092
1.0093
1.0094
1.0095
1.0096
L.0097
1.0098
L.0099
1.0100
L.0101
L.0102
1.0103
L.0101.
1.0105
L.0106
L.0107
1.0108
L.0109
1.0110

72 ITEAM-D(1)
CALL RANGE(1,4,ITEAM)
IF (IEXIT) 3,3,1
3 REWIND 1
READ (1) COM,ICOM
DO 67 1=1,50
DO 69 J-l,' 4
ICUE1(1, I,J)-0
69 CONTINUE
67 CONTINUE
NTEAMv-ITEAM
IEXIT-O
IOUT-6
ILul

68 WRITE(6,600)
7 CALL FFAN(A,D,9,NX)
IF (A(-1)-I)
74,76,74
74 LINE-2
GO TO 71
76 IEX-D(1)
CALL RANGE(0,1,IEX)
IF (IEXIT) 9,9,7
9 IEX*IEX.1
2 GO TO (6,4),IEX
4 WRITE(6,601)
6 WRITE(6,602)
GO TO (1O,8),IEX
8 WRITE(6,603)
WRITE(6,604)
WRITE(6,605)
10 NN-50
mmul00

12 CALL FFAN(A,D,9,NX)
IF (A(-1)-I)
78,80,78
78 LINE-3
GO TO 71
80 JlaD(1)
X=D(2)
IF (Ji) 14,19,14
14 CALL RANGE(2,5,J1)
IF (IEXIT) 16,16,12
16 J3zX
CALL RANGE (0,N¶M,J3)
IF (IEXIT) 18,18,12
18 CALL SET(IL,J1,NN,J3,100)
I1-11.1
IF (11-51) 12,60,60
19 IF (NN-50) 30,20,30
20 WRITE(6,606)
GO TO (22,21),IEX
21 WRITE(6,603)
WRITE(6,607)
WRITE(6,605)
22 NN-40
MM=10000

L.0111
L.0112
L.0113
L.0114
L.0115
L.0116
1.0117
L.0118
L.0119
L.0120
1.0121
L.0122
L.0123
1.0124.
L.0125
L.0126
1.0127
1.0128
L.0129
1.0130
L.0131
1.0132
1.0133
1.0134.
1.0135
L.0136
1.0137
L.0138
1.0139
1,011.0
1.0141
1.0142
1.0143
1.01441
L.0145
1.0146
1.0147
L.0148
1.0149
1.0150
L.0151
1.0152
1.0153
1.0154.
1.0155
1.0156
L.0157
1.0158
1.0159
1.0160
1.0161
L.0162
L.0163
1.0164
1.0165

GO TO 12
30 WRITE(6,608)
GO TO (32,31),I
31 W(ITE(6,603)
WRITE(6,609)
WRITE(6,605)
32 CALL FFAN(A,D,9,NX)
IF (A(-1)-I)
82,84.,82
82 LINE-4
GO TO 71
84 J1-D(1)
X=D(2)
IF (J) 34,4.0,34.
31. CALL RANGE(1,16,J1)
IF (IEXIT) 36,36,32
36 J2mX
CALL RANGE(-10,10,J2)
IF (IEXIT) 38,38,32
38 CALL SET(IL,J1,J2,0,300)
ILmIL.1
IF (51-51) 32,60,60
1.0 WRITE(6,610)
GO TO (1.2,41),IEX
41 WRITE(6,603)
WRITE(6,611)
WRITE(6,605)
1.2 CALL FFAN(A,D,9,NX)
86,88,86
IF (A(-113I)
86 LINE-5
GO TO 71
88 J1-D(1)
J2-C*2)
XwD(3)
IF (Ji) 4.4,60,441
441CALL RANGE (2,5,J1)
IF (IEXIT) 46,4.6,4.2
1.6 CALL RANGE(1,16,J2)
IF (IEXIT) 48,48,1.2
48 J3-X
CALL RANGE(-10,10,J3)
IF (IEXIT) 50,50,42
50 CALL SET(IL,J1,J2,J3,200)
I1.11+1
IF (IL-5i) 42,bO,60
60 WRITE(6,613)
613 FORMAT(OWOULD YOU LIKE TO ENTER ADDITIONAL INPUT'
1' ? OuNO, l-YES')
61 CALL FFAN(A,D,9,NX)
62,64,62
IF (A(-1)-)
62 WRITE (6,598) AM1
-1)*8
A
GO TO 61
64 IANS-O(1)+1
GO TO (66,68),IANS
66 WRITEC6,612)
III- 4Z

1.0166
1.0167
L.0168
L.0169
L.0170
L.0171
L.0172
L.0173
L.0174
L.0175
L.0176
L.0177
1.0178
1.0179
L.0180
L.0181
1.0182
1.0183
1.0184
L.0185
L.0186
1.0187
L.0188
1.0189
1.0190
L.0191

11
1000

743
700
702

L.0192

L.0193
L.0194
L.0195
1.0196
L.0197
1.0198
1.0199

701
8889
200
888

CALL CHECK
CALL ECFLOW
CALL CEIL
DO 11 KKK=1,5
JPOIN(KKK).0
CONTINUE
WRITE(6,1000) NTEAM,IRND ,(MOM(JMONT,J),J-1,3),JYEAR
FORMAT(OTEAM ',I1,' ROUND 1,I2,3X,3A4,14)
CALL CHPOS
CALL PPGEN
CALL SiD
CALL INTEC
CALL TREAS
CALL DPOL
CALL DEPEND
CALL AFFMOD
DO 701 J-1,50
1-1,5
DO 702
K-1,4
DO 700
743,700,743
IF (1-1)
IQUE1(I,.J,K) - IQUE2(I,J,K)
IQUE2(I,J,K) -0
CONTINUE
PIR(I,J) -0.
CONTINUE
1=6,11
DO 701
PIR(I,J) 8 0.
CONTINUE
IF (qMONT-4Ij 888,8889,888
888,200,888
IF ((JYEAR/?)'2-JYEAR)
CALL ELEC
CALL CONCI
STOP
END

111-4 3

L.0200 /FTC SYDECK
SUBROUTINE ECFLOW
1.0201
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAI(5,2),OEP(5,S),
1.0202
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCONG(11,14),oELEC(11),PIAFF(11,5),
1.0203
2P1 POS(25,11),PIR(11,5O),PISAL(25,11),PISUP(11 ),POS(25, 5),7
L.02014
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RHIATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TREND(5,5),
L.0205
14RA(5,5), IBUF(3,11), ICARD(80), ICOUN, IEXIT,ILOC, PIN,INIT, lOUT,
1.0 206
5IPASS(10), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,14), IQUE2(5,50,I.), IRND, IX,JMiONT,JYEAR
L.0207
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NISS,NTEAM,
1.0208
1SDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
L.0209
DO 5 1-1,5
1.0210
OLBAL(I,l)uRESTI(l,I)
1.0211
5 OLBAL(1,2)=AID(l,I)
1.0212
DO 10 1-1,5
1.0213
DO 11 J-1,50
L.02114
IF(IQUE1(I,J,1)) 11,11,12
1.0215
12 IF(IQUE1(I,J,14)-100) 110,13,110
L.0216
110 IF (IQUE1(I,J,14)-300) 11,111,11
1.0217
NN*IQUE1(I,J,1)
111
1.0218
PP-IQUE1(1,J,2)
1.0219
108,109,108
IF (1-1)
1.0220
108 POS(NN,I)-PP
1.0221
GO TO 11
1.0222
109 IF (ABS(POS(NN,l)-PP)-2.0) 112,112,113
1.0223
113 PsAMAX(PP,POS(NN,I)-2.0)
1.02214
PeAMIN(P,POS(NN,.I)*2.0)
1.0225
WRITE (6,1003) NN,PP,P
1.0226
1003 FORMAT('OTHE STATE DEPT WILL NOT ALLOW A POSITION ON
L.0227
1'ISSUE 1,12,1 OF ',F14.0/1 THE NEW US POSITION IS ',F14.0)
1.0228
PP-P
L.0229
112 POS(NN,I)wPP
1.0230
IQUE1(1,J,2)-PP
1.0231
GO TO 11
L.0232
13 IROUT*IQUE1(I,J,2)/10-3
1.0233
INAT-IQUE1(1,J,1)
1.02314
IAMTuIQUE1(I,J,3)
1.0235
IF(I-1) 9,15,9
1.0236
9 GO TO (1I.,314),IROUT
1.0237
15 GO TO (16,26),IROUT
1.0238
16 IF (AID(I,INAT).NAID(INAT)-IAMT) 140,140,36
1.0239
140 IAMT1*AID(I, INAT).NAID( INAT)
1.02140
GO TO 19
1.02141
36 JAMT.AID(I,INAT)
1.02142
IF (IAMT-5-JAMT) 17,17,18
1.02143
18 IAMT1u5.JAMT
1.02144
19 CONTINUE
1.02145
WRITE (IOUT,10014)
1.02146
WRITE(IOUT,1001) (NATIN(INAT,K),K-l,2),IAMT,IAMT1
1.02147
1001 FORMAT( AN AID GRANT TO ',2A14,' OF $ ',13,' IMIL. IT'HAS'
1.02148
1V BEEN CHANGED TO $ '13,' .')
1.02149
FORMAT(' A RESTRICTION ON IMPORTS FROM ',2A14,
1002
1.0250
1' OF1,13*'t.'/' IT HAS BEEN CHANGED TO',13,'t.')
1.0251
1004. FORMAT('OTHE STATE AND TREASURY DEPTS WILL NOT ALLo~l')
1.0252
IAMTuIAMT1
L.0253
IQUE1(1,J,3)-IAMT
1.02514
GO TO 14.
1.0255

U'-

L.0256
L.0257
L.0258
L.0259
L.0260
L.0261
L.0262
L.0263
L.0264
L.0265
L.0266
L.0267
L.0268
L.0269
L.0270
L.0271
L.0272
L.0273
L.0274
L.0275
L.0276
L.0277

28

27
30
34
11
10

17 JAMTuAID(I,INAT)
21,14,14
IF (IAMT+5-JAMT)
21 IAMTI=JAMT-5
GO TO 19
14 AID(I,INAT)-IAMT
GO TO 11
26 IF(IAMT-5-RESTI(I,INAT)) 27,27,28
IAMT1-5+RESTI(I,INAT)
29 CONTINUE
WRITE (IOUT,1004)
WRITE(6,1002) (NATIN(INAT,K),K-1,2),IAMT, IAMT1
IAMT-IAMT1
IQUE1(1,J,3)uIAMT
GO TO 34
IF(IAMT+5-RESTI(IINAT)) 30,34,34
IAMT1IRESTI(I,INAT)-5
GO TO 29
RESTI(IINAT)=IAMT
CONTINUE
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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L.0001
L.0002
L.0003
L.0004
1.0005
L.0006
L.0007
L.0008
L.0009
L.0010

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE SET(I,J,K,L,M)
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,A),APOS(1i),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2),DEP(5,5),
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5,,PCOW4G(11,14),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11,5),
2PIPOS(25,11),PIR(11,5O),PISAL(25. 11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAI(25,5),TREND(5,5),
I.RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARt'(80),ICOUN,IFXIT,IIOC, IN,INIT,IOUT,
5IPASS(1O),IP0IN,IQUE1(5,50,4), IQUE2(5,50,4),IRND,IX,JMCNTI.JYEAR
COMMON JPUIN(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NISS,NTEAMl,
.

L.0011
L.0012
L.0013
L.0014
1.0015
1.0016
1.0017
1.0018

lSDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)

DIMENSION COM(1849),ICOM(21.39)
EQUIVALENCE (COM(1),AFFCT(l,1)),(ICOM(1), IBUF(1,1))
IQUE1(1,1,1)aJ
IQUE1(i,1,2)-K
IQUE1(1,1,3)-L
IQUE1(1,I,4)-M
RETURN
END

1.0090
L.0091
L.0092

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE CEIL
COMMON AFFCTl(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2),DEP(5,5),

L.0094
1.0095
1.0096
L.0097
1.0098
L.0099
1.0100
L.010J
L.0102
1.0103
1.0104
L.0105
L.0106

2P1 POS(25, l1),PIR(l1,5G),PISAL(25, 11),PISUP(11l),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNA.$U(5,5),RPOS(11). SAL(25,5),TREND(F,5),
4RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11), ICARD(80), ICOUN, IEXIT,ILOC, IN,INIT, IOUT,
5IPASSC1O), IPOlIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IQ(IE?(5,50,4), IRND, IX,JMO01'IT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20, 8),MON( 12, 3),NAT,NATIN( 5.2 ),NI SS,NTEAM,
ISDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
DO 10 1-1,5
UO 20 J-1,5
IF(I-J) 21,20,21
IIM(I,J,1)m30-AFFCTI,,
LIM(I,J,2)-60-AFFCT(I,Ji)*4
CONTINUE
CONTINUE

21
20
10

1.0107

RETURN

L.0108

END

L.0077
1.0078
1.0079
L.0080
1.0081
1.0082
1.0083
1.0084
1.0085
1.0086
1.0087
L.0088
L.0089

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE RANGE(IOW,LUP,N)
COMMON COM(1849),ICOM(2439)
EQUIVALENCE CIEXIT, ICOM(115))
IEXITuO
IF(N-LOW) 10,99,11
11
IF(N-IUP) 99,99,10
10 WRIrE(6,10OO) !',LOW,LUP
1000 FORMAT(' ERROR: 0,14,l DOES NOT LIC BETWEEN',I4,' AND,
1,14,' ; PLEASE RE-TYPE.')
IEXITwi
99
RETURN
END
IU-46
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/FTC SVDECK

L.OC
L.0021
L.0022
L.0023
L.0024
L.0025
1.0026
1.0027
1.0028
L.0029
1.0030
1.0031
L.0032
1.0033
1.0034
1.0035
L.0036
1.0037
1.0038
1.0039
1.0040
1.0041
1.0042
L1.043
1.0044
L.0045
L.0046
1.0047
L.0048
L.0049
1.0050
1.0051
L.0052
1.0053
1.0054
1.0055
L.0056
L.0057
1.0058
L.0059
L.0060
1.0061
L.00l62
1.0063
1.0064
1.0065
L.0066
1.0067
L.0068
L.0069
1.0070
L.0071
1.0072
L.0073
1.0074
1.0075
L.0076

SUBROUTINE CHECK
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5, 2),DEP(5,5),
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCONG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11,5),
2PIPOS(25,11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25,11),PISUP(11),POS(25, 5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TREND(5,5),
4RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(80),ICOUN,IEXIT,ILOC,NI, INIT,IOUT,
5IPASS(10),IPOIN,IQUE1(5,50,4),IQUE2(5,50,4),IRNJD,IX,JtIONT,JYEAR
COMMON ~IPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON( 12, 3),NAT,NATIN( 5,2 ),tI SS,t4TEAt4,
lSDPOS(25), IIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
DIMENSION IIP(25),IPR(25,5),IEC(2,5),ITYPE(3)
DATA IIP/25*0/,IPR/25*1,100*0/,IEC/2*1,8*0/,ITYPE/'EC','PR',IIP'/
N=O
ILOC=0
DO 10 1=1,50
1003 FORMAT(2X,414)
IF (IQUE1(1,1,1)) 10,10,8
8 CONTINUE
9
IROUT-IQUE1(1,1,4)/100
GO TO (11,12,13),IROUT
11
INAThIQUE1(1,1,1)
IT-IQUE1(1, 1,2)/10-3
IN=IEC(IT,INAT)
IF(IN) 21,21,99
21
I10CsI10C41
IEC(IT,INAT)-ILOC
GO TO 19
12
INAT=IQUE1(1,1,1)
IT=IQUE1(1, 1,2)
IN-IPR(IT,INAT)
IF(GA) 22,22,99
22
ILOCwILOC+1
IPR(IT,INAT)=IIOC
GO TO 19
13
INAT-IQUE1(1,1,1)
IN=IIP(INAT)
MFIN) 23,23,99
23
I1OC-I1OC~l
IIP(INAT)aILOC
19
DO 2i J=1,4
25
IQUE1(],IIOC,J)-IQUE1(1,?,J)
GO TO 10
99
IF(N) 100,100,101
100
WRITE(IOUT,1001)
1001 FORMAT(IOTHE FOLLOWING DUPLICATE ACTS ARE NOT ALLOWED'/
1' ORIGINAL',4X,9DUPLICATE')
1002 FORMAT(
',A2,2X,313,4X,313)
Nal
101
WRITEUIOUT,1002)ITYPE(IROUT),(IOUE1(1,IN,J),J-1,3),(IQUE1(1, I,J),J
1-1,3)
10
CONTINUE
ILOC-ILOC.1
IF(ILOC-5O) 111,111,999
',n 1000 I-ILOC,50
111
0O 1000 J-1,4
1000 IQUE1(1,1,J)-0
RETURN
999
END
IU1-47

L.0109
L.0110
L.0111
L.0112
L.0113
L.0114
L.0115
L.0116
L0117

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE RANDUCYFI)
39
COMMON COM(1849),ICOM(24 )
EQUIVALENCE (IX,ICOM(2132))
i~uX*65539
IIF(IY) 5,6,6
1
IY-IY+21147183647+
5
YFLuIY
6
9
YFLaYFL*.465661E-

[.18Ixl

RETURN
L.0119
END
L.0120
L.0121 /FTC SVDECK
FUNCTION AMAX(X,Y)
L.0122
AMAX=X
L.0125
IF(X-Y) 10,99,99
L.0124
AMAXwY
L.0125 10
RETURN
L.0126 99
END
L.0127
L.0128 /FTC SVDECK
FUNCTION MIN(I,J)
L.0129
MIN-I
L.0130
IF(I-J) 99,99,10
L.0131
MIN=J
10
L.0132
RETURN
L.0133 99
END
L.0134
SVDECK
/FTC
L.0135
FUNCTION MAX(I,J)
L.0136
MAX-1
L.0137
1F(I-J) 10,99,99
L.0138
MAXwJ
1.0139 10
RETURN
L.0140 99
END
L.01141
1.0142 /FTC SVDECK
FUNCTION AMIN(X,Y)
1.0143
AMINwX
L.0144
IF(X-Y) 99,99,10
L.01145
AMINuY
10
1.0146
RETURN
L.01147 99
END
L.01148
L.0167 /FTC SYDECK
SUBROUTINE SQUASH(XX,YY,ZZ,AA)
L.0168
ZZ-ZZ/(5.0*AA)
L.0169
IF(ZZ-1.0) 10,12,13
L.0170
ZZU1.0
L.0171 13
GO T0 12
L.0172
IF(ZZ+1.0) 11,12,12
L.0173 10
ZZ.1l.0
L.01714 11
ZZEXX*ZZ+YY
1.0175 12
RETURN
L.0176
END
L.0177
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L.014.9
L.0150
1.0151
L.0152
1.0153
L.0154
1.0155
L.0156
1.0157
L.0158
1.0159
L.0160
1.0161
1.0162
L.01 6 3

L.0164
L.0165

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE GAUSS(IIX,S,AM,V)
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2 ),DEP(5, 5),
1FIEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCONG(11,14),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11, 5),
2PIPOS(25, 11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25,11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5)..RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TRENID(5,5),
i.RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(80),ICOUN, IEXIT,ILOC, In,INIT,IOUT,
5IPASS(10),IPOIN,IQUE1(5,50,4), IO.UE2(5,50,1i),IRND, IX,JM4ONT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NI SS,NTEAM,
lSDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
A-0.0
DO 50 Iul,12
CALL RANDU(Y
A-AeY
50
V=(A-6.0)*SAM
RETURN
END

1.0178
1.0179
L.0180
1.0181
1.0182
L.0183
1.0184
L.0185
L.0186
L.0187
1.0188
1.0189
1.0190
1.0191
1.0192
L.0193
1.0194
1.0195

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE EIIM(PPOW,NN)
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAI(5),OLBAI(5,2 ),DEP( 5,5),
1FLEX(11),FLO.W(5,5),GNP(5),PCONG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11,5),
2PIPOS(25,11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25, 11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAI(25,5),TREND(5,5),
4RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(80), ICOUN, IEXIT,ILOC, IN,INIT, lOUT,.
SIPASS(10), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IQUE2(5,50,'i), IRND, IX,JMONt.T,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON( 12,3),NAT,NATIN(5 .2),NI SS,NTEAMi,
1SDPOS(25),IIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
DIMENSION IRES(3,2)
DATA IRES/'FAVO', 'RABI', 'Yn, 'UNFA', 'VORA', 'BLY'/
DO 10 J-1,5
SAI(NN,J)-.0.
10
IF(PPOW) 11,99,12
IR.2
11
GO TO 13
IR-1
12

1.0197
1.0198
1.0199

1001 FORMAT(@
RETURN
99
END

L.0196

13

WRITE(IOUT,1001)NN,( IRES(K,IR),K-1,3)
ISSUE NO.

@,12,@

1It1-49

HAS BEEN @,3A4,@ RESOIVEDW/

T.000 1
L.0002
1.0003
L.0004
L.0005
1.0006
L.0007
1.0008
L.0009
L.0010
1.0011
L.0012
L.0013
1.0014
1.0015
1.0016
1.0017
1.0018
1.0019

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROU TINE AFFMOD
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2 ),DEP(5,5),
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCONG(11,4),PELEC(I1),PIAFF(11,5),
2P1 POS(25,11),PIR(11,50),PI SAL(25,11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TREND(5,5),
4RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(BO),ICOUN,IEXIT,ILOC, IN,INIT,IOUT,
5IPASS(10), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IQUE2(5,50,4), IRND, IX,JMONT,LJYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NISS,NTEAM,
lcUrnO(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
Nu0
AAm0.0
DO 10 1.1,5
DO 22 J-1,5
IF(I-J)21,20,21
21
DO 30 Kml,50
30,31,30
IF (IQUE1CJ,K,1)-I)
31
IFC IQUE1(J,K,4)-200)30,32,30
NsN+1
32

1.0021
1.0022
1.0023
1.0024
1.0025
1.0026
L.0027
1.0028
1.0029
L.0030
1.0031
1.0032
1.0033
1.0034
1.0035
1.0036
1.0037
1.0038
1.0039
1.0040
1.0041
1.0042
L.0043
1.0044
L.0045

1000 FORMAT(' AFFCT FROM ',12,' TO',12,' WAS ',F6.2,/
1' IT HAS BEEN CHANGED BY ',F6.2,' TO ',F6.2)
IPRaIQUE1(J,K,3)
POW( 11,1)-AM.AX(POW(lI ,1),1.0)
PPUPOW(IlI,)/POW(III)
CALL SQUASH(10.0,0.0,PP,2, 0)
AA=AA.IPR*SAI(11,1)*PP
CONTINUE
30
AA-AA'N
CALL SQUASH(2.0,0. 0,AA,2500. 0)

A-AFFCT(I,J)

AFFCT(I,J)-AFFCT(I,J) +AA
IF(AFFCT(I,J)) 50,20,51
50
AFFCT(I ,J)-AMAX(AFFCT(I ,J),-10.0)
GO TO 20
AFFCT(I,J)r.A~ilN(AFFCT(I ,J),10.0)
51
20 CONTINUE
22 CONTINUE
10
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
/FTC SVDECK
FUNCTION DEF(A1,A2,L1,L2)
DEF=A1
IF (1.1-1.2) 10,10,99

L.0046

10 DEF-A2

1.0047
L.0048

99 RETURN
END

III-SO

L.0049 /FTC SVDECK
L.0050
SUBROUTINE FILLQ(K1,K2,K3,K4)
1.0051
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5p5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2),DFP(5,
L.0052
1FLEX(ll),FLOW(5o5),GNP(5),PCOtIG(11,4),PEEC(Il),PIAFF(11,5), 5),
L.0053
2P1 POS(25,11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25,11),PISUP(I1),POS(25,5),
L.0054
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25.5),TpEtJD(55),
L.0055
L4RACS,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(80),ICOtJI.JIx,TILOCIN li~lT lOUT,
L.0056
5IPASS(1O), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IQUE2(5,50,4), IRtID, IX,JI.10O!,T,JYEAR
L.0057
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,a),MONJ(12,3),NATNATItcs 2),NlISS,NTEA?.1,
L.0058
lSDPOS(25), IIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11,
L.0059
DIMENSION NN(2)
L.0060
DATA NN/'AID ','REST'/
L.0061
JPOIN(NAT)UJPOIN(NAT)+l
L.0062
11=JPOIN(NAT)
1.0063
IF(I1-50) 100,100,401
L.0064
100 IF (NAT-i) 101,490,101
1.0065
490 IF (K4-100) 499,492,499
1.0066
492 IF (K2-45) i'93,401,495
L.0067
493 L11
L.0068
GO TO 496
1.0069
495 1=2
L.0070
496 WRITE( IOUT,1002)(NATIN)(Kl,KK),KK=1,2),NNj1)OK3
1.0071
GO TO 101
L.00-2
100? FORMAT( ',2A4,3X,A4,3X,I3)
L.0073 499
WRITE( IOUT,1001) (NATIN(K1,KK),KK-1,2),,K2,K3
1.0074 1001 FORMVAT(
',2A4,3X,I2,5X,I3)
1.0075
101
IQUE2(NAT,I1,1)=K1
1.0076
200 IQUE2(NAT,11,2)-K2
L.0077
300 IQUE2(NAT,11,3)uK3
L.0078
400 IQUE2(NAT,11,4)aK4
1.0079 401
RETURN
1.0080
END

Ill- 51

L.0081
L.0082
L.0083

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE ATCHG
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5,APOSc11),BAL( ),OLBA ( ,2),DEP(5,5),
5
1 5

L.0085
1.0086
1.0087
1.0088
L.0089
L.CO9O
1.0091
L.0092
L.0093
1.0094.
1.0095
L.0096
1.0097
1.0098
1.0099
-.0100
1.0101
-.0102
L.0103
L.0104.
L.0105
1.0106
1.0107
L.0108
L.0109
1.0110

2 PIPOS( 2
5,11),PIR(11,5o),PISALýJis11),PISUP(11),POS( 5,5),
2
3P0WC25,5),RESTI CS,5),RNATUC5,S),RPOS(11),SALC25,S)TREND(5,
'.RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(8o),COUNIEXITILOCIN,l,'TIOUT 5 ),
5IPASS(1O), IPOIN, IQUE1C5,50,'.), IQUE2(5, 50,41), IRND, IX,JMONT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(S),MESC20,a),MON(12,3),NATNATIN(5,2),NISSNTEAM,
lSDPOS(25),LIMc5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(l,)
DO 10 IPIml,ll
DO 15 NAT-2,5
N=O
ATOT=O.0
DO 20 IRSP-1,50
IF(IQUE1(NAT, IRSP,1.)-200)20,21,20
21
IF(IQUE1(NAT,IRSP,1)-1)20,22,20
22
ATOT*ATOT+IQUE1(NAT,IRSP,3)*PISALI(1UE1(NATIRSP, ),IPI)
2
NwN,1
20
CONTINUE
ATOTmATOT*N
CALL SQUASH(FLEX(IPI),0.0,ATOT,150 . )
0 0
A-PIAFF(IPI,NAT)
PIAFF(IPI,NAT).PIAFF(IPI~tiAT)+ATOT
1000 FORMAT( AFFCT OF PI GRP ',12,' FOR NATION ',12,'
WAS'
1t ',F6.2,/' IT HAS BEEN CHANGED BY 1,F6.2,' TO ',F6.2)
15
CONTINUE
10
CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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1,0111
L.0112
L.0113
1.0114
L.01'5
L.0116
L.0117
1.0118
1.0119
L.0120
L.0121
1.0122
L.0123
1.0124
1.0125
L.0126
L.0127
1.0128
1.0129
L.0130
1.0131
* L.0132
1.0133
L.0134
1.0135
L.0136
L.0137
L.0138
1.0139
1.0140
L.014.1
1.0142
1.0143
L.0144
L.0145
1 0146

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE CONCI
COMMON AFC(,)AD55,PS1),A()OBL52,E(,)
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP5)PONIJ
,),ELC11,PAF
2
1
5),
PIPOS(25,11),PIRc11,50),PISAL(2 , ),PISUP(11),POS(
5
1
1
2 5 ,5),
3POW(25,s),REsTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(II),SAL(-5,5),TREND(5s),
'.RA(5,5),IBUF(3,1),ICARD(80)'ICOUNIEXITILOCINIIO
5PS(0,PIQE(,04,QE(,04,RDIMNYA
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20 '8),MON( ,3),NATNATIN(5,2),NIlSS,NTEAM,
12
lSDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(ll)
DIMENSION COM(184g),ICOM(2'.3g)
EQUIVALENCE (COM(l),AFFCTc1,1)),(ICO~l(l),IBUF(l~l))
WRITE (6,1003)
1003 FORMAT(OIS THIS A TEST ?1-YES, 0=NO')
READ (9,1004) IANS
1004. FORMAT(I1)
IF (IANS) 99,30,99
30 IRND=IRND,1
JMONT=JMONT+1
IF (JMONT-12) 10,10,20
20 JYEAR=.JYEAR+1
JMONT-1
10 REWIND 1
WRITEM1 COM,ICOM
WRITE(IOUT,5000)
5000 FORMAT(10X,'A FRIENDLY MESSAGE FROM LOCAL
PRINCE CONTROL')
ITEAM-NTEAM
WRITE(IOUT,1002) ITEAM
1002 FORMAT(10X,'END OF RUN
TEAM',13)
200 CONTINUE
WRITE(IOUT,looo) JMONT,JYEAR
1000 FORMAT(10X,'DATE OF NEXT JOB
MONTH:',12,' YEAR:',I4)
WRITE(IOUT,1001)
1001 FORMAT(10X,'PRINCE OFF')
99 RETURN
END
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L.0148
SUBROUTINE TREAS
L.0149
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS( ),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2)DEP(5,5)
11
L.0150
lFLEX(ll),FLOW(5,s),GNP(s),PCONG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11,5),
L.0151
2PI POS(25, ll),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25, 11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
1.0152
3POW(25,5),RESTI
(5,5),RNATU(5,s),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TREND(55),
4 RA(5Ss),IBUF(311),ICARD(80),ICOUý)IEXITILOCINtTIO,
L.0153
L.0154
5IPASSC1O), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IOUE2(5,5o,4),
IRND, IX,J?'1OIIT,JYEAR
L.0155
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MOýIc12,3),NATNATIN(5,2),NISS,NTEA~l,
2
L.0156
lSDPOS( 5),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),r4PRPOS(ll,
1.0157
DIMENSION ITYP(2)
L.0158
DATA ITYP/'AID','REST'/
1.0159
WRITE(IOUT,1001)(MON(JM1ONTK),Ki1,3,JYEAR
L.0160 1001 FORMAT('1MONTHLY REPORT OF
THE UNITED STATES TREASURY'/' REPORT
1.0161
lOF ECONOMIC ACTIVITY DURING THE PERIOD
',3A4,2X,14)
L.0162
WRITE(IOUT,1002)
1.0163 1002 FORMAT('ONATION
TARGET
ACT
AMOUI\T'V
L.0164
DO 20 1-1,5
1.0165 1003 FORMAT('0',2A4,,)
1.0166
WRITEC IOUT,1003)(NATIN(I ,K),K=1,2)
L.0167
DO 10 J=1,50
L.0168
IF(IQUE1(I,J,1)) 10,10,12
1.0169 12
IF(IQUE1(I,J,4)-10O, 10.13,10
1.0170
13 IF (IQUE1(1,~J,2)-40) 52,50,52
1.0171
50 11-1
1.0172
GO TO 54
L.0173
52 11-2
1.0174
54 WRITE(6,1004)(NATIN(IQUE1(I,J,1),K),K=1,2),IY(Il)
L.0175
liQUE1(1,J,3)
IYP
1.0176
1004. FORMAT(
',9X,2A4,1X,A'.,6X,I'.)
1.0177 10
CONTINUE
1.0178 20
CONTINUE
L.0179
WRITE(IOUT,101o)((NATIN(IJ),J- ),SAL(I),11,5)
1.0180
1010 FORMAT('OBALARI1CE OF PAYMENTS'/' 1 2
COUNTRY
AMOUNT'/
L.0181
140' ',2A4,2X,'$',Fl1O 2 /))
L.0182
RETURN
1.0183
END
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*

L.0020
L.0021
L.0022
L.0023
L.0024
L.0025
L.0026
L.0027
L.0028
L.0029
L.0030
L.0031
L.0032
L.0033
L.0034

L.0036
L.0037
L.0038
L.0039
L.0040
1.0041
L.0042
1.0043
1.0044
L.0045
L.0046
1.0047
L.0048
1.0049
1.0050
L.0051
1.0052
1.0053
1.0054
L.0055
L.0056
1.0057
L.0058
1.0059
1.0060
L.0061
L.0062
1.0063
1.0064
L.0065

SUBPOUTINE ELEC
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(I1),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2),DEP(5, 5),
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GN4P(5),PCONIG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11, 5),
2PIPOS(25, 11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25,11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TRFND(5,5),
4RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(80), ICOUN, IEXIT,ILOC, IN,IN!IT, lOUT,
5IPASS(10), IPOIN,IQUE1(5,50,4), ICUE2(5,5O,4), IRP!D,IX,JMIOIT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MION(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NI SS,NITEA!1,
1SDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
INTEGER VOTE
DIMENSION RES(11),VOTE(2,4),V(2),HEAD(20,2),SUP( 11)
DATA V/435.0,100.0/
HEAD/'PART','Y RE','PRES','ENTA','I0fl ','IN T',
DATA
'''
1 'HE H','OUSE',' OF ',lREPR','ESEN',.'TATI','VES',' ,
2' ',1 1,1 ','PART', 'V RE', 'PRES', 'ENTA', 'IO1', 'IN T', 'HE S', 'ENAT'
TRES=0.0
DO 20 IPI-1,11
SUP( IPI )=(PISUP(IPI ).10)/2
20
DO 10 1-1,11
SUP(I)*PEIEC(I)
RES(I10
DO 12 1-5,11
TPC-0.0
DO 13 J-1,4
TPC-TPC+PCONG(I,J)
13
DO 14 J=1,4
RES(J).RES(J),RES(I)*PCONG(I,J)/TPC
14
CONTINUE
12
DO 18 11-1,2
TRES-0.0
DO 15 1-1,4
CALL RANDU(RAND)
VOTE(I I,I)-RES(I)*(1+(RAND-.5)/2.5)
TRES-TRES.VOTE(II,I)
15
TVO0.0
DO 16 1-1,4
VOTE(li,i)-VOTE(11,I)*V(II)/TRES
TV*TV.VOTE(II,I)
16
VOTE(II,2)uVOTE(11,2)+V(1I)-TV
WRITEF(IOUT,1001) (HEAD(J,11),J-1,20),(VOTE(iI,I),1-1,4)
ELECTION RESULTS OF ',20A4/
1001 FORMAT(
MODERATE LEFT MODERATE RIGHT'
1' EXTREME LEFT
1,14,11X,14,11X,14,11X,14)
2' EXTREME RIGHT'/
CONTINUE
18
RETURN
END
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SUBROUTINE DEPEND
L.0002
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2),DEP(5,5),
L.0003
1FLEX(11),FI..OWC5,5),GNP(5),PCONIG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11,5),
L.0004
2PIP,.)S(25, 11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25,11),PISIJP(11),POS(25,5),
L.0005
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),T!qEND(5,5),
L.0006
4RA(5,5), IBUF(3,11), ICARD(80), ICOUN, IEXIT,ILOC, IN,11111, OUT,
L.0007
5IPASS(10), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IOUE2(5,50,4), IRND, IX,Jt,'ONJT,JYEAfl
L.0008
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20 A) MOI'( 12, 3),NIAT,NATlIN(5,2),NISS,N.TEPJ.1,
1.0009
1SDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
L.0010
CALL RACAL(FIOW10,1))
,10011
DO 10 NAT-1,5
L.0012
DO 20 J*1,5
1.0013
DEP(NAT,J)-RA(NAT,J)
L.0014
CALL SQUASH(5.O,5.0,DEP(NAT,J),1.0)
L.0015
CONTINUE
L.0016 20
CONTINUE
L.0017 10
RETURN
1.0018
END
1.0019
1.0066
L.0067
1.0068
1.0069
1.0070
L.0071
1.0072
L.0073
1.00174
1.0075
1.0076
1.0077
L.0078
1.0079
1.0080
1.0081
1.0082
L.0083
L.0084
1.0085
L.0086
L.0087
L.0088
*

L.0089

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE SD
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(i1),BAI(5),OLBALC5,2),DEP(5,5),
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCONG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11, 5),
2PIPOS(25,11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25,11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RtIATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAI(25,5),TREND(5,5),
4RA(5,5), IBUF(3,11), ICARD(80), ICOUN, IEXIT,ILOC, IN,INIT, lOUT,
5IPASS(10),IPOIN,IQUE1(5,50,4),IQUE2(5,50,4),IRND,IX,JMONIT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NISS,NTEA?.l,
1SDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
WRITE(IOUT,1001)
1001 FORMAT('OSUMMARY OF POLITICAL ACTIVITY')
WRITE( IJUT,1002) (MON(JMONT,K),K-1,3),JYEAR
1002 FORMAT(' ISSUED FOR THE MONTH OF ',3A4,',',14)
WP.!TE(IOUT,1012)
PR')
ISSUE
TARGET
1012 FORMAT('OCOUNTRY
DO 10 NATal,5
WRITE( IOUT,1003) (NATIN(NAT,K),K-1,2)
1003 FORMAT ' ,2A4)
DO 20 1=1,50
10,10,11
IF(IQUEI(NAT, 1,1))
IF(IQUE1(NAT,1,4)-200) 20,100,20
11
WRITE(IOUT,1004)(NATIN(IQUE1(IJAT, I,1),K),K-1,2),(IQUEI(NAT, t,K),Ku
100

12,3)

1.0090 1004. FORMATW ',14X,2A4,2X,12,8X,13)
CONTINUE
20
*L.0091
CONTINUE
1.0092 10
RETURN
1.0093
END
1.0094.
*
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1.0095
1.0096
L.0097
L.0098
L.0099
L.0100
L.0101
L.0102
1.0103
1.0104
L.0105
1.0106
1.0107
1.0108
L.0109
1.0110
L.0111
L.0112
1.0113
1.0114
1.0115
1.0116
L.0117

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE PRGEN
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2),DEP(5, 5),
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCONG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11, 5),
2P1 POS(25,11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25,11),PISUP(11),POS(25, 5),
3POW(25,5)..RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAI(25,5),TCENID(5,5),
4RA(5,5), IBUF(3,11), ICARD(80), ICOUN, EXIT,ILOC, IN,INIT, lOUT,
5IPASS(10), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IQUE2(5,50,4), IRND, IX,JMONIT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2 ),NISSNTEAf.1,
1SDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
WRITE(6,100)
100 FORMAT('OTHE US STATE DEPARTMENT INTELLIGENCE REPORT'/)
WRITE (6,1001)(MON(JMONJT,I),Im1,3),JYEAR
1001 FORMAT( SUMMARY OF ISSUE POSITIONS ON ',3A4,1X,I4)
WRITE(6,1002)((NATIN(I,J),J=1,2), 1=1,5)
ISSUE',5(lX,2A4)/)
1002 FORMAT(
DO 60 NN=1,NISS
60 WRITE(6,1003) NN,(POS(NN,I),I=1,5)
1003 FORMAT( ',13,5(5X,F4.0))
WRITE(IOUT,1006)
1006 FORMAT('OTHE STATE DEPARTMENT SUGGESTS THAT YOU TAKE
1'THE FOLLOWING'/' FOREIGN POLICY ISSUE POSITIONS DURING'
NEW POS'/)
OLD POS
2' THE NEXT PERIOD'/'OISSUE

1.0118
1.0119
L.0120

N0O
DO 31 1=1,NISS
IFPOS( 1,1)-SDPOS( I)) 25,31,25

1.0121
1.0122

25
WRITE(IOUT,1007) 1,POS(l,1),SDPOS(l)
1007 FORMAT(3X, I2,kX,F4.0,6X,F4.0)
Nai

L.0123

L.0124
L.0125

31

200 WRITE(6,1011)

L.0126

L.0127

1011 FORMAT(6X,'NONE THIS ROUND')
201 WRITE (E~,1008)

1.0128

1.0129
L.0130
L.0131
L.0132
1.0133
L.0134
1.0135
L.0136

L.0137

CONTINUE
IF (N) 200,200,201

1008 FORMAT('OYOU SHOULD ENGAGE IN THE FOLLOWING FOPEIEN POLICY'

21

32

PR')
ISSUE
1' ACTIONS'/' TARGET
N-JPOIN(1)
DO 10 NATal,5
DO 20 1-1,5
IF(NAT-1)21,20,21
DO 30 NN=1,NISS
IF(SA1(NlN,NAT)*POW(NN,I)-15)30,30,T2

IDF-ABS(POS(NN,NAT)-POS(NN,I))

1.0138
1.0139
1.0140

PRMX--.045*IDF**2.10
PRMN-. 045*(20- IDF)**2-10
PRMNuPRMN.DEP(NAT,I)*(PRMX-PRMNl)/10

1.0141
L.0~142

DEI=(PRMX-PRMN)/2.0
IF(POW(NN,NAT)) 40,41,40

1.0143

41

1.0145

RESPu1000.0

GO TO 42

L.0144
40

RESP-SAI(NN,NAT)/POW(fJN,NAT)
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CALL RANDUCRAND)
L.0146 42
RAND*RAND-.5
L.0147
PR-RAND*RE3P
1.0148
CALL SQUASH(DEL,PRMN+DEL,PR,.5)
L.0149
NRmPR
L.0150
IF (NR) 103,30,102
L.0151
103 NRmMAX(NR,-10)
L.0152
GO TO 101
L.0153
NRmMIN(NR,10)
L.0154 102
CALL FILLQ(I,tNN,NR,200)
L.0155 101
CONTINUE
L.0156 30
CONTINUE
L.0157 20
CONTINUE
1.015 8 10
IF (N-JPOIN(1)) 203,202,202
L.0159
202 WRITE (6,1011)
L.0160
203 RETURN
1.0161
END
L.0162

1.0163
1.0164
1.0165
1.0166
L.0167
L.0168
1.0169
1.0170
1.0171
L.0172
1.0173
1.0174
1.0175
L.0176

1.0177
L.0178
L.0179
L.0180
1.0181
1.0182
1.0183
L.0184
L.0185
1.0186
L.0187

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE RACAL(DATA)
DIM~ENSION DATA(5,5)
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2),DEP(5, 5),
IFLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCCNGC11,4 ),PELEC(11),PIAFF(11, 5),
2P1 P05(25, 11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25,11),PISIJP(11),PGS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TREND(5,5),
4RA(5,5), IBUF(3,11),ICARD(80), ICOUJ, IEXIT, ILOC,IN, INIT, lOUT,
5IPASS(10), IPOIN, IQUE1(5,50,4), IQUE2(5,5fl 4*, IRND, IX,JMOMT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIt.'(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIlN(5,2 ),NI SS,NTEAM,
1SDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NiAID(5),NIPRPOS(11)
DO 10 1-1,5
TOT-O.
DO 20 J-1,5
IF (I-J) 21,20,21
21 TOT=TOT.DATrA(I,J)
20 CONTINUE
RA(I,I)m0.
DO 30 Ju7.,5
31,30,31
IF (I-J)
31 RA(I,J)uDATA(I,J)**2*(DATA(I,J)-1.)/T0T*e*2/(TOT-1)
30 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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1.0002
SUBROUTINE INTEC
1.0003
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AIn(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OL.BAL(5,2 ),PEP(5,5),
L.0004
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5?5S),GNP(5),PCONIG(11,4),PELEC(11),PIAFF( 11,5),
L.0005
2PI POS(25, 11),PIR(11,50),PISAL(25, 11),PI SIP(Il),POS(25, 5),
L.0006
3POW(25,5),RFSTt (5,5),RNJATU(5,5),RPOS(I1),SAL(25,5),TPEND(5,5),
L.0007
4RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARD(80),ICOUNl,IEXIT,lLOC,Il, INIT,IOUJT,
L.0008
5IPASS(10),IPOIN,ICQuE1(5,50,!.),IflUE2(5,50,4),IRND,IX,Jr'OI"T,JYEAR
1.0009
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,B),MOJ( 12,3),NAT,NATIII(5,2),!I ISS,NTEA!',,
L.0010
1SL)POS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
1.0011
DO 5 1-1,5
BAL(I-0
1.0012
5
CONTINUE
L.0013
DO 100 lu1,5
L.0014.
1.0015
BAL(I)FLOW(I,I)
1.0016
DO 100 Jul,5
CALL GAUSS(IX,1.0,0.0,V)
1.0017
L.0018
RNATU(I,J)a-RNATU(I,J)+TREND(I,J)*(l+V)
1.0019
CALL GALISS(IX,1.0,0.0,V)
1.0020
FLOW(I,J)-RNATU(I,J)*(1+V/5)*(100.-RESTI(J,I ))/100.
L.0021
IF (I-J)
101,100,101
L.0022
101 CONTINUE
1.0023
BAL(I)-BAL(I).FLOW(I,J)-FLOW-(J,I)
1.0024
BAL(I)=BAL(I)- AID(I,J)+ AID(J,I)
100 CONTINUE
1.0025
1.0026
WRITE(IOUT,1006)
1.0027
1006 FORMAT('OTHE US TREASURY DEPARTMENT SUGGESTS THAT YOU'
1.0028
1' ENGAGE'/' IN THE FOLLOW'ING ECONlOMIC ACTIVITY FOR
1.0029
2'THE NEXT PERIOD'/ TARGET
ACT
AMOUNT')
1.0030
N-JPOIN(1)
1.0031
CALL INITE
1.0032
IF (N-JPOIN(1)) 201,200,200
L.0133
200 WRITE(6,1O11)
1.0034. 1011 FORMAT( NONE THIS PERIOD')
1.0035
201 RETURN
END
1.0036
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L.0037
1.0038
L.0039
L.0040
L.0041
L.0043
L.0044
L.0045
L.0046
L.0047
L.0048
1.0049
1.P050
L.0051
L.0052
1.0053
1.0054
1.0055
L.0056
1.0057
L.0058
L.0059
1.0060
1.0061
1.0062
L.0063
1.0064
1.0065
1.0066
1.0067
L.0068
L.0069
L.0070
L.0071
1.0072
1.0073
1.0074
0075
1..
L 0076
1.0077
1.0078
1.0079
1.0080
1.0081
1.0082
L.0083
L.0084
1.0085

/FTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE INITE
DIMENSION REF(5)
DIMENSION ND(5)
2 ),DEP(SI 5),
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,
2 5 ,5 ),
5,1l),PIR(dL,50),PISAI(25,11),PISUP(11),POS(
PIPOS(
2
2
3P0W(25,5),RESTI (5,S),RIJATU(5,5),RP0S(11),SAL(25,5),TPEIIJD(5,5),
4 RA(5,5),IBUF(3,11),ICARDt80),ICOU',,IEXiILO11C,IN,INIT,IOUT,
51AS1)IONIU155,)IU255,i,~IXJ~4,YA
COMMON JPI()MS2,),O(23,AAI(,)NST~i
lSDPOS( 2 5 ),I.IM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(ll)
Du 10 NATa1,5
ND(NAT)0O
TOUTmO.0
TIN-0.O
TAID-0.0
DO 11 .1=1,5
IF(NAT-J) 12,11,12
TINuTIN+FL0W(~J,NAT)
12
TOUT=TOUT+FLOW(NAT,J)
TAIDsTAID+AID(NAT,J)
CONTINUE
11
TFLOW=TOUT+TIN
RATIO--BAL(NAT)/TFIOW
IF(RATIO-.1) 13,14,14
tF(TAID) 9,9,40
14
REST BAL(tIAT)/TAID*('l)
40
REST~uAMIN(REST,1.0)
DO 41 lu1,5
IF(NAT-I) 42,41,42
IAIDAMID(NAT,I)*REST1
42
IAIDMIN(IAID,5)
IF(AID) 41,41,43
IAID.AID(NAT,I)1IAID
43
CALL FIILQ(t,40,IAID,100)
BAL(NAT)uBAI(NAT)+IAID
CONTINUE
4.1
RATIO=-RAL(NAT)/TFIOW
IF(RATifl-.1) 10,9,9
RcST1-uBAL(NAT)/TIN
9
REST-AMIN(REST1,.05)
DO 15 Ju1,5
IV(NAT-J) 16,1'5,16
IRESTuREST*100,RESTI(NATr,J)
16
IREST1m MIN(IREST,IIM(NAT,J,2))
IFCRESTI(NAT,J)-IREST1) 50,15,15
CALL FILIQ(J,50,IRFST1,100)
50
CONTINUE
15
m.I 60

L.0086
Ir(REST1-.25)10,17,17
L.0087
17 ND(NAT)=(RESTI-.1)*TIN
L.0088
GO TO 10
L.0089
13
REST11BAL(NAT)-.05*TFLOW
L.0090
IF(RESTI) 10,10,18
L.0091
18
REST-BAL(NAT)/TIN
L.0092
REST2=AMIN(REST,.05)
L.0093
RESTI=REST1-REST2*TIN
L.0094
REST2=REST2*100
L.0095
DO 30 J-l,5
L.0096
IF(NAT-J) 31,30,31
L.0097
31
IREST-RESTI(NAT,J)-REST2
L.0098
IRESTBMAX(IREST,LIM(NAT,J,1))
L.0099
IF(IREST-LIM(NAT,J,1)) 30,30,70
L.0100 70
CALL FILLQ(J,50,IREST,100)
L-0101
30
CONTINUE
L.0102
IF(REST1) 10,10,35
L.0103
35
TAFF=0.0
L.0104
DO 19 J-1,5
L.0105
REF(J).0.0
L.0106
IF(NAT-J) 20,19,20
L.0107
20
IP(NAID(J)) 19,:9,21
L.0108
21
IF(AFFCT(NAT,,J)-1) 19,19,22
L.0109
22
IF(AFFCT(J,NAT)-1) 19,19,23
L.0110 23
REF(J).1.0
L.0111
TAFF-TAFF+AFFCT(NAT,J)
L.0112
19
CONTINUE
L.0113
IF(TAFF) 10,10,24
L.0114
24
DO 25 J-1,5
L.0115
I'(REF(J)-I.0) 25,26,25
L.0116 26
IAID-REST1*AFFCT(NAT,J)/TAFF
L.0117
I'IDuMIN(IAID,NAID(J))
L.0118
lAID -MIN(
IAID,5)
L.0119
IAID-AID(NAT,J)+IAID
L.0120
CALL FILLQ(J,40,IAID,100)
L.0121
NAID(J)-NAID(J)-IAID
L.0122 25
CONTINUE
L.0123
10
CONTINUE
L.0124
DO 5
1-1,5
L.0125
5 NAID(I)-ND(I)
L.0126
RETURN
L.0127
END
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L.0001
L.0002
L.0003
1.0004.
L.0005
L.0006
1.0007
L.0008
1.0009
L.0010
1.0011
1.0012
1.0013
1..0011.
L.0015
1 0016
L.,"017
1.0018
1.0019
1.0020
1.0021
L.0022
L.0023
L.0024.
1.0025
L.0026
L.0027
L.0028
1.0029
L.0030
1.0031

/CTC SVDECK
SUBROUTINE CHPOS
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APOS(11),BAL(5),OLBAL(5,2),DEP(5, 5),
1FLEX(11),FLOW(5,5),GNP(5),PCONIG(11,4),PELEC(I1),PIAFF(11,5),
2PIPOS(25,11),PIR(li,50),PISAL('25,11),PISUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(2S,5),RESTI (5,5)..RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TREND(5,5),
'.RA(5,5), IBUF(3,11), ICARD(80), ICOUWI, IEXIT, ILOC, III,INIT, lOUT,
51PASS(I0),IPOIN,IQUE1(5,50,I.),I(QUE2(5,50,4),IRND,IX,JM0NOfT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOIN(5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NI1SS,NTEAH-,
lSDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),IJPRPOZ(21'l)
DIMENSION PPOS('.),REF(5), IDF(5)
DO 1 Is1,NISS
SDPOS(I)uPOS(I,1)
1
DO 50 lJNul,NISS
IF(SAL(NN,1))50,50,10
PPaO.O
10
PPWmoO.
DO 11 1-1,5
PPaPP.POW(tlN,I)
PPWxPPW.POW(NN,I)*POS&'!N,I)
11
PPWUPPW/PP
IF(ABS(PPW)-7)13,12,12
CALL ELIM(PPW,NN)
12
GO TO 50
DO 25 INIT-1,5
13
IDF(INIT)-0
REF(It:IT)=0.0
14.
TOTREF-O.0
DO 20 NATul,5
IF(INIT-NAT)15,20,15
REF(NAT)-(ABS(AFFCT(It,'lT,NAT)).ABS(AFFCT(NAT,lINIT))+S.A1(Ithf,NAT))
15

L.0032

1/SAL(NN,INIT)-2W

L.0033
1.0034.
1.0035
1.0036
L.0037
1.0038
1.0039
L.004.0
L.0041
L.0042
L.6043
1.0044'
L.0045
L.0046
1.0047
L.0048
L.0049
L.0050
L.0051
L.0052
1.0053
1.0054.
1.0055

REF(lIAT)-AVAX(0.0,REF(fNAT))
TOTREF.TOTREr.REFWrAT)
CONTINUE
PPW-POS(NN,INIT)
IF(T)TREF) 9,25,9
DO 21 NAT=1,5
IF(ItNIT-NAT)16,21,16
IF(SAL(tlN, INIT)-5)17,18,18
IDF(t.AT)uSAL(NN,INIT)**2*(-.2),(10.0-AFFrT(INT,NIAT))*8.0*
1SAL(NN,INIT)**2/400.0+10.0
GO TO 21
IDF(NAT)-SAL(fiN, t!IT) **2*(-.2),2.0*SAL(NlN, I.'IT)-(AFF'"T( INIT,NAT)
1-10.0)'(.4*SAL(N)N, IP!IT)**2-4.0*SAL(NIN, INIT).20.0)/20.0
CONTINUE
DO 22 NAT.1,5
IF(POS(NN,lINIT)-POS(NlN,NAT))28,29,30
PPOS(NiAT)-POSe.NN,NAT}-IDF(NJAT)
GO TO 22
PPOS(NAT)uPOS(NN,NAT)+IDF(NAT)
GO TO 22
CALL RANDUCRAND)
RANOwRANO-.5
IF(RAND-ABS(RAND))2&8,30,22

20
9
16
17
18
21
28
30
29
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CONTINUE
DO 35 NATul,5
Ppw.pPW+PPOS(NAT)*REF(NAT)
Ppw-PPW/TOTREF
ppW.PPW-POS(NN,INIT)

L.0056
L.P057
L.0058
L.0059
,L.0060

22

L.0061
L.0062
L.0063
L.0064
L.0065
L.0066
L.0067
L.0068
L.0069
L.0070
L.0071
L.0072
L.0073
L.0074

PPW-AMIN(+2.0,PPW)
PPW=AMAX(-2.0,PPd)
IPOS-POS(NN,IPIIT)+PPW
IPOSwMIN(10,IPOS)
IPOS=MAX(-10,IPOS)
36
IF(INIT-1)36o37,
23
37 SDPOS(NN)-IPOS
GO TO 25
36 NAT-INIT
300 )
CALL FILLQ(NN,IPOS,0,
CONTINUE
25
CONTINUE
50
RETURN
END

35
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L.0001
L.0002
L.0003

/FT"' SVDECK
SUBROUTINE DPOL
COMMON AFFCT(5,5),AID(5,5),APCS(11),BAL(5),OIBAL(5,2),DEP(5, 5),.

1.0005
L.0006
1.0007
L1 '008
1.0009
1.0010
1.0011
L.0012
1.0013
L.0014
1.0015
1.0016
L.0017
1.0018
L.0019
1.0020
1.0021
1.0022
1.0023
L.0024

2P1 POS(25,11),PIR( 11,50),PISAL(25, 11),PSUP(11),POS(25,5),
3POW(25,5),RESTI (5,5),RNATU(5,5),RPOS(11),SAL(25,5),TREND(5,5),
4RA(5,5),;IUF(3,11),ICARD(80), ICOUN,IEXIT,ILOC, IN,INIT, lOUT,
5IPASS(10), IPOIN, IQUE1(S,50,4), IQUE2(5,50,4), IRND, IX,JM~OIIT,JYEAR
COMMON JPOINC5),MES(20,8),MON(12,3),NAT,NATIN(5,2),NISS,NTEAM,
1SDPOS(25),LIM(5,5,2),NAID(5),NPRPOS(11)
DIMENSION SUP(11),NBIAS(2), ITYPE(3)
DIMENSION IPN(11)
DATA IPN/'XLIB', 'MLB','MCON', 'XCON', 'TREA', 'SD', 'DOD',
1'NAEC', 'INEC', 'HARD', 'SOFT'/
DATA ITYPF/'EC', 'PR',' 'P'/,NBIAS/2,4/
KI-20

K2=400
K3r~n
K41lU
K5-20
Mal.
KK2=2
KK3-1
KK4uI

1.0025

KK5=20

1.0026
1.0027
L.0028
1.0029
1.0030
1.0031
1.0032
1.0033
1.0034
L.0035
1.0036
1.0037
L.0038
1.0039
1.0040
1.0041
1.0042
1.0043
1.0044
1.0045
1.0046
1.0047
1.0048
1.0049
L.0050
1.0051
1.0052
L.0053
L.0054
1.0055

NW=O
NTOT-0
Du. 399 IPI-1,11
00 400 1=1,50
IF(PIR(IPI,I)) 400,406,400
IF(IQUE1(1, I,1))400,'.0O,407
CONTINUE
IROUTnIQUE1(1,1,4)/99
GO TO(401,402,403),IkOUT
ITAR=IQUE1(1,1,1)
IAREAnIQUE1(1,1,2)
IAMT=IQL)E1(1,1,3)
IR0UTuIAREA/10-3
GO TO (520,510),IROUT
Au(RPOS(IPI)-PIAFF(IPI, ITAR))/3.
B-AMAX(1.,ABS(A))
PIR(IPI,I).A.A/B*IAMT*(IAMT-OLBA1(ITAR,1))/60.
CALL SQUASH('!0.,O.,PiR( P1, I),1.)
GO TO 400
An(APOS(IPI ).PIAFF(IPI, .TAR))/3.
8*AMAX(1.,ABS(A))
PIR(IPI,I).A+A/B*(IAMT-OIBAI(ITAR,2))
CALL SQUASH(10.0,0.0,PIR('PI,I),1.0)
GO TO '.00
IACTnIQUE1(1,1,3)
ISSUE.IQUE1(1,I,2)
ITAR=IQUE1(1,I,1)
NTOTuNTOT.1
IF(IABS(IACT)-3) 4.08,408,409
NWaNW.1

406
4.07
311
401

510

520

402

409
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L.0056
L.0057
L.0058
L.0059
L.0060
1.0061
L.0062
1.0063
1.0064
1.0065
1.0066
L.0067
1.0068
1.0069
1.0070
1.0071
1.0072
.0073
L.0074.
L.0075
L.0076
1.0077
1.0078
1.0079
L.0080
1.0081
1.0082
1.0083
1.008'.
1.0085
1.0086
1.0087
L.0088
1.0089
1 0090
1.0091
L.0092
1.G093
L.0094.
1.0095
L.0096
L.0097
1.0098
1.0099
1.0100
1.0101
1.0102
L.0103
1.010'.
1.0105
1.0106
1.0107
1.0108
1.0109
L.0110

P1*NPRPOS(IPI)-IACT
P2aPIAFF(IPI,ITAR)*IACT/K'.
DIFF.CABS(PIPOS(ISSUE,IPI)-POS(ISSUE,1)))-ABS(PIPOS(ISSIJE,IPI)-POS
1(ISSUE,ITAR))
P3nDIFF*IACT/K5
PIR(IPI,I)uPl*ARS(Pl)P2*ARS(P2).P3*ABS(P3)
CALL SQUASH(10.0,0.0,PIR(b'I, I),1O.O)
GO TO 4.00
ISSUruIQUv1(1,I,1)
403
IPOS-'IQUE1(1,1,2)
PIR(IPlI,I)nlO.-(IPOS-PIPOS(ISSUE,IPI)),t,*2
1'PISAL(ISSUE,IPI)/50.
CALL SQUASH(10.,0.,PIR( IPI, I),1. )
CONTINUE
4.00
C~ONTINUE
399
DO 501 IPI-1,11
DO 501 lu1,50
Ir(PIR(IPI,l)) 502,501,503
PIR(IPI,I )=AMAX(PIR(IPI,I,-10.0)
502
GO TO 501
PIR(IPI,I)-AMIN(PIR(IPI,I),10.0)
503
CONTINUE
501
507 NTOT-MAX(NTOT,1)
WaNW*1./NTOT
W=DEF(W,0.4,NTOT,3)
TOT=1.-W
508 POSPIR-0
NPOS-O
ECPIR-0.0
NEC-0
PRPIR=0.0
NPR-0
DO 51 IP'1l,11
DO 50 J-1,50
IF(IQUE1(1,J,1))53,53,52
IROUT*IQUE1(1,J,'.)/99
52
GO TO(61,62,63),IROUT
ECPIR-ECPIR.PIRCIPI,J)
61
NECuNEC+1
GO TO 50
PRPIRWPRPIRPIR(IPI,J)
62
NPR-NPR.1
GO TO 50
POSPIRuPOSPIR+PIR(IPI,J)
63
NPOSuNPOS.1
CONTINUE
50
53 NEC-MAX(1,NEC)
NPRwMAX(1,NPR)
NPOS.MAX(1,NPOS)
ECPIRmECPIR/NEC
PRPIRuPRPIR/NPR
POSPIR.POSPIR/NPOS
ECPIRuDEF(ECPIR,3.,NEC,0)
PRPIR-DEFCPPPIR,3.,NPR,O)
POSPIREDEF(POSPIR,3.,NPOS,0)
408
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L.0111
L.0112
L.0113
L.0114.
L.0115
1.0116
L.0117
L.0118
L.011.9
L.0120
L.0121
L.0122
L.0123

SUP(IPI)n(ECPIR+PRPIR+POSPIR)/3
CALL SQUASH(10.,0,SUP( IPI ),fl.1)
312 PISUP(IPI).TOT*'ISUP(IPI).W*SUP(IPI)
51
CONTINUE
DO 70 NNw1,fJISS
DO 75 IPIu5,11
PP*999.
IF ((PISAL(NN,IPI)-5.)**2-10) 76,75,75
76
IF(PISAL(NN,IPI)-5.0)77,77,78
77
IDF-PISAL(NN,IPI )**2*(-.2)+(10.0-PISUP(IPI)*.0.*PISAL(tNN,IVIu)
1**2)/20.0+10.0
GO TO 79
78
IDFuPISAL(N!N,IPI)**2*(-.2).2.O*PISAL(NN,IPI:-PISUP(IPI)-10.0*

L.0125
79 PPuPIPOS(rJN,IPI)
1.0126
IF (POS(NN,1)-PIPOS(NN,IPI)) 81,82,80
1.0127
80 PPPSuPOS(NN,1)-IDF
1.0128
GO TO 315
L.0129
81 PPPS-POS(NN,1)+IDF
L.0130
GO TO 315
1.0131 82
CALL RANDU(RAND)
1.0132
RAND-RAND-. 5
1.0133
IF(RAND-ABS(RAND))80,81,75
1.0134.
315 PPPS=PPPS-PIPOS(NN,IPI)
1.0135
PPPS=/MAX(PPPS,-2.)
1.0136
PPPS-AMIN(PPPS,2.)
1.0137
PIPOS(NN,IPI)-PIPOS(NN,IPI).PPPS
1.0138
75 CONTIN4UE
CONTINUE
1.0139 7C
L.0140
DO 100 1=1,4.
1.0141
DO 101 NN-1,NISS
1.0142
POWTOT=0.0
1.0143
PP-PIPOS(NN,I)
PIPOS(NN,I)-0.O
1.014'.
DO 102 K=5,11
L.014!
L.0146
P'POS(NN, I)-PIPOS(NN, I)PIPOS(NN,K)*PCONG(K, I)
1.0147 102
POWTOT=POWTOT4PCONG(K, I)
1.0148
PIPOS(NN .I)-PIPOS(NN,I)/POWTOT
CONTINUE
1.0149 101
CONTINUE
1.0150 100
1.0151 201
WRITE(IOUT,1001)
1.0152
1001 FORMAT('0R-1PORT OF THE PRESIDENTIAL ADVISORS FOR
1.0153
1'DOMESTIC POLITICAL RELATIONS')
1.0154 203
WRITE(IOUT,1003)
(MO0N(JMOtlT,K),K-1,3) ,JYEAR
1.0155
1003 FORMAT(
',3A4,14)
i.015C
WRITE(IOUT,1007)
1.0157
1007 FORMAT(OPI GROUP
ACT SPLCIFICATION'S PI RESPONSE'/)
L.0158
DO 204 IPIu1,11
NN0
L.0159
DO 205 IRSP-l,50
L.0160
L.0161
IF(IQUE1(1, IRSP.1))206,205,206
CALL RANDU(RAND)
L.0162 206
L.0163
IROUTuIQUE1(1,IRSP,4)/100
L.0164
GO TO (876,877,876),IROUT
L.0165
876 PINCL-ABS(PIP(IPI,IR'QP))*RAND/10.
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L.0166
L.0167
L.0168
1.0169
L.0170
L.0171
L.0172
1.01,'1.0174
L.0175
L.0176
1.0177
L.0178
1.0179
1.0180
L.0181
L.0182
1.0183
L.0184
L.0185
1.0186
1.0187
1.0188
L.0189
1.0190
1.0191
L.0192
1.0193
1.0194
L.0195
1.0196
L.0197
1.0198
1.0199

GO TO 878
PINCLuPIR(IPI,IRSP)**2*RAND/100.
IF (PIRCIPI,IRSP)) 222,222,223
IF(PINCL-.5)205,210,210
IF(PINCL-.1)205,210,210
IF(N-1)240,241,241
WRITE(IOUT,1004) IPI,IPN(IPI)
FORMAT('O',12,2X,A4)
NwN+1
241
IROUT=IQUE1(1,IRSP,4)/99
PIRESP&PIR(IPI,IRSP)
IRESP-AMIN(10.,PIRESP)
IRESP=AMAX(-10.,PIRESP)
WRITE(6,1005) ITYPE(IROUT),(IQUE1(1,IRSP,K),K-1,3),IRESP
1005 FORMATt12X,A4,314,5X,14)
205
CONTINUE
204
CONTINUE
TOTPOL-0.0
POIWT.0.0
DO 300 IPIu1,11
TOTPOLzPELEC(IPI )+TOTPOL
300
POLWTuPOLWT.PISUP(IPI)*PELEC(IPI)
TOTPOL=POIWT/TOTPOL
NABS=TOT/3*100
NYES*TOTPOI+60-NABS/2
NNO-100-NABS-NYES
WRITE(IOUT,1111) NYES,NNO,NABS
1111 FORMAT('OPUBIIC OPINION POLL QUESTION :l/
1'0"DO YOU AGREE WiTH THE GENERAL POLICIES OF
2'THIS ADMINISTRATION ?V'/'
% YES
NO'
3'
% NO ANSWER'/6X,12,8X,12,12X,12)
CALL ATCHG
RETURN
END
877
878
222
223
210
240
1004
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SUBROUTINE FFAN(A,D,M,MW)
DIMENSION A(l),D(3),K(IO), IS(3), IC(3), If(4O)
191
DATA
'''''
KB,KP,KM/'
DATA
INTEGER A
DO 50

1.1,3

IC(I )-O
D(I )w..
50 CONTINUE
A(l)-KB
1 FORMAT(L.0.I)
Nal
Do 100 1-1,4.0
L'IA(I
7,2,7
IF (1-KB)
3,100,3
2 IF (1-1)
3 IF (IA(1-1)-Kg) 5,100O,5
5 N=N*1
GO TO 100
SIF (L-KP) gg,R,
8 IA(I)uKB
5,100,5
IF (I-1V
9 IF (L-KM) 11ý,10,11
10 IS(N)u1
IA(lI)uKB
GO TO 100
11 IF (L.EQ.K(1)) GO TO 20
IF (L.EO.K(2)) Go TO 21
IF (L.EQI.K(3)) GO TO 22
IF (L.EQ.K(1.)) GO TO 23
IF (L.EO.K(5)) SO TO 24.
IF (L.EQ.K(6)) GO( TO 25
IF (L.EQ-.K(7)) GO TO 26
IF (L.EO.K(8)) GO TO 27
IF (L.EQ.K(9)) GO TO 28
IF (L.EQ.K(10)) GO TO 29
A( 1)IA( I
RE TURN
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20 LO
GO TO 99

21 L-1
GO TO
22 L-2
GO TO
23 L-3
GO TO
24 L=4
GO TO
25 L5

99
99
99
99

GO TO 99
26 L6
GO TO 99
27 L=7
GO TO 99
28 L-8
GO TO 99
29 L,9
99 IC(N)-IC(N)*lfl + L
100 CONTINUE
1"1,3
DO 110
D(I ) IC(I )*IS( I)
110 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
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Definitions of the PRINCE COMMON Variables

AFFCT

Attitude of one nation to another

AID

Aid grants

APOS

Attitudes toward aid of the PI groups

BAL

Balance of Payments

OLBAL

Previous transaction flows

DEP

Inter-nation dependence

FLEX

Willingness of the PI groups to change attitudes

FLOW

Transactions flows

GNP

Gross national

PCONG

Power to elect congressmen c.f the PI groups

PELEC

Electoral power of the PI groups

PIAFF

PI groups' attitudes toward the nations

PIPOS

Issue positions of t he PI g'oups

PIR

Responses of the P1 groups

PISAL

PI grours' s-ipport for the government

POS

Issue pc sitionr of the rnations

POW

Issue "power" of the nations

RESTI

Import restrictions

RNATU

"Natural" transaction flows

RPOS

Attitude of the PI groups on restrictions

SAL

Salience of an issue to a nation

TREND

Secular trend of flown

RA

Relative acceptance
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products

Variables not used by the conversational version: IBUF, ICARD, ICOUN,
ILOC, IN, IPASS, MES
INIT

Nation iniating act

IEXIT

Input error code

IN

Input unit number (5, card input; 9, terminal input)

IOUT

Output unit number (6, terminal output)

IQUEl

Current acts

IQUF2

Future acts

IRND

Cycle (or round) number

IX

Seed for random number generator

JMONT

Current month

JYEAR

Current year

NAT

Nation responding to act

NATIN

Names of nations

NISS

Number of issues

NTEAM

Team identification number

SDPOS

Issue positions oi the State Department

LIM

Limits on restrictions

NAID

Amount of aid needed by the nations

NRPOS

Preferret PR position by the PI groups
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